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Note on References to Trust and Group and Foundation Group
Please note throughout this Annual Report and Accounts:
•

‘Trust’ refers to information regarding South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust;

•

If information is relevant to both South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust and SWFT Clinical
Service Ltd, this will be referenced as the ‘Group’, and

•

If content is regarding Foundation Group activities (incorporating South Warwickshire NHS
Foundation Trust, Wye Valley NHS Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust) this will be referenced
as the ‘Foundation Group’.
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Performance Report
Overview
Introduction
The purpose of the Overview section is to give the reader a summary that provides them with sufficient
information to understand the organisation, its purpose, the key risks to the achievement of its objectives and
how it has performed during the year.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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Statement of Going Concern
The Board of Directors has prepared this Annual Report to provide a fair, balanced and understandable
analysis of the Trust. This includes the strategy moving forward as well as a review of last year’s progress.
The anticipated continued provision of the Trust’s services in the public sector is normally sufficient evidence
of going concern. The Board of Directors has a reasonable expectation that the services provided by the
NHS Foundation Trust will continue to be provided by the public sector for the foreseeable future. For this
reason, the Directors have adopted the going concern basis in preparing the Accounts, following the definition
of going concern in the public sector adopted by HM Treasury’s Financial Reporting Manual.
The accounts have been prepared under a direction issued by NHS Improvement (previously known as
Monitor) under the National Health Service Act 2006.
Approved by the Board of Directors and signed on their behalf:

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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Chair’s Message
It has been another very difficult year for the NHS and society in general as the ravages and unintended
consequences of Covid 19 and lockdown become clear. Friends and loved ones have been lost, colleagues
have had to cope with enormous stress, families have had to support in many unseen ways and all of us
have had to face longer waits for healthcare.
In this context, the Trust and every colleague have continued to deliver exceptional performance. We have
been able to make real progress on the things which we believe will help us help you as the ‘system’ recovers
from Covid and we adapt to the challenges of rising demand, an ageing population and the need to deliver
better health outcomes to our citizens and better value to taxpayers.
The Trust remains at the forefront of working with our partners in healthcare to deliver more of our services
closer to home. Our community teams are a prized asset, and we are working increasingly closely with social
care colleagues to develop so called ‘virtual wards’. These use technology, developed in our Digital Hub at
Stratford Hospital (with local partner SSC), to allow patients to stay at home, safely monitored by us rather
than be in an expensive hospital bed.
The challenges remain immense, however. Demand into our A&E Department is running between 10% and
30% higher (this is a range of weekly increases) than before the pandemic. We also have too many patients
who are medically fit for discharge waiting to get home. This causes real pressure on our bed base. We are
working closely with primary care and social care colleagues on these issues, to help the ‘flow’ of the hospital
work better to minimise unnecessarily long stays. We are also having to support too many children in crisis
at the hospital. Waiting lists for elective surgery are too long, despite the Trust having some of the best
performance in the country on this measure, and finally we are having to cope with very high staff absences
due to the pandemic.
Additionally, we have had to address the realities of the shortfalls in maternity care identified in the Ockenden
report into Shrewsbury and Telford hospitals. We do many important things as a Trust but none of them are
more important than ensuring life is brought safely into the world. I am immensely proud of the maternity
services at the Trust (where both my own children were born) and as an organisation we continue to invest
to ensure our services are safe for babies and parents, and that our colleagues are supported. This year we
have invested another £1.5m in this service alone.
All of the above cause enormous strain on our incredible colleagues. I cannot thank them enough for
continuing to serve our communities by ‘Going the Extra Mile’ every day when many of us would give up.
You truly are remarkable.
I would also like to thank my colleagues on the Board, in particular Glen Burley and his team and also Bruce
Paxton, my Deputy, who retired this year. To my non-executive colleagues, the Council of Governors, Patient
Forum and all the volunteers who help make the Trust run in such a special way I also thank you.
2022/23 is going to be another challenging year but the Trust has a reputation, as the only Outstanding rated
Acute Trust in the Midlands, of performing in adversity. I am sure this year will see us continue to make
progress.

Russell Hardy, Chair

Date: 15 July 2022
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Chief Executive’s Message
This report looks back on another exceptional year for the Trust. Despite the considerable challenges of the
Pandemic and ever-growing NHS demand, we have been able to maintain, recover but also further develop
our complex and varied services across Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull.
During 2021/22, the national reputation of the Trust has grown further with the organisation regularly being
cited as a leading provider of exceptional local, integrated care. The recently published national staff survey
once more placed the Trust amongst the best employers in the NHS and our staff as some of the most
engaged and committed. All of which helps to underpin our status of being the only outstanding rated general
acute provider in the Midlands.
The pressure the NHS has been under has been unprecedented over the past year. However, despite the
challenges our staff have strived to continually provide the very best care to our patients. Throughout this
report we will showcase examples of how our teams have excelled during 2021/22. This is thanks to a
combination of teamwork, innovation and sheer dedication to the cause. I will avoid producing a list of
examples, because there are so many.
The NHS now faces an extremely difficult period where we need to continue to manage with Covid as well
as seek to deal with the backlogs it has caused. We ended the year by meeting the initial elective recovery
milestone of having no patients waiting more than 104 weeks, three months earlier than the national plan
required. We will now set out to deliver the further national milestones early too.
Our aim is to keep people healthy and at home for as much of their lives as they can. Our philosophy is to
avoid hospitalisation through the use of technology and utilising the skills of our in and out of hospital teams.
If hospital admission is required, then we aim to make the experience as slick and effective as we can and
then seek to get people back home as early as possible. We now have some of the best out of hospital and
hospital-based ‘same day emergency care’ pathways in the NHS. This is reflected in our outcomes, our
patient and staff feedback and our productivity and efficiency. We aim to get the most from the public money
that we are allocated, demonstrating unrivalled efficiency. This is set out in this report and within our Annual
Accounts.
I would like to thank every member of the Trust team, including our volunteers and key partner organisations
for their hard work and commitment all day, every day throughout what has been the most difficult period in
my almost 39 years in the NHS. It is a great privilege to lead this Trust and our Foundation Group, and to
work on a day-to-day basis with so many talented people.
In July the NHS will move into a new era with the formal inception of Integrated Care Systems (ICSs). We
see this as a great opportunity to further realise the strategy that the Trust has been working to implement
for a number of years. This will focus more on the integration of health and care services and through a
greater emphasis on prevention and managing population health. We are certainly ready for this change, and
I look forward to reporting on progress in next year’s report. Meanwhile I hope that you enjoy reading this
year’s report and to celebrating the successes of our staff and partners.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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About the Trust
The Trust provides a range of healthcare services to around half a million people in Warwickshire. Children’s,
Young People’s and Family Services are also delivered throughout Coventry and Solihull. To serve these
communities the Trust currently employs over 5000 members of staff.
The Trust operates from a number of sites including:
• Ellen Badger Hospital – based in Shipston on Stour, South Warwickshire, Ellen Badger Hospital is
planning to start redevelopment work. In March 2022 planning permission was approved to bring
together Shipston Medical Centre and the hospital on the same site. To facilitate the construction
work that will be taking place as part of the development plans, the inpatient ward was temporarily relocated to Campion Ward at Leamington Spa Hospital in January 2022.
• Leamington Spa Hospital – The site supports a number of divisions hosting inpatient, outpatient,
community and information technology services. Feldon Ward provides stroke rehabilitation and
Campion Ward delivers a community hospital service supporting community referrals from GPs and
community trusts for end-of-life care and rehabilitation needs, where consultant-led treatment in a
community bed is required. Specialist neuro-rehabilitation is provided to patients with acquired brain
injuries at the Central England Rehabilitation Unit (CERU), which is also located at the premises.
CERU, a national centre of excellence, delivers services across Allsop and Chadwick Wards. CERU
hosts four outpatient services - Specialist Neurorehabilitation, Spasticity Toxin Services, the
Community Neuro Rehabilitation Team (specialising in multiple sclerosis pathways of care) and a
multidisciplinary Complex Neurorehabilitation Rehabilitation Team (supporting the local community
and regional major trauma pathway). The Trust’s Integrated Musculoskeletal Service is also based at
the Leamington Spa Hospital site.
• Out of Hospital Services – As a combined acute and community trust a key element of the Trust’s
strategy is reducing unnecessary acute hospital admissions through the delivery of localised
community services. Care is delivered in patients’ homes and clinics across Warwickshire. A wide
range of conditions are treated including diabetes, Parkinson’s disease and heart failure. Children,
Young People and Family Services such as health visiting, and school nursing are provided in
Coventry and Solihull in addition to Warwickshire.
• Stratford-upon-Avon Hospital – The hospital is divided across two buildings with an ophthalmology
unit, The Rigby Cancer Unit, an outpatient pharmacy and health and wellbeing hub spread across a
three storey building. Outpatient Services, a Minor Injuries Unit and the Nicol Unit are housed at the
original site.
• Warwick Hospital – As the Trust’s largest site the majority of the organisation’s acute services are
provided at Warwick Hospital. This includes emergency, diagnostic and pathology, diabetes,
audiology amongst a range of other services. Intensive care, cancer care and coronary care are all
delivered in dedicated units and surgical procedures are carried out in main and day theatres.
Warwick Hospital also has a labour ward, special care baby unit and midwifery-led birthing unit called
the Bluebell Birth Centre, to offer maternity support to women and families.
SWFT Charity
The Trust’s Charity, SWFT Charity, exists to enhance the care, treatment and facilities of patients, families
and visitors to the Trust, as well as investing in staff training. Through charitable giving and fundraising, the
Charity aims to provide valuable support above and beyond that provided by NHS core funding.

SWFT Clinical Services Ltd

The Trust’s wholly owned subsidiary SWFT Clinical Services Ltd was founded in March 2011. The company
has the ability to identify and deliver a flexible approach across a range of non-clinical estates and facilities
services, as well as outpatient pharmacy (at both Warwick Hospital and George Eliot Hospital), consultancy
services and private healthcare support, by adopting a traditional business sector model.
All surpluses made by the company’s trading activities are either reinvested into the business, gifted to
charitable organisations or returned to the Trust.
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Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd

Innovate Healthcare Services Limited (IHCS) is a Limited Company whose shares are 100% owned by South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust. On 1 December 2021 a Control Agreement was signed between South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust (SWFT) and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) which provides
GEH joint control over Innovate Healthcare Services Limited, making IHCS a joint venture.
Innovate is responsible for the delivery of information technology, digital, information governance and access
to health records services for the trusts, as well as information technology services to Primary Care across
Warwickshire. Innovate became operational in December 2021, when staff from the two trusts were Transfer
of Undertakings Protection of Employment (TUPE) transferred into the company, and it took up the role of
service provider. Innovate has around 150 staff providing services to 12,000 users across Warwickshire.

Trust’s Vision and Values
Vision - “Together with others we will use all of our expertise and resources to support and improve the
wellbeing of our communities.”

Values
Safe - We put safety above everything else
•
•
•
•

Keep patients, service users and staff safe
Take personal responsibility
Deliver high quality care
Listen, value and support our staff

Effective - We will do the right thing at the right time
•
•
•
•

Proactively seek to make improvements
Work in partnership
Deliver evidence-based care
Engage and involve

Compassionate - We offer compassionate care to everyone
•
•
•
•

Friendly, helpful and courteous
Sensitive to individual needs
Respect privacy, dignity, diversity and choice
Offer care we would want for ourselves and our loved ones

Trusted - We will be open and honest
•
•
•
•

Treat everyone with openness, honesty and respect
Decisions driven by our local communities and a public service ethos
Commitment to excellence
Maintain professional standards

Review of the Trust’s Values

The above Values have been in place for over a decade now and overall, they still match the Trust’s cultural
expectations and aspirations. They were developed by staff and have been a key part of the organisation playing a significant role in helping to develop the leadership charter, and recruitment and induction
processes.
During 2021/22, the Trust wanted to take the opportunity to revisit these Values to ensure they still met
cultural and organisational aims, and to explore whether there was an opportunity to include an additional
value that enhances those already in place.
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As part of this review, the Trust worked with staff to develop a wider behavioural framework that sets out how
the Trust demonstrates and lives its values day-to-day. Over 200 people were involved in this process and
contributed through:
• Virtual engagement sessions
• Tailored team engagement sessions
• Trust-wide Values and behaviours questionnaire
Staff were asked what behaviours they would and wouldn’t expect to see to demonstrate each value, and if
there was anything else they would like to see included in the Trust Values. It was concluded that inclusivity
should be added to the Values. To re-enforce that the Trust accepts and values everyone, embraces diversity
and will call out all discrimination.
Work is now underway to develop and build the behavioural framework from the data gathered. This, along
with the revised values, will be launched in 2022/23.
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Trust Strategy
The Trust’s strategy focuses on health not illness with an emphasis on ‘Helping You to Help Yourself’ and
is delivered through our engaged and passionate workforce, as well as the key partnerships which support
our vision of achieving integration.
The strategy has five pillars: Quality Improvement, Sustainability, Workforce and leadership, Public and
Patient engagement and Integration. Over the years this strategy has been refreshed and amended to reflect
the changing environment, an example of this would be the increased importance of digital for the Trust’s
strategic direction.
Much of what we originally set out has subsequently been adopted as NHS policy and hence remains very
relevant to our future. However, to ensure we continue to be at the forefront of strategic thinking regarding
health and care, we are refreshing the Trust strategy.
This refresh will help set out a new roadmap to make sure we continue to provide the right care for our
population. As well as consider new legislation, the impact of covid and the changing populations we care
for.
We are currently starting to develop the plan that will sit behind a refreshed strategy. Our role in the wider
community means we will not only speak with staff who work at the Trust but also those that work in our
partner organisations and with our local communities.

Trust Structure
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust is a provider of integrated acute and community NHS health
services. The organisation conducts its activities throughout Warwickshire with children’s services also
delivered in Coventry and Solihull. The Trust is comprised of five operational divisions - elective care,
emergency care, support services, family health, and the Out of Hospital Care Collaborative and a social
14

enterprise named SWFT Clinical Services Ltd, plus a joint venture with George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust
named Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd.
The Trust is regulated by NHS England and NHS Improvement following the integration of the two
organisations. On 1 March 2010 the Trust was awarded a license to operate as a Foundation Trust (FT) by
NHS Improvement which was operating as an independent regulatory body called Monitor at this time. The
awarding of FT status was done under terms of authorisation which outline the core services provided by the
Trust. NHS England/Improvement oversees the work of the Trust to ensure it is meeting all of its
commitments.
Engaging with and being accountable to a membership base is a condition of operating as an FT. Our
Membership is made up of our employees and members of the public who would like to have an input into
how the Trust conducts its business. As part of this, Members are responsible for electing a Council of
Governors to which the Board of Directors reports.
The Board of Directors consists of a Chair, six voting and two non-voting Executive Directors alongside four
voting Non-Executive Directors, two non-voting Non-Executive Directors and one non-voting Associate NonExecutive Director. Further information on the Board of Directors and details about the Council of Governors
is in the Accountability Report.
In 2013 SWFT Clinical Services Ltd was formally registered as a Social Enterprise and received the Social
Enterprise Mark in January 2014. Its Board of Directors is made up of an independent Non-Executive Chair,
three other Non-Executive Directors and three Executive Directors. Since 2017/18, SWFT Clinical Services
Ltd accounts have been consolidated into the Trust’s financial statements.
Innovate Healthcare Services Limited (IHCS) is a Limited Company whose shares are 100% owned by South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust. On 1 December 2021 a Control Agreement was signed between South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust (SWFT) and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) which provides
GEH joint control over Innovate Healthcare Services Limited making IHCS a joint venture. IHCS purchased
assets of both Trusts via a loan and share capital from SWFT and circa 150 staff TUPEd over on the same
day it became operational. Innovate is responsible for the delivery of Information Technology, Digital,
Information Governance and Access to Health Records services for the Trusts as well as Information
Technology services to Primary Care across Warwickshire.

The Foundation Group

The Trust is part of a wider ‘Foundation Group’ with George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) and Wye
Valley NHS Trust (WVT). This structure sees each trust operate independently and maintain its identity but
provides a platform for collaboration and identifying solutions to shared challenges. . To support this, the
Foundation Group have created an Associate Membership option and in 2021/22 Worcestershire Acute
Hospitals NHS Trust (WAHT) joined as an Associate Member.
Glen Burley is the Chief Executive at all three trusts and Managing Directors – Anne Coyle at South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, David Eltringham at GEH and Jane Ives at WVT - are responsible for
each individual organisation. In addition, staff from a range of different functions including Digital Strategy,
Pharmacy, Organisational Development and Service Improvement have taken on inter-organisational roles,
helping to share ideas and best practise while nurturing close working relationships.
The ‘Foundation Group’ model has brought about a number of benefits for each trust. The procurement of
goods, systems and services can be done more competitively through the Foundation Group’s combined
size, and knowledge and experience can be shared seamlessly. Important measures of quality such as Care
Quality Commission (CQC) ratings and NHS Staff Survey results illustrate that this partnership and pooling
of resources is delivering improvements in acute and community-based patient care.
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Organisational Structures
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Service Profile/Principal Activities - Trust and SWFT Clinical
Services Ltd
Services provided by the Trust are shown below:
Elective Care Division

Emergency Care Division

Family Health Division

- Acute Pain Services
- Anaesthetics
- Audiology
- Breast Surgery
- Cancer Services
- Colorectal
- Critical Care
- Day Surgery Unit
- Dermatology
- Endoscopy
- ENT, Oral and Facial
- Gastroenterology
- General surgery
- Haematology
- Intensive Care Unit and Resuscitation Service
- Ophthalmology
- Pain Service
- Paediatric Surgery
- Patient Access Services (inc Booking & Medical Secretariat)
- Pre-operative Assessments
- Stoma and Internal Pouch services
- Theatres
- Trauma and Elective Orthopaedics
- Urology
- A&E
- Acute Medicine
- Ambulatory Care
- Cardiac Investigations
- Cardiology
- Care of the Elderly
- Diabetes
- Endocrinology
- Frailty
- Medical Specialities
- Minor Injuries Unit*
- Respiratory
- Respiratory Physiology
- Rheumatology
- Virtual Wards
- Children in Care
- Child Information System (CHIS)
- Community Children’s Nursing
- Community Paediatricians
- Coventry Family Health and Lifestyle Service**
- Family Nurse Partnership
- Gynaecology and Obstetrics
- Maternity
- Paediatrics
- Paediatric Occupational Therapy
- Paediatric Physiotherapy
- Paediatric Speech and language Therapy
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- Safeguarding Adults & Children
- Solihull Healthy Child Programme***
- Warwickshire 0-5 Health Visiting service
Out of Hospital Care Collaborative

- Community Hospitals and Therapy Led Rehabilitation Unit
- Community Tissue Viability
- Community Urgent Response Team
- Complex Discharge teams
- Continence
- Diabetes Nursing
- Discharge to Assess services
- District Nursing
- Heart Failure Nursing
- HomeFirst – intermediate care nursing and therapy services
including falls
- Leg Ulcer service
- Palliative Care Nurse Specialists
- Parkinson Disease Nurse Specialists
- Place Based Teams
- Rapid Response Overnight Service
- Referral management centre - single point of access and
integrated care coordination
- Street Outreach

Support Services Division

- Acquired Brain Injury Inpatient Services
- Acquired Brain Injury Outpatients Clinics
- Central England Rehabilitation Unit (CERU)
- Chronic Pain Management
- Chaplains Corner
- Clinical Psychology
- Community Neuro Rehabilitation
- Complex Outpatient Neurological Team
- Dietetic Service
- Electro-Biomedical
- Health Records
- Hotel Services
- Neurological Community Neuro Rehabilitation Team
- Occupational Therapy
- Outpatients
- Pharmacy
- Physiotherapy
- Podiatry
- Radiology
- Scanning Bureau
- South Warwickshire Integrated MSK Service
- Speech & Language Therapy
- Stroke Services
- Histopathology/Pathology
- Volunteers
- Wheelchair Services
* Due to COVID-19 the Minor Injuries Unit at Stratford Hospital was closed during 2021/22.
** This service includes Health Visiting, Family Nurse Partnership, Infant Feeding, Stop Smoking In
Pregnancy, School Nursing Services and Be Active Be Healthy - Family Weight Management Services and
MAMTA.
*** This service includes Health Visiting, Healthy Start Vitamins Scheme, Infant Feeding, Family Nurse
Partnership and School Nursing.
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Services provided by SWFT Clinical Services Ltd are shown below:
Property, Estates & FM Division
Pharmacy Division

Consultancy Division

- Property Ownership of Health & Social Care Premises
- Hard and Soft Facilities Management Services
- Outpatient Pharmacy Provision Warwick and Stratford Hospitals
and the George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (as a task entrusted to
it by the Trust as part of the Trust’s cooperation agreement with
the George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust)
- Retail Pharmacy
- Stop Smoking Service (at Warwick Hospital)
- Tablets to take out (TTO) dispensing at Warwick and Stratford
Hospitals
SWFT Clinical Services Consultancy Division is set up to offer
expert compliance and advisory services around financial
management, savings, strategy development, digital innovation
and IT provision and management.

Services specifically supported by the Company are shown below:
Elective Division – Private Health
Services

SWFT Clinical Services provides nursing staff for the Trust’s
private healthcare facility at the Grafton Suite at Stratford
Hospital

Objectives 2022/23
The Annual Trust Objectives signal the Board’s key priorities for the coming year. These take
account of Trust strategy, local priorities, and national planning guidance.
The Chief Executive has met with the three Chief Strategy Officers from across the Foundation
Group to agree common themes and areas of potential group working to maximise the benefits
available to each organisation from the Foundation Group.
The performance of each Trust objective is monitored throughout the year. A status update for each
objective goes to the Council of Governors meetings on a quarterly basis, and there is a six-month
and full year Board review of performance.
This year’s objectives have been grouped under the pillars of our strategy and are shown below:
Workforce
•

Create a workforce culture that empowers colleagues to contribute to compassionate care
and deliver improved outcomes for our population

•

Continue to develop and implement support for staff health and wellbeing, particularly
recognising the impact of COVID-19

•

Mobilise the new national workforce strategy
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Quality Improvement
•

Improve the experience, outcomes and safety of patients accessing our services

•

Improve the experience and mental wellbeing of children and young people accessing our
services

Sustainability
•

Progress plans to reach net zero by 2040

•

Embed the Productivity and Clinical Efficiency Programme

•

Implement the elective care strategy

•

Realise ambitions set out in the Group Research Strategy

Integration
•

Embed a prevention mind-set across all staff groups

•

Reduce health inequalities for our local population

•

Implement the national strategy of operating at ‘Place’

Digital
•

Commence implementation of a new Electronic Patient Records (EPR) System

•

The Digital Hub will support the utilisation of technology to ensure that innovation is at the
heart of what we do

Partnerships/Stakeholders/Key Strategic Relationships
Foundation Group

In 2017 a ‘Foundation Group’ was created in partnership with the Trust and Wye Valley NHS Trust (WVT).
In June 2018 George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) joined the Foundation Group. The ‘Foundation Group’
model retains the identity of each individual trust whilst strengthening the opportunities available to secure a
sustainable future for local health services.

The Foundation Group model has proven beneficial for all the partner organisations and has been highlighted
as best practice within the latest national NHS guidance. In light of its success the Group recognised the
potential to extend their learning and opportunities for sharing best practice between other organisations
facing similar challenges. To support this, the Foundation Group have created an Associate Membership
option and in 2021/22 Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust (WAHT) joined as an Associate Member.
This enables WAHT to work with the Foundation Group on some of the improvement work and benchmarking
but have no shared governance including a fully separate Chair and Chief Executive. They are however
attendees of the Foundation Group Strategy Committee.
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The three organisations with full membership (SWFT, WVT and GEH) all share a Chief Executive, Glen
Burley and Chair, Russell Hardy. As an Associate Member, WAHT have a separate Chief Executive, Matthew
Hopkins and Chair, David Nicholson.

University of Warwick

In 2021/22 the Trust strengthened its partnership with the University of Warwick. The two high performing
organisations are now working more closely together to enhance their approach to medical education,
teaching and research development. This partnership was underpinned by a Non-Executive Director
nominated by the University, Paramjit Singh Gill, joining the Trust’s Board of Directors.

Coventry and Warwickshire Health and Care Partnership

Everyone working in health and social care in Coventry and Warwickshire has a common purpose.
We want people to start well, live well, and age well.
We want to prevent them from becoming unwell wherever possible. If they are ill, we want to support them
to get better as quickly as possible and we want to help everyone to manage as independently as they can.
To do this, we need to all work together in partnership, removing the barriers between services and joining
up care around people and communities.
Providing good health care is only one way to improve people’s health and wellbeing. Working together in an
Integrated Care System (ICS) enables us to address the other factors that might affect people’s health such
as housing, education and access to jobs.
NHS England has set out the following as the four core purposes of ICSs:
a)
b)
c)
d)

improve outcomes in population health and healthcare
tackle inequalities in outcomes, experience and access
enhance productivity and value for money
help the NHS support broader social and economic development.

In 2021/22 Coventry and Warwickshire ICS partners continued to work together to deliver the national aim
and bring health and care organisations closer together. Examples of the improvements this collaboration
delivered include our Elective Accelerator programme which delivered real success in supporting the
restoration of patient services across Coventry and Warwickshire, increasing new appointments and reducing
waiting lists, while our vaccination programme delivered first and second doses as well as boosters, reaching
out to our diverse communities to ensure everyone had the facts about vaccination and access to local
vaccination. We will embed the learnings from COVID-19 and continue to develop new ways of collaborative
working to drive integration in 2022-23 and beyond
Coventry and Warwickshire ICS brings partners together to deliver on the core purposes and to address the
challenges across our system, many of which commenced prior to the pandemic. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

improving the health of children and young people
supporting people to stay well and independent
acting sooner to help those with preventable conditions
supporting those with long-term conditions or mental health issues
caring for those with multiple needs as populations age
getting the best from collective resources so people get care as quickly as possible.

Working closely together provides a better opportunity to address health inequalities in our system, tackle
the wider determinants of health such as housing or socio-economic exclusion, and improve the health and
wellbeing of everyone in Coventry and Warwickshire. To support this we have well-developed, distributed
Place based activities which include all key NHS and local authority partners, Primary Care Networks, our
Voluntary Community Sector and our communities.
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Patients, staff, and local residents can find out more about the ICS and opportunities to get involved by going
to
the
Partnership’s
website
at
www.happyhealthylives.uk
Alternatively,
connect
at
facebook.com/healthyhappycw or follow on Twitter at twitter.com/healthyhappycw
SWFT Clinical Services Ltd
SWFT Clinical Services Ltd is an established 100% wholly owned subsidiary of the Trust. When The Trust
was awarded Foundation Trust status in 2010 it became one of the first NHS organisations in the country to
set up a limited company as a business subsidiary. Since then, many other Foundation Trusts have gone
on to set up similar businesses, utilising a model that is now well established. To learn more about SWFT
Clinical Services Ltd visit https://swftclinicalservices.wordpress.com/
Innovate Healthcare Services (IHS)
Innovate Healthcare Services (IHS) is a jointly controlled joint venture between the Trust and George Eliot
Hospital NHS Trust (GEH). The company became operational in December 2021 and provides ICT,
Information Governance and Access to Health Records services to both the Trust and GEH, as well as
primary care in Warwickshire.
Warwickshire County Council and Care Homes
During 2021/22 it continued to be really important to maintain our close working relationship with the Local
Authority and care homes as we all responded to the on-going pressures of COVID-19. The Trust and
Warwickshire County Council’s joint Public Health Consultant has been an instrumental role during this
period, advising the best approach to ensure our response to COVID-19 is aligned and coordinated.
Place
Our populations have been divided into four ‘places’; Coventry, Rugby, Warwickshire North and South
Warwickshire. This is where the majority of our services are delivered and there are a number of key
partnerships including hospices, district councils and the wider network detailed in the Trust strategy
document. Using local data, we work collaboratively with partners to provide the services that meet the unique
health and care needs of people and the communities we serve.
All partners are contributing to the development of services and initiatives that will improve the health and
wellbeing of our population, with a focus of five key areas; respiratory health, COVID-19 recovery,
environment and sustainability, mental health, suicide and bereavement and children and young people.
Close working between organisations has enabled us to start making really positive progress in these areas,
including;
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing support for people with Long Covid, including establishing peer support groups
Development of a new healthcare facility in Lillington that will include primary care services alongside
a range of community health teams
Implementing Green Spaces Strategy, including plans for new country parks, as well as foot/cycling
routes and developing existing park spaces
Refreshing the suicide prevention strategy, including increasing skills and knowledge in South
Warwickshire to identify and respond to suicide risks
Supporting the development of community hubs across South Warwickshire including at Ellen Badger
Hospital, Jubilee Centre, Coventry and Brunswick Hub, Leamington Spa.

Network Arrangements
There are a number of network arrangements that continue to operate across Coventry and Warwickshire
including the Pathology Network and Arden Cancer Network. In 2021/22 a Diagnostics Board was established
to support which focusses on elective recovery and restoring services across the local health system.
Rigby Foundation
The Trust have a strong relationship with the Rigby Foundation. The digital hub which is supported by the
Rigby Group enables us to progress our digital strategy.
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Trends, Risks and Uncertainties
The Trust
•

COVID-19 (Coronavirus) – the pandemic that started to impact in March 2020 continued to impact
services throughout 2021/22 and the management of Covid-19 will continue in 2022/23. The NHS
has learnt a lot from responding the pandemic and managing new challenges, all of this learning will
feed into future plans and developments for SWFT.

•

South Warwickshire continues to have a growing elderly population. This increase in frail patients with
complex, multidisciplinary care needs is a challenge for the organisation. There is a continued focus
on how care will be delivered in the future through more integrated working. The Trust’s Frailty Team
continue to work with partners to ensure patients receive treatment in the right place at the right time,
avoiding unnecessary visits to hospital which could be detrimental to their wellbeing.

•

The impact of patients with long term conditions such as diabetes and obesity continues to be a risk
for the Trust, this has also been amplified during the pandemic and highlighted people at severe
clinical risk from COVID-19. The Trust’s strategy focuses on wellbeing and helping people to help
themselves, therefore this approach is taken by our teams to help those with long term conditions
such as obesity. There is also a lot of partnership working involved to address these challenges,
particularly around a partnership approach to diabetes.

•

Workforce - The NHS is founded on the people that deliver it and national shortages in many areas
and workforce pressures mean we need to plan for the future with innovative approaches to
recruitment, training and retention. This will be in line with the national workforce strategy.

•

Elective care – In February 2022, the national delivery plan for tackling the COVID-19 backlog of
elective care was published. In response to this the Trust are looking ahead to ensure it has the right
facilities and workforce that support elective care in the future.

•

Sustainability - Net Zero 2040 is the ambition set out nationally for NHS organisations. As a large
organisation within the community, SWFT recognises the role they need to play in tackling the climate
crisis. Therefore, it is dedicated to embedding environmental and sustainable practices, and
committed to achieving net zero carbon for its Carbon Footprint by 2040 and for its Carbon Footprint
Plus by 2045.

•

Population Health - New Health and Care Act 2022 has encouraged organisations to use a population
approach to planning, delivery, and investment decisions.
For SWFT this means understanding the people that live within South Warwickshire, North
Warwickshire, Rugby, Coventry, and Solihull and therefore the services they need to remain healthy
for longer, living active lives. This will connect in with how SWFT use data to make decisions as well
as how we draw on insights from the experiences of our patients and communities they come from.

•

Health inequalities - Health inequalities has really been at the forefront of some of the learning from
the Covid Pandemic and is a key focus for the NHS and wider partners.

•

Warwickshire Care Collaborative – The Trust is working with partners to develop arrangements and
principles on how organisations work together in the Warwickshire Care Collaborative. The
Warwickshire Care Collaborative will organise, commission, and deliver health and social care within
the Warwickshire footprint, allowing delegation to the Place Partnerships for localised delivery.

•

Lead provider for South Warwickshire - SWFT will be lead provider for South Warwickshire, planning
and delivering for the communities within this geographical place. The development of the role of lead
provider at Place will bring with it a requirement to manage resources within a fixed population funding
envelope. This will require a new approach to financial management, engagement with partners and
the public.
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The Ockenden Report

The Ockenden Final report from the independent review of maternity services at the Shrewsbury and Telford
Hospital NHS Trust was published on 30 March 2022. Donna Ockenden and her team have set out the
terrible failings suffered by families at what should have been the most special time of their lives.
There is an immediate call to action for all commissioners and providers of maternity and neonatal services
who need to ensure lessons are rapidly learned and service improvements for women, babies, and their
families are driven forward as quickly as possible.
NHS England (NHSE) and NHS Improvement (NHSI) are working with the Department of Health and Social
Care to implement the 15 IEAs and every trust, Integrated Care System (ICS) and Local Maternity System
(LMS)/Local Maternity and Neonatal System (LMNS) Board must consider and then act on the report’s
findings.
NHSE has advised that the Ockenden report should be taken to Trusts’ public Board meetings and be shared
with all relevant staff.
The Trust will take action to mitigate any risks identified and develop robust plans against areas where
services need to make changes, paying particular attention to the report’s four key pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.

safe staffing levels;
a well-trained workforce;
learning from incidents; and
listening to families.

The Trust’s maternity services are required to submit compliance to the identified safety actions within the
report and these been presented to the Board and also shared with the ICS/LMNS. The Board will be updated
on a quarterly basis.
At the beginning of April 2022 the Trust had an assurance visit from the regional midwifery team to assess
our services and processes to ensure we are achieving and working toward a high standard of patient safety
within the service. This visit was very successful, and the team complemented us on our positive learning
and safety culture within the department.
Despite actions to improve staffing through successful recruitment into vacancies, there still remains a staffing
deficit due to the increase in activity and acuity in the last three years. A business case has been to Planning
Board and costed at around £1.4m to help support appropriate and consistent safe staffing levels.
We have been supported in a deep dive of our embedded compliance to Saving Babies Lives version 2 by
NHSI. This has shown several areas of work that is not fully embedded in practice. An action plan has been
completed against this gap analysis and work has commenced by the midwife lead, this will also enable
compliance to Ockenden.
The final Ockenden report builds on the 7 IEAs as identified by the interim report and outlines an additional
eight IEAs. A template has been circulated to help us build a GAP analysis and action plan in areas where
work is required to improve safety and services. On initial review there are additional aspects to each IEA
where work will be required to ensure full compliance. The Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) is working together
to pull all the strands from the original report, final report and assurance visit to ensure a comprehensive
action plan is in place.
The service is working with NHSI and the regional teams to ensure implementation and work on key maternity
and neonatal patient work streams. These include, Ockenden, Maternity Information System (MIS) and
Saving Babies Lives. All the work streams have a collated action plan that is reviewed monthly at the
Maternity and Neonatal Safety meeting to ensure progress against actions can be monitored.
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SWFT Clinical Services Ltd
•

During 2022/23 the main aim of the Company will be to continue to support its parent in the recovery
of services. As the Trust’s COVID-19 restoration plan/accelerator plan/programme continues in
earnest, a key focus for the Company will be considering/extending its provision of health and
wellbeing support needed for staff.

•

In line with national trends, financial pressures across the NHS continue to be a risk for the Parent
Trust, so the Company looks to mitigate this risk for its parent by generating profitable returns, acting
as a delivery agent for Cost Productivity and Improvement Plans, and building better financial
capability to enable in-company planning, organising, directing and controlling financial activities and
resources.

•

In line with national trends workforce issues across the NHS continues to be a risk for the Company
particularly with certain hard to recruit to areas and roles. The current Global and UK economic
position impacting on the cost of living is a further potential risk in the recruitment and retention of
staff, particularly those on lower incomes who may consider, for example, alternative roles closer to
home in an effort to reduce household spend. To encourage recruitment, the Company will look to
design roles that appeal to a wider market with a specific focus on the development of new positions
such as rotational or administrative roles in clinical settings.

•

SWFT Clinical Services Limited will always seek to demonstrate:
• how the subsidiary will generate value for the NHS
• why a subsidiary company is preferable to all other organisational forms
• to work with the Trust to maximise benefit across the Foundation Group

Key Developments in 2021/22
New Ward Opened at CERU
In August 2021, a new state-of-the-art ward was opened at CERU. Allsopp Ward includes areas for therapy
and relaxation, spaces that have been designed to create a more calming environment for patients with brain
injuries, and improved patient dining facilities. The new development also supports a more streamlined
admission process, allowing patients to settle into their treatment as quickly as possible.
The Trust involved patients and their families throughout the development process, and their experiences
were key to informing the plans throughout all stages.
Campaign to Toughen Stance on Discrimination and Abusive Behaviour
The Trust, alongside Foundation Group partner - George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust, reinforced their zerotolerance stance on racism, discrimination and violent behaviours through a joint campaign backed by
Warwickshire Police. The message reiterated that neither Trust will stand for discriminatory language or
violent behaviours being shown to anyone and action will be taken against anyone who perpetrates such
abuse.
The campaign was rolled out across the trusts’ sites and on their social media channels during the Summer
of 2021. This was after extensive discussions with the Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic (BAME) and other
trust Networks about the design concept and campaign wording.
The poster, which was continually shared throughout 2021/22, has the backing of staff at all levels including
both organisations’ Chief Executive, Glen Burley.
3D Printing to Support Surgical Procedure
The Trust has a proud reputation of clinical innovation alongside excellent patient care. In 2021/22, Mr Gurdip
Chahal, Trauma and Orthopaedic Consultant, and the Trauma and Orthopaedic Team, used a 3D printed
cutting jig to assist with carrying out a successful ankle replacement operation - combining the latest
technology with design.
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Jigs are tools used in operations as they fit on to the surface of bones in only one particular way, to keep a
surgeon working on the correct bone.
Urgent Community Response (UCR)
UCR has been operating 8am-8pm 7 days a week in Warwickshire throughout 2021/22 - ahead of national
requirements for implementation from April 2022. Throughout the year, the service has been enhanced with
the addition of new staff, including expanding the number of Clinical Practitioners and Advanced Clinical
Practitioners to provide support in the community for the most complex patients.
Close working with West Midlands Ambulance Service and the Frailty Team at Warwick Hospital has
supported more patients to be diverted to a community response - patients who otherwise may have been
conveyed to hospital.
Endoscopy Service Development Project
A £3.2million investment to significantly improve the Trust’s Endoscopy Service, which carries out tests to
look inside the body, was completed in the last quarter of 2021/22.
The development, which the Trust invested £1.75million into the project while securing £1.45million from the
national funding programme ‘Adapt and Adopt,’ includes a full refurbishment of Warwick Hospital’s
Endoscopy Unit as well as providing an extra treatment room, additional recovery bays, a new preparation
room and waiting room and hot water boilers and air handling units installed in all areas. The revamp not only
provides an enhanced environment for patients it also creates additional operational capacity to meet growing
service demand and provide job opportunities.
Staff areas and facilities were also improved with a brand-new booking office and other additions such as
changing rooms.
Recognised for Outstanding Care to Veterans
During 2021/22, the Trust gained accreditation as a ‘Veteran Aware’ trust – helping to drive improvements in
NHS care for people who serve or have served in the UK armed forces and for their families.
As well as improving the care of veterans, ‘Veteran Aware’ trusts aim to remove barriers to the employment
of veterans and actively identify ways in which the organisation can support career opportunities for them.
EMIS (which is an IT System) for Hospices
Shakespeare Hospice, Shipston Home Nursing and Mary Ann Evans have been supported to move to using
EMIS as their core electronic patient record, with Myton Hospice having read only access ahead of plans for
full implementation in 2022/23.
The use of EMIS allows community services and hospices read only access to each other’s records,
improving shared patient care for palliative patients and those close to their end of life.
Refurb to Improve Birthing Environment
The Trust developed two of its birthing rooms at Warwick Hospital to create an improved, private, and homely
birth setting for expectant mothers.
The project’s aim was to transform the birthing rooms on Labour Ward, which were originally separated by a
joining ‘Jack and Jill’ bathroom, to create two individual rooms with en-suite bathrooms. The refurb also
included renovating the rooms with softer colours, replacing old furnishings, and installing colour changing
mood lighting to create a physical environment to promote health and wellbeing of women, their birth support
partners and maternity staff.
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The development was funded by the Trust’s ‘Thanks a Million’ campaign - £1million allocated to capital
funding to improve and develop parts of the Trust sites.
Discharge to Assess (D2A) Review
The full review of D2A pathways was completed in 2021/22, leading to recommendations for the development
of these supported hospital discharge pathways. Following this, the implementation of a new home-based
therapy offer in south Warwickshire and the commissioning on bedded support in Rugby were completed,
with further developments to be implemented in 2022/23.
Digital Patient Portal Expanded
Following a successful pilot with four specialties (gynaecology, dermatology, gastroenterology and
rheumatology), the Trust opened their new innovative ‘patient portal’ to the majority of outpatient services.
The portal enables speedier and improved communication between patients and the local Trust. In
partnership with Induction Zesty, the portal’s supplier, SWFT aims to unlock operational efficiencies and cost
savings through this new ‘digital first’ option for patients.
The delivery of the patient portal is a major, long-term project for the Trust, and the phased approach to
development means patients can expect additional functionality to be added gradually over the coming years.
Currently, patients are able to:
•
•
•
•

View all their new appointment letters
Set communication preferences to opt-out of paper appointment letters
Add future appointments to their own digital calendars, such as Google or Outlook calendars
View maps of the Trust’s hospital sites

Volunteers Acknowledged for Invaluable Support
Two Trust volunteers were recognised in the Helpforce Champion Awards for their commitment to
volunteering in healthcare.
Katherine Healey, Volunteer at Leamington Hospital, and Alison Cooke, Lead Nurse for the Volunteer Service
within the Trust’s Community Children’s Nursing Team, both came in the top three for their categories in the
awards ceremony. Katherine was highly commended for her role in supporting rehabilitation patients on a
one-to-one basis.
New Surgical Assessment Unit (SAU)
The purpose designed SAU is designed to support and enhance Trust emergency surgical services by
enabling clinicians to rapidly assess patients, provide early diagnostics and implement treatment plans for
patients referred to both general surgery and urology specialities. Having this facility on-site helps to reduce
waiting times and aims to provide same day care for emergency patients, who otherwise might be admitted
to hospital. Ambulatory GP and ED referrals are accepted to the unit, supporting patients to be seen by an
appropriate clinician in a timely manner.
Libre Flash Glucose Monitoring Pilot for Diabetic Patients
A pilot of using flash glucose monitoring for patients dependent on community services was undertaken to
support patients in optimising their insulin treatment. This resulted in changes to treatment plans for some
patients and a reduction in visits needed from district nursing teams, with the first cohort of patients to
complete the pilot requiring 350-400 visits less per month than before participating.
Collaboration between Local Hospices
During 2021/22 work began with hospice providers (including Mary Ann Evans Hospice, Marie Curie, Myton
Hospice, The Shakespeare Hospice and Shipston Home Nursing) to develop a collaborative approach across
the hospice sector including access to patient services, clinical standards and the type of care available.
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This work is being supported by the Trust and the Local Government Association, in conjunction with hospice
care and hospice care providers, with the aim of improving and extending services for patients at the end of
their life and their families. The partnership will also enable shared learning and consistency in core
processes, which will support future sustainability, resilience and ultimately improve the outcomes of patients
and families. Working collaboratively will strengthen their ability to overcome common challenges and
collectively make improvements to patient care.
As part of this work, hospices will identify key areas where they will collaborate and work with the NHS, which
will include a local strategy for palliative and end-of-life care.
New Multi-storey Car Park (MSCP) Opened
The new four-storey staff car park, located on Millers Road in Warwick, provides 469 spaces for staff increasing on-site parking for patients.
The car park, which has CCTV throughout, will enable the organisation to use the Warwick Hospital site
differently by presenting scope for further development opportunities - giving the Trust more flexibility to
improve services and increase clinical offerings, which will benefit patients. It will also mean all staff who were
on the Warwick Hospital car park waiting list have now been automatically granted a permit. Going forward,
the Trust will now be able to offer staff parking permits from their first day rather than six months into
employment.
As part of the Trust’s sustainability strategy, the development also includes 22 electric vehicle charging bays.
Frailty Nurses Seconded to Primary Care
Development of support for care homes has continued, with a Frailty Nurse seconded to each Primary Care
Network in south Warwickshire – focusing specifically on proactive support for care home residents. As part
of the Enhanced Health in Care Homes offer, the nurses ensure residents have personalised care plans in
place, including supporting advance care planning to ensure resident’s wishes as they approach the end of
their lives is respected.
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Current and Future Developments
Partnership between the Trust and the Foundation Group, and the University of Warwick
During 2021/22, the Trust & the Foundation Group, and the University of Warwick announced they are
working together to further strengthen their partnership through an enhanced approach to medical education,
teaching and research development. The alliance plans to build on and expand the existing medical education
partnership providing excellent teaching and hospital placements for medical students.
The partnership will be underpinned by a Non-Executive Director nominated by the University to join SWFT’s
Board of Directors, and a Memorandum of Understanding, which will further support the Trust’s journey to
becoming a University Trust.
Over the next decade, the partnership will be developing research of scale and significance in; community
and primary care, place based working and integration, artificial intelligence and its application to healthcare,
digital health, and supporting clinical trials. This will be achieved by working in partnership with excellent
researchers, clinicians, practitioners, and scientists.
Specialist Areas for Young Patients
Following an increase in young mental health patients admitted since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the Trust are developing dedicated areas within Macgregor Ward at Warwick Hospital to give staff the space
and resources they require to support these vulnerable patients. Creating age-appropriate areas for children
and adolescents will enhance their experience and aid recovery. The development will provide a comfortable
environment for our young patients during their treatment and will include:
•
•
•
•

A playroom and activity space, which will be large enough to accommodate a variety of activities.
Adolescent recreation room to play games and watch television.
A sensory room for children with sensory needs. This will be a crucial space, allowing children to
decompress and take a break from the busy ward.
A bereavement room to help support families who are faced with devastating news.

Having age-appropriate areas for all patients will help to avoid our young patients from becoming
institutionalised and will enable our staff to provide the appropriate care in an informal setting.
To support this development a £350,000 fundraising appeal has been launched. The money raised will go
towards providing these dedicated specialist areas and enhancements that the NHS are unable to provide,
such as specialist play equipment, enhanced décor and upgrading furnishings to make it a home-from-home.
Ellen Badger Hospital Development
The last month of the 2021/22 financial year saw the Trust and Shipston Medical Centre celebrate planning
permission approval for the new integrated healthcare facilities at the Ellen Badger Hospital site.
As well as bringing together the hospital and medical centre on the same site, the new development is going
to offer a range of services including a Health and Wellbeing Centre and create shared spaces for community
nursing teams and Shipston Home Nursing. There will also be outpatients and treatment rooms for
physiotherapy, specialist nurses and other health professionals including mental health clinicians.
It is well recognised that enabling people to stay well within their communities has the best outcomes and
that is the key driver for developing flexible spaces which will be co-created with partners across health,
social care and the voluntary sector. The ambition is that this new development will be a leading facility with
lots of future opportunities.
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Estates Strategy 2022/23
The Estates Strategy for 2022/23 sets out how the Trust will use its estate and infrastructure to support the
delivery of clinical and non-clinical services. It will be reviewed continually and refreshed in line with local and
national developments and provides a roadmap for the Trust to invest in its estate moving forward.
Transforming the estate will help create sustainable and accessible services that are appropriately located
to support clinical safety and operational efficiencies. A strategic development of the estate will provide
benefits for patients, staff, visitors and partners in the health and social care economy. A cost-effective quality
estate, which is safe, sustainable, efficient, and fit for purpose, will enable the Trust to deliver services in the
right place, at the right time.
Green Plan
In April 2022, the Trust launched its three-year Green Plan to reinforce the organisation’s commitment to
achieving net zero, for the carbon emissions we directly control, by 2040.
The Trust recognised the climate change problem early on and produced a Carbon Management Plan in
2011. The Green Plan builds on the Carbon Management Plan and other successes such as installing solar
panels in 2012, launching a car sharing and cycle scheme in 2015, implementing electric vehicles as pool
cars in 2016, designing Stratford Hospital to meet stringent environmental standards in 2017 and since April
2021 purchasing all electricity from renewable sources.
The Green Plan highlights the actions the Trust will be taking to achieve this goal. Working with partners and
the local community, the Trust will be creating sustainable and innovative healthcare models which are fit for
the future.
Coventry and Warwickshire Integrated Care Record (ICR)
ICR is a way of bringing together the various electronic records of a person’s care. It will provide health and
care professionals with a more joined-up view of people’s care and treatment across all care settings.
Once implemented, NHS partners will be able to view any data that is already being contributed to the ICR
from organisations in Coventry and Warwickshire, Birmingham and Solihull and Herefordshire and
Worcestershire.
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Performance Analysis
Review of 2021/22 Trust and Foundation Group Objectives
Objectives

Quality

1 Trust – Work with local
providers to improve
access to tertiary services

Outcomes

Rating
(Red Amber
Green – RAG)

Access to services that require transfer to University
Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire (UHCW) has not
improved significantly, despite engagement of
appropriate organisations. This is due mainly to extreme
bed pressures at UHCW. To mitigate this, the Trust
enhanced its own interventional service by recruiting
interventional Radiologists, only a very small number of
patient required transfer to UHCW. Access to radiology
services has significantly improved due to the
appointment of Trust radiologists with specialist skills.
Good progress against the elective accelerator and
throughout the year. Reduction in 52-week breaches,
78-week breaches and 0 x 104 week waiters at the end
of March, mutual aid now being offered to other systems

Amber

Assessment areas open longer with a new footprint for
assessment opened. Trust and system winter plan
delivered and planning underway for winter 22/23.
Ongoing development work on the delivery of a Urgent
Treatment Centre and Minor Injuries Unit
4 Foundation Group –
South Warwickshire Place has highlighted how the public
Contribute to sustainability health sector can help reduce the impacts of climate
commitments with
change. Graphs detailing reduced emissions pathways
partners
for South Warwickshire 2018-2050 have been shared. A
South Warwickshire group has now been established to
- achieve a 5% year-onprogress this.
year reduction in our
carbon footprint
- deliver key development NHS greener group and place group set up and meeting
projects with partners
to identify joint opportunities.
identified through place
estate planning
Trust sustainability group reviewing current plan and
revising against new guidelines issued in 2021.

Amber

2 Trust – Safely and
efficiently recover services
following impact of
COVID-19, maintaining
innovative working and a
continuous improvement
approach

Sustainability

3 Trust – Deliver a new
urgent care model with
partners across South
Warwickshire

Green

Green

Agile working spaces being established as part of estates
strategy to support this ambition.
Green plan approved for the Trust and total energy
solution project launched. Contributing to the ICS
Greener plan.

Integration
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5 Foundation Group –
Improve the use of
informatics to support the
delivery of services at
local and system levels

6 Foundation Group –
Embed a data driven
approach to planning that
responds and addresses
health inequalities

7 Foundation Group Work with partners to
implement new national
reforms, establishing the
infrastructure required to
manage a lead provider
contract for Place.

Recommendations from the Information review are now
being implemented across the Foundation Group, and to
support this there has been the establishment of the
Group Analytics Board.
A more detailed implementation plan and roadmap is
being constructed, and work has started on a Group
performance review document, and Group Board
Metrics, as key priorities.
Population health management system not fully
operational by year end due to IG concerns from GPs.
Action learning sets are taking place to support
organisations to make use of PHM information when it is
available.
Financial modelling continues to progress at place.

Amber

Amber

Changes made to investment case template and
approved at planning to reflect change in approach.
Levelling up work report launched on 7 April 2022. Work
will then commence in 2022/23 on plans to respond and
address health inequalities with our PLACE partners.
Access to ICS inequalities funding not yet clear.
The priorities in South Warwickshire Place have been
aligned to the Population Health Management approach,
this directly support the Integrated Care Systems aim of
looking to improve outcomes in population health through
the foundations of Place-based Partnerships. It is our
intention that the South Warwickshire Place Plan
ambitions and objectives are also aligned to at least one
of the four quadrants to enable us to best deliver these
ambitions:

Green

A roadmap was shared with Board of Directors to consider
how the Trust could establish itself as a ‘Host Provider’ for
Warwickshire Place Integrated Care Partnership and
maintain NHS System Oversight Framework segment one
rating.
In November 2021 the Board of Directors received a
refreshed Host Provider programme taking account of the
work of Coventry and Warwickshire CCG on Host
Provider, including establishment of Warwickshire Care
Collaborative working group, thriving places guidance
issued from NHSE/I in September 2021 and feedback
from Stakeholder event August 2021. There has been
opportunity to have external check of our work programme
which has reinforced appropriateness of programme of
work.
South Warwickshire Place has secured a position on
NHSE/I Integrated Care System Place Development
Programme, this includes a module on Finance and
Governance. Expect this work to accelerate in 2022/23
Workforce
8 Trust – Develop
management and

Work detailed in Quarter One and updates continued in
Quarter 2.

Green
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leadership capability
and capacity to work
across whole care
pathways

It was agreed in September 2021 that when
management and leadership roles are vacated each role
will need to be reviewed within the context of Place and
Group to create further opportunities for joint
appointments with partners and enhancing capability to
retain our Care Quality Commission Well led Outstanding
rating.

NHSE/I Integrated Care System Place Development
Programme, includes a module on Leadership across
whole care pathways.
9 Trust – Continue to
Joint wellbeing approaches in GEH and SWFT in place
develop and implement
and staffing working across both Trusts – wellbeing
support for staff health
initiatives and increased education established, with a
and wellbeing, recognising rolling plan for 12-month in development.
the impact of COVID-19
Joint training and development for leaders, managers
and supervisors in place and jointly provided across GEH
and SWFT (management induction, managers
development toolkits etc.)
Review undertaken of the Trust the values and an
associated set of behaviors developed.. A People
Experience Strategy has been developed, in consultation
with our staff, which will be lunched in Quarter 1 2022-23

Green

System level support and access for level 4
psychological access developed and in place. Work
continuing to expand system wellbeing offers (e.g., TRiM
and managers mental wellbeing training)
Digital
10 Trust – Transform care
using new technology
supported by the Digital
Innovation Hub

11 Foundation Group –
Continue to implement our
Digital Strategy with a
focus on mobilising and
embedding Electronic
Patient Records Systems

Digital innovation reported to Board and implemented to
support delivery of care. The Trust established Innovate
Healthcare Services Ltd, a subsidiary focussed on ICT
and digital services, jointly controlled with GEH. The
subsidiary provides greater scale to focus digital
developments, as well as maximising investment in
digital initiatives.
Pace of change and adaption reduced this quarter given
operational demands of clinical and IT teams; however, a
number of initiatives are now well progressed through the
hub.
Outline Business Case Approved, and submitted to NHS
Digital (NHSD)
Memorandum of Understanding for joint implementation
in place with UHCW.
Full business case due for Board review in July 2022 with
anticipated contract signing by November 2022, subject
to NHSD approval.

Green

Green
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Trust Performance Against National Targets
Indicator
Maximum time of 18 weeks from point of referral to
treatment (RTT) in aggregate – patients on an
incomplete pathway
The organisation continued with the recovery of
elective work and ended the year with no patient
waiting over two years for treatment.
A&E: maximum waiting time of four hours from arrival
to admission/transfer/discharge
Performance has been challenged this year as the
organisation recovered from Covid and then dealt with
subsequent variants, impacting upon staff availability,
and creating bed pressures due to isolation
requirements. Attendances were higher than the
previous year with a high bed occupancy affecting flow
throughout the organisation.
All cancers: 62-day wait for first treatment from:
- urgent GP referral for suspected cancer
The Trust has struggled to achieve this standard before
the pandemic and significant work has been undertaken
to redesign pathways and reduce waiting times.
Improvements have been made and performance has
remained stable throughout the year.

Target

Actual
2019/20

Actual
Actual
2020/21 2021/22

92%

92.10%

72.90%

80.3

95%

89.10%

90.30%

74.71%

85%

72.20%

62.80%

58.5%

90%

69.50%

38.60%

60.66%

99%

98.00%

87.40%

97.82%

93%

88.20%

81.70%

58.79%

93%

76.30%

40.40%

88.57%

- NHS Cancer Screening Service referral
The Coventry and Warwickshire Bowel Cancer
Screening Programme have a backlog due to the
pandemic. This has resulted in patients being referred
for treatment late in their pathway and impacting on our
performance
Maximum 6-week wait for diagnostic procedures
There was an increase in the volume of patients
requiring a diagnostic examination for both routine and
cancer patients. The organisation flexed capacity
accordingly and are continuing to work to reduce
waiting times further. The Trust has performed well
against the national benchmarking.
Cancer: two-week wait from referral to date first seen,
comprising:
- all urgent referrals (cancer suspected)
- for symptomatic breast patients (cancer not initially
suspected)
There has been a significant increase in demand
through the two week wait pathway. However,
significant improvements were made in the breast
service who recovered their position during the year.
This indicator is to be replaced with the 28 day faster
diagnostic standard.
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C. difficile – meeting the C. difficile objective –
avoidable cases

6

2

0

3

80%

68.70%

66.20%

71.26%

Outpatients appointments booked 3 weeks in advance
In order to improve list utilisation, there has been a
focus to book further in advance.

Activity for the Trust over the Last Three Years
Activity

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

A&E Attendances

81,057

58,017

82,063

Ambulatory First Attendances

4,357

3,858

5,122

Ambulatory Follow up Attendances

1,487

2,177

2,960

First Outpatients Attendances

90,138

69,749

100,717

Follow-up Outpatients Attendances

199,993

165,929

213,170

Non-elective (Emergency) Admissions

25,431

24,439

30,991

Elective (Planned) Inpatient Admissions

3,655

2,066

3,387

Elective (Planned) Day Cases

32,735

23,861

31,150

Births

3,069

2,981

3,181

Community Contacts – Adult and Children Services

875,038

662,819

798,227

Community Therapy Contacts - Adult and Children
Services

106,202

76,902

122,642

The Outpatient numbers above exclude Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy, Orthotics, Podiatry and
Dietetics, so these numbers are shown below:
Activity (Acute)

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Therapy - First Outpatient Appointment

33,707

19,826

28,229

Therapy – Follow up Outpatient Appointment

78,879

41,682

52,315

Financial Performance Review
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust’s financial position is based on a consolidated financial position
of the Trust and its wholly owned subsidiary, SWFT Clinical Services Ltd. Therefore, throughout this financial
performance review the information will be referred to as the ‘Group’. Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd ia a
joint venture whose profits/losses are shared in accordance with the respective contractual share between
SWFT and GEH.
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The Group delivered a £22k adjusted surplus against a breakeven plan, excluding an allowable technical
accounting deficit adjustment of £3.5m. To enable the NHS to continue to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic,
all NHS trusts and foundation trusts (providers) continued with the block contract arrangements that had been
introduced in 2020/21. Financial plans for the year were set in two halves, H1 and H2. The Trust set a
breakeven plan for both H1 and H2. However, due to a recent change in the treatment of cloud software
implementation and customisation costs, following guidance issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board earlier in the year, NHSEI gave their full support to the Trust derecognising £3.5m of
previously capitalised cloud software costs into its 2021/22 financial position, allowing the Trust to move from
a breakeven position to a £3.5m deficit for this technical accounting adjustment.
The table below reconciles the deficit position reported in the Group’s Statement of Comprehensive Income
(SOCI) to the performance against its Department of Health and Social Care control total and finally removes
the technical accounting adjustment to archive at a £22k surplus:

Deficit for the year (per SOCI)
Control total adjustments:
Add back I&E impairments
Remove donated assets income and depreciation
Remove net impact of inventories received from DHSC group
bodies for COVID response
Control total deficit
Technical accounting adjustment allowable for derecognition
of cloud software intangibles
Control total surplus excluding technical accounting
adjustment

£'000
-4,270
187
313
292
-3,478
3,500
22

The Trust has met the requirement of Section 43(2A) of the NHS Act 2006 (as amended by the Health and
Social Care Act 2012), in that the income from the provision of goods and services for the purposes of the
health service in England is greater than its income from the provision of goods and services for any other
purposes.

Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)

During the year the Group saw a small reduction in its total assets employed of £0.4m (0.3%) from
£129.9m to £129.5m.

Income

The Group earned income of £396.4m in 2021/22 a rise of £34.0m, (or 9.4%) compared to the previous year
(2020/21, £362.4m). Of this, £360.3m arose from patient care activities, with the remaining £36.1m generated
as other operating income. The majority of the Group’s income is sourced from its main commissioner, NHS
Coventry and Warwickshire Clinical Commissioning Group. The following chart shows the split of income by
main source:
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Operating Expenditure

The Group incurred operating expenses of £389.2mm in 2021/22, a rise of £28.1m (or 7.8%) compared to
the previous year (2020/21, £361.1m). Pay costs continue to account for the majority of expenditure, with
£246.9m (or 63%) in 2021/22 (2020/21, £228.2m and 63%). Expenditure relating to Covid-19 included
within operating expenses was £7.7m in 2021/22 (2020/21 £15.6m).

Capital Expenditure

The Group incurred £21.1m of capital expenditure for 2021/22. The areas of spend were: £0.2m land
purchases; building expenditure £17.6m; IT equipment £0.3m; medical equipment £2.6m; furniture and
fittings £0.3m and software £0.1m. The largest of the Group’s capital schemes in year with expenditure
exceeding over £1m each are shown in the following table:
Purchase of Acorn House
Warwick Multi Storey Car Park

£m
1.8
5.9
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Ellen Badger Development (incl Campion
refurbishment)

1.2

CERU Void fit out (Allsop Ward)
Endoscopy Additional Rooms
Surgical Assessment Unit

1.9
2.4
1.1

Innovate HealthCare Services Ltd

Innovate Healthcare Services (IHCS) is a jointly controlled joint venture between the Trust and George Eliot
Hospital NHS Trust (GEH). The Company became operational in December 2021 and provides ICT,
Information Governance and Access to Health Records services to both the Trust and GEH, as well as
primary care in Warwickshire. IHCS provides a fully managed IT service to both trusts under a Managed ICT
Services Agreement and ICT Service Level Agreement. A Control Agreement between SWFT and GEH
determining the rights and obligations of each Trust in relation to IHCS has been put in place. SWFT is a
100% shareholder of IHCS, with GEH holding no shares in IHCS. The Control Agreement gives GEH control
rights and a right to a share of the net profits of IHCS (69.90% SWFT and 30.10% GEH). IHCS also provides
IT and Digital services to NHS Arden and GEM Commissioning Support Unit.
IHCS has been determined by the Trust to be a joint venture. Joint ventures are accounted for using the
equity accounting method, which means the Trust’s investment is initially recognised at cost and is increased
or decreased subsequently to reflect the Trust’s share of the entity’s profit or loss. It is also reduced when
any distribution, such as share dividends, are received by the Trust from the joint venture. IHCS made a profit
of £177k for 2021/22, of which SWFT’s share was £124k.

Productivity and Efficiency and National Cost Index

Each year every NHS Trust and Foundation Trust is required to calculate and submit the unit cost of each
activity to NHS Improvement and the Department of Health and Social Care. Since 2018/19, this has been
at a patient care event level for acute care. Costs are reconciled to the annual Financial Statements. The
Department of Health and Social Care uses this data to calculate a National Cost Index (NCCI), which is
published each year. An NCCI of 100 is the national average.
The 2020/21 National Cost Collection was delayed due to COVID. However, early indications are that our
services remain at lower cost than national average, implying that we continue to be a relatively financially
efficient provider. This is backed up by the Group’s continued delivery of planned adjusted surpluses against
a challenging backdrop of rising costs, a national shortage of qualified health care professionals and
significant investment in the Group’s infrastructure. The chart below shows the Group’s NCCI performance
over the last 7 years.

The last two years have been exceptional. Whilst the National Cost Collection for 2020/21 has not yet been
published, the costing team has continued to calculate the cost of patient care activity on a quarterly basis.
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As expected, unit costs increased significantly during 2020/21 as a result of the exceptional costs of COVID
and reduction in activity but have generally reduced slightly in 2021/22.
The cost data submitted is used to inform NHS Improvement’s NHS Model Health System (previously Model
Hospital) benchmarking tool, which allows the Group to compare performance and cost across all Trusts and
to identify potential opportunities for improvement in productivity and efficiency.
The Model Health System introduces the concept of a “Weighted Activity Unit”, and a measure of “Cost per
Weighted Activity Unit”, designed to allow comparison of a trust’s performance against other trusts despite
providing different services and having different case-mixes. However, it is only updated annually when the
National Cost Collection is refreshed. The Trust has therefore developed an in-house Cost per Weighted
Activity Unit measure, which allows monitoring of the recovery of the Trust on a monthly basis.

Trends have followed the expected pattern, clearly showing a peak in cost per WAU matching the peaks of
the COVID waves, and a recovery to a slightly higher baseline during Summer and Autumn 2021 reflecting
the increased costs of segregation of patient pathways and the lower levels of activity. The sustained increase
in cost per WAU over recent months is due to a combination of cost inflation, pay awards and premiums on
temporary staffing, needed partly because of investment in recovery whilst still being required to follow
infection prevention guidelines, and partly due to staff vacancies and sickness.
The Trust continues to monitor Cost per WAU, along with other performance and productivity indicators
reported to the Trust’s Finance and Performance Committee.
Cost Improvement Programme
The 2021/22 CIP target for the Trust was £9.7m of which the Trust delivered £7.8m through a combination
of both recurrent and non-recurrent savings schemes as well through or other gains not formally identified as
cost improvement programme schemes. The Trust is finding it increasingly difficult to identify and deliver
recurrent savings, which is a risk to the financial position.
The Trust has set a CIP target for 2022/23 of £10.05m. The Group has started to review all services as part
of its restoration and recovery programme, to identify opportunities for productivity and efficiency gains. It
has also reviewed whether ways of working implemented as part of the response to the COVID-19 outbreak
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should continue and in doing so, whether there are longer term savings to be realised, for example through
working remotely and virtual clinics.
Some of the productivity and efficiency schemes both within the Group and with the wider health and social
care organisations across the region have been accelerated. The Trust continues to be committed to
productivity and efficiency schemes, such as Out of Hospitals transformation plans, Hospital Pharmacy
Transformation Programme; the Procurement Transformation Plan; and the Estates and Facilities
Productivity and Efficiency Project. In addition, data from the NHS Improvement Model Hospital portal and
internal Service Line Reporting is utilised to identify opportunities for potential efficiencies.
Section 106 Contributions
During 2021/22 the Trust received section 106 contributions from Warwick District Council of £1.318m and
Stratford District Council of £1.207m. Note the Trust recognises section 106 income on an accruals basis
based on when properties are built. Within the 2021/22 income position the Trust has recognised £1.514m
of section 106 income.

Environmental Resources and Sustainability

Since the 2019/24 Five Year Sustainability Strategy was approved by the Trust in August 2019, a new
trajectory has been set out for sustainability within the NHS, contained in the ‘Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ National
Health Service’ document published in October 2020.This report sets a commitment for the NHS to achieve:
• Net zero carbon by 2040 for the emissions we control directly (the NHS Carbon Footprint), with an
ambition to reach an 80% reduction, compared with a 1990 baseline, by 2028 to 2032.
• Net zero for all emissions, including those embedded in the supply chain (the NHS Carbon
Footprint Plus) by 2045, with an ambition for an 80% reduction, compared with a 1990 baseline, by
2036 to 2039.
Figure 1: Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions scope in the context of the NHS
Source: ‘Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ National Health Service’, Oct 2020
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The Trust is committed to embedding environmental and sustainable practices into all areas of its work,
recognising it has a key role to play in tackling the climate change crisis as an anchor organisation.
To support the achievement of the net zero targets, the Trust, following NHS guidance has developed a three
year Green Plan, detailing their approach to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in line with the NHS
commitment. The Green Plan was approved by the Trust Board in February 2022 and submitted to the
Warwickshire and Coventry ICS to be consolidated into system-wide strategies. A new, Greener NHS data
collection exercise has been launched to support the net zero ambition and data is reported quarterly to NHS
England and Improvement.
This new Green Plan replaces the previous Sustainability Strategy and its measurement framework, the
Sustainable Development Assessment Tool. Progress is measured in terms of carbon tonnes and target
achievement in eleven key areas for which a section lead has been appointed (nine mandatory and two
optional that the Trust has decided to retain).
The progress made in each of these sections is described below, aligning the Annual Report descriptions to
the targets in our Green Plan.
Workforce and System Leadership
The Trust has a board-level Net Zero lead, who oversees the resourcing and delivery of the Green Plan, as
well as a Sustainable Steering Group committee which meets on a bi-monthly basis to review progress
against the Green Plan targets. Annual updates are also provided to the Board of Directors and the
Improvement Board to ensure SWFT is on track with the NHS net zero and its own internal targets. The
delivery of the green plan is now included within our corporate risk register.
To engage staff in our sustainability work, we regularly communicate with staff via the internal newsletter,
ePulse, screensavers and other activities. Examples of campaigns carried out in 2021/22 are:
-

A cycling campaign in May 2021, where over thirty hot drink vouchers were handed to staff who had
cycled to work in our three main hospital sites.
Three Dr Bike workshops at each of our main hospital sites with over 15 bikes triaged (June 2021).
A regular sustainability in ePulse tip in the ten weeks prior to COP26 (September, October and
November 2021)
‘Rumour Mill’ take over for the duration of COP26 (November 2021)
A sustainable food advent calendar with the Dietetics Team promoting lower carbon and healthier
food (December 21)
Promotion of car sharing with an 18% increase in members of staff offering or requesting a lift
(February 22).
‘Act on CO2’ guide for staff working from home (March 22).

Sustainable Models of Care
A joint project, funded by the Health Foundation Q Exchange, was carried out between the Out of Hospitals
team, the Emergency Care Improvement Team (ECIST) at NHS England & NHS Improvement and the Centre
for Sustainable Healthcare (CSH), to measure changes accelerated due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
It analysed positive health, environmental and social impacts, from a new system approach piloted in
Warwickshire North place, supporting residential and nursing homes / our most vulnerable patients. The
conclusions of the project are due to be published shortly.
Digital Transformation
Our digital services complement and link to our in-person services. Since the beginning of the pandemic, we
have started recording the number of face-to-face, telephone and video consultations. In 2018/19 there were
16,998 appointments, but since adapting to the pandemic this has increased to 139,333. This accounts for
41% of our total outpatient appointments, up from 3.45%. However, there will always be a need for face-toface appointments and consultations for some of our patient groups.
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a blended working approach, especially for our administrative staff – a
mixture of office and home-based working. The Trust has made a commitment for meetings to remain virtual
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unless a physical meeting can be justified. Board of Directors, Board Committees and Management meetings
will remain virtual.
SWFT have a digital hub and partnership with a private technology provider (SCC) to explore AI, machine
learning and other digital opportunities. To date, remote monitoring initiatives in the community (Docobo and
MySense), initial phases of AI/machine learning in radiology imaging and wireless observations monitoring
have been implemented.

Travel and Transport

Funded by the Department of Transport, the Energy Saving Trust undertook a green transport review, during
November 2021 and covered the period from April 2019 to December 2020, of the SWFT fleet and mileage
claims, to provide recommendations for decarbonising business related transport. The main recommendation
of the report was to focus efforts on the SWFT grey and lease fleet ( which drove 5.2 million business miles,
producing an estimated 1,356 tonnes of greenhouse gases) in order to make meaningful reductions in all
vehicle fleet emissions. We have therefore set up a Travel and Transport Working Group to take forward this
work as well as focus on the Green Plan targets.
The multi-storey car park opened in February 2021 with the first electric vehicle charging stations for staff to
support and promote the uptake of electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids (eleven charging stations with twenty
two sockets).
A SWFT bicycle repair and maintenance stand was installed in the Warwick Hospital bike compound, funded
by NHS charities.
The information regarding visitor travel on our website has been updated to provide advice on low carbon
methods of transport, including walking and public transport.

Estates and Facilities

The two-year project to complete the integration of our Building Management System (BMS) is now complete
allowing our sites heating and ventilation to be monitored remotely under one interface, instead of various
different systems like it was previously. All our maintenance and supervisors have been trained on the new
system and now regularly access it, improving planned preventative maintenance schedules as well as
remote monitoring of temperatures and settings.
SWFT is continuing to carry out energy efficient initiatives such as:
-

Replacing lights with LEDs, including the Warwick Hospital sterilisation unit as well as Leamington
Hospital’s Campion Ward.
Solar lighting has been installed in the recently refurbished J car park.
Upgrading the BMS in John Turner Building, Scanning Bureau and Pathlab.

Three night time energy audits were carried out between November 2021 and January 2022 in our three
main hospital sites. This was key in identifying equipment that was being unnecessarily left on overnight
including heating, ventilation and lighting and some immediate actions could be carried out to reduce energy
consumption.
From 1 April 2021, all electricity purchased by the Trust is 100% renewable standard.
Waste and Recycling
The pandemic saw an increase in waste arisings between 2019/20 and 2020/21, which can be partly
explained by the increased use of disposable items during the COVID-19 outbreak, with an uplift in waste
being incinerated as Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF).
We achieved a 10% recycling rate across our hospitals in 2020/21, this was despite having to temporarily
cease recycling in non-clinical areas due to a lack of waste provisions. This was reinstated in March 2022
and will become a target of focus in the coming year.
Biodiversity and Green Space
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NHS charities funding was granted to SWFT in April 21 to develop green space areas for staff, patients and
visitors and work has already commenced on one of these. Tied into this work, a green spaces action plan
was completed by a Warwick University student placement during summer of 2021, which allowed us to
develop objective metrics to prioritize areas in the hospital for development.
Medicines
Medicines is a new area of work for SWFT from a sustainability perspective. The NHS Long Term Plan
commits the NHS to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from anaesthetic gases by 40% and to
significantly reduce GHG emissions by switching to lower global warming potential inhalers.
SWFT do not use desflurane at all, one of the most harmful anaesthetic gases and anaesthetic gas machines
operate on a minimum flow, scavenging waste gases. The Medical Gases Forum has taken ownership of the
targets related to anaesthetic gases and this has been included in the Terms of Reference.
In 2020/21, 32% of all inhalers prescribed were dry-powder inhalers, above the NHS target of 30% (these
inhalers contain as little as 4% of the GHGs emissions per dose compared with propellant based inhalers).
Supply Chain and Procurement
As part of our supply chain work, a new procurement policy was ratified which included a sustainable
procurement section including whole life cycle analysis considerations. A newly established Clinical
Procurement Group has highlighted areas where reductions in plastic consumption could be made and a
number of initiatives are being investigated. In addition, the Trust is a signatory of the NHS Single Use Plastics
Pledge since October 2021 and already widely uses non-plastic based material, in its catering operations.
Food and Nutrition
Our digital meal ordering system is nearly fully implemented across our site with only one ward in
Leamington Hospital and another in Stratford Hospital remaining to come on board.
Our food trolley waste level remains below 8%.
Climate Adaptation
SWFT have appointed a Climate Change Adaptation Lead as part of the Green Plan target setting and several
meetings have taken place with Warwick County Council to contribute to the county-wide climate change
adaptation plan to mitigate against the consequences of climate change to health and service delivery.
Future Projects 2022/23
During 22/23, as well as working towards our Green Plan targets, SWFT will be:
-

Carrying out a travel and transport review of our own fleet, lease and grey fleet vehicles to develop a
plan to reduce our fleet emissions.

-

Going out to tender for an integrated energy solution for Warwick, Leamington and Stratford Hospitals
to achieve net zero carbon emissions for estate related emissions by 2040.
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Emissions Report
The previous Sustainability Strategy set a commitment to reduce carbon emissions by 5% year on year
looking at Scope 1 and 2 emissions and some Scope 3 emissions (water, waste and travel).
Following the new commitment to achieve net zero for all emissions by 2040 (Scope 1 and 2) and 2045
(Scope 3 emissions), the table below has been updated to better reflect the Trust’s annual position with
regard to its carbon footprint.

Reporting Year (Tonnes of CO2e)
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
Scope 1 and 2 Building Energy
(Direct
and
Indirect)
GHG Business Travel
commuting
Emissions.

7,184

7,121

6,971

3,187

3,431

2,889

20

257

171

22

23

23

36

59

92

Patient & Visitor Travel

4,169

4,013

3,918

Supply Chain

40,305

47,380

50,706

Scope 1 & 2 Total

10,391

10,809

10,031

Scope 3 Total

44,533

51,476

54,739

TOTAL

54,924

62,285

64,770

inc.

Inhalers and Volatile
Anaesthetic Gases
Scope 3 (Other Waste
Indirect)
Water
Emissions.

Notes:
1. Emissions does not contain data for community sites run by NHS PS.
2. The Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Unit was commissioned in July 2017.

Emissions rose in 2020/21 compared to 2019/20. This can be attributed to our response to the COVID-19
pandemic, entailing a higher procurement spend and additional waste arisings as seen by the increase in
Scope 3 emissions.
It should be highlighted that Supply Chain emissions are calculated on a spend model basis, which has
significant drawbacks as zero emissions cannot be achieved using this method. However, it is widely adopted
by NHS trusts and alternatives are being investigated by NHS England. Additionally, volatile anaesthetic
gases data is incomplete as a better measurement system for consumption needs to be implemented.
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Access to Information
Freedom of Information (FOI) Requests

The Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) provides the public access to information held by public
authorities, the Trust is classed as a public body under the FOI Act.
The Act gives individuals the legal right to see information, the Trust ensures this in two ways, firstly all public
authorities are obliged to publish certain information about their activities and secondly members of the public
are entitled to request information from any public authority.
As public authorities use taxpayers’ money to provide services, the Trust is accountable for decisions and
actions that are made that affect the population, the FOIA allows the public to request this information,
providing a culture of openness, accountability and assurance that the Trust is using taxpayers’ money
appropriately.
The Trust must make available information that is held which includes printed documents, computer files,
letters, emails, photographs and sound or video recordings. The Trust is however under no obligation to
provide this information if an exemption is applied to withhold all or some of the details.
The 2021/2022 financial year saw an increase in FOI’s from the previous year of 2020/2021.
•
•

The Trust received 444 requests in 2021/22 compared to 325 requests in 2020/21 reflecting an
increase of 119
During 2021/22, 431 requests (97%) were responded to in the 20 days working days timeframe set
out by the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

Subject Access Requests (SARs)
Subject Access Request (SAR) enables individuals the right to access and obtain their personal data and
other additional information held by a public body.
Individuals have the right to access their personal data under Article 15 of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), which the Trust adopted in May 2018, the new regulation also stated that the Trust can
no longer charge a fee to process requests.
Article 15 also states that the public have the right to know if personal data is being processed and where
this is the case, the purpose of processing and if required the right of access by the individual to this
information.
The personal data only relates to a living person and entitles access to their own personal data, if acting on
behalf of another person proof would be required to confirm entitlement to this information.
Although year on year there has been an increase in the number of requests received, 2020/21 financial year
saw a decrease in requests due to the Covid 19 pandemic. All these requests are comprehensively checked
to ensure their compliance with GDPR and the Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018.
The 2021/22 financial year saw an increase in SARs requests from the previous year of 2020/21.
•
•

The Trust received 1339 requests in 2021/22 compared to 1185 requests in 2020/21 reflecting an
increase of 154
During 2021/22, 1328 (99%) of requests were responded to in the 30 calendar days set out by the
Subject Access Request code of practice.

The figures for both FOI’s and SAR requests show that despite the pressures on staff during the pandemic,
Trust employees have been able to provide the information required to meet the timeframes.
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Prompt Payment Code and the Better Payment Practice Code
The Department of Health and Social Care requires that Trusts pay their non-NHS trade creditors in
accordance with the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) Prompt Payment Code and Government
Accounting Rules. The Trust’s payment policy is consistent with the CBI Prompt Payment Code and
Government Accounting Rules and its measure of compliance is in the table below:
2021/22
Categories

2020/21

Number

£’000

Number

£’000

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid in the
year

56,947

199,893

55,130

172,361

Total Non-NHS trade invoices paid within
target

50,110

186,718

46,552

154,004

Percentage of Non-NHS trade invoices paid
within target

88.0%

93.4%

84.4%

89.3%

Total NHS trade invoices paid in the year

1,536

17,672

1,882

26,778

748

5,755

955

10,791

48.7%

32.6%

50.7%

40.3%

Total NHS trade invoices paid within target
Percentage of NHS trade invoices paid
within target

The Better Payment Practice Code requires the Trust to aim to pay all undisputed invoices by the due date
or within 30 days of the receipt of goods or valid invoice, whichever is later.
The Trust complies with the cost allocation and charging guidance issued by HM Treasury.

Off-Payroll Engagements
Table 1: Shows highly-paid off-payroll worker engagements as at 31 March 2022 earning £245 per
day or greater
Number of existing engagements as of 31 March 2022
Of which…

72

Number that have existed for less than one year at
time of reporting.

61

Number that have existed for between one and two
years at time of reporting.

5

Number that have existed for between two and three
years at time of reporting.

1

Number that have existed for between three and
four years at time of reporting.

2

Number that have existed for four or more years at
time of reporting.

3
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Table 2: Shows all highly-paid off-payroll workers engaged at any point during the year ended 31
March 2022 earning £245 per day or greater
Number of off-payroll workers engaged during the year
ended 31 March 2022
Of which…
Not subject to off-payroll legislation *
Subject to off-payroll legislation and determined as
in-scope of IR35 *
Subject to off-payroll legislation and determined as
out-of-scope of IR35 *
Number of engagements reassessed for compliance
or assurance purposes during the year
Of which: number of engagements that saw a
change to IR35 status following review

221
4
209
8
0
0

*A worker that provides their services through their own limited company or another type of intermediary to
the client will be subject to off-payroll legislation and the Trust must undertake an assessment to determine
whether that worker is in-scope of intermediary’s legislation (IR35) or out-of-scope for tax purposes.
Table 3: Shows any off-payroll engagements of board members, and/or, senior officials with
significant financial responsibility, between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022
Number of off-payroll engagements of board
members, and/or, senior officials with significant
financial responsibility, during the financial year.
Number of individuals that have been deemed ‘board
members and/or senior officials with significant
financial responsibility’ during the financial year. This
figure must include both off-payroll and on-payroll
engagements.

0
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Emergency Planning
NHS Core Standards for Emergency Preparedness, Resilience & Response (EPRR)
Due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, emergency planning services within the Trust continue to operate
differently. The Incident Control Room, initially set up in March 2020, continues to be operational seven days
per week and the NHS is currently managing a Level 4 incident which is defined in the EPRR Framework as:
‘An incident that requires NHS England National Command and Control to support the NHS response. NHS
England to coordinate the NHS response in collaboration with local commissioners at the tactical level.’
The Incident Control Room continues to provide and collate all the information coming into the Trust from
NHS England, United Kingdom Health Security Agency (UKHSA – replacing Public Health England), and
other agencies, to provide a central single point of communication. A designated email address receives all
emails, documents and correspondence and the staff ensure that this is filed, ensuring there is a record of
information received and the action taken in response. Following the submission of a staffing paper to
Management Board, a permanent Band 6 Emergency Planning Officer and a Band 3 Emergency Planning
Team Assistant were appointed to supplement the team in this work.
Each year, NHS England require Trusts to complete a self-assessment against a number of Core Standards
for Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR). This year, the Trust was required to
measure their compliance with the Core Standards in the same way as pre-pandemic. The Trust was
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compliant with 44 of the 47 standards and an action plan is in place to obtain full compliance with the
remaining three standards. This is due for completion by June 2022.
Business continuity plans are continually reviewed, and changes required during the pandemic are included,
but this remains a work in progress. Each Division is currently reviewing the number of business continuity
plans that it has, and these will be approved and discussed in rotation at the Divisional Audit and Operational
Governance Groups, providing assurance that the plans are fit for purpose. There will be a programme of
testing of business continuity plans but this is dependent on the access to clinical areas due to COVID-19
restrictions.
Tactical (Silver) Command Meetings
These meetings continue to be held daily, led by either the Chief Operations Officer (Accountable Emergency
Officer) or the Chief Nursing Officer, and have involved clinicians, managers and personnel from all levels of
the Trust, who have discussed the progress of the pandemic and actions required by the Trust to manage
it. The meetings continue to be recorded and an action log and minutes are kept which records key decisions
made. It has provided a forum to discuss any aspect of practice which includes publication of new guidance,
development of new policies, guidelines or operating procedures and information relating to the pandemic.
The decisions made are then taken to the Strategic command meetings (Gold) for final
approval. Comprehensive records of meetings and decisions made are recorded for future reference.
The Government announced earlier in the year that there will be a Public Inquiry into the COVID-19 pandemic,
involving all government agencies, not just health, and the terms of reference for the Inquiry have recently
been drafted. The Emergency Planning Team have been collating all the information received by the Trust
to ensure that all actions are recorded.
The services of a solicitor advocate were again utilised, when training on ‘Giving Evidence at a Public Inquiry’
sessions were held. It is the intention that members of silver command and senior clinicians in the
organisation will all attend this training in preparation for the Public Inquiry.

Patient Experience
The Trust works closely with service users to continuously improve the experience of our patients. Patients
are represented by the Trust’s Patient Forum, Governors and Members. Our Patient Experience Group has
Patient Forum and staff membership, retaining oversite of key issues affecting patient experience, feedback,
and surveys. Services are encouraged to engage with the patients and visitors that they provide care for,
sharing the feedback received to identify areas that can be improved. Evidence of this can be seen in the
responses from the Trust’s patient feedback that is detailed within the Quality Report.

Patient Safety and Risk Management

Providing safe care is one of the Trust’s main priorities and is one of our key values. Patient safety is an
important element that affects all of our work and is therefore stringently monitored. Initiatives aimed at
improving patient safety are implemented, supported and evaluated by the Trust’s Patient Safety Surveillance
Group and dedicated Patient Safety Team. These have focussed on incident analysis for trends and learning.
Reducing the number of avoidable pressure ulcers, medication incidents and patient falls as a priority. CHKS,
a leading provider of healthcare intelligence and quality improvement services, is used by the Trust to identify
mortality indices and conditions where the Trust is an outlier when compared with a peer group of similar
sized hospitals. This work is also supported by the Patient Safety Team. Further information on the Trust’s
patient safety initiatives have been detailed in the Quality Report.

Managing Claims Against the Trust

The Trust is a member of the following NHS Resolution (NHSR) schemes:
•
•

the Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST), covering clinical negligence claims; and
the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme (LTPS) and the Property Expenses Scheme (PES) - known
collectively as the Risk Pooling Schemes for Trusts (RPST), covering non-clinical risks.
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NHS Resolution handles all claims made against the Trust under these schemes and the Trust’s Legal
Services Co-ordinator is responsible for liaising with NHSR on the Trust’s behalf. The Trust’s Legal Services
Co-ordinator submits regular updates with regard to new, ongoing and settled claims to the Trust’s monthly
Audit and Operational Governance Groups, and Risk Health and Safety Groups. An annual Legal Services
report is submitted to the Patient Safety Surveillance Committee, Clinical Governance Committee, and then
to the confidential section of the Board of Directors meeting.

Concerns and Complaints

The Trust recognises that there will be occasions when patients will be dissatisfied with the service they
received and may wish to raise a concern or make a formal complaint.
The Trust views concerns/complaints positively and is committed to having effective procedures in place to
handle all issues brought to the attention of staff. The organisation takes an active approach in asking for
people’s views, dealing with complaints effectively and using the information received to learn and improve.
The complaints approach is structured around three main principles:
•
Listening
•
Responding
•
Improving
The Patient Experience Team is available to support patients, relatives and carers when they need it in order
to help address and resolved any concerns or complaint they may have. The Trust encourages patients to
provide their feedback through the Friends and Family Test questionnaire.
For full analysis of the Trust’s processes and performance in 2021/22 please see the Quality Report.

Community Engagement
Patient Forum

The Patient Forum has acted as an independent body that represents Trust patients since it was
established 18 years ago. The Forum currently has 17 members and is always open to new members.
The Forum monitors all aspects of the patient experience with the exception of medical matters across all
hospital sites. When a vacancy arises, this is advertised on Forum noticeboards in all hospitals, and
applications are also invited from Trust members.
The Forum meets every month, except August, to consider information on matters relating to patients.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic all meetings have been held virtually via Teams. Although on-site face-toface work has not been possible during the pandemic, the Forum has continued to contribute in the
following ways:
• responding to requests from the Trust to obtain patients’ views
• calling discharged patients by phone to check if they need anything
• reviewing of patient information leaflets
• participating in the Ward Accreditation Scheme
• participating in Patient-Led Assessments of the Care Environment (PLACE) inspections
• keeping in touch with some wards either by phone or email
In addition, Forum members have attended the following meetings:
• Patient Care Committee
• Car Parking Working Group
• Maternity Partnership
• Patient Experience Group
• ISS Quarterly Review Meetings
• Equality and Diversity Meetings
• End of Life Care Group
• Patient Portal Group
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patient Engagement Routine Pathway
Safer Discharge Group
Stakeholder Panels for Senior Staff Interviews
Meetings with the Trust Chair, Managing Director and other Directors
Board of Directors (public section)
Medication Safety and Medicines Optimisation Group
Wayfinding Group

Volunteers

Volunteers offer their time, expertise and enthusiasm, working alongside staff to provide a vital role in
enhancing patient experience and adding value to benefit services.
This year 450 volunteers have contributed over 17,000 hours to support patients, staff and visitors.
We are truly inspired by our volunteers who provide invaluable support and have played a key role in
delivering services within our hospitals and the local community. Below are examples of the volunteering that
has taken place this year and showcases the incredible contribution that volunteers make.
Volunteers at Warwick Hospital have worked in various roles including Meet and Greet, providing directions,
reminding people to wear face masks and follow one-way systems. Staff and patients have been supported
at the Aylesford Unit by serving refreshments to patients, being a friendly face and listening ear. Pharmacy
Volunteers have delivered prescriptions towards helping to speed up discharge, volunteers have assisted
with the Cardiac Rehabilitation Programme and members of the Patient Forum have carried out Welfare Calls
to patients recently discharged from Warwick Hospital.
The Warwick Hospital League of Friends have recently purchased items to support patients and staff at
Warwick Hospital. An Ice Cream Van also came to Warwick Hospital as thank you for staff. So far in
2022 a total of £26,422 has been spent.
Leamington Hospital volunteers provide support and company to brain injury (traumatic and acquired) and
stroke patients. There is gardening therapy group, gaming group and movement group. Volunteers read to
patients, help with family phone and video calls, take patients on a tour of our wonderful gardens, paint their
nails and wish them a Happy Birthday, including singing. We have also been able to provide some support
by answering ward phones to relieve the pressure at peak times.
Stratford Hospital volunteers provide a meet and greet service and welcome visitors to the Covid-19 Vaccine
Hubs. Volunteers engage with patients on the Nicol Unit, reading books, magazines and menus to assist
patients in choosing their meals. Macmillan Information Centre volunteers greet visitors and assist with finding
the relevant information and support for their needs. Stratford League of Friends support the helpdesk and
volunteers provide patients with refreshments on the Rigby Unit whilst they are receiving treatment.
Volunteers make a positive difference to the people we serve in Café Lomas and Forest of Hearts volunteers
have maintained the Health and Wellbeing Garden and Kitchen Garden.
Chaplaincy Volunteers have returned to visiting on the wards in all our hospitals and we also have visits to
our hospitals from Therapy Dogs which is greatly appreciated by both the patients and staff.
In the community, volunteers are working alongside the infant feeding team to provide breastfeeding support
via the groups offered to families. Volunteers are working within SWFT’s Community Children’s Nursing Team
providing direct support for families, transport to hospital appointments, housework, gardening, advocacy and
grant applications.
Warwickshire 4x4 Volunteers are on hand to support during adverse weather conditions and collect and
deliver bloods to support nursing staff. The team help with the early discharge of patients from the hospital
by delivering medications to patients’ homes. Some of the team are able to move items of furniture in patients’
homes, making beds and furniture accessible for when they return home from hospital.
Kissing it Better has worked with Volunteer Services and SWFT since 2011 and is a local intergenerational
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health care charity, their aim is to use the talents and creativity of young volunteers to engage with older
patients in SWFT Hospitals. This year they have provided talented musicians, donations of colourful
landscape artwork, themed reminiscence and photo booklets for frailty wards. There has also been regular
distribution of seasonal activity packs, gift bags, cards for patients and pamper treats for nurses.
We look forward to the coming months, which will be an exciting time for volunteering as we continue to adapt
to Covid restrictions and begin to implement a full range of volunteer services across Trust sites. We will
continue to grow the service, enhancing the patient experience and supporting staff to continue the delivery
of excellent care.
We are extremely grateful to all our volunteers who dedicate their time to help support their local hospitals
and communities over the last 12 months and continue to help deliver outstanding care to the people of South
Warwickshire.

Community and Hospital Information Exchange Forum (CHIEF)

CHIEF provides members of the local community and Trust members with the opportunity to hear about the
Trust’s activities, providing advice and feedback to help shape services while finding out about developments.
During 2021/22 these meetings were all held virtually due to the COVID-19 restrictions. The meetings heard
talks on updates from the Trust Chair and Chief Executive, proposals for future capital developments, the
Admiral Nursing Team, Public Health in Warwickshire, NHS Finance and Diabetes care.

Radio Warneford

Based at Warwick Hospital, patients, staff and visitors can listen to programmes broadcast by Radio
Warneford. The station is available 24 hours a day, streamed via Trust WiFi on mobile phones and tablets.
Radio Warneford is staffed by volunteers who also fundraise for any equipment needed in order to maintain
the free service.

League of Friends

The Trust is extremely grateful for the support of our leagues of friends. In addition to undertaking a wide
range of essential volunteer roles that support our staff and patients, the leagues of friends continue to raise
significant amounts of charitable funds that are used to purchase equipment that helps to enhance patient
care.
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SWFT Charity

SWFT Charity exists to enhance the care, treatment and facilities of patients, families, and visitors to South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust. The charity also invests in staff training. Through charitable giving and
fundraising, the Charity aims to provide valuable support above and beyond
those provided by NHS core funding.
As the COVID-19 restrictions eased throughout 2021/22, SWFT Charity was
able to run some traditional fundraising events throughout the year. These
included a resumption of the SWFT Charity Skydives as well as additional
events such as The SKY Walk and a new staff fundraising event: It's a Knockout.
As always, the charity had some amazing support from the community
throughout the year and we are incredibly grateful to everyone who helped
us.
Notable fundraisers include:
Jim Henderson
Jim Henderson raised over £4,500 for The Rigby Cancer Unit at Stratfordupon-Avon hospital as a thank you for the treatment he received. Jim walked
up Brean Down in Somerset with his wife and daughter. The walk consists
of 100+ steep steps and was the furthest Jim had walked since his diagnosis.
Wreford-Bush Family
Wreford-Bush family and their friends ran the Regency Run in memory of family member, Pete, who sadly
recently passed away. The Regency Run has been a family tradition, and while Pete was sorely missed, the
team wore t-shirts with his picture on and flew the flag for Warwick Hospital’s Intensive Care Unit (ICU),
where Pete was treated before he sadly passed away. During the event, the team raised money for the ICU
Charitable Fund and will continue to fundraise for the department in 2022/23.
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Residents of Hanwell
Residents of Hanwell held an outdoor village fete in aid of the Aylesford and Rigby Cancer Units. They
raised just over £500 through a raffle and cake sale.

Juspal Samra
Juspal Samra and her Tollbar Volvo colleagues raised almost £2,000 for Warwick Hospital's Special Care
Baby Unit. "Team Tollbar" walked the Heineken "Race to the Castle" Ultramarathon in June, walking 100km
across Northeast England, finishing at Bamburgh Castle.
Juspal wanted to raise funds for the unit after they treated her son, Nihaal, who was born two months
premature back in 2013. Thanks to the outstanding care provided by the unit, Nihaal is now a fit and healthy
eight-year-old.

It is not just the local community that get involved with SWFT Charity. The wonderful staff of South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust often fundraise, to raise money for their wards or departments so the
Trust can provide services that go beyond NHS funding - enhancing clinical environments and patient care.
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Maria Tomassini
Maria, a physiotherapist on Feldon Ward at Leamington Hospital, raised money to provide patient focused
artwork, which aids with the recovery of the stroke patients, by completing the Leamington Spa Half
Marathon. The artwork, which will benefit the patients she helps to treat, was created in collaboration with
local artist Sofia Fernandes. It includes items for visual inattention rehabilitation, balance training and word
finding difficulties. All these elements have been designed to offer both cognitive and physical rehabilitation
tools for patients in all their therapy sessions.
Hem Jain
Intensive Care Unit Practitioner, Hem Jain, completed a wing-walk and raised £450 for the ICU Staff Fund.

The money will be used to support staff health and wellbeing within her department.
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SWFT Charity Fundraising Events
With the more conventional and traditional ways of fundraising being put on hold in 2020/21 due to the global
pandemic, both the Charity and its supporters
needed to adapt and find new and innovative ways
to raise funds.
As national restrictions eased during 2021/22, the
Charity were able to once again host events. This
included a new Staff Fundraising event: SWFT
Charity’s It’s a Knockout, where teams of 10
entered for a fun-filled day of inflatable obstacle
related challenges while raising money for their
chosen wards and departments.
Named after Mr Stephen K Young, Trust Orthopaedic Surgeon, the Charity
held a SKY Walk in September 2021. The walk promoted the benefits of
regular exercise after orthopaedic surgery by encouraging former patients,
of the Warwick Hospital Orthopaedic Team, to walk a mile around Warwick
Racecourse, while fundraising for the department’s charitable fund. SWFT
encourages its staff to identify best practice and improve care by
implementing new initiatives and developments. The money raised will be
used to further educate orthopaedic staff on the latest innovations to enable
the team to continually develop and improve the service they are providing
to patients.
Fundraising Hub
In 2021/22, the Trust was proud to open its new SWFT Charity Fundraising Hub, located at the main entrance
of Warwick Hospital. The Hub is a great way to connect with the Fundraising Team and find out all about
SWFT Charity, fundraising for the Trust, and how to make donations. The Hub will serve as a key tool in
connecting the SWFT Charity with the local community during 2022/23.

Young Minds Matter Appeal
In March 2022, SWFT Charity launched the Young Minds Matter Appeal, which aims to raise £350,000 for
an array of new facilities on Warwick Hospital's MacGregor Ward, with the focus on enhancing care for
children with mental health conditions.
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The plans for the development include a new playroom and activity
area, an adolescent recreational space, a sensory room with
specialist equipment to allow children to decompress away from the
busy ward, and a bereavement suite/quiet room.
The project has been prompted by the increase in young mental
health patients admitted to the ward since the start of the COVID19 pandemic. The development will give staff the tools and
resources they require to support these patients, as well as creating
age-appropriate areas for all children spending time on the ward.
Through donations, there have been many other opportunities in which SWFT Charity has been able to help
“sprinkle some magic” across the Trust during 2021/22, these include:
- ‘Kwickscreens’ (£2,268) – Portable privacy screens depicting beautiful landscapes and pleasant
scenery were purchased by the Palliative Care Team to bring some comfort at the bedside for endof-life patients.
- Stratford Kitchen Garden (£8,265.50) – A project was funded at Stratford Hospital to create a selfsustaining kitchen garden, with fresh produce grown that can then be harvested and used. The
project, which promotes sustainability, has thrived thanks to a wonderful set of volunteers.
- Staff bike repair stand (£2,490) – A special stand was purchased for the staff bike storage area which
is kitted out with a variety of repair tools. The stand allows staff to make basic repairs to their bicycles
and top up the air in their tyres. This not only provides a level of security for staff who cycle to work,
but it encourages more to do so, allowing staff to live a healthier lifestyle and reduce their personal
carbon footprint.
- Landscaping of Leamington Hospital’s kitchen garden (£15, 965) – The Trust’s Sustainability Strategy
highlights the value green spaces has and makes a commitment to enhancing the quality of existing
Trust green spaces and promote their use to staff, patients and visitors. Leamington Hospital’s kitchen
garden was one area identified from across the state to be improved.
- Radial positioning equipment (£9,708) – This purchase, which includes a star board, star table and
left arm support, provides an enhanced level of care compared to the standard NHS version. The
equipment improves patient experience by making procedures much more comfortable for patients.

‘Kwickscreens’

Staff bike repair stand
Stratford Kitchen Garden
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Over the course of the year, SWFT Charity received £12,000 in legacies and are extremely grateful to the
four individuals for remembering South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust in their wills. These legacies will
help greatly in our care of future patients.
For additional information on donating, fundraising or any other enquiries, please visit:
SWFT Charity Hub, Main Entrance, Warwick Hospital, Lakin Road, Warwick, CV34 6BW
Email: charity@swft.nhs.uk
Tel: 01926 495321 Ext 8049
Website: www.swftcharity.co.uk/
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Accountability Report
Directors’ Report
Board Composition
The Board of Directors comprises a Non-Executive Chair, four voting Non-Executive Directors, two nonvoting Non-Executive Directors, an Associate Non-Executive Director and six Executive Directors all with
voting rights, one of whom is the Chief Executive.
In attendance at Board meetings, were two non-voting Executive Directors; the Chief People Officer and
Chief Strategy Officer, and also the Trust Secretary.

Appointment and Roles
The key Non-Executive roles within the Board are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Chair – Russell Hardy (term of appointment to 31 May 2024)
Vice-Chair – Simon Page (term of appointment to 8 February 2025)
Senior Independent Director – Sue Whelan Tracy (term of appointment to 8 February 2025)
Audit Committee Chair – Rosemary Hyde (to 31 December 2022)

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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Board Member Profiles and Register of Interests
Russell Hardy
Chair
Russell Hardy joined the Trust as Chair of the Board of Directors and Council of Governors
from 1 June 2015.
Russell started his career as a business economist for Unilever and then moved into
strategy and planning consultancy at Deloitte Haskins & Sells. He then joined retail conglomerate
Kingfisher, where he held a number of roles including Deputy Finance Director for Comet. He then joined
Safeway as Financial Planning Director before being promoted to become Fresh Food Director. At Safeway
he played a key part in the turnaround of the business, which led to an invitation to run Dollond and
Aitchison opticians as Chief Executive, ultimately taking that business through to a sale. Following that he
joined Blacks Leisure Group as Group Chief Executive Officer leading that business for three
years. Russell was appointed Chair of the Board of Governors of Nuffield Health in 2012 and retired in May
2020. Russell has set up and operated a number of private businesses mainly in the healthcare market.
As well as his role at the Trust, Russell is also Chair and majority owner of Maranatha 1 Ltd (trading as
Fosse Healthcare Limited and Fosse ADPRAC) and is Chair of Cherished, a social enterprise that helps
teenage girls with self-esteem issues.
Term of Appointment: until 31 May 2024
Declared Interests: Chair and majority owner of Maranatha 1 Ltd (trading as Fosse Healthcare
Limited and Fosse ADPRAC), Chair of ‘Cherished’, Chair of Wye Valley NHS Trust, Chair of George
Eliot Hospital NHS Trust and son is employed by Deloitte LLP (Trust’s External Auditors).

Glen Burley
Chief Executive
Glen began his NHS career in 1983 as a finance trainee, qualifying as a Chartered Public
Finance Accountant in 1990. After reaching the position of Director of Finance for South
Warwickshire Mental Health Services NHS Trust, he moved into an acute operational role
when he became Director of Operations for the Surgical Division of University Hospitals
Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust. In 2003 he was appointed as Deputy Chief Executive to
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust and joined South Warwickshire in 2006, initially as interim Chief
Executive. Since his formal appointment in 2008 the Trust has developed its local and national reputation
moving through financial turnaround, achieving Foundation Trust status in 2010, and in 2011 completing
the successful acquisition of Warwickshire Community Services.
Declared Interests: Chief Executive of Wye Valley NHS Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust,
and Spouse is a Practice Nurse at Rother House, Medical Centre.

Dr Charles Ashton
Medical Director
Dr Charles Ashton joined the Trust from Worcester Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, where he
held the post of Medical Director for 14 years. From a clinical perspective Dr Ashton was a
Consultant Physician with a special interest in care of the elderly, stroke and clinical
pharmacology. As well as the acute sector he has worked in stroke rehabilitation at Evesham
community hospital and has also worked closely with primary care providing clinics at local health centres.
Declared Interests: Small holding of Astra Zeneca shares and small holding of Framlington Biotech
which invests in multiple Biotechnology companies. Confirmation received that Charles does not
undertake any private medical practice.
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Anne Coyle
Managing Director
Anne joined South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust in September 2013, as Associate
Director for Integrated Care and Community. In June 2016 Anne was made Managing
Director of the Out of Hospital Care Collaborative and was appointed to an Executive role in
October 2017. In May 2020 Anne was seconded to her role as the Trust's Managing Director.
Anne trained as a Physiotherapist in Ireland and has worked in a variety of clinical roles across NHS and
private sector. Since 2002 Anne has worked in operational management roles in Community and
Integrated Care settings.
Declared Interests: Member of the Leadership Centre Alumni Council and Spouse is Managing
Director of Mini Digital Limited.

Fiona Burton
Chief Nursing Officer
Fiona commenced a 2-year secondment as Director of Nursing for the Trust on 1 October
2017 and was appointed on a substantive basis on 1 October 2019. She has worked at the
Trust since 2013 and previously worked as the Deputy Director of Nursing and Head of Acute
Nursing. Prior to that Fiona worked as Head of Nursing at Heart of England NHS Trust and a
Nurse Consultant at University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust. Fiona has also worked
at NHS Improvement and as Acting Director of Nursing at Wye Valley NHS Trust for a short period of time.
Declared Interests: None

Harkamal Heran
Acting Chief Operating Officer
Harkamal joined the Trust in 2019 as the Associate Director of Operations for the Elective
Division / Deputy Director of Operations. Harkamal commenced a 1-year secondment as
Acting Director of Operations for the Trust on 1 October 2021 and was appointed as the
Acting Chief Operating Officer on 1 January 2022.
Prior to joining the Trust, Harkamal has held a number of operational roles across the NHS after
successfully completing the NHS Graduate Management Programme in 2010. Harkamal is responsible
for the daily operational delivery of in hospital, out of hospital and children, young people and family
services.
Declared Interests: None

Rosemary Hyde
Non-Executive Director
Rosemary
is
a
Chartered
Accountant,
and
a
former
partner
with
PricewaterhouseCoopers. She left the partnership in 2001, since then she has built up a
portfolio career, combining community roles with part time finance director and consulting
assignments, and Non-Executive roles. Rosemary joined the Trust as a Non-Executive
Director in January 2014.
Term of Appointment: extended to 31 December 2022
Declared Interests: Director and Shareholder of RPR Consultants Ltd and employed by South
Warwickshire GP Federation in temporary/part time capacity. Spouse is Director and Shareholder
of Brian Hyde Ltd, Spouse is Director of RPR Consultants Ltd and Spouse is an independent
member of the Council at the University of Warwick.
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Kim Li
Chief Finance Officer
Kim is a Business Studies graduate and began her public sector career with the Audit
Commission as an external auditor. Kim qualified as a Chartered Public Finance Accountant
in 1995 and joined Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust a year later, working in a number
of finance roles, including their Private Finance Initiative business case for a new hospital. Kim
joined South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust as Deputy Director of Finance in 2006 and had a key
role in the Trust's financial turnaround, its successful Foundation Trust application and the integration of
Community services.
Declared Interests: Director of SWFT Clinical Services Ltd (a wholly owned subsidiary of South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust), Committee member of the West Midlands Branch of the
HFMA, Trustee of HFMA and daughter has joined the Trust’s administrative and clerical bank.

Simon Page
Non-Executive Director
Simon has over 20 years of wide-ranging leadership experience in the private sector as Chair,
Managing Director and Director. Simon's career has centred around retailing and
manufacturing businesses operating within the consumer and building products markets. He
has a strong background in marketing, sales and commercial leadership, working for some very well-known
blue-chip brands, in both the prestige branded and mass-market arenas; these include Aga, Fired Earth,
Villeroy & Boch and Rangemaster. This has given him a clear insight into working for complex international
organisations, change management, strategy development and delivery, and of the importance of
delivering success with and through others, especially in periods of change.
Term of Appointment: until 8 February 2025
Declared Interests: Owner and Director of Weathervane Consulting.

Dr David Spraggett
Non-Executive Director
David qualified from Birmingham Medical School in 1981 and now has 40 years of
continuous service within the NHS. For the past 35 of those years he has been a GP at a
local practice in Kenilworth which has a strong commitment to teaching the doctors and
specifically GP of the future along with providing high quality clinical care. It is currently
rated as outstanding by CQC. He was elected Fellow of the Royal College of GP in 2012
for services to Primary Care. David also has significant experience in clinical leadership with past roles at
national level with the GMC and NICE, regionally with the Royal College of GP and more locally with
Primary Care Trusts and most recently CCG. He stood down from being Chair of South Warwickshire CCG
after 8 years in that post in March 2021 after leading the CCG through the worst of the Covid pandemic
and merging the then three Coventry and Warwickshire CCG.
Term of Appointment: until 30 April 2024
Declared Interests: GP Partner at Castle Medical Centre, Kenilworth. David’s partnership is a
shareholder of South Warwickshire GP Federation. The Practice Manager at Castle Medical Centre
is a Director of South Warwickshire GP Federation. Castle Medical Centre is a member of
Kenilworth and Warwick Primary Care Network
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Sue Whelan Tracy
Non-Executive Director
Sue joined the Trust as a non-voting Non-Executive Director in February 2016 and became
a voting Non-Executive Director on 1 June 2017.
Sue has a background in retail and corporate banking in the United Kingdom, Europe, the
Caribbean and Australia. Her last executive post before embarking on a non-executive career was
Marketing and Customer Engagement for Barclays in the UK. Her specialisms are customer experience
and marketing, along with commercial leadership of products and channels, including digital. As a NonExecutive Director Sue works nationally, across sectors, with organisations committed to delivering high
standards of customer experience.
Term of Appointment: until 8 February 2025
Declared Interests: Trustee/Company Director of ExtraCare Charitable Trust and Lay Member of
the Nursing and Midwifery Council.

The Register of Interests is available on the Trust’s website or by writing to the Trust Secretary. The
Register also includes declared interests from non-voting Board members Yasmin Becker,
Associate Non-Executive Director, Sophie Gilkes, Chief Strategy Officer, and Gertie NicPhilib, Chief
People Officer.
Please note that:
• Geoff Benn’s term of office as Non-Executive Director of the Trust ended on 1 October
2021 following his decision to stand down.
• Chris Lewington’s term of office as Non-Executive Director of the Trust ended on 1
October 2021 following her decision to stand down.
• Dr David Spraggett was appointed as a voting Non-Executive Director at the Board
meeting on 6 October 2021.
• Bruce Paxton’s term of office ended on 31 January 2022 after serving 9 years.
• Helen Lancaster, Director of Operations, left the Trust on 1 October 2021 for a 1-year
secondment at NHS Coventry and Warwickshire Clinical Commissioning Group.
• Stephen Collman was appointed as Chief Operating Officer for the Trust and George
Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) from 1 October to 31 December 2021.
• Richard Colley and Philip Gilbert were appointed as non-voting Non-Executive
Directors on 7 March 2022.
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SWFT Clinical Services Ltd Board Members and Register of
Interests
Tony Boorman
Chair
Date of First Appointment: 2 March 2011 (3-year term)
Declared Interests: Managing Director of Promontory Financial (a subsidiary company of IBM plc.),
Director/Chair Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd
Dr Charles George Anderson Phalp (Andy Phalp)
Non-Executive Director
Date of First Appointment: 5 July 2017 (3-year term)
Declared Interests: Vaccinator (self-employed) for South Warwickshire GP Federation, Trustee of South
Warwickshire Welfare Trust, Member of the British Medical Association (BMA), Life Member of the Royal
Society of Medicine, Non-Executive Director of Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd, investment portfolio
managed by Investec Wealth & Investments and retired partner of Rother House Medical Centre (no
financial interest).
Kim Li
Non-Executive Director
Date of First Appointment: 27 July 2011 (3-year term)
Declared Interests: Chief Finance Officer at South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, Trustee and
Member of HFMA, and Member of CIPFA.
Ann Pope
Non-Executive Director
Date of First Appointment: 27 July 2011 (3-year term) Retired on 31 May 2021
Declared Interests: Director of Human Resources (non-voting) at South Warwickshire NHS Foundation
Trust, Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development and Non-Executive Director of
Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd.

Jayne Blacklay
Chief Executive
Date of Appointment: 25 May 2021
Declared Interests: Director/Chief Executive of Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd, and Non-Executive

Director of HelpForce (a charity that supports the development of volunteers within NHS).

David Moon
Director of Finance
Date of Appointment: 1 February 2018
Declared Interests: Trustee of Shipston Home Nursing, Director of Finance for Innovate Healthcare
Services Ltd, Fellow of CIPFA, and Member of HFMA.
Andy Laverick
Director of IT
Date of Appointment: 1 May 2019
Declared Interests: Director of Pure Space IT Ltd (dormant company) and Director of Innovate Healthcare
Services Ltd.
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Foundation Trust Code of Governance – Disclosure of Corporate
Governance Arrangements
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust has applied the principles of the NHS Foundation Trust Code of
Governance on a comply or explain basis. The NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance, most recently
revised in July 2014, is based on the principles of the UK Corporate Governance Code issued in 2012.
Statutory Requirements
The Code of Governance contains a number of statutory requirements, which the Trust is compliant with and
which do not require disclosure statements in the Annual Report
Provisions Requiring a Supporting Explanation
The Code of Governance contains a number of provisions that requires the Trust to give a supporting
explanation whether the Trust is compliant or not. The relevant disclosure statements are detailed below.

Board Statements
Balance, Completeness and Appropriateness of the Board of Directors
As previously stated, the Board of Directors comprises both Non-Executive and Executive Directors. The
Executive Directors comprise the Chief Executive, Managing Director, Chief Finance Officer, Chief Medical
Officer, Chief Operating Officer and Chief Nursing Officer.
The Non-Executive Directors comprise two appointments with financial expertise who are qualified
Accountants; three with business expertise, and one who has expertise in healthcare. In addition, an
Associate Non-Executive Director was appointed in March 2021 with regulatory and voluntary sector
experience. The Chair has a private sector background at Board/Chief Executive level. Taking the wide
range of experience of the Board of Directors as a whole, the balance and completeness of the Board is felt
to be appropriate.
Board Code of Conduct
The Standing Orders for the Practice and Procedure of the Board of Directors is an annex to the Trust’s
Constitution and is reviewed, considered and approved by the Board on an annual basis. The Standing
Orders include a provision for the Standards of Business Conduct and the need for Directors and officers to
comply with the Trust’s Disciplinary Policy, the national guidance contained in HSG(93)5 on ‘Standards of
Business Conduct for NHS staff’ and the ‘Code of Conduct for NHS Managers 2002’.
Board members are also expected to adhere to the Trust’s values and the Nolan principles, which are
discussed at appointment and at individual Directors’ annual appraisals.
Fit and Proper Persons Requirements
All Directors (both Executive and Non-Executive) and direct-line reports to the Chief Executive (Trust
Secretary and FT Adviser) have made their self-declarations against the Fit and Proper Person requirements
which came into force under the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) Regulations 2014.
Statement of Operation of the Board of Directors and Council of Governors
The primary role of the Board of Directors is to lead the Trust within the context of its strategy, whilst ensuring
successful financial stewardship of the organisation. In order to achieve this, the Board receives regular
reports on all aspects of its business to enable appropriate decisions to be taken. In addition, the Board has
a schedule of reserved decisions, which lists out those decisions which only the Board can make and a
scheme of delegation which details those areas of responsibility delegated to committees and individual
Directors/Managers. One of the key roles of the Council of Governors is to hold the Non-Executive Directors
to account. The Board and Council have therefore agreed a statement that defines how each will operate
and how any disagreements will be resolved which would be through the Chair who is both Chair of the Board
and Council.
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Independence of the Non-Executive Directors
The Board reviewed the NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance at its meeting on 6 April 2022 and took
the view that all four of the voting Non-Executive Directors, two non-voting Non-Executive Directors and the
Associate Non-Executive Director (excluding the Chair) could be deemed independent.
These interests are declared in the Directors’ Register of Interests and should any conflict arise the individuals
would be excluded from any discussion and decision relating to the matter in question. As for all Board
Members, Non-Executive Directors declare their interests in the Register of Directors’ Interests, which is
available on the Trust’s website and in paper form from the Trust Secretary. Any conflicts arising would be
handled as above.
Board of Directors Meetings and attendance
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, the Board of Directors met in both private and public sessions on a
monthly basis (except in January 2022) and due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the Board meetings were held
virtually using Microsoft Teams. Governors and members of the public were invited to join the virtual public
sessions which were also recorded and published on the Trust’s website.
Meetings of the Non-Executive Directors
In accordance with the Foundation Trust Code of Governance, the Chair and Non-Executive Directors have
continued to meet outside of the normal Board meetings during 2021/22, with the Chief Executive in
attendance as requested.
Appointment and Removal of Non-Executive Directors
In accordance with the Trust’s Constitution, the Council of Governors has the power to appoint and remove
the Chair and Non-Executive Directors of the Trust. Although authority for the final decision cannot be
delegated, much of the business of appointment or removal is carried out by the Council’s Nominations and
Remuneration Committee.
Trust Secretary
Sarah Collett was appointed as Trust Secretary on 1 April 2021 and holds a Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) qualification in Corporate Governance together with previous experience
in the role. Meg Lambert was appointed as FT Adviser in February 2021 and acts as Secretary to the Council
of Governors. Meg is a Chartered Secretary, holds a Masters in Public Administration (MPA) from the
University of Warwick and is an Associate Member of the Institute of Governance.
Significant Commitments of the Trust Chair
Russell Hardy, Trust Chair, has other significant commitments as Chair/majority owner of Maranatha 1 Ltd
(trading as Fosse Healthcare Limited and Fosse ADPRAC) and Chair of Wye Valley NHS Trust and George
Eliot Hospital NHS Trust, which were fully disclosed to the Nominations and Remuneration
Committee/Council of Governors prior to appointment and in the Directors’ Register of Interests.
Directors’ Remuneration
The Appointments and Remuneration Committee of the Board of Directors is responsible for setting the
remuneration of the Executive Directors. The Nominations and Remuneration Committee of the Council of
Governors is responsible for setting the remuneration of the Chair and Non-Executive Directors.
To confirm no external search consultancy nor open advertising has been used in the appointment of a Chair
or Non-Executive Director.
Performance Evaluation of the Board, Directors and Committees
The Chair is responsible for the appraisal of the Non-Executive Directors and the Senior Independent Director
is responsible for the appraisal of the Chair in association with the Council of Governors. The Chief Executive
is responsible for the appraisal of the Executive Directors, with the Chair appraising the Chief Executive and
these appraisals are reported to the Appointments and Remuneration Committee.
Board Effectiveness
Given the extensive nature of the board development undertaken in 2017/18 and the CQC ‘Well-Led’ review;
for 2019/20 the Board agreed to undertake the Insights Colour Energies Diagnostic for the two new Non66

Executive Directors, incorporated this into the whole Board profile, and updated the Board Non-Executive
skills matrix. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the Board development programme for 2020/21 was
postponed and a Board development programme on Building Leadership for Inclusion was undertaken during
2021/22. In addition the Board commenced a Board Effectiveness Evaluation, facilitated by an external
company and a consistent approach has been taken across the Foundation Group. The review will continue
into 2022/23.
The Audit Committee has undertaken a self-assessment of its performance in line with the provisions of the
latest NHS Audit Committee Handbook.
All other Board Sub-Committees have undertaken self-assessments of their own performance.
The Trust’s key performance measures are detailed in the Integrated Performance Dashboard, which is
presented at the Board of Directors on a monthly basis. These include; A&E four hour wait targets, 18 weeks
referral to treatment target, diagnosis to treatment cancer targets and diagnostic waiting times. Other key
performance measures include; local performance targets and measures, access, patient experience, clinical
outcomes, reducing harm and workforce measures. Any key performance measures which are of concern
would be highlighted to the Board of Directors, a risk assessment would be developed, and the risk would
either be added to the Board Assurance Framework or a Divisional Risk Register to ensure actions are
implemented to mitigate the risk. In addition, the Corporate Risk Group’s remit is to highlight areas of concern
to either the Divisional Risk Management Groups or Board of Directors, for mitigating action to be undertaken.
Council of Governors’ Effectiveness
The Council of Governors assess its collective performance on an annual basis through a self-assessment
questionnaire completed by all members. The results are considered by the General Purposes Committee
and Council of Governors, and any changes to current arrangements are agreed.
NHS Improvement’s Well-Led Framework
The Trust has robust processes in place to ensure that services are well-led in accordance with NHS
Improvement’s Well Led Framework. These processes are discussed in more detail within the Annual
Governance Statement and the Quality Report.
As an overview the performance of the Trust is monitored monthly by the Board of Directors through the
Integrated Performance Dashboard report. Each division has an Audit and Operational Governance Group
which oversees the clinical quality and safety performance and reports into the Clinical Governance
Committee. Finance and performance are monitored at the monthly Finance and Performance Executive
meetings.
Risks are monitored through the department, divisional and Trust risk registers and through into the Board
Assurance Framework (BAF). An audit of the BAF demonstrated that there is an Assurance Framework in
place, covering all of the required key components, which is designed and operating to meet the requirements
of the Annual Governance Statement.
There have been further assessments of the board effectiveness against NHS Improvement’s Well-Led
Framework as detailed in the Board Effectiveness section above.
The Trust has a 5-year strategy in place supported by annual Trust Objectives. These are developed through
engagement across the organisation and with the Governors.
The annual staff survey has provided a positive picture in relation to leadership and engagement year on
year.
Council of Governors – Directors’ Attendance
The Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer and Chief Nursing Officer attend all Council of Governors
meetings, and other Executive Directors of the Trust attend Council meetings as required. In addition, all
Non-Executive Directors are invited to attend each Council meeting. Due to the acute pressures of the
pandemic the Executive Directors have not attended every Council meeting, as agreed with the Chair and
General Purposes Committee.
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During 2021/22 the Governors have not exercised their power under paragraph 10C of Schedule 7 to the
NHS Act 2006 to formally require one or more of the Directors to attend a governors’ meeting for the purpose
of obtaining information about the Trust’s performance of its functions or the Directors’ performance of their
duties. At least one Non-Executive Director has been in attendance at the Council of Governors meetings.
Council of Governors – Removal of Governors
The policy for the removal of Governors who consistently fail to attend Council meetings, without reasonable
cause, or who have an actual or potential conflict of interest which prevents the proper exercise of their duties
is detailed in the Trust’s Constitution.
Board Communication with Governors
During the year the Board and in particular the Non-Executive Directors, have ensured that they are aware
of the views of the public by liaising with the Governors that represent their constituency areas and Members
through a number of activities, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two round table meetings between the Board of Directors and the Council of Governors;
Attendance by the Non-Executive Directors and Executive Directors at Council meetings;
Attendance by Governors at the Board of Directors meetings, including an opportunity to ask
questions;
Attendance by the Non-Executive Chairs of the Audit Committee and Finance and
Performance NED lead at the Governors’ Business Oversight Committee. Allowing the
Governors of that Committee to hold the Non-Executive Directors to account;
Attendance by the Non-Executive Chair of the Clinical Governance Committee, and Chief
Nursing Officer at the Governors’ Patient Care Committee. Allowing the Governors of that
Committee to seek assurance on behalf of the Council of Governors around all aspects of
patient care and the patients’ experience;
Informal meetings between the Governors, Chair and Non-Executive Directors before each
Board of Directors meeting. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic these meetings were cancelled
during the financial year, however the Chair and NEDs held monthly virtual meetings with the
Governors;
Regular informal meetings between the Lead Governor and the Chair;
Informal meetings between individual Governors and the Chair, and
Regular informal meetings between the Non-Executive Directors and the Governors.

Accounts 2021/22
The accounts for the accounting period 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022 have been prepared in accordance
with paragraphs 24 and 25 of Schedule 7 of the National Health Services Act 2006 in the form which the
Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts (Monitor) has, with the approval of the Treasury, directed.
Quality Governance
A description of the Trust’s arrangements in relation to Quality Governance is included in the Quality Report.
Insurance
The Trust has insurance cover through NHS Resolution who is the administrator of the Liabilities to Third
Parties Scheme (LTPS) covering NHS organisations in England. This includes employers’ liability,
professional indemnity, public liability and products liability which therefore ensures there is appropriate cover
for any legal action. In addition, the Trust offers its own indemnity to all Directors (Voting and Non-Voting)
who have acted honestly and in good faith, that the Trust will meet any costs arising from any personal civil
liability which is incurred through the execution of their duties, except where they have acted recklessly. This
indemnity is covered in the Trust’s Constitution. The Trust also has separate Directors’ Insurance to cover
any legal action made against individual Directors.
Financial Instruments
The Trust’s use of financial instruments is included in the Annual Accounts.
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Access to Independent Professional Advice
All Board members have access to any independent professional advice, at the Trust’s expense, where it is
deemed necessary to discharge their responsibilities as directors.
Provisions Requiring Supporting Information to be made Publicly Available
The Trust is required to make the following information available to the public and does so either on its
website or by request:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the Trust – on the website
A description of each Director’s expertise and experience – contained in the Board profile section and
on the Trust’s website
Clear statement of the Board’s balance, completeness and appropriateness – contained in this
chapter
Main role of the Appointments and Remuneration Committee and the Nominations and Remuneration
Committee – contained in this section and in the section on the Council of Governors. Terms of
reference, available on request
Membership Strategy – available on request
Contact arrangements for Directors and Governors – available on the website

Provisions Requiring Supporting Information to be made available to Governors
The Trust is required to make the following information available to Governors and does so through the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee:
•

For any Non-Executive Director seeking re-appointment, a report from the Chair confirming the
effectiveness of their performance and their commitment to the role

Provisions Requiring Supporting Information to be made available to Members
The Trust is required to make the following information available to Members and does so in the voting packs
issued to Members during the course of the election process for any elected Governor position:
•

Biographical details and other relevant information of those members submitting themselves for
election/re-election.

Other Provisions
For the other provisions of the Code of Governance there are no special disclosure requirements and the
Trust is required to ‘comply’ or ‘explain’. The Board therefore reviewed these provisions of the Code at its
meeting on 6 April 2022 and has confirmed its compliance against all provisions.
Provision D.2.3 - The council should consult external professional advisers to market-test the remuneration
levels of the chairperson and other non-executives at least once every three years and when they intend to
make a material change to the remuneration of a non-executive.
The Trust benchmarks the remuneration of the Non-Executive Directors (including the Chair) on a regular
basis using the NHS Providers national remuneration survey of NHS Trusts and Foundation Trusts and
considers any readjustments as appropriate. During 2020/21 guidance was also received from NHSE/I
regarding the remuneration of both Chairpersons and Non-Executive Directors. Any changes are
recommended to the Council of Governors who then take the final decision. As a policy decision the Council
of Governors agreed that remuneration would only be reviewed in detail every two years and is next due
during 2022.

Board Committees
The Board has four Committees: the Audit Committee, Clinical Governance Committee, Appointments and
Remuneration Committee and the Foundation Group Strategy Committee.
The Non-Executive Directors have opportunities to challenge the views of executive management through
each Committee and, through the Committee Chair’s report, and report to the Board on any areas of concern.
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There are occasions when the Trust’s Directors access independent financial and legal advice in accordance
with the Trust’s procurement processes.

Audit Committee

Remit - The Audit Committee provides the Board with assurance on the establishment and maintenance of
an effective system of integrated governance, risk management and internal control. It is advised and
supported by representatives from Deloitte (the Trust’s external auditor), CW Audit Services (the Trust’s
internal auditor), a representative from CW Counter-Fraud Services (the Trust’s Counter-Fraud Specialist)
and the Chief Finance Officer and Trust Secretary.
The Audit Committee has considered three broad areas of risk during the year, concerning; financial systems
that underpin the financial processing, operational reporting of the organisation and also work driven largely
by the principal risk areas identified in the Board Assurance Framework (BAF). The Trust has particularly
asked internal audit to focus on areas where it was felt improvements were required, to ensure the best value
was made of their input, as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Divisional Risk Management – Significant Assurance
Financial Governance – Significant Assurance
Payables – Significant Assurance
Data Quality – Demographics – Significant Assurance
Financial Ledger – Significant Assurance
Receivables – Significant Assurance
Data Quality – 28 Day Faster Diagnosis Standard (FSD) – Significant Assurance
Contracted Out Payroll – Significant Assurance
Pathway to Net Zero – Moderate Assurance (draft)

In addition, Internal Audit also provided the following reports to the Audit Committee during the year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Wheelchair Ordering/Invoice Process
Pharmacy Wholesale Dealers License – Follow Up
Learning from Deaths – Follow Up
Fixed Assets – Follow Up
Board Assurance Framework – Level A
Electronic Patient Record (EPR) Project Governance – Advisory
Patient Access Plans – Follow Up
Integrated Care Record Implementation (Memo)
Payables – Duplicate Payments (Memo)

Action plans have been agreed as appropriate and the implementation of these plans will continue to be
monitored by the internal auditors over the coming months. In addition, all outstanding audit actions are
reported at each meeting of the Audit Committee and the Committee takes a proactive approach to monitoring
the outstanding actions and requesting follow up audits where there are areas of concern.
The Internal Auditors reported their final overall audit opinion to the Audit Committee on 13 April 2022 that
they felt significant assurance could be given that the Trust had a general sound system of internal control,
designed to meet the organisation’s objectives, and that controls are generally being applied consistently.
External Audit - External Audit Services are provided by Deloitte LLP, who were appointed by the Council
of Governors on 13 May 2021, following a full competitive tender exercise.
The Audit Committee assesses the effectiveness of the external audit process through the progress reports
they submit to each Committee meeting and through key performance indicators.
Internal Audit - The Trust has an internal audit function which is provided by CW Audit Services. The Audit
Committee, advised by the Chief Finance Officer, agrees a plan of work for internal audit, with a defined
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number of days’ work. As the year progresses internal audit present their findings of the audits into each of
the areas listed in the plan. The Audit Committee monitors management responses to the recommendations
and actively reviews outstanding actions.
Membership and attendance of the Audit Committee during 2021/22 is indicated in the following table.
Member

No. of meetings

No. of attendances

Rosemary Hyde (Chair)

7

7

Yasmin Becker
Geoff Benn
Simon Page
Bruce Paxton

2
4
7
6

2
3
7
4

Clinical Governance Committee

Remit - The Clinical Governance Committee provides the Board with assurance on clinical governance and
compliance with related national standards and local objectives.
Membership and attendance during 2021/22 of the Committee is indicated in the table.
Member
Bruce Paxton (Chair until
31 August 2021)
David Spraggett (Chair
from 1 September 2021)
Geoff Benn
Rosemary Hyde
Christine Lewington
Sue Whelan Tracy

No. of meetings

No. of attendances

10

5

11

11

6
4
6
12

5
4
5
12

Appointments and Remuneration Committee

Remit - This Committee advises the Board on the remuneration and terms of service of the Chief Executive
and Executive Directors and monitors and evaluates their performance. It is also responsible for the
appointment of the Chief Executive in conjunction with the Council of Governors. The Trust Secretary
provides advice in relation to governance and administrative support to the Committee. The Chief People
Officer provides professional HR support and advice, and the Chief Executive also attends this Committee.
Information to support discussion and decisions around Senior Managers’ (i.e. Executives) pay is taken from
benchmarking exercises undertaken by NHS Providers. This data looks at roles in relation to headcount and
turnover of Foundation Trusts. The Committee uses data from Trusts of a similar size as a benchmark for
these discussions.
All Executive Directors are on substantive contracts with a 3-month notice period. There have been no
termination payments, but contracts do allow for notice to be paid in lieu.
During 2021/22 there have been no significant awards made to past senior managers. There are no plans
for Director’s remuneration policy changes in 2022/23.
The Trust’s policies relating to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion apply equally to the Appointments and
Remuneration Committee. The Trust has 6 equality objectives with an associated action plan which is
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monitored through the Equality and Diversity Steering Group, chaired by the Operational Director of People
and Workforce. An annual report is presented to the Board of Directors each summer which gives assurance
in relation to the year and sets out priorities for the following year.
Membership and attendance during 2021/22 at the Committee is indicated in the table below.
Member

No. of meetings

No. of attendances

4
3
4
2
4
4
2
4

4
2
3
2
4
4
2
0

Russell Hardy
Bruce Paxton
Rosemary Hyde
Geoff Benn
Simon Page
Sue Whelan Tracy
Chris Lewington
David Spraggett

It should be noted that Dr David Spraggett has been unable to attend the Appointments and Remuneration
Committee meetings during 2021/22 due to prior clinical commitments. Also, Yasmin Becker, Associate NonExecutive Director has been invited to attend all meetings, and attended 3 meetings during 2021/22.

Foundation Group Strategy Committee

Remit - This Committee advises the Boards of the Trust, Wye Valley NHS Trust and George Eliot Hospital
NHS Trust on all matters relevant to the development and implementation of strategy.
Members
(for SWFT)
Russell Hardy (Chair)
Chris Lewington
Simon Page

No. of meetings

No. of attendances

4
2
1

2
2
1

Terms of Reference

The Board of Directors has approved all Committee terms of reference, and these are reviewed on a regular
basis, and amended as and when required.

Non-Executive Director (NED) Finance and Performance Committee

The NED Finance and Performance Committee was disbanded by the Board of Directors at its meeting on 3
November 2021 following a decision that the Finance and Performance Executive would scrutinise the Trust’s
financial and operational performance, which is an Executive-level meeting and not a Board Sub-Committee.
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Board and Committee Membership and Attendees Table
Members/ Attendees

Russell Hardy
Chair
Geoff Benn
Non-Executive Director
(until 1 October 2021)
Bruce Paxton
Non-Executive Director
(until 31 January 2022)
Rosemary Hyde
Non-Executive Director
Glen Burley
Chief Executive
Anne Coyle
Managing Director
Helen Lancaster
Director of Operations
(until 1 October 2021)
Fiona Burton
Chief Nursing Officer
Christine Lewington
Non-Executive Director
(until 1 October 2021)
Dr Charles Ashton
Chief Medical Officer
Kim Li
Chief Finance Officer
Simon Page
Non-Executive Director
David Spraggett
Non-Executive Director
(appointed 1 May 2021
as non-voting and
became voting from
November 2021)
Sue Whelan Tracy
Non-Executive Director
Stephen Collman
Chief Operating Officer
(from 1 October to 31
December 2021)
Harkamal Heran
Chief Operating Officer
(voting Board member
from 1 January 2022)

Audit
Committee

Clinical
Governance
Committee

✓
✓
✓ Chair

Appointments
and
Remuneration
Committee
✓Chair

No. of
Board of
Directors
Meetings
11

No. of Board
of Directors
Meetings
Attended
10

✓

✓

6

6

✓ Chair
(until 31
August 2021)
✓ (from 1
October
2021)

✓

9

8

✓

11

11

✓

11

11

11

9

✓

6

6

✓

11

10

6

6

11

10

11

10

✓

11

11

✓

10

9

✓

11

10

✓

3

2

✓

5

4

✓

Foundation
Group
Strategy
Committee
✓Chair

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓ Chair
(from 1
September
2021)

✓ (from 1
October 2021)

✓

Key: ✓ - Committee member, ✓ - Committee attendee
Please note: No Board of Directors was held during January 2022. Also in attendance at the Board meetings
during 2021/22 were Yasmin Becker, Associate Non-Executive Director, Gertie NicPhilib, Chief People
Officer, Sophie Gilkes, Chief Strategy Officer and Sarah Collett, Trust Secretary. Richard Colley and Philip
Gilbert were appointed as non-voting Non-Executive Directors on 7 March 2022 so did not attend any Board
of Directors meetings during 2021/22. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, all Board of Directors and Board
Sub-Committee meetings during 2021/22 were held virtually using Microsoft Teams. Public Board meetings
were recorded and published on the Trust’s website and Governors and members of the public were invited
to attend the virtual Board meetings.
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SWFT Clinical Services Ltd Board and Board Committees
Board Committee
The Board has one Committee which is the Remuneration Committee.

Remuneration Committee
Remit – The Remuneration Committee is authorised by the Company Board to set and review the
remuneration policy for all staff including; performance related pay schemes, pension arrangements,
termination payments, any major changes to the employee benefits structure and the expense claims policy.
Terms of Reference - The Committee has terms of reference which have been approved by the Company’s
Board of Directors, which are reviewed on an annual basis, and amended as and when required.
Audit
The Company’s audit business is considered by the Trust’s Audit Committee. On 31 January 2019, the
Company’s Board considered and approved a proposal to disband the Company’s Audit Committee and
approved the recommendation for the Trust’s Audit Committee to have responsibility for the Company’s audit
business. This was subsequently considered, approved and ratified by the Trust’s Audit Committee in
February 2019 and Board of Directors in March 2019.
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SWFT Clinical Services Ltd Board and Board Committee
Membership Table with Attendance
Members/
Attendees

Remuneration
Committee

No. of
Board of
Directors
meetings

No. of
Board of
Directors
meetings
attended

Tony Boorman
Chair

✓Chair

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

1

1

Andy Laverick
Director of IT

5

5

David Moon
Director of
Finance

5

5

Jayne Blacklay
Chief
Executive/Man
aging Director
Andy Phalp
Non-Executive
Director

✓

Kim Li
Non-Executive
Director
Ann Pope
Non-Executive
Director
(up to 28 May
2021)

✓

Please note:
As the Company’s audit business is considered by the Trust’s Audit Committee, the Company’s Director of
Finance and appropriate Internal and External Auditor representatives are invited to attend the Trust’s Audit
Committee meetings when discussing the Company’s audit business.
The Chief Executive/Managing Director and Director of Finance are invited to attend the Remuneration
Committee as required.
The Associate Director of Business Development and the Senior Finance Manager are in attendance at the
Board of Directors meetings.
The Company Secretary is also in attendance at the Board of Directors, and Remuneration Committee, and
attends the Trust’s Audit Committee, by invitation, when company business is being considered.
Ann Pope, Non-Executive Director retired as a Director on 28 May 2021.
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NHS System Oversight Framework
NHS England and NHS Improvement’s NHS Oversight Framework provides the framework for overseeing
systems including providers and identifying potential support needs. The framework looks at five national
themes:
• Quality of care, access and outcomes
• Preventing ill health and reducing inequalities
• Finance and use of resources
• People
• Leadership and capability
Based on information from these themes, providers are segmented from 1 to 4, where ‘4’ reflects providers
receiving the most support, and ‘1’ reflects providers with maximum autonomy. A foundation trust will only be
in segments 3 or 4 where it has been found to be in breach or suspected breach of its licence.

Segmentation

As at 31 March 2022, the Trust was in segment 1.
This segmentation information is the Trust’s position as at 31 March 2022. Current segmentation
information for Foundation Trusts is published on the NHS England and NHS Improvement website.

Use of Resources

The Trust remained within its agreed NHS England/Improvement (NHSEI) revenue control total for
2021/22.
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Remuneration Report
Directors’ Remuneration

2021/22
Salary & fees
(in bands of
£5k)

All taxable
benefits (total
to the nearest
£100)

Annual
performancerelated
bonuses (in
bands of £5k)

Long-term
performancerelated
bonuses (in
bands of £5k)

All pensionrelated
benefits (in
bands of
£2.5k)

Total
(bands of
£5k)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£s (nearest
£100)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£000s
(Band of
£5k)
140-145

Name

Job title (and period of office if relevant)

Mr G Burley *

Chief Executive (excludes WVT and George Elliot)

135-140

4,800

-

-

£000s
(Band of
£2.5k)
-

Mrs K Li
Mrs H Heran

Chief Finance Officer
Acting Chief Operations Officer (from 1 January 2022)

130-135
25-30

8,000
0

-

-

25.0-27.5
-

165-170
25-30

Miss S Gilkes
Dr C Ashton **
Mrs H Lancaster

Chief Strategy Officer
Chief Medical Officer
Director of Operations (up to 30 September 2021)

105-110
190-195
60-65

8,000
8,000
4,000

-

-

32.5-35.0
57.5-60.0

150-155
200-205
120-125

Mrs F Burton

Chief Nursing Officer

115-120

8,000

-

-

50.0-52.5

175-180

Mrs A Pope

Director of Human Resources (retired 31 May 2021)

20-25

1,300

-

-

7.5-10.0

30-35

Mrs A Coyle

Managing Director

125-130

8,000

-

-

45.0-47.5

180-185

Mrs G NicPhilib ***
Mr R Hardy *
Mr G Benn (until 30
September 2022)
Mrs R Hyde
Ms Y Becker (from 1
March 2021)
Ms C Lewington (until
30 September 2022)
Mr S Page
Mr B Paxton
Mrs S Whelan Tracy
Dr D Spraggett

Chief People Officer (from 1 June 2021)
Chair (excludes WVT and George Eliot)
Non-Executive Director

0
30-35
5-10

0
0
0

-

-

0
-

0
30-35
5-10

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

10-15
10-15

0
0

-

-

-

10-15
10-15

Non-Executive Director

5-10

0

-

-

-

5-10

Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

0
0
0
0

--

-

-

10-15
10-15
10-15
10-15

*Remuneration in relation to additional responsibilities at Wye Valley NHS Trust (WVT) and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) have been recharged to WVT and GEH and are therefore excluded from this
table. The costs are an additional £95 -£100k for Mr G Burley and £35 to £40k for Mr R Hardy.
**Chief Medical Officer does 1 day per week clinical duties for Worcestershire Health and Care Trust.
*** To note that Mrs G NicPhilib was appointed as the Chief People Officer for the Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) from 1 June 2021, she is employed by GEH with no salary recharge to the Trust.

There were no payments to past Directors and no payments for loss of office.
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2020/21
Salary & fees (in
bands of £5k)

All taxable
benefits (to
the nearest
£100)

Annual
performancerelated bonuses
(in bands of
£5k)

Long-term
performancerelated bonuses
(in bands of
£5k)

All pension-related
benefits (in bands of
£2.5k)

Total
(bands of £5k)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£s (nearest
£100)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

£000s
(Band of £2.5k)

£000s
(Band of £5k)

Name

Job title (and period of
office if relevant)

Mr G Burley *

Chief Executive (excludes
WVT and George Elliot)
Director of Finance

135-140

4,800

-

-

-

140-145

130-135

8,000

-

-

-

135-140

20-25

1,300

-

-

-

20-25

Miss S Gilkes

Managing Director (until 24
May 2020)
Director of Development

105-110

8,000

-

-

7.5-10.0

120-125

Dr C Ashton

Medical Director

185-190

0

-

-

-

185-190

Mrs H Lancaster

Director of Operations

120-125

8,000

-

-

76.0-78.5

205-210

Mrs F Burton

Director of Nursing

115-120

8,000

-

-

27.5-30.0

150-155

Mrs A Pope

Director of Human Resources

120-125

8,000

-

-

105.0-107.5

230-235

Mrs A Coyle

Managing Director

120-125

8,000

-

-

25.0-27.5

155-160

Mr R Hardy *

30-35

0

-

-

-

30-35

Mr G Benn

Chair (excludes WVT and
George Eliot)
Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Mrs R Hyde

Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Ms C Lewington

Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Mr S Page

Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Mr B Paxton

Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Mrs S Whelan Tracy

Non-Executive Director

10-15

0

10-15

Mrs K Li
Mrs J Blacklay

*Remuneration in relation to additional responsibilities at Wye Valley NHS Trust (WVT) and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust (GEH) have been recharged to WVT and GEH and are therefore
excluded from this table. The costs are an additional £90k -£95k for Mr G Burley and £35k to £40k for Mr R Hardy.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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NHS Foundation Trusts are required to disclose the relationship between the total remuneration of the
highest-paid director in their organisation and the lower quartile, median and upper quartile remuneration of
the organisation’s workforce. The banded remuneration of the highest-paid director in the organisation in the
financial year 2021-22 was £200k-£205k (2020-21, £185k-£190k). This is a change between years of 6%,
due to a change in Clinical Excellence Award payment. The change in average pay between years is 5%.
Total remuneration includes salary, non-consolidated performance-related pay, benefits-in-kind, but not
severance payments. It does not include employer pension contributions and the cash equivalent transfer
value of pensions. As in previous years it has not been possible to include the whole time equivalent
annualised cost of agency as the data is not held in a format that allows this detail of analysis. It has, however,
been possible to include temporary workers contracted through direct engagement arrangements. Analysis
carried out indicates that the omission of agency workers from these calculations would not make a material
difference to the median pay disclosures and would not impact on the number of employees receiving
remuneration in excess of the highest-paid director in 2021-22.
For these workers, the range of annualised remuneration in 2021-22 was from £13k to £312k (2020-21 £13k
to £251k). 14 workers received remuneration in excess of the highest-paid director in 2021-22.
The remuneration of the employee at the 25th percentile, median and 75th percentile is set out below. The
pay ratio shows the relationship between the total pay and benefits of the highest paid director (excluding
pension benefits) and each point in the remuneration range for the organisation’s workforce.
2021-22
Total Remuneration (£)
Salary component of total remuneration
2021/22 Pay ratio (to midpoint banding
of highest paid director)

2020-21
Total Remuneration (£)
Pay ratio (to midpoint banding of
highest paid director)

25th Percentile
£24,290
£24,290

Median
£33,406
£33,406

75th Percentile
£44,315
£44,315

8.34:1

6.06:1

4.57:1

Median
£31,769
5.94:1

All staff are eligible for the staff benefits scheme through salary sacrifice. The total sacrifice amounted to
£1.4m in 2021/22. This is included in salary component of total remuneration.
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Directors’ Expenses
Name and Title
Mr G Burley, Chief Executive (excludes WVT and GEH)
Mr R Hardy, Chair (excludes WVT and GEH)
Mrs K Li, Chief Finance Officer
Miss S Gilkes, Chief Strategy Officer
Dr C Ashton, Chief Medical Officer
Mrs H Lancaster, Director of Operations (up to 30 September 2021)
Mrs F Burton, Chief Nursing Officer
Mrs A Pope, Director of Human Resources (retired 31 May 2021)
Ms A Coyle, Managing Director
Mr G Benn, Non-Executive Director
Mrs R Hyde, Non-Executive Director
Ms Y Becker, Non-Executive Director
Ms C Lewington, Non-Executive Director
Mr S Page, Non-Executive Director
Mr B Paxton, Non-Executive Director
Mrs S Whelan Tracy, Non-Executive Director
Dr D Spraggett, Non-Executive Director

Expenses 2021/22
£
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Any travel by rail booked via rail warrants is paid directly by the Trust and is therefore excluded from the table
above. All other rail travel submitted as an expense is included above.
The following Executive Directors receive an allowance for expenses which is included within their salary
(shown within taxable benefits in the remuneration tables):
Mr G Burley, Chef Executive
Mrs K Li, Chief Finance Officer
Dr C Ashton, Chief Medical Officer
Miss S Gilkes, Chief Strategy Officer
Mrs H Lancaster, Director of Operations (up to 30 September 2021)
Mrs F Burton, Chief Nursing Officer
Mrs A Pope, Director of Human Resources (retired 31 May 2021)
Ms A Coyle, Managing Director
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Directors’ Pension Benefits
a
Real
increase in
pension at
pension
age (bands
of £2.5k)

b
Real
increase in
lump sum
at pension
age (bands
of £2.5k)

d
Lump sum at
pension age
related to
accrued
pension at 31
March 2022
(bands of £5k)
£000
165-170

e
Cash
equivalent
transfer value
(CETV) at 1
April 2021

f
Real increase
in cash
equivalent
transfer value
(CETV)

£000
7.5-10.0

c
Total
accrued
pension at
pension age
at 31 March
2022 (bands
of £5k)
£000
55-60

£000
2.5-5.0

£000
1186

Mrs A Pope, Director of Human
Resources *

0-2.5

0-2.5

40-45

130-135

Mrs K Li, Chief Finance Officer

0-2.5

0

50-55

Mrs F Burton, Chief Nursing Officer

2.5-5.0

2.5-5.0

Mrs A Coyle, Managing Director

2.5-5.0
0-2.5

Name and Title

Mrs H Lancaster, Director of Operations

Miss S Gilkes, Chief Strategy Officer

h
Employer’s
contribution
to
stakeholder
pension

£000
94

g
Cash
equivalent
transfer
value
(CETV) at
31 March
2022
£000
1285

1062

-1067*

0

3

105-110

951

49

1004

18

45-50

105-110

810

66

880

17

0-2.5

40-45

75-80

639

58

700

17

0

20-25

0-5

199

27

227

16

£000
18

* No CETV as the member has taken her pension when she left the Trust in May 2021
The value of pension benefits accrued during the year is calculated as the real increase in pension multiplied by 20, less the contributions made by the
individual. The real increase excludes increases due to inflation or any increase or decrease due to a transfer of pension rights.
This value derived does not represent an amount that will be received by the individual. It is a calculation that is intended to provide an estimation of the benefit
being a member of the pension scheme could provide.
The pension benefit table provides further information on the pension benefits accruing to the individual.
The following directors are not included in the Director’s Pensions Benefits table:
Mr G Burley – not member of pension scheme
Mrs H Heran – member of pension scheme but not included. Became non-voting Board member in October 2021 and then voting from 1 January 2022.
Dr C Ashton – not member of pension scheme
Mr R Hardy – not member of pension scheme
Non-Executive Directors – not members of pension scheme
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Staff Report
Staff Engagement
Led by the Chief Executive the Trust regularly engages with staff at all levels through a series of engagement
sessions focusing on specific themes. In addition, the Organisational Development Team, supported by line
managers, have regularly checked the experience of staff in their teams through online feedback sessions.
In 2021/22 these sessions have largely been virtual due to the restrictions of the pandemic but allowed far
more people from the Trust to engage with the staff engagement programme. The results of these have been
fed into development action plans. The Trust is pleased to note that staff engagement remains a significant
positive part of the staff survey.

Staff Survey 2021
The national NHS Staff Survey is commissioned by the Department of Health. It invites consistent and regular
employed staff to answer questions anonymously about the Trust as an employer and healthcare provider.
For the first time, in 2021 the survey questions were aligned with the NHS People Promise plus two themes;
Staff Engagement and Morale.
The latest NHS Staff Survey results, taken from 2186 returned questionnaires, in Autumn 2021, have, in spite
of what has been a difficult year for the NHS, saw the Trust ranked higher in comparison to the National
Average in all seven People Promises and the two themes, with six out of the seven People Promises and
both themes scoring significantly higher compared to the sector.
Response Rate – The Trust’s response rate was 43.9% in 2021 compared to 48.3% in 2020.

Summary of Performance
The Table below shows the scores the Trust achieved against each of the seven People Promises and two
themes within the Staff Survey. This is compared against the 2021 average scores from 68 Acute and Acute
& Community Trusts, as well as the available comparison from 2020; please note due to the redesign of the
NHS Staff Survey not all aspects of the People Promises and Themes are comparative from previous NHS
Staff Survey themes.
All scores are an average across the questions that make up the People Promise or theme and are presented
on a scale of 0 – 10, 10 indicating the maximum. For the majority of questions, a higher score indicates a
more positive staff experience. For the questions that report on negative aspects of staff experience, a lower
score indicates are more positive staff experience. There are 12 questions that are not linked to the seven
People Promises or the two themes, therefore have not been included in the below summary.
Table 1- A comparison of 2021 and 2020 People Promises and Staff Survey Themes for South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust and the Sector
People Promises & Themes

2021
Trust Sector
7.53
7.17

2020
Trust
No comparative figure

We are recognised and rewarded
We each have a voice that counts

6.12
6.98

5.81
6.66

No comparative figure
No comparative figure

We are safe and healthy

6.03

5.88

No comparative figure

We are compassionate and inclusive
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We are always learning

5.54

5.23

No comparative figure

We work flexibly

6.37

5.95

No comparative figure

We are a team

6.84

6.56

No comparative figure

Staff engagement

7.18

6.81

7.32

Morale

6.03

5.74

6.35

The Trust is pleased to see that despite a challenging year for the NHS, the survey demonstrated high levels
of staff engagement, compassion and inclusion, diversity and equality, autonomy and control and advocacy.
These scores continue to place the Trust above average in comparison to other NHS organisations in the
country which we have been proud to celebrate with staff.
The Trust scores observed gains in several specific areas. This includes 86.2% stated they always know
what their work responsibilities are. 79.4% of staff feel secure in raising concerns about unsafe clinical
practice. 72.5% of staff feel encouraged by their line manager.
83.6% of staff partook in an appraisal in the last 12 months and 72.1% of staff felt their appraisal helped them
improve how they did their job.
The Trust scored highly in respect of key areas linked to Trust values. 81.4% of staff feel care for patients/
services users is the organisation’s top priority, 74.2% of staff feel the Trust respects individual differences,
73.3% of staff feel valued in their team, 74.5% of staff feel they receive the respect they deserve from
colleagues and 77.1% of staff would be happy with the standard of care provided if a friend or relative required
treatment.

Staff Survey – Action Plan

There were some areas for improvement and the Trust will be working with staff to co-design and deliver our
action plan to address these areas.
Proposed plans for improvement in 2022 include:
-

Provide enhanced support to staff networks to support the experience of our people from minority
backgrounds
Develop a ‘People Experience Transformation Board’ to bring together associated workstream in one
place. E.g. Health and wellbeing, reducing bullying and harassment, Equality diversity and inclusion
and staff retention

Education Learning and Development
Education and Development

Education, Learning and Development Teams objectives, while still delivering and supporting some additional
service which include the Vaccination Hub and FFP3 mask face fit testing, responding to the COVID-19
pandemic was on restoration and workforce development needs for the future.
For 2021/22 reflecting on changes and opportunities the education service took to develop new delivery
models, and use of technology to support and embedding and enhancing staff development and training.
One of main roles of the service is the Learning and Development function, which co-ordination and the
provision and reporting of statutory, mandatory, and essential training for staff. The service has continued to
expand the use of Electronic Staff Record Learning management system, to incorporate the use of national
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eLearning packages, the transfer of trust packages into the national system for timely monitoring, the
accessibility for Manager to gain staff training records via manager self-service.
As more Education and Health delivery is using digital solutions, the education services have sought to
increase Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) opportunity via simulation and virtual learning, moving at
pace to enable large numbers of staff to access the specific learning style to best equip them with the skill
needed for the future service needs.
This year the Pre-Graduate team have supported the return of Nursing, Midwifery and AHP student back into
placement, including those that were paused during covid, ensuring risk assessments are completed and
placement are supported to ensure safe quality experience for students. The Team continues to support
international nurse recruitment and pastoral support for all newly qualified and new Nursing and AHP staff
through Preceptorship and Communities of practice.
Included in the pre graduate team portfolio are Nursing/AHP Apprenticeship and HCSW induction,
development, and Apprenticeship, for future health careers these include Registered Nurse Degree
Apprentices, step up to full degree Apprentices as well as the Nursing Associate apprentices, there are a
total 50 Pre-registration nursing Apprentices on programme at present.

Appraisal

The new appraisal training and documentation for staff under agenda for change and Trust Terms and
conditions has been rolled out across the Trust. The Appraisal documentation and process focuses on talent
management, development and staff well-being, which continues to receive very positive feedback across
the organisation. Staff appraisal compliance restoration is part of each division performance management
review and has ongoing focus to improve back to pre-covid levels

Apprenticeships and Work Experience

The Trust’s ongoing commitment to support apprenticeships has enabled a breadth of apprenticeships to be
available to staff and these continue to increase both for clinical roles and non-clinical roles. The
apprenticeship team have also taken the opportunity to engage with our local community via virtual forums
and platforms showcasing NHS Careers. The face-to-face work experience opportunities which were ceased
during covid are due to be welcomed back in September 2022 following a refresh - this is an exciting venture
that the team hope to expand in the coming year.
The ongoing partnerships across Coventry and Warwickshire continue to strengthen with the Coventry and
Warwickshire Apprenticeship and Careers Hub supporting joint commissioning of apprenticeships.
The Careers hub partners have been able to attend several events across Coventry and Warwickshire as
well as the West Midlands Event in Birmingham, meeting local student and people from the local community
interested in Health Careers.

Postgraduate Medical Education

The changes made last year to the delivery of medical education are still in place, although there has been
a move towards more face-to-face delivery where safe distancing allows. Similarly, much of induction has
taken place online with practical sessions delivered in person to trainees who are brought into the centre in
groups.
Simulation courses have continued to be delivered and are popular with the trainees and students. The Trust
has been delivering ACCS (acute care common stem) specialty training programme skills courses for trainees
from across the West Midlands and has been recognised by the ACCS Training Programme Director as a
centre for delivery.
The Trust continues to expand placements offered to trainee junior doctors. The Postgraduate Clinical Tutor
and College Tutors, along with the Guardian of Safe Working, engage regularly with trainees to provide
support and signposting to other resources as necessary. In addition, a Clinical Education Fellow with an
interest in the wellbeing of junior doctors was appointed in August 2021 and has been working with both
junior doctors, departments, the education and medical workforce teams to address issues affecting
wellbeing or training.
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Undergraduate Medical Education

Undergraduate medical education placements are almost back to pre-pandemic activities and whilst some
sessions are delivered remotely, face to face sessions have been re-introduced where possible. The number
of students in clinical areas are being carefully managed to ensure opportunities are fairly allocated without
impacting on the departments’ ability to deliver their service. The simulation sessions introduced in 20202021 remain part of our core delivery and receives very good feedback from the students. Feedback from
students at both the University of Buckingham and the University of Warwick has been positive overall.

Internal Communications and Staff Engagement

Both digital and traditional forms of media are used to share information across the Trust. During 2021/22,
the Trust continued to encourage staff to work in a hybrid way (mixture of working from home and from a
Trust site) as part of its long-term ambition to implement agile working. As a result of this and the need to
hold meetings virtually, to reduce the spread of COVID-19, technology such as Microsoft Teams was vital to
enable staff to communicate remotely and to connect the workforce with partner organisations. During the
last year, the Trust introduced Monday, Wednesday and Friday ‘Operational Update’ briefings to
communicate COVID-19 guidance changes and to support the operational teams to manage patient flow,
facilitate discharges and share information about services. This was in addition to the longstanding weekly
e-bulletin that is shared with staff via email. Known as ePulse, it includes a mix of corporate and staff
generated content such as important updates and developments, patient feedback and positive news stories,
development opportunities, health and wellbeing resources and sustainability hints and tips.
The Trust’s intranet is a secure online internal communications channel where a large amount of information
and resources for staff can be found. This includes policies and procedures, guidelines and information
relating to the majority of the Trust’s services. Training can be booked, and online learning courses
completed. In addition, staff can access systems, request annual leave and submit expense claims. Also
accessed via the intranet is the Rumour Mill. This popular question and answer forum enables members of
staff to ask questions anonymously with answers provided by the relevant department and posted in order to
benefit all users. Rumour Mill also has a ‘Staff and Service Shout-outs’ section where staff can post a thank
you about colleagues. In 2021/22, the Trust started the procurement process to re-develop the intranet to
modernise the infrastructure and to improve access to documents and information.
When it is necessary to quickly disseminate brief messages to staff, graphics are designed and uploaded to
an in-house developed system that displays them on Trust computers as screensavers. These can be
targeted to specific locations to ensure they are applicable to the viewer.
A growing number of individuals and teams are utilising social media as a way to engage with each other,
the public and partner organisations. Social media accounts associated with the Trust are monitored for
appropriate use by the Communications Team who also manage the overarching corporate Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter accounts. Staff are encouraged to engage with the Trust by following @nhsswft. Glen
Burley, Chief Executive, uses the corporate Twitter account to engage with staff as well as partners and the
public. The hashtag #CEOGlen is added to this content as a way of identifying Glen’s messages. In addition,
a staff run Facebook Group provides an opportunity for staff to disseminate messages and event details to
their colleagues. It also enables the Trust’s Communications Team to share organisational information and
announcements.
In November 2021, we held a ‘Thank You’ week to thank staff for their continued dedication to provide
outstanding care throughout the pandemic, celebrate personal and Trust achievements and recognise the
contributions of colleagues. The Executive Team also visited different areas of the organisation to say thank
you throughout the week, 16 teams across the Trust were visited.
The event was promoted across the Trust’s internal communication channels, with teams and individuals
encouraged to post thank you messages on the ‘Staff and Service Shout-outs’ section of the Rumour Mill 134 messages were shared. During the week a dedicated ‘Thank You’ ePulse went out to all staff. This
included a selection of the shout-outs and video messages from the Executive Team giving their personal
thanks. The Trust’s winter wellbeing online resource pack, which signposts staff to support available across
Coventry and Warwickshire to assist with their mental and physical health and wellbeing, was also launched
in the ePulse special. The newsletter received 3,162 unique opens.
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Recognition Group

Made up of staff representing acute and community teams, the Trust’s Recognition Group exists to ensure
that the achievements of staff members are acknowledged. The group meets quarterly to review GEM Award
(Going the Extra Mile) nominations and discuss any other matters related to recognising the efforts of
employees. Staff can be nominated for a GEM Award by their colleagues or members of the public.
Nominations are scored using an agreed framework to ensure fairness. Glen Burley, Chief Executive, and
Gertie Nic Philib, Chief People Officer, pick winners in three categories - non-clinical, clinical and team - from
the shortlisted entries. To ensure that staff are recognised at board level, award winners are invited to the
Trust’s Board of Directors virtual meetings.
A selection of the GEM Award winners in 2021/22 were:
Lin Ward, Acting Associate Director of Midwifery, was awarded a Clinical GEM Award after a member of staff
nominated her for being extremely approachable and compassionate and for always going the extra mile to
support staff. The nominator commented how special she is to and how appreciated she is by the team she
leads – the glue that keeps them together. They also said that the care she provides to women and families
and the importance she places on staff wellbeing is inspirational. Lin supports and cares for every member
of staff individually. She believes happy and healthy staff are imperative to a successful, safe and efficient
service.
Sarah Foster, Locality Manager for Health Visiting Warwickshire, was chosen as a Non-Clinical GEM Award
Winner for her credible decision making, open and honest leadership approach and organisational skills. The
nominator said during a time when the team were undergoing difficulties with recruitment, due to a national
shortage of health visitors, the team were asked to assist with health assessments of Afghan refugees across
Warwickshire and Rugby. Sarah led on this, quickly building relationships with local agencies and partners
to ensure health needs were met in a very timely manner. The nominator also commented that Sarah was
instrumental in embedding new pre/post COVID-19 pathways. She also engaged with parents who didn't
support the new virtual pathways and their network to find out what changes the service could make - this
included overhauling the service's Facebook pages, exploring other avenues of communication and
commissioning a new fit for purpose website.
MacGregor Ward won a Team GEM Award after they received a nomination for the swift action and
outstanding care and attention the team collaboratively provided to the nominator's twins. The nominator said
during a very scary time, all the staff didn't just do their jobs they went above and beyond and were very kind,
caring, and supportive and couldn't have provided better care when the twins were admitted on two separate
occasions with the same condition. On both days the multi-disciplinary team provided the same high standard
of care to both the patient and parent.

Social Community and Human Rights
Staff Well-Being
Staff health and wellbeing continues to be important area of focus for the Trust and over the last 12 months
several listening initiatives have taken place which have focused on the experience of staff in relation to their
wellbeing. Many themes which emerged have been used to inform the Trust's objectives for 2021/22 and the
new Trust value of Inclusive. This includes ensuring staff have rest areas away from their work and ensuring
our behaviour when we manage each other are inclusive, respectful, and supportive.
The Trust wellbeing group consists of a diverse range of representation from across the organisation
including Managers, Trade Unions, Human Resources, Organisational Development, Clinical Specialists,
Staff Networks, Public Health experts and Local Ambassadors from teams and departments across the Trust.
This group has ensured that staff health and wellbeing is part of Trust wide and local divisional objectives
that proactively promotes health and wellbeing.
The group focus on:
• Ensuring that leaders and managers actively support the health and wellbeing of themselves and their
team
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•
•
•

Ensuring we regularly gather and use data to make evidence-based decisions on staff Health and
Wellbeing
Ensuring that key messages regarding health and wellbeing are made regularly and often
Ensuring we provide options, effectively signpost to resources, role model and encourage staff across
the Trust to do something in relation to their health and wellbeing

The health and wellbeing of our people is a priority for the trust, and this reflects the national NHS priorities
set in the NHS People Promise. Our aim is to facilitate a holistic approach to health and wellbeing, where
employees can feel looked after and cared for. Our objective is for our employees to understand what health
and wellbeing at work means and to ensure that they feel supported and have choices to improve or maintain
it. Our employees know where to go for advice and have confidence in having health and wellbeing
conversations and signposting as appropriate.
Employees are supported in their psychological and physical health and wellbeing. The Trust provides a
staff support service which offers 1-2-1 confidential psychological support to work and/or personal related
issues as well delivering guided mindfulness sessions. The Trust physiotherapy provide support for
employees through referral for musculoskeletal related issues. Psychology and physiotherapy have
collaborated to deliver post covid-19 support, in addition to the national Your Covid recovery.
The Trust is a trailblazer site for the NHS national health and wellbeing framework and receives exclusive
support from NHS Equality and Inclusion team. The Trust is also working through the ‘Thrive’ at work national
program and has achieved bronze level. The aim of the program is to embed a health and wellbeing culture,
which is inclusive, values difference, reducing bullying and harassment and encourages staff to speak up
about any concerns they have. This will support the ongoing development of the health and wellbeing plan
through the identification of areas for improvement and actioned by the health and wellbeing group.
Inclusive Leadership
The Trust is commited to creating an inclusive environment for both staff and patients. The new refreshed
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Strategy along with other Board initiatives will drive this priority forward.
Over the last 18 months the Trust Board and other stakeholders have worked together through the Inclusive
leadership board program to build a culture of improvement around inclusion. This has been achieved by
raising awareness about inclusive leadership and the board engaging with its Staff Networks Leads to create
a wider conversation across the organisation in creating a movement of openness and inclusivity.
The program builds on and develops further Organisational Development (OD) and Equality, Diversity, and
Inclusion (EDI) programmes of work within the organisation and the Coventry and Warwickshire Integrated
Care System (ICS). As well as ongoing leadership development, which have included reverse mentoring,
Staff Network development and name board leads to support and work with each of the staff networks.

Cultural Awareness Training

The Trust has rolled out Cultural Awareness Training across all its services over the last two years. The
training is delivered in partnership with an external facilitator to build understanding and embed a culture of
equality, diversity and inclusion across the Trust. The next phase of this training will commence shortly and
will be rolled out throughout the year.

Staff Survey

The 2021/22 the National Staff Survey is based around the seven areas of the NHS People Promise, one
element being ‘We are compassionate and Inclusive’. There are several work streams to support this area,
including Inclusive leadership, support for staff networks and the implementation of speak up and well-being
ambassadors.
After engaging with a wide range of staff throughout the winter months of 2021 around the Values, the Trust
is implementing a new value ‘Inclusive’, and a behavioural framework will set out clear expectations of desired
behaviours in this area. The introduction of the People Experience Transformation Board will focus on
Supporting Health and Wellbeing, Reducing Bullying and Harassment and supporting Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion.
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Promoting Equality and Equity is at the Heart of the Trust’s Values

As a Trust we strive to promote equality through the services we deliver, whilst focusing attention on groups
or sections of the community where improvement in health and life expectancy outcomes does not reflect
that of the wider community. The Trust is committed to building a diverse workforce that is representative of
those communities it serves.
Our new Equality and Inclusion Strategy outlines the Trust’s commitment to understanding the cultural
diversity of the communities it serves and removing barrier to services that may contribute to health
inequalities. These priorities are reflected in the new equality objectives that have been developed in
partnership with key stakeholders.
We will do this by:
• Promoting an equality, diversity and human rights-based approach in the delivery of
health services.
• Reducing the health inequalities that affect communities and ensuring that everyone
receives the health care they need.
• Valuing and respecting differences, and challenging discrimination and prejudice.
During 2021/22 there have been many local initiatives taken forward to improve accessibility and remove
barriers for patients, visitors, and carers. Our local partners and the Patient Forum continue to work with us
along with other new partners to develop our new equality objectives. The objectives listed below will help us
build a diverse workforce that will improve the experience and outcomes for patients, relatives and carers.
Improving the life outcomes for mothers and babies from Black, Asian, and Mixed Ethnic groups.
We will achieve this by implementing the continuity of carer model for at least 60 % of mothers from a
BAME background.
Addressing the disparity of experiences in End-of-Life care for those patients living in financial
poverty. We achieve this by working with key stakeholders and partners towards the adoption and
implementation of the proofing model.
Promoting good mental health and the early identification and support for young people and children.
We will continue to work with partners to identify system changes to improve better coordinate care and
support for patients.
Increase the number of services at the Trust undertaking Health Equality Assessment Tool (HEAT)
assessments to look at service access equity. We will do this by using the HEAT tools to highlight existing
strengths and improve weaknesses in service access which may have not been considered.
Embedding our new Trust value of ‘inclusive’ We will work with our Staff, Trade Unions and Staff Networks
to ensure this becomes a key part of our culture a place where everyone has a voice. We will do this by
expanding, supporting, and investing in our staff networks. This will be underpinned by our Staff Experience
Strategy, which sets out how we will continue to work towards increasing representation and diversity across
our workforce and in services delivery.
Embedding empowered, inclusive, and compassionate leadership at all levels We deliver this by
developing an inclusive leadership action plan with all key stakeholder, which will have a greater focus on
developing Managers and their understanding of policies, procedures, processes, and guidelines.
Fair and transparent attraction, recruitment, and development opportunities We will work with our
networks and managers to ensure that development opportunities are more accessible and continue to
review our recruitment practice to identify and potentially barriers or gaps. This will support us in building a
workforce that is moving towards a more representative demographic and our staff reach their full potential.
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Joint Carers’ Strategy

We continue to work in partnership with Warwickshire County Council and other stakeholders to help make
Warwickshire a place where carers can balance their caring roles and maintain their desired quality of life.
There are currently six work streams in the joint Carers’ Strategy with Warwickshire County Council.

Accessibility Audit

A yearly programme of local accessibility audits continues to be carried out across Trust sites, to identify
barriers faced by service users, carers and visitors. The Trust is very fortunate to have expert knowledge
from two members of the Equality and Diversity Steering Group, who carry out an annual programme of site
visits each year and identify actions for the work plan. This has led to more loop systems being installed to
support patients, visitors and staff who are hard of hearing. A programme to improve toilets and bathrooms
is well underway in ward areas and the removal of barriers in trust car parks to improve access and avoid
delays is now fully operational.

Accessible Information Standard (AIS)

The Trust continues to take positive action to ensure that people who have a disability, impairment or sensory
loss get easily accessible and understandable information, as well as any other communication support that
they need. The Trust has put processes in place to identify, record, flag, share and meet the information and
communication support needs of patients, service users, carers and parents with a disability, impairment or
sensory loss.
The Trust’s Accessible Information Task and Finish Group is chaired by the Director of Nursing, the group is
responsible for the implementation of the AIS, the British Deaf Association Charter and improving accessibility
in our buildings and clinics. The group provides regular progress reports to the Equality and Diversity Steering
Group who are responsible for monitoring compliance with the standard.
Implementation of the standard has led to improved outcomes and experiences, and the provision of safer
and more personalised care and services to those individuals who come within the scope of this national
standard.

Staff Networks

The Trust currently has a number of staff networks, which are the Workforce Disability Network, Black and
Minority Ethnic Network (BAME), the Speak Up and Wellbeing Ambassadors Network and the LGBTQ+ staff
network.
The Workforce Disability Network has been in place for nearly three years, and it has been going from
strength to strength. The network is committed to creating an inclusive working environment where
individuals with disabilities, long term conditions or with caring responsibilities are supported and valued in
the workplace. The network is a safe place for people to discuss the issues they face and share experiences.
Our aim is to shape the organisation’s strategy and policies in order to improve the experience of staff.
The BAME Network has been operating for just over 2 years and formed because of a national Stepping Up
Programme for BAME Staff to attend which was launched locally. The Training programme was so
successful that a new cohort has just completed their training and the Trust has commissioned a new course
for this year. The purpose of the BAME Staff Network is to be an independent and effective voice for BAME
staff and to ensure that the Organisation recognises and responds to the unique needs of all its Stakeholders,
thereby increasing staff morale and improving the patient experience. As part of the organisations
commitment to BAME training, sessions with the board of Directors have been held during the year.
The LGBTQ+ staff network has been running virtually over the last 12 months and the network members
have attended Warwickshire Virtual Pride and Birmingham Pride. The network has invited members of the
LGBTQ+ community to meetings to share learning opportunities which have informed trust policies and
practices.
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Freedom to Speak Up

The Trust provides various ways in which staff can speak up and raise their concerns within the Trust which
includes.
• “Rumour Mill”; an electronic, internal application for asking anonymous questions and queries
• Datix / incident reporting
• Line management and team leader channels
• Directors and Chief Executive hold open door sessions
• Trades unions
• People and Workforce Team
• Occupational health
• Chaplaincy
• Staff support
• Speak Up, Wellbeing and Inclusion Ambassadors (who offer signposting and general support)
Speak up and Wellbeing Ambassadors continue to lead workforce health and well-being initiatives across
the Trust. They support staff in their workplace who may be struggling or need some additional support by
signposting them and making them aware of what is available to them internal and externally.
There are now 24 Speak Up, Wellbeing and Inclusion ambassadors that work across George Eliot and South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust. They have all received revalidation over the last 12 months and have
been supported with continued professional development and pastoral care with sessions on moral injury,
poverty proofing, wellbeing, suicide prevention and speak up listen up training.
During Speak Up Month in October 2021 the Trust held 14 virtual sessions with a focus on mental health and
inclusion. Regional and national speakers and local partners all supported the speaking about mental health,
wellbeing, mindfulness, resilience, health issues, menopause, peri natal mental health, baby loss, domestic
violence and hate crime.

Recruitment to the Trust - 2021/22
Recruitment Data for the Year (Including Bank Staff)
Number of Applications
18,016
Number of Interviews
5,641
Number of New Starters
1,910

Review of the Year

In 2021/22 the Trust grew its workforce to its highest ever levels. In addition, the Trust recruited more staff
during this year than any other. Unfortunately, turnover has increased during that time which has presented
more staffing pressures to the Trust. This means that although recruitment remains very positive, the
retention of staff is becoming the focus.
The trust introduced several new recruitment initiatives as follows.

Clinical Support Worker (CSW) and Nursing Recruitment

As part of the Trusts attraction strategy for the recruitment of new staff into Nursing roles the Trust is carrying
out and will continue to carry out a series of face-to-face recruitment events in order to attract more applicants
to CSW and Nursing roles.
The events have been in-person and have been run in line with all current Covid guidelines. The purpose of
the events is to promote the Registered and Unregistered Nursing roles available at the Trust. Representation
from our Nursing teams has been included in order to provide the practical clinical perspective on the roles
and what makes SWFT a great place to work.
The events have also had representation from The Learning and Development Team to discuss the various
training, development and support available at the Trust including the following:
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•
•
•
•

Apprenticeships
Care Certificate
Preceptorship
Development into other roles e.g., Nursing Associate

International Recruitment Update

The Trust has been carrying out International Recruitment primarily for Nursing roles but also for other staff
groups including Qualified Radiographers for a number of years.
This went through the whole of 2021/22 (although there was a pause on recruitment from India at the start of
the year in accordance with the suspension by the UK Government in spring 2021 due to the extreme COVID
situation in India. It was agreed at a national level that international nurse recruitment would be suspended
across the whole of the NHS until the situation improved) and will continue into 2022/23 with the plan to
recruit an additional 40-50 Nurses throughout this next financial year.
The Trust will be working in partnership with George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust in order to share best practice
and recruit for both Trusts.
The Trust will be primarily recruiting from India and the Philippines as these are designated as ethical
recruitment locations by NHS England.
The Trust does receive funding from NHS England to support this, however an element of the cost of
International Recruitment will come from departmental budgets.
In addition to the 40-50 Nurses recruited directly from overseas the Trust will also continue to advertise for
International Nurses who are currently working in the UK in Unregistered Nursing roles to apply for the
Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) scheme and be supported by the Trust to gain NMC
Registration and secure roles with the Trust in Registered Nurse positions.

Improvements to Recruitment Process

As always, the priority of the recruitment team is to ensure new starters are processed and able to start as
quickly as possible. Throughout 2021/22 the team have been streamlining and prioritising substantive CSW
and Nursing staff to ensure anyone who can start work quickly is able to commence in post.
In order to track this progress, the team took a snapshot of the time to hire in October 2021 and again in
March 2022 (this excludes any notice periods that individuals need to work with previous employers).
Since October 2021 the Trust has seen the following improvement:
Time to Hire October 2021

Time to Hire March 2022

Clinical Support Workers

38 Working Days

20 Working Days

Registered Nurses and
Midwives

16 Working Days

10 Working Days

This progress will continue to be tracked to ensure The Recruitment Team are able to commence people into
post as quickly as possible.

Attraction to the Trust

Overall recruitment to the Trust remains very positive and our attraction strategy continues to evolve to ensure
our Employer Brand remains positive and we continue to be the employer of choice in this region. We use
social media to attract passive job seekers as well as using more traditional job boards to attract active job
seekers. We have continued to use our ‘Outstanding’ CQC rating as a tool to attract new staff.
In addition to the above we have engaged with local universities and colleges to promote careers with the
Trust.
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Equality and Diversity Data – Summary
Please note this table measures the average whole time equivalent (WTE) between 1 April 2021 and 31
March 2022 including bank, agency and SWFT Clinical Services Ltd staff.
Reporting staff group

2020/21

2020/21

Total

Permanent

Other

399

205

194

1,136

1,019

117

161

992

867

125

17

7

10

3

7

1,620

1,373

247

1,571

1,372

199

Scientific, Therapeutic and
Technical Staff

618

586

32

591

564

26

Healthcare Science Staff

21

20

1

23

20

3

Total Average Numbers
(WTE)

4,877

4,115

762

4,721

4,050

671

7

7

0

28

26

2

Medical and dental
Administration and Estates
Healthcare Assistants and
other Support Staff
Nursing, Midwifery and Health
Visiting Learners
Nursing, Midwifery and Health
Visiting Staff

Number of employees (WTE)
engaged on capital projects

2021/22

2021/22

2021/22 2020/21

Total

Permanent

Other

421

213

208

1,139

1,033

106

1,034

873

24

The equality and diversity information in the tables below show a breakdown of the total headcount of Trust
and SWFT Clinical Services Ltd staff at the yearend (31 March 2022). It excludes agency staff, for which this
information is not available.

Staff by Type

Type
Trust Executive Director
Trust Senior Manager *
SWFT CS Director
SWFT CS Senior Manager
Other

Male
2
26
2
3
696

Female
7
70
1
1
4291

Total

729

4370

*Defined as staff on Trust Senior Managers’ Terms and Conditions and staff on Agenda for Change Terms
and Conditions of 8b and above.
The Trust’s Gender Pay Gap report is published on the Trust website.
The link to this is:
https://www.swft.nhs.uk/application/files/6316/3334/1489/Gender_Pay_Gap_Report_2021.pdf
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Staff by Age Band
Age Band
16-24
25-44
45-64
65+
Total

2021/22
278
2381
2325
115
5099

%
5%
47%
46%
2%
100%

2020/21
257
2419
2328
104
5148

%
5%
47%
46%
2%
100%

Staff by Ethnic Group
Ethnicity
White
Mixed
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Chinese or other Ethnic Group
Not Disclosed
Total

2021/22
4189
110
519
159
68
54
5099

%
82%
2%
10%
3%
1%
1%
100%

2020/21
4237
97
516
142
59
97
5148

%
82%
2%
10%
3%
1%
2%
100%

2021/22
44048
226
423
2
5099

%
87%
4%
8%
0%
100%

2020/21
4449
202
494
3
5148

%
86%
4%
10%
0%
100%

2021/22
4370
729
5099

%
86%
14%
100%

2020/21
4381
767
5148

%
85%
15%
100%

Staff by Disability Declaration
Disabled
No
Yes
Not declared
Prefer not to Answer
Total

Staff by Gender
Gender
Female
Male
Total

Equality and Diversity – Fair Recruiting
The Trust prides itself on having a robust recruitment process which highlights values-based recruitment in
addition to assessing for technical skills. We always look to recruit people who demonstrate safe, effective,
compassionate and trusted values. Recruiting Managers are required to attend the Advanced Recruitment,
Selection and Retention Training to ensure equality and objectiveness when conducting recruitment
processes.
In the recruitment process, candidates have the opportunity to declare a disability on the application form
whether they apply on NHS Jobs or directly through the Trust’s careers page or via the Trust intranet page
(internal vacancies). Candidates can also declare if they are a serving or veteran member of the armed forces
to ensure they are treated fairly in the recruitment process in line with the armed forces Covenant.
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Data for the period 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022 shows that 4.3% of people who apply for positions in the
Trust declared a disability on their application form, 4.5% of shortlisted candidates declared a disability and
4.5% of those appointed declared a disability.
The Trust obtained the status of Disability Confident Leader which is the highest level possible of the Disability
Confident Scheme a number of years ago and which we have maintain. We are very pleased to have been
given this status and will always strive to be the best employer we can be.
By being a Disability Confident Leader, we ensure we promote opportunities throughout the Trust for people
with disabilities and long-term conditions and look to be a role model to other organisations.
The Trust also has a Workforce Disability Network. This is a forum for staff that either have a disability or
long-term condition themselves or care for someone with a disability or long-term condition to raise issues
and make positive changes whilst working at the Trust. The network grew during 2021/22 and now operates
across both South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust.
The Trust has a sickness absence management policy and a specific Disability Policy which refers to how
we support our employees who have or acquire a disability. We also have a study leave policy and the
Learning and Development Team discuss with employees any additional training they may require
undertaking their role within the organisation. Our training policies are equality impact assessed to ensure
that no staff group is disadvantaged.
In addition, the Trust launched a Carer’s passport in 2021/22 in order for staff with Caring responsibilities to
discuss this with their line manager and ensure individuals were supported and had any reasonable
adjustments made in order for them to remain in employment.
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Staff Costs
Permanent
£000

2021/22
Other
£000

Total
£000

2020/21
Total
£000

Salaries and wages

165,677

24,935

190,612

179,348

Social security costs

18,301

-

18,301

16,965

Apprenticeship levy

896

-

896

840

30,862

-

30,862

29,775

145

-

145

121

-

10,606

10,606

6,692

215,881

35,541

251,422

233,741

(558)

-

(558)

(288)

215,323

35,541

250,864

233,453

272

-

272

1,385

Employer's contributions to NHS pension
scheme
Pension cost - other
Temporary staff
Total gross staff costs
Recoveries in respect of seconded staff
Total staff costs
Of which
Costs capitalised as part of assets

The above table shows the staff costs for the Trust and SWFT Clinical Services Ltd.
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Disclosures on Trade Union Facility Time
Relevant Union Officials
Number of employees who were relevant union
officials during the relevant period

Full-time equivalent employee number

7

1.72

Percentage of Time Spent on Facility Time
Percentage of Time

Number of Employees
0%

0

1-50%

6

51-99%

0

100%

1

Percentage of Pay Bill Spent on Facility Time
The total cost of facility time
The total pay bill
Percentage of the total pay bill spent on facility
time

£81,956
£251,422,000
0.03%

Paid Trade Union Activities
Time spent on paid trade union activities as a
percentage of total paid facility time hours

35%

The Trust and SWFT Clinical Services Ltd spent £1696k on consultancy costs in 2021/22 (£659k in
2020/21).

General Information
Ill Health Early Retirement

In 2021/22 there were six early ill health retirements (five in 2020/21).
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Staff Exit Packages

Exit package cost band (including any special
payment element)
<£10,000
Total number of exit packages by type
Total cost (£)

Number of
compulsory
redundancies
Number

Number of
other
departures
agreed
Number

Total
number
of exit
packages
Number

£0

1
1
£3,000

1
1
£3,000

Number of
compulsory
redundancies
Number

Number of
other
departures
agreed
Number

Total
number
of exit
packages
Number

1
1
£27,000

12
1
13
£62,000

12
1
1
14
£89,000

Reporting of compensation schemes - exit
packages 2020/21

Exit package cost band (including any special
payment element)
<£10,000
£10,000 - £25,000
£25,001 - 50,000
Total number of exit packages by type
Total resource cost (£)
Exit packages: other (non-compulsory) departure
payments

Contractual payments in lieu of notice
Total

2021/22

Payments
agreed
Number
1
1

2020/21

Total
value of
agreements
£000
3
3

Total
Payments
value of
agreed agreements
Number
£000
13
62
13
62

Human Resources Policies

All Human Resources (HR) policies are developed and reviewed in partnership with our staff side colleagues.
This is done through the Policy Subgroup with final policies being agreed at the Joint Negotiation and
Consultation Committee (JNCC) before ratification by the Policy Review Group. All HR policies contain a
section on monitoring compliance and a six-monthly report is produced for Board and shared at JNCC
outlining the number of formal cases with a breakdown by age, gender and ethnicity together with timescales
for completion.

Sickness Absence Data
Percentage WTE Days Sickness for the Trust by Month in 2021/22
2021 /
04
3.67

2021 /
05
4.11

2021 /
06
4.69

2021 /
07
5.74

2020 /
08
5.35

2020 /
09
5.54

2020 /
10
5.66

2021/
11
5.61

2021 /
12
5.77

2022
/ 01
6.61

2022
/ 02
5.78

2022
/ 03
6.01
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Percentage WTE Days Sickness for each Division by Month in 2021/22

Percentage WTE Days Sickness for each Division by
Month in 2021/22
10.00%
9.00%

Absence FTE %

8.00%
7.00%

203 Corporate Division 3

6.00%

203 Elective Care Division 3

5.00%
4.00%

203 Emergency Care Division 3

3.00%

203 Family Health Division 3

2.00%

203 Out of Hospital Services Division 3

1.00%
0.00%

2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2021 2022 2022 2022
/ 04 / 05 / 06 / 07 / 08 / 09 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 01 / 02 / 03

Trust’s Sickness Absence Figures 2021/22 - January to December 2021

Figures Converted by DH to Best Estimates
of Required Data Items
Adjusted
FTE days
lost to
Cabinet
Office
Average FTE 2021 definitions
4,354

Statistics Produced by NHS
Digital from ESR Data
Warehouse
FTEDays Average
Lost to
Sick
FTEDays
Days Sickness
Available Absence per FTE

48,470 1,589,302

78,629

11.1

Source: NHS Digital - Sickness Absence and Workforce Publication - based on data from the ESR Data
Warehouse
Data items: ESR does not hold details of the planned working/non-working days for employees so days lost
and days available are reported based upon a 365-day year.
The number of FTE-days available has been taken directly from ESR. This has been converted to FTE years
in the first column by dividing by 365.
The number of FTE-days lost to sickness absence has been taken directly from ESR. The adjusted FTE
days lost has been calculated by multiplying by 225/365 to give the Cabinet Office measure.
The average number of sick days per FTE has been estimated by dividing the FTE Days by the FTE days
lost and multiplying by 225/365 to give the Cabinet Office measure. This figure is replicated on returns by
dividing the adjusted FTE days lost by Average FTE.
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Health and Safety

The Trust has a robust health and safety culture, and processes are embedded in our risk management
approach.
The Trust continues to review its health and safety management system to ensure legal compliance and
appropriate governance arrangements are in place to assure the Board of Directors that good health and
safety standards for the protection of staff and others are afforded. This can be evidenced by the selfassessment against the Workplace Health and Safety Standards, with any gaps being reported to the Health
and Safety Committee on a bi-annual basis.
Departmental bi-annual audits are used to highlight any health and safety issues. These audits have
demonstrated high levels of compliance with health and safety legislation. The Associate Directors of
Operations report into the Health and Safety Committee on a range of issues, including monitoring of their
Division’s health and safety performance which includes information on incidents and lessons learnt.
During 2021/22 the Trust has continued to undertake a significant amount of work in response to the
Coronavirus Pandemic, which has included updating guidelines in line with the national position. Agile
working was introduced as a response to the Pandemic and this has now become a new way of working for
staff across the Trust, to support this equipment, information and guidance has been provided to staff. The
Trust has continued to follow National guidance on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and has continued
to support any staff member, who prefer to wear a higher level of PPE. Face fit testing for disposable FFP3
and reusable half face masks is continuing and where possible clinical staff are fitted with two different masks,
to allow for any potential supply issues and to limit damage to the individual staff members face from pressure
areas.
The Trust set-up a COVID-19 Vaccination hub in January 2021 and has offered both first, second and booster
doses of the vaccination to Trust staff and our social care colleagues.

Tackling Fraud

The Trust continues to be committed to the elimination of any form of fraud, bribery or corruption, and adheres
to the Government Functional Standards GovS013 – Counter Fraud. The Trust employs a Counter Fraud
Specialist (CFS) to raise awareness and promote the counter fraud, bribery and corruption culture and
investigate allegations.
This has continued to be an unprecedented year with the pressures of the national pandemic; however we
have continued to provide a strong programme of proactive work to the Trust, to continue to raise staff
awareness on fraud, bribery and corruption. This year the Trust’s monthly staff induction sessions have
continued to be virtual, as such fraud material has been sent to all new starters to inform new staff about
fraud issues and reporting routes for concerns and deliver departmental face to face fraud awareness
sessions. The CFS has also circulated local and national alerts, scams and Fraud Newsletters through Epulse
and screen savers highlighting both current and national fraud issues and successful convictions.
The CFS continues to work closely with the Finance and HR departments, and also alongside the Trust’s
Freedom to Speak Up Guardian.
Prevention arrangements are a key part of an organisation’s defence against fraud, bribery or corruption.
Therefore, deterring and preventing dishonesty is a key component in combating internal or external fraud,
bribery and corruption.
The CFS has investigated all potential fraud related concerns that have been reported within the Trust taking
any necessary action and reported back through the Trust’s Audit Committee. This year the CFS has worked
closely with the NHS Counter Fraud Authority, and also undertaken an interview under caution (IUC) which
was conducted in line with the National Occupational Standards (CJ201.2) and the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984, resulting in an admittance, consideration will now be taken to present the evidence to the
Crown Prosecution Service for a potential criminal conviction. The Trust will as always seek recovery of all
losses.
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Anti-bribery

All employees of the Trust are required to ensure they fully understand the Trust’s Fraud, Bribery and
Corruption Policy and the procedure for reporting suspicions or matters of possible concern. The CFS reports
to the Chief Finance Officer, works closely with the Trust Secretary in relation to all conflicts of interest, and
also works with staff in the NHS Counter Fraud Authority in accordance with the NHS Counter Fraud Manual.
The CFS provides bi-monthly written progress reports, and an annual report on counter fraud work within the
Trust which includes compliance of the Trust’s Fraud, Bribery and Corruption policy.
The Trust has a Whistle Blowing Policy which details the mechanism to report any suspected or actual fraud,
bribery or corruption matters and internally publicise this, together with the national fraud and corruption
reporting line provided by NHS Counter Fraud Authority.
Other related policies/strategies include the new Counter Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Strategy, Sanctions
and Redress Policy, and the Managing Conflicts of Interest Policy and Gifts, Hospitality and Sponsorship
Policy. Compliance against the last two policies is reported to the Audit Committee on a six-monthly basis.
All policies are ratified (on behalf of the Board of Directors) by the Policy Review Group.
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Council of Governors and Membership
Council of Governors Structure and Members

The Council of Governors comprises a total of 28 members; 16 of these members are duly elected to
represent public constituencies, 7 members are elected as staff representatives, and 5 members are
appointed from key local stakeholders and partners.
In accordance with the Constitution, Public and Staff Governors are elected through a formal election process
and Appointed Governors are nominated by their respective organisations. Elected and Appointed Governors
hold office for a period of up to 3 years.
On 28 February 2022, all elected Governors came to the end of their term of office. From November 2021
to February 2022 the Trust therefore held formal elections, managed by CIVICA, an independent election
company, to elect both public and staff Governors. The new Council of Governors has been in post since 1
March 2022 and their first full meeting was held on 12 May 2022. New Governors have been highlighted in
bold text in the table below. A further election will be held in 2022/23 for the three vacant positions.
The role of a Governor is an important one, providing a direct link between the Trust, local communities and
staff. Governors engage with their Members to gather feedback and views to ensure their voice is heard by
the Trust. They have the opportunity, as part of the Council of Governors, to work with the Board of Directors
to help shape the Trust’s plans for the future.
Key aspects of the Governors’ role include:
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging with the local community and staff to represent their views
Contributing to the development of the Trust’s objectives and plans
Appointing Non-Executive Directors and the Chair of the Trust and setting their terms and conditions
Holding the Non-Executive Directors to account, and
Contributing thoughts, views and opinions at the Council of Governors meetings

Council of Governors up to 28 February 2022
Name
Cllr Jo Barker
Jean Arrowsmith
Chris Baker
Rachel Barnes
Sophie Black
Cllr Alan Boad
Cllr Les Caborn (up to
May 2021)
Cllr John Holland
(from November
2021)
Karen Callender
Michael Coker
Ruth Cowan
Helena Darcy-Cope
Dr Sukhi Dhesi
David Gee
Dr Richard Grimes
Dr Cally Harrison
Jane Knight
Roger Lloyd

Constituency
Stratford District Council
Warwick District and Borders
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Warwick and Leamington Towns
University of Warwick
Warwick District Council
Warwickshire County Council

Elected or
Appointed
Appointed
Elected
Elected
Elected
Appointed
Appointed
Appointed

Warwickshire County Council

Appointed

Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Warwick District and Borders
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Community
GP rep South Warwickshire Clinical Commissioning Group
East Stratford and Borders
Warwick District and Borders
Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Warwick and Leamington Towns
West Stratford and Borders

Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Appointed
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
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Alexandra Mann (up
to November 2021)
Mary Malloy
Jane Mason
Dr Najmi Qureshi
Patricia Scott
Kathy Wagstaff
Carl Walker
Sue Warner
Mike Wells
John Wright (up to
September 2021)
Vacancy

East Stratford and Borders

Elected

West Stratford and Borders (and Lead Governor)
Staff – Clinical Support
Staff – Medical and Dental
Warwick District and Borders
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Acute
Staff – Non-Clinical Support
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Community
East Stratford and Borders
West Stratford and Borders

Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected

Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Acute

Elected

Council of Governors from 1 March 2022
Name
Jean Arrowsmith
Cllr Jo Barker
Julie Bell
Sophie Black
Cllr Alan Boad
Michael Coker
Emma Colegate
Ruth Cowan
Helena Darcy-Cope
Dr Sukhi Dhesi
John Egan
Sharon Elswood
David Gee
Dr Cally Harrison
Cllr John Holland
Jane Knight
Roger Lloyd
Mary Malloy
Graham Nuttall
Andy Petros
Carolyn Pickering
Patricia Scott
Kathy Wagstaff
Sue Warner
Mike Wells
Vacancy
Vacancy
Vacancy

Constituency
Warwick District and Borders
Stratford District Council
Warwick District and Borders
University of Warwick
Warwick District Council
Warwick District and Borders
Staff - Nursing and Midwifery Acute
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Community
GP rep South Warwickshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Staff – Non-Clinical Support
East Stratford and Borders
Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Warwickshire County Council
Warwick and Leamington Towns
West Stratford and Borders
West Stratford and Borders (and Lead Governor)
Northern Warwickshire, Coventry and Rugby
East Stratford and Borders
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Warwick District and Borders
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Acute
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Community
East Stratford and Borders
West Stratford and Borders
Staff – Medical and Dental
Staff – Nursing and Midwifery Acute

Elected or
Appointed
Elected
Appointed
Elected
Appointed
Appointed
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Appointed
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Appointed
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected
Elected

New Governors highlighted in bold text and returning Governors in standard text.
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Governors’ Attendance at Council Meetings and Expenses
Public Governors
Constituency

Warwick District and Borders
Warwick and Leamington
Towns
Warwick and Leamington
Towns
Northern Warwickshire and
Rugby
Warwick District and Borders
Warwick and Leamington
Towns
East Stratford and Borders
Warwick District and Borders
Northern Warwickshire and
Rugby
Warwick and Leamington
Towns
West Stratford and Borders
East Stratford and Borders
West Stratford and Borders
(and Lead Governor)
Warwick District and Borders
East Stratford and Borders
West Stratford and Borders

Name

No. of CoG
Meetings
required to
attend
4
4

No. of CoG
Meetings
attended

Expenses
£

4
4

0
0

Rachel Barnes

4

3

0

Karen Callender

4

0

0

Michael Coker
Ruth Cowan

4
4

4
4

0
0

David Gee
Dr Richard Grimes
Dr Cally Harrison

4
4
4

3
4
3

0
0
0

Jane Knight

4

3

0

Roger Lloyd
Alexandra Mann (up to
November 2021)
Mary Malloy

4
2

4
1

0
0

4

4

0

Patricia Scott
Mike Wells
John Wright (up to
September 2021)

4
4
1

4
4
1

0
0
0

No. of CoG
Meeting
required to
attend
4

No. of CoG
Meetings
attended

Expenses
£

3

0

4
4
4
4
4

3
1
4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

Jean Arrowsmith
Chris Baker

Staff Governors
Constituency

Name

Nursing and Midwifery
Community
Clinical Support
Medical and Dental
Nursing and Midwifery Acute
Non-Clinical Support
Nursing and Midwifery
Community

Helena Darcy Cope
Jane Mason
Dr Najmi Qureshi
Kathy Wagstaff
Carl Walker
Sue Warner
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Appointed Governors
Constituency

Name

Stratford District Council
University of Warwick
Warwick District Council
Warwickshire County Council

Cllr Jo Barker
Sophie Black
Cllr Alan Boad
Cllr Les Caborn (up to
May 2021)
Cllr John Holland (from
November 2021)
Dr Suki Dhesi

Warwickshire County Council
GP rep. South Warwickshire
Clinical Commissioning Group

No. of CoG
Meeting
required to
attend
4
4
4
1

No. of CoG
Meetings
attended

Expenses
£

4
4
3
1

0
0
0
0

1

1

0

4

0

0

Governors’ Register of Interests and Contact Details

To access the Governors’ Register of Interests please visit www.swft.nhs.uk or alternatively contact the Trust
Secretary at Warwick Hospital.
Governors can be contacted via the Trust Secretary at Warwick Hospital.

Constituency Map
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Meetings of the Council of Governors
During the period 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, the Council of Governors has met on four occasions
including the Annual Members’ Meeting. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic all meetings, including the Annual
Members’ Meeting, have been held virtually. Where meetings coincided with particular periods of acute
pressure in the pandemic, agendas were tailored accordingly, and Executive Directors were not required to
attend Council meetings.
A summary of the Council’s business is outlined below:
13 May 2021
At this meeting the Council received:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A presentation on the Ockendon Report from the Associate Director of Midwifery;
An update on the Trust’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic;
Patient experience, finance and operational assurance reports;
Draft Quality Report 2020/21, submitted for comment;
Confirmation of two NED appointments made at the previous Council meeting;
The annual review of the Registers of Governors and Governors’ Interests;
The annual review of the Council’s schedule of business;
Reports from representatives on projects
Reports from other Committees

The meeting was also attended by the Chair, Chief Executive, Chief Nursing Officer, Associate Director of
Finance, FT Adviser and seven Non-Executive Directors.
9 September 2021
At this meeting the Council received:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An update on the Trust’s Winter/Cancer Plans;
A Place Plan Update;
Non-Executive Director Re-appointments;
Patient experience, finance and operational assurance reports;
Reports from representatives on projects
Reports from other Committees

The meeting was also attended by the Chair, Chief Executive, Chief Nursing Officer, Managing Director,
Chief Finance Officer, Audit and Assurance Partner from Deloitte LLP, FT Adviser and four Non-Executive
Directors.

8 October 2021 (Annual Members’ Meeting)

The Council of Governors met virtually for the 2021 Annual Members’ Meeting, which was attended by
members of the public. The meeting received presentations on the Annual Report, Summary Accounts and
Auditor’s Statement for 2020/21.

The Chair presented the Annual Report of the Council of Governors 2020/21. The Council and the public
saw a short video on the Trust’s response to COVID -19 during 2020/21 and the Going the Extra (GEM)
Awards.

11 November 2021

At this meeting the Council received:
• An update on the recovery of services including elective and cancer services;
• Staff wellbeing plans;
• A presentation on the Trust’s digitisation agenda;
• Annual Report from the Lead Governor;
• Appointment of the Lead Governor;
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•
•
•
•
•

Audit Committee Annual Report;
Council of Governors’ Calendar of Meetings for 2022/23
Reports from representatives on projects
Patient experience, finance and operational assurance reports
Reports from other Committees

The meeting was also attended by the Chair, Chief Executive, Chief Finance Officer, Deputy Director of
Nursing, Foundation Trust Adviser and five Non-Executive Directors.

10 February 2022

At this meeting the Council received:
• An update on the recovery of services including elective and cancer services;
• An update on COVID-19 Vaccines for staff;
• Approval of the appointment of two Non-Executive Directors;
• Approval of the appointment of the Vice-Chair;
• Support for the recommended Senior Independent Director appointment;
• Approval of the Governors’ Code of Conduct;
• Annual review of the Sub-Committee terms of reference;
• Reports from representatives on projects
• Patient experience, finance and operational assurance reports
• Reports from other Committees
The meeting was also attended by the Chair, Chief Executive, Chief Nursing Officer, Chief Finance Officer,
FT Adviser and five Non-Executive Directors.

Sub-Committees of the Council of Governors
At the inaugural meeting on 4 March 2010, the Council of Governors appointed four sub-committees to help
the Council discharge its functions. These Committees are reappointed at the inaugural meetings of new
Councils of Governors. At the Council of Governors meeting on 16 November 2017, it was agreed to disband
the Membership Development Committee and membership recruitment/engagement would be overseen by
the General Purposes Committee.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic all meetings have been held virtually. Where meetings coincided with
particular periods of acute pressure in the pandemic, agendas were tailored accordingly, and Executive
Directors were not required to attend Committee meetings.

Nominations and Remuneration Committee

The Nominations and Remuneration Committee makes recommendations to the Council of Governors on the
appointment or re-appointment of the Chair and Non-Executive Directors, and on the terms of appointment
and remuneration for these positions. The Nominations and Remuneration Committee considers appropriate
recruitment support for the appointment of the Chair and Non-Executive Directors. The recommendations
take into account the views of the Board and the Nominations and Remuneration Committee on the
qualifications, skills and experience required for each position.
The Committee then makes
recommendations to the Council of Governors for approval.
Roger Lloyd, Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders is the current Chair of the Committee.
Up to 28 February 2022, other members of the Committee included:
•
•
•
•
•

Jean Arrowsmith - Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
Michael Coker – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
David Gee – Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
Cally Harrison – Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Jane Knight – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
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•
•

Mary Malloy - Public Governor, West Stratford and Border
Dr Najmi Qureshi – Staff Governor, Medical and Dental

From 1 March 2022, other members of the Committee included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jean Arrowsmith - Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
Michael Coker – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
David Gee – Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
Jane Knight – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
Mary Malloy - Public Governor, West Stratford and Border
Graham Nuttall – Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire, Coventry and Rugby
Carolyn Pickering – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns

The Committee is advised by the Chief People Officer, Foundation Trust Adviser and Trust Chair who attend
the meetings but are not members of the Committee.

General Purposes Committee

The General Purposes Committee is responsible for overseeing the arrangements for the conduct of business
of the Council of Governors. The Committee has agreed to meet at least three weeks before a Council of
Governors’ meeting, to review the business conducted at the last Council meeting and to consider and agree
the agenda items for the next meeting. The Committee also considers the format and content of reports
received by the Council and the Council agreed that the membership of its Sub-Committees, once initially
appointed, would be agreed by the General Purposes Committee. Following the decision at the Council of
Governors meeting on 16 November 2017 to transfer the remit of the Membership Development Committee
to the General Purposes Committee, the Committee also reviews the Membership and Engagement report.
Mary Malloy, Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders, as the Lead Governor, is Chair of the Committee.
Up to 28 February 2022, other Members of this Committee included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

David Gee - Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
Richard Grimes - Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
Cally Harrison - Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Roger Lloyd - Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders
Chris Baker – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
Carl Walker – Staff Governor, Non-Clinical Support Staff
Sophie Black – Appointed Governor, University of Warwick

From 1 March 2022, other members of the Committee included:
•
•
•
•
•

David Gee - Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
Cally Harrison - Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
Roger Lloyd - Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders
Sophie Black – Appointed Governor, University of Warwick
Graham Nuttall – Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire, Coventry and Rugby

The Trust Chair, Foundation Trust Adviser, and Head of Strategic Communications also attend these
meetings but are not Members of the Committee.

Patient Care Committee

The Patient Care Committee has been established by the Council of Governors to scrutinise patient care,
quality and dignity within the Trust. Representatives of the Patient Forum and the Trust’s senior nursing and
operational teams are also members of the Committee.
Richard Grimes, Public Governor Warwick District and Borders was the Chair of the Committee up to 28
February 2022. Jean Arrowsmith, Public Governor Warwick District and Borders has been appointed as the
current Chair.
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Up to 28 February 2022, other Members of this Committee included:
• Jean Arrowsmith - Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
• Rachel Barnes – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
• Karen Callender – Public Governor, Northern Warwickshire and Rugby
• Ruth Cowan – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
• David Gee – Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
• Mary Malloy - Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders
• Jane Mason – Staff Governor, Clinical Support Staff
• Dr Najmi Qureshi – Staff Governor, Medical and Dental Staff
• Pat Scott – Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
• Sue Warner – Staff Governor, Nursing and Midwifery Community
• Charles Hart - Patient Forum Member
• William Hall - Patient Forum Member
• Geoff Raine - Patient Forum Member
• Bruce Paxton - Non-Executive Director
• Fiona Burton (or deputy) - Director of Nursing
• Helen Lancaster (or deputy) - Director of Operations
From 1 March 2022, other Members of this Committee included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jean Arrowsmith - Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
Ruth Cowan – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
Sharon Elswood – Staff Governor, Non-Clinical Support
Mary Malloy - Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders
Andy Petros – Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders
Carolyn Pickering – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
Pat Scott – Public Governor, Warwick District and Borders
Sue Warner – Staff Governor, Nursing and Midwifery Community
Charles Hart - Patient Forum Member
William Hall - Patient Forum Member
Geoff Raine - Patient Forum Member
David Spraggett - Non-Executive Director
Fiona Burton (or deputy) – Chief Nursing Officer
Harkamal Heran (or deputy) – Acting Chief Operations Officer

The FT Adviser also attends these meetings but is not a Member of the Committee.

Business Oversight Committee

The Business Oversight Committee was established by the Council of Governors to receive assurance from
the Trust in relation to finance and performance issues. The Committee receives assurances from Non–
Executive Directors.
Mike Wells, Public Governor, East Stratford and Borders was the Chair of the Committee up to 28 February
2022.
Up to 28 February 2022 other Members of this Committee included:
• Chris Baker – Public Governor, Warwick and Leamington Towns
• Cllr Jo Barker – Appointed Governor, Stratford District Council
• Roger Lloyd - Public Governor, West Stratford and Borders
• Carl Walker - Staff Governor, Non-Clinical Support
• Sue Warner - Staff Governor: Nursing and Midwifery Community
The Foundation Trust Adviser and the Non-Executive Chairs of the Audit Committee and NED Finance and
Performance Committee supported these meetings but were not Members of the Committee.
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Following the re-organisation of the Trust’s finance and performance committee monitoring processes, the
role of the Business Oversight Committee was placed under review. The Committee last met on 13
January 2022 and its role continues to be reviewed.

Membership and Engagement
Trust Membership

Despite the challenges during 2021/22 the Trust has continued to engage with the wider community and
partner organisations.
Our Membership includes people who fall into the following categories:
• Over 16 years of age and living within our public constituency area, and
• Any employee of the Trust, or those working on the Trust’s behalf.
The Trust has been active in ensuring General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) are being adhered to by
regularly cleansing the membership database and ensuring that members are always able to unsubscribe if
they no longer wish to have contact with the Trust. Following feedback from engagement with the public, we
have once again updated the membership forms to ensure they meet with the requirements of the LGBTQ
community by widening the gender criteria. We now include a “return” address on our postal communications
and as a result, have been able to delete members who have moved away and not left a forwarding address.
These changes also help to reduce costs in postage and bounce backs caused by out-of-date information.

Membership Engagement and Governor Involvement Strategy 2020/23

The Trust’s Governors have an important role to play in representing the interests of Foundation Trust
members and partner organisations in the local community in the development of the Trust.
This Membership Engagement and Governor Involvement Strategy was revised and agreed by the Council
of Governors during the year. It outlines the aims of the Trust and builds on current successes. It sets out the
methods that will be used to grow and engage membership and continue to develop valuable Governor
involvement.
The aims and objectives in the strategy reflect the values of the Trust – 'Trusted to provide safe, effective,
compassionate care'. As well as embedding the Trust’s strategy of “Helping You to Help Yourself” focusing
on prevention and enabling people to take control of their own health and wellbeing.

Staff Membership

All eligible Trust staff automatically become Members unless they opt out. Bank, contractors and registered
volunteers are not included but are invited to become a Public Member. Eligibility to become a member is
based on the following:
• Staff on a permanent contract
• Staff on a fixed-term contract of 12 months or more
• Staff who have been employed continuously for 12 months, and
• Staff employed by an independent contractor working on the Trust’s behalf who have done so for 12
months or more

Public Membership and Constituencies

The Public Membership is made up of five constituencies:
• East Stratford and Borders
• Northern Warwickshire, Coventry and Rugby
• Warwick and Leamington Towns
• Warwick District and Borders
• West Stratford and Borders
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Public Membership analysis as at 31 March 2022 is as follows:
Age Group
Not specified
16-21
22-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-74
75+
Total

Total Membership (public) as at 31
March 2022
55
45
305
470
595
839
1,477
1,991
5,777

Gender

Total Membership (public) as at 31
March 2022
2,175
3,545
0
57
5,777

Ethnicity

Total Membership (public) as at 31
March 2022
4,902

Male
Female
Transgender
Unspecified
Total

White (incl British White and
Other)
Mixed (including Other)
Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
Chinese or Other Ethnic Group
Not supplied
Total
Constituency
East Stratford and Borders
Northern Warwickshire, Coventry
and Rugby
Warwick and Leamington Towns
Warwick District and Borders
West Stratford and Borders
Out of Trust Area
Not Supplied
Total

61
378
62
20
354
5,777
Total Membership (public) as at 31
March 2022
919
498
1,772
1,354
1,138
85
11
5,777

Membership Engagement
Having an active membership brings the Trust closer to the people who access its services and makes us
more accountable to them.
During 2021/22 our approach to engagement mainly focussed on digital channels, due to the on-going social
distancing measures in response to COVID-19. As a result, we have been keeping in touch with our Members
via email, sharing important news and information about the pandemic, as well as other developments at the
Trust.
We also continue to use the Trust’s social media platforms to engage with existing and potential Members.
Our social media accounts are a key channel to raise awareness of local and national public health
campaigns, where we promote prevention and access to services where possible.
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We are currently developing a future engagement strategy for the Trust, which will take into account the
statutory obligations we have as a Foundation Trust to engage. Going forward we will be contributing to
engagement plans at Place and System levels, but in this first instance we want to have clarity on our
approach to engagement at an organisational level.
To support this, in March 2022 the Trust held a workshop with staff, partners and Governor representative to
help develop our future engagement strategy. The event was run by an external facilitator and focussed on
gathering feedback in the following areas:
• How do you and your colleagues currently engage with us, and what impact does this have on the
decisions we take as SWFT?
• What would good, effective engagement look and feel like for you? What principles should apply
across all forms of engagement?
• What would be most timely and efficient for you, and for SWFT? For what topics and situations would
our partners be better suited to lead or facilitate engagement?
This feedback will inform a plan, which will consider how we engage with our Members.
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Accounting Officers’ Responsibilities
Statement
Statement of the Chief Executive's responsibilities as the Accounting Officer of South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust
The NHS Act 2006 states that the Chief Executive is the Accounting Officer of the NHS Foundation Trust.
The relevant responsibilities of the Accounting Officer, including their responsibility for the propriety and
regularity of public finances for which they are answerable, and for the keeping of proper accounts, are set
out in the NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum issued by NHS Improvement.
NHS Improvement, in exercise of the powers conferred on Monitor by the NHS Act 2006, has given
Accounts Directions which require South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust to prepare for each financial
year a statement of accounts in the form and on the basis required by those Directions. The accounts are
prepared on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust and of its income and expenditure, other items of comprehensive
income and cash flows for the financial year.
In preparing the accounts and overseeing the use of public funds, the Accounting Officer is required to
comply with the requirements of the Department of Health and Social Care’s Group Accounting Manual
and in particular to:
•
•
•

•
•

•

observe the Accounts Direction issued by NHS Improvement, including the relevant accounting and
disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent basis
make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis
state whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual
Reporting Manual (and the Department of Health and Social Care Group Accounting Manual) have
been followed, and disclose and explain any material departures in the financial statements
ensure that the use of public funds complies with the relevant legislation, delegated authorities and
guidance
confirm that the annual report and accounts, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced and understandable
and provides the information necessary for patients, regulators and stakeholders to assess the NHS
Foundation Trust’s performance, business model and strategy, and
prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis and disclose any material uncertainties
over going concern.

The Accounting Officer is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS Foundation Trust and to enable them to
ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above-mentioned Act. The Accounting
Officer is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the NHS foundation trust and hence for taking
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
As far as I am aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the Foundation Trust’s auditors are
unaware, and I have taken all the steps that I ought to have taken to make myself aware of any relevant
audit information and to establish that the entity’s auditors are aware of that information.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: 15 July 2022
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Annual Governance Statement
Scope of Responsibility
As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the NHS Foundation Trust’s policies, aims and objectives, whilst
safeguarding the public funds and departmental assets for which I am personally responsible, in
accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me. I am also responsible for ensuring that the NHS
Foundation Trust is administered prudently and economically and that resources are applied
efficiently and effectively. I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in the NHS Foundation
Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.
The Purpose of the System of Internal Control
The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather than to
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only provide
reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on
an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the policies,
aims and objectives of South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of
those risks being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them efficiently,
effectively and economically. The system of internal control has been in place in South Warwickshire
NHS Foundation Trust for the year ended 31 March 2022 and up to the date of approval of the
annual report and accounts.
The Board has conducted a review of the effectiveness of the Trust’s system on internal controls.
Capacity to Handle Risk
As Accounting Officer, I have overall responsibility for risk management and am accountable for the
effective implementation of risk management and the internal control processes.
The capacity of the Trust to handle risk is achieved through the delegated responsibilities in place
as defined in the Trust’s Risk Management Strategy. The Strategy sets out the Trust’s approach to
risk, the accountability arrangements including responsibilities of the Board of Directors (Board) and
its sub-committees, Directors, specialist leads and individual employees. It defines the risk
management process including risk identification, analysis and evaluation, which will be undertaken
to ensure delivery of the Strategy and the capacity to handle risk across the Trust.
Risk management training is mandatory for all new starters band 6 and above and is also provided
for existing staff with designated responsibility for undertaking risk assessments. The training is
designed to provide an awareness and understanding of the risk management strategy, process
and experience of completing the risk assessment paperwork. However, during the pandemic face
to face training was put on hold, if staff members required risk management training this was
provided on a one-to-one basis via MS Teams.
Board and Senior Managers are required to participate in risk management awareness training,
pertinent to their needs, every two years and is next due in February 2023. However there will be
Risk Management training as part of the launch of the Risk Management Strategy at the Board
Workshop in May 2022.
Additional training has been provided, to all levels of staff, covering areas such as fire safety, health
& safety, moving and handling, resuscitation and conflict resolution. The Trust continues to provide
the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) Managing Safely course to staff, Band 7
and above. All staff receive information on risk management and incident reporting during the Trust
induction process.
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The Trust has a number of measures in place to disseminate learning from good practice. There is
a regular ‘Grand Round’ for doctors to discuss specific topics highlighting best practice. Best practice
is also discussed at Board Workshops, where a patient story focuses on what went well and what
could be improved.
Through being part of the Foundation Group many of our teams have been able to share best
practice with colleagues from the other two Trusts in the Group, Wye Valley NHS Trust and George
Eliot Hospital NHS Trust.
The Risk and Control Framework
During 2021-22 the Risk Management Strategy has undergone a complete review with input from
CW Internal Audit and the Board of Directors. The Trust wide Risk Management Strategy 2022-27
was approved by Risk Management Board in March 2022 and ratified by Board of Directors in April
2022.
The Strategy explains how risks are identified, evaluated, scored and monitored within the
organisation. The Trust has in place a risk matrix, which is used to evaluate all risks, both clinical
and non-clinical. Once agreed, risks are included in the Divisional Risk Registers and monitored by
the relevant Divisional Risk Management Group in accordance with the Strategy. In addition, all
risks with a score of 8-12 (dark amber) and 15-25 (red) are presented, quarterly, via the Associate
Director of Operations reports, to the Risk Management Board and risks scoring 15-25 (red) are
also presented to the Board on a quarterly basis.
The Board held its ‘Round Table’ events in April 2021 and October 2021 virtually with the Council
of Governors. These sessions ensure that the Trust’s annual plan meets national and local priorities,
and also provides an opportunity to determine the organisation’s risk appetite relevant to strategic
challenges.
A session, led by CW Audit, on risk appetite was held at the Board of Directors Workshop in February
2022, Board members were asked to vote on the level of risk appetite for each of the strategic
objectives, this information is included in the Board Assurance Framework. The risk appetite will be
agreed by the Board of Directors during the yearly objective setting process, as it will be able to be
considered within the context of operational pressures and the changing Board dynamics. The
Board receives all risks rated 15-25 (red) on a quarterly basis. In relation to the Board Assurance
Framework (BAF), the Board has requested sight of those risks rated 8-12 (dark amber) and 15-25
(red), these risks are submitted quarterly for consideration.
The Organisational Risk Register and BAF were subject to quarterly review by the Board to consider
any gaps in either the assurance or controls. Where required, further action was taken by managers
to mitigate the risk.
Extreme risks (risks scoring 15-25), with agreed mitigation plans, listed on the Trust’s Risk Register
during 2021/22 are outlined below:
•

Crowding of the ED due to large influxes of patients, the reduced waiting capacity due to the
need to socially distance, and lack of flow out of the ED may result in increased mortality,
increased clinical incidents/errors, increased complaints, decreased patient and staff
satisfaction, and increased sickness. End of year score 20;
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•

Community Childrens Nursing Team capacity is significantly diminished due to poor
recruitment and retention, long term sickness and the impact of COVID-19 (shielding and
sickness) resulting in children continuing to receive reduced packages of care/limited nursing
interventions which equals visits to hospital for treatments and or readmissions to hospital.
Hospital discharges will be delayed or potentially not possible, meaning families wishes to
receive care at home for their children cannot be met. This will lead to poor health outcomes
and continuous sustained pressure on families and staff delivering care. End of year score
20;

•

Inability to offload ambulances in a timely manner due to no capacity/cubicle space in the
Emergency Department will result in delays to patient assessments, potential harm and
inability to meet the minimum care standards issued by WMAS. End of year score 16;

•

Increased acuity and requirement of input from diabetes in pregnancy midwifery service
resulting in an inability to meet NICE recommendations; poor glycaemic control; unable to
support educational development of staff in real time. End of year score 16;

•

In the event of an external loss of electrical power supply to the Warwick Hospital site, there
is a risk of failure of the “Dale” back-up generator supplying electrical power(covering blocks
30, 31, 32, 45, 46 and 80) due to its age and the automatic changeover controls monitoring
the incoming supply failing. This would have a detrimental effect on the Trust’s ability to
provide services and care to patients, could result in loss of IT systems and some
infrastructure, such as heating, air conditioning and lifts. End of year score 15;

•

In the event of an external loss of electrical power supply to the Warwick Hospital site, there
is a risk of failure of the “Wilson” back-up generator supplying electrical power(covering
blocks 4,10,11,12,13,14,18,19,20,21,22,23,30,45 and 85) due to its age and the automatic
changeover controls monitoring the incoming supply failing. This would have a detrimental
effect on the Trust’s ability to provide services and care to patients, could result in loss of IT
systems and some infrastructure, such as heating, air conditioning and lifts. End of year score
15;

•

Difficulty in providing 3 qualified nurses on all shifts within SCBU due to 3 WTE on maternity
leave from September 2021 and difficulties in recruiting (due to length of the recruitment
process and limited applications) resulting in potential harm to babies, delayed care/treatment
and staff fatigue/burnout. End of year score 15;

•

No clear and coherent process for staff to follow when acknowledging patient
investigations/results due the capabilities of the current system leading to the potential for
abnormal results not being acted upon resulting in delayed or no treatment. End of years
score 15;

•

Emergency Theatre Team are being utilised to complete Elective Caesarean Sections, due
to an increase in acuity and complexity of women coming to the service resulting in potential
poor outcome for either mother and/or baby. End of year score 15; and

•

Unable to perform uterine artery dopplers at SWFT to patients at high risk of fetal growth
restriction due to lack of compatible software and need to increased staff time and training
resulting in the potential for delayed diagnosis and not compliant with Saving Babies Lives
Care Bundle (version 2). End of year score 15.
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The Executive Team identify future strategic corporate risks, which will be managed and mitigated
as part of the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) process. Measures to assess whether the
outcomes have been achieved have been linked to the organisational strategic objectives and the
Quality Priorities.
Areas of risk identified to date remain predominantly linked to the changing age profile of the
population across Warwickshire. The demographic distribution is resulting in an increasingly elderly
and frail population living with Long Term Conditions and Dementia. As a result, the Trust is
committed to delivering care in different and innovative ways and continues to develop and enhance
partnership working across South Warwickshire and Warwickshire Place. This means care can be
organised around populations and the place in which people live rather than around diseases. This
has created person centred care, via integrated services, to support people keep healthy and when
required gain and maintain maximum independence
In early 2021/22 CW Audit assisted the Trust in a redesign of the existing BAF template. This
included the addition of risk appetite and the source of reported assurances [operational, executive
or external]. This work then fed into the scheduled review of the Risk Management Strategy by the
Trust in January 2022. CW Audit also led a Risk Management Workshop for Directors and NonExecutive Directors in September 2021 and have attended all Risk Management Groups to share
key messages from our review of Divisional Risk Management.
The 2021/22 BAF has been updated, by the Executive Team and reviewed on a quarterly basis by
the Risk Management Board and Board. The Audit Committee was responsible for providing
independent assurance on the robustness of governance and risk management in the Trust. The
BAF was the key process used by the Board to ensure that all principal risks were controlled, that
the effectiveness of those key controls was assured and that there was sufficient evidence to support
the Annual Governance Statement.
Internal Audit has undertaken a Year End Review of the BAF 2021/22, which reported the BAF
provides sufficient evidence to support the Annual Governance Statement and provides reasonable
assurance that there is an effective system of internal control in place to manage principal risks
identified by the organisation. Internal Audit’s testing, confirmed that the controls on which the Board
rely are in place and identified some areas for improvement including some recurring themes
previously highlighted regarding controls cited without corresponding assurances or gaps in
assurance being recorded and ensuring that results of real assurances are included. The
recommendations will be implemented in the 2022/23 BAF.
The Trust has in place, an Improvement Board to review programmes/projects and manage risks.
The Improvement Board is a monthly meeting, administered by the Improvement Team and chaired
by the Chief Executive. There were 10 meetings between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022. All
Improvement Board meetings since COVID-19 have been and will continue to be virtual. Attendance
is comparable to pre-COVID-19 meetings. The improvement focus, oversight of projects and
management of risks has remained on executive and management agendas throughout. The
meeting also reviews business cases to ensure they have achieved what was set out and if they
haven’t achieved the objectives, to understand why and share learning. In 2022/23 The Trust is
establishing an Operational Programme Management Office that will work closely with the
Improvement Team to reshape the Board and approach, taking account of projects and programmes
for the organisation, with Place partners and across the Coventry and Warwickshire system.
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Risk management is embedded within the Trust and this includes being open with patients, relatives
and carers when patients are exposed to harmful events. The Trust has a formal process in place
for Duty of Candour when a patient suffers moderate harm or worse. All patient safety incidents are
reported nationally through the National Reporting Learning System (NRLS) and compared
nationally with similar organisations. Any work programmes to reduce and learn from incidents are
monitored by the Patient Safety Surveillance Committee.
The Care Quality Commission reported in their Intelligent Monitoring Report that staff reporting of
errors, near misses and incidents is in the top 25% when compared with other NHS Trusts. All
patient safety and non-clinical incidents are reviewed by the relevant manager, investigated where
necessary and improvements implemented as required. The Board is assured that all incidents are
reported and managed in a timely manner via the Trust’s electronic incident reporting system and
the internal governance committee structure.
The Trust has an independent Patient Forum which works with the Trust’s Council of Governors on
patient related issues. Members of the Forum sit on the Council of Governor’s Patient Care
Committee to ensure the work of both bodies is aligned. Where possible the Trust proactively works
with all stakeholders.
As a Foundation Trust, the organisation operates under a licence, dated 1 April 2013 by Monitor
(now NHS Improvement), the independent regulator of Foundation Trusts. The existing control and
reporting mechanisms described in this Annual Governance Statement are used to ensure that the
Trust is compliant with the terms of its licence.
With respect to condition FT4 (NHS Foundation Trust governance arrangements) the Board reviews
the terms of reference of its committees on an annual basis to ensure their effectiveness and last
did so on 6 April 2022. In addition, the Audit Committee undertakes an annual self-assessment of
its own effectiveness using a proforma from the NHS Audit Committee handbook, which is reported
to the Board. The Audit Committee also submits an Annual Report to the Council of Governors. The
terms of reference also serve to define the responsibilities, accountabilities and reporting lines of
each Committee. The Board receives a report following each Committee meeting, written by the
Non-Executive Director Chair, and is therefore able to both receive assurance but also challenge
any of the decisions made. The responsibilities of the Board and its Directors are defined in the
Trust’s Constitution.
The Board has a detailed schedule of business, agreed annually, which defines when reports will
be submitted, ensuring the Board can operate timely and effective scrutiny of its operations. Key
performance reports covering quality of care, nurse staffing, finance and operational performance
are received on a monthly basis to ensure sufficient rigour is applied.
Annual Appraisals continued for the Executive Directors in 2021/22 which included reviewing their
skills and capabilities. The Non-Executive Directors’ skills matrix was updated and reviewed by the
Nominations and Remuneration Committee in August 2021. A Foundation Group led procurement
process was in place for an external Well-Led Board effectiveness review to take place in 2020 but
due to the Coronavirus pandemic, this was put on hold. The process recommenced for the review
to take place in 2021/22 and will continue into 2022/23.
The Trust complies with the ‘Developing Workforce Safeguards’ recommendations by monitoring
and mitigating any risks related to staffing on a daily basis within individual departments and at the
operational capacity meetings. Any risks associated with gaps in planned staffing numbers are
reported as clinical incidents and investigated in line with the Trust’s Incident Management Policy,
including the Management of Serious Incidents (SWH 00020).
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Nurse staffing key performance indicators and related patient outcome measures are reported to
the Patient Safety Surveillance Committee, Clinical Governance Committee, and the Board on a
monthly basis to provide assurance that staffing processes are safe and sustainable. Medical and
Allied Health Professional (AHP) staffing reviews are undertaken on an ongoing basis and
assurance is provided through the Divisional Audit and Operational Governance Groups (AOGG)
and Clinical Governance Committee.
The Trust undertakes patient acuity and dependency reviews every six months across all inpatient
wards. Quality impact assessments are undertaken when any changes are made to staffing
establishments or skill mix and these are reported to Management Board.
CQC Compliance
The Trust is fully compliant with the registration requirements of the Care Quality Commission.
The Trust is required to register with the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and is registered without
conditions. Registration confirms that the Trust meets all regulations and standards stipulated by
the CQC. It also confirms that the Trust is authorised to provide all registered services across all
locations registered under the Trust.
The last formal inspection carried out by the CQC took place in August and September 2019. They
inspected two acute core services at Warwick Hospital: urgent and emergency care and medical
care and two community health services from health services for adults and children and young
people. All of the areas inspected were rated as ‘outstanding’ resulting in a Trust overall rating of
‘outstanding’.
The well led inspection report for the Trust was also rated as ‘outstanding’ as was ‘Use of
Resources’. The CQC recognised the intense pressure on health and care providers during the
Coronavirus pandemic and as such developed an emergency support framework to follow during
the pandemic rather than formal inspections; although routine inspections paused, the CQC’s role
as a regulator and responsibility for keeping people safe did not change.
Assurance Process and Reporting of Assessment
Assurance against compliance with CQC registration requirements and follow up of action plans is
monitored through the Trust’s Divisional Audit and Operational Governance Groups. In addition, the
Trust meets bi-monthly with its CQC Inspectors where any concerns surrounding key performance
data in the CQC’s “Insights” report can be explored with the Trust.
•
•

A compliance overview report is presented to Board, in accordance with an agreed reporting
schedule to provide assurance that any actions to improve compliance are being progressed.
The Clinical Governance Committee receives the Action Plan report to inform the Committee
of the Trust’s compliance with the CQC standards and provides assurance to the Committee
that appropriate actions and service improvements have been made or are in progress to
ensure safe and high-quality services are in place.

The Clinical Governance Committee, in particular, reviews all aspects of the Trust’s Clinical
Governance arrangements, including CQC compliance, on behalf of the Board. The Non-Executive
Chair of the Committee provides each Board meeting with a written report on the Committee’s
business, providing assurance and also highlighting issues of concern for the Board’s attention.
The Trust has published on its website an up-to-date register of interests, including gifts and
hospitality, for decision-making staff (as defined by the Trust with reference to the guidance) within
the past twelve months, as required by the ‘Managing Conflicts of Interest in the NHS’ guidance.
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The Trust’s Managing Conflicts of Interest Policy, and Gifts, Hospitality and Sponsorship Policy have
continued to be adhered to throughout the Coronavirus pandemic.
The Trust has received a number of donated gifts for distribution amongst the staff during the
Coronavirus Pandemic. The Fundraising Department has kept a central Gifts in Kind Register of
these gifts which is attached to the Trust’s Gifts, Hospitality and Sponsorship Register and reported
to Audit Committee on a 6-monthly basis prior to publishing on the Trust’s website. It is recognised
that it would not be possible for each member of staff to complete and submit a declaration form for
the individual items they received, due to the number of donations received and the monetary value
could be under the limit for making a declaration. However due to the number of gifts in kind received
as appreciation to the staff for their hard work, it is important that this information is registered and
submitted to the Audit Committee for openness and transparency.
As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme, control measures
are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the Scheme regulations are
complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary, employer’s contributions and
payments into the Scheme are in accordance with the Scheme rules, and that member Pension
Scheme records are accurately updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the
Regulations.
Control measures are in place to ensure that all the organisation’s obligations under equality,
diversity and human rights legislation are complied with.
The Trust has undertaken risk assessments and has plans in place which take account of the
‘Delivering a Net Zero Health Service’ report under the Greener NHS programme. The Trust ensures
that its obligations under the Climate Change Act and the Adaptation Reporting requirements are
complied with.
The Trust published a Green Plan in March 2022 which sets out a clear direction on key milestones
to reach over the next few years to help move the Trust closer to the ambition of net zero carbon by
2040. A fundamental part of this will be the Total Energy Solution Project looking at the estate at
Stratford, Warwick and Leamington Spa. There is also a focus in 2022/23, through annual
objectives, on the role of procurement and contribution to our overall Green Plan.
Review of Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness of the Use of Resources
As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal
control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of
the internal auditors, and the executive managers within the Trust who have responsibility for the
development and maintenance of the internal control framework.
I have drawn on the content of the Performance Report contained within this Annual Report and
other performance information available to me. My review is also informed by comments made by
the external auditors in their management letter and other reports. The performance of the
organisation is monitored monthly at Board through the Integrated and Performance dashboards.
Each division has an Audit and Operational Governance Group which oversees the clinical quality
and safety performance and reports into Clinical Governance Committee. Finance performance is
monitored monthly by the Finance and Performance Executive. A plan to address weaknesses and
ensure continuous improvement of the system is in place.
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The Trust gains assurance of quality and accuracy of elective waiting time data in a number of ways
including:
• Routine and ongoing auditing and validation of open pathways particularly long waits to ensure
accuracy of reporting while supporting clinical risk management with the operational teams
• Weekly performance management via Patient Access Monitoring meeting with a different focus
each week
• Routine review of all patients waiting over 18 weeks
• Use of routine Data Quality (DQ) reports to focus attention on possible issues requiring review,
for example:
o Maternity – Relating to Incorrect admission method
o Ward Attendances where departure and outcome incomplete
o Inpatients on short stay wards overnight
o Incorrect admission method to Stroke and RLSRH Wards i.e. Elective instead of transfer
o Incorrect Admission Source by reviewing diagnoses that may indicate emergency
admission when elective has been recorded
o Patients discharged from Trust wards instead of transfer
o Patients transferred from Trust wards instead of discharge
o Patients admitted to wrong wards e.g. Adult on Children’s Ward
o Incorrect and missing demographics including ethnicity
o Access Plans without procedure recorded
o Elective admissions with no procedure undertaken and no code to indicate a cancellation
• RTT on line training package
• Embedding RTT training into doctors induction
• Training and support for all booking staff
The Trust employs a number of processes to deliver economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the
use of its resources. The Board sets the standards and has specified within the Standing Financial
Instructions and Scheme of Delegation the appropriate delegated authority levels throughout the
Trust. Executive Directors and managers therefore have responsibility for the effective
management and deployment of their staff and other resources to optimise the efficiency of their
division/department. Further information can be found within the Directors Report section of the
Annual Report.
The Board receives performance and financial reports at each of its meetings and receives reports
from the chairs of its committees to which it has delegated powers and responsibilities. The Trust
has delivered a £3.5m deficit compared to a break even plan. The key movement is due to the
change in treatment of IFRS38 which has resulted in the reduction in intangible assets following
derecognition of previously capitalised Cloud software implementation and customisation costs.
NHSE/I have also confirmed that this pressure flow into the 2021/22 financial position. NHSE/I have
also confirmed that this overspend against plan will hold no financial sanctions, nor will it have an
impact on our SOF rating.
A Non-Executive Director of the Board chairs the Audit Committee with regular attendance by
representatives from the Trust’s internal and external auditors. The Committee has reviewed and
agreed audit plans for both the internal and external auditors during the year (which has informed
this accounting period), progress against which is regularly reviewed by the Audit Committee.
The Board’s Committee Structure is documented in the High-Level Committees within the Quality
Account. The process for how the Trust manages public money is referred to within the Directors
Report section of the Annual Report.
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The provision of the Trust’s payroll function is outsourced to Civica. At the time of writing, their
Independent Service Auditor’s Report for 2021/22 has not been received; it is expected in June
2022; however, Civica have confirmed that the controls described in the 2020/21 assurance report
remain in place, although it did not specifically refer to NHS clients. The Trust has received
confirmation that the audit for 2021/22 will include NHS clients. In addition to the external audit,
Civica conducts internal audits to continually review the effectiveness of the controls and the
continued adherence to them.
Information Governance
The Information Governance and Security Steering Group (IGSSG) reports quarterly to Audit
Committee. The IGSSG is responsible for ensuring that the Trust achieves its strategic objectives
to monitor and measure the performance against the Information Governance agenda. The group
implements the regulatory requirements of IT Security, Confidentiality, Data Protection, Data
Quality, Records Management and Controls Assurance.
The IGSSG provides high-level oversight and support to the Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO),
by monitoring progress and providing assurance of compliance with the Information Governance
Framework to both the Audit Committee and the public.
IGSSG submits a quarterly report to the Audit Committee which provides assurance and outlines
the internal control measures put in place that scrutinise data governance, data security and
IT/Cyber risks.
The Information Governance (IG) framework sets out how staff who create, store, share and dispose
of information have a clear understanding of their responsibilities, this improves and protects
information security, quality, processing, and the handling of data, and provides a consistent and
common-sense approach that brings together the guidance, standards and best practice that apply
to the handling of personal information.
The framework and use of personal confidential data are complex, it includes
• NHS Act 2006
• Health and Social Care Act 2012
• The Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA)18
• General Data Protection Regulation 2018 (GDPR)
• The Human Rights Act
• Information Quality Assurance
• The NHS Code of Confidentiality
• Information Security Assurance and Protection
• Records Management
The standards and best practice allow organisations to implement the Department of Health and
Social Care (DHSC) and the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) advice and guidance which
ensures compliance with the legal framework.
The Data Security and Protection Standards for health and care were introduced on the 1 April 2018
by NHS Digital under the National Data Guardians (NDG) review, clustered under three leadership
obligations; these standards address people, process, and technology compliance.
To comply with the IG framework the Trust must undertake a self-assessment to identify and
evidence its current compliance against the 10 NDG data security standards, which sit beneath the
three leadership obligations, the outcomes provide evidence that the Trust can protect from the risk
of a data breach or cyber-attack.
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The Data Security and Protection Toolkit (DSPT) is the online self-assessment tool that enables the
Trust to comply with the 10 NDG security standards. The assessment tool evidence requirements
are updated yearly by NHS Digital and are subject to ongoing development and changes; this is in
line with Legislation, Policy, and developments to the Digital landscape.
The 2021/2022 Toolkit contains 109 mandatory evidence items, the evidence is divided into the
categories listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

Personal confidential data
Staff responsibilities
Training
Managing Data Access
Process Reviews

•
•
•
•
•

Responding to Incidents
Continuity Planning
Unsupported Systems
IT Protection
Accountable Suppliers

As part of the evolving framework the DSPT Standards Met requirements were revised following an
extensive review. As part of the review an independent audit assessment guideline was developed
to improve better assurance of the DSPT and to highlight risk themes across the health and social
care system.
As of 31 March 2022, 93 of the 109 mandatory evidence items were completed, since this date the
Trust has now completed 109 requirements and will submit a “Standards Met” compliance statement
by the 30 June 2022.
ICT Services have continued to meet the ever-present challenge of protecting the ICT estate and
ICT system users throughout 2021/22 and the Trust ICT infrastructure and services have not been
impacted by cyber-attacks or malicious software during the period covered by this report.
The Trust continue to meet the 14-day timescale for the implementation of critical or high severity
security patches and are maintaining a consistent rate of 99% plus of the desktop and server estate
remaining up to date with routine security patches. The volume of malicious and spam or phishing
emails received has increased significantly over this period and we are currently blocking in excess
of 25,000 emails each day.
Ongoing investment in new technical solutions to further bolster cyber defences have been made
and the introduction of an additional module to the desktop security suite, as well as multi-factor
authentication for staff using services such as Office 365, email and increasing the strength of user
passwords to meet National Cyber Security Centre guidelines.
Despite the increased pressure on the organisation Trust employees achieved the 95% training
compliance by the 31st December 2021.
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) provides the public access to information held by
public authorities, the Trust is classed as a public body under the FOI Act.
The Act gives individuals the legal right to see information, the Trust ensures this in two ways, firstly
all public authorities are obliged to publish certain information about their activities and secondly
members of the public are entitled to request information from any public authority.
As public authorities use taxpayers’ money to provide services, the Trust is accountable for
decisions and actions that are made that affect the population, the FOIA allows the public to request
this information, providing a culture of openness, accountability and assurance that the Trust is using
taxpayers’ money appropriately.
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The Trust must make available information that is held which includes printed documents, computer
files, letters, emails, photographs and sound or video recordings. The Trust is however under no
obligation to provide this information if an exemption is applied to withhold all or some of the details.
The 2021/22 financial year saw an increase in FOI’s from the previous year of 2020/21.
• The Trust received 444 requests in 2021/22 compared to 325 requests in 2020/21 reflecting
an increase of 119.
• During 2021/22, 431 requests (97%) were responded to in the 20 days working days
timeframe set out by the FOIA.
Subject Access Requests (SARs)
Subject Access Request (SAR) enables individuals the right to access and obtain their personal
data and other additional information held by a public body.
Individuals have the right to access their personal data under Article 15 of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which the Trust adopted in May 2018, the new regulation also stated
that the Trust can no longer charge a fee to process requests.
Article 15 also states that the public have the right to know if personal data is being processed and
where this is the case, the purpose of processing and if required the right of access by the individual
to this information.
The personal data only relates to a living person and entitles access to their own personal data, if
acting on behalf of another person proof would be required to confirm entitlement to this information.
Although year on year there has been an increase in the number of requests received, 2020/21
financial year saw a decrease in requests due to the COVID-19 pandemic. All requests are
comprehensively checked to ensure their compliance with GDPR and the Data Protection Act (DPA)
2018. The 2021/22 financial year saw an increase in SARs requests from the previous year of
2020/21.
•
•

The Trust received 1339 requests in 2021/22 compared to 1185 requests in 2020/21
reflecting an increase of 154
During 2021/22, 1328 (99%) of requests were responded to in the 30 calendar days set out
by the Subject Access Request code of practice.

The figures for both FOI’s and SAR requests show that despite the pressures on staff during the
pandemic, Trust employees have been able to provide the information required to achieve the
timeframes.
Data Quality and Governance
The Board is assured that appropriate controls are in place to ensure that the data included in the
Quality Report is accurate and balanced through the structure of committees and groups which have
key roles in the delivery of the risk management agenda. Each committee and group focuses on
specific areas of activity and provides assurance the Board requires that all areas of risk are being
adequately managed. The Board has ultimate responsibility for determining the governance
arrangements of the Trust, agreeing the necessary policy framework and for monitoring
performance within these areas. The Board manages governance affairs efficiently and effectively
through the implementation of internal controls.
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Data quality metrics are reported monthly, to Finance and Performance Executive, where
performance is compared to previous months with any exceptions identified and where appropriate
performance improvement plans initiated with the operational divisions. Data quality (DQ) meetings
during 2020/21 were suspended due to the COVID-19 pressures, but changes in service provision
have highlighted additional DQ checks that need to be addressed with the introduction of telephone
and virtual clinics that have impacted on the completeness of demographic detail. We are now
working alongside operational teams to report and address the issues going in to 2021/22.
At the start of 2020/21 we embarked on a full review of DQ standards and began the development
of the DQ strategy. Due to COVID-19, this work was suspended but will recommence during 2021/22
with progress being monitored at Finance and Performance Committee.
The combined DQ and service line reporting (SLR) meetings were suspended during the COVID19 period, but as we work through restoration and move to a new commissioning landscape the
importance of understanding costs becomes more pressing. We have developed a new set of
reporting tools and will begin working alongside clinical divisions to embed SLR/PLICS (patient level
information and costing system) as “business as usual” going forward. This will help identify
opportunities for reducing variation in clinical service provision while generating productivity and
efficiency savings. We will continue to use these meetings to report cost improvement opportunities
identified through external benchmarking and the Model System, which replaced the Model Hospital
tool.
Review of Effectiveness
As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal
control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of
the internal auditors, clinical audit and the executive managers and clinical leads within the NHS
Foundation Trust who have responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal
control framework. I have drawn on the information provided in this annual report and other
performance information available to me. My review is also informed by comments made by the
external auditors in their management letter and other reports.
I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the effectiveness of the system
of internal control by the Board, the Audit Committee, Risk Management Board, Clinical Governance
Committee, Divisional Audit and Operational Governance Groups and the Divisional Risk
Management Groups. A plan to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the
system is in place.
During the year the Board regularly reviewed progress against a number of action plans including
the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) to ensure that identified actions were implemented in a
timely manner.
The Audit Committee received regular reports on assessments undertaken by the Trust’s internal
and external auditors, and the Trust’s Finance and Performance Executive monitored the Trust’s
system of financial control. The Trust received an overall significant assurance opinion from the
Head of Internal Audit based on reviews undertaken. This also gave significant assurance on
reviews for Divisional Risk Management, Data Quality Demographics, Data Quality – 28 Day Faster
Diagnosis Standard, Financial Governance, Financial Ledger, Accounts Payables, Accounts
Receivables and Contracted Out Payroll.
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Action plans have been agreed with the management team and monitoring of progress will continue
over the coming months. All outstanding audit actions are reported at each meeting of the Audit
Committee which takes a proactive approach to monitoring the outstanding actions and requesting
follow up audits where there are areas of concern.
A separate report provided assurance regarding the work of the internal audit function regarding
Counter Fraud Activities.
The Ockenden Final report from the independent review of maternity services at the Shrewsbury
and Telford Hospital NHS Trust was published on 30 March 2022. As a result SWFT Maternity
Services are required to submit compliance to the identified safety actions within the report, these
been presented to the Board of Directors and also shared with the Integrated Care System and
Local Maternity and Neonatal System. The Board will be updated every quarter.
At the beginning of April 2022 the Maternity Service had an assurance visit from the regional
midwifery team to assess our services and processes to ensure we are achieving and working
toward a high standard of patient safety within the service. This visit was very successful and the
team complemented us on our positive learning and safety culture within the department. They
highlighted points for celebration along with points for recommendation. For full details please refer
to the Annual Report 2021/22.
COVID-19 has created many challenges and our health and social care teams have faced
unpredictable scenarios forcing them to work differently. Despite this we have seen great
commitment, innovation and flexibility from our entire workforce.
For the Elective Care Division, despite a challenging year with ongoing COVID-19 mitigation in
place, the demand for emergency flow and the rise in referrals, especially those for suspected
cancer, the provision of elective care continued throughout the year. No elective cases were
cancelled on the day due to COVID-19 or bed capacity issues, the year ended with no patient waiting
more than 2 years for elective care. This was made possible by the commitment of staff who
continued to work through all operational issues to maintain our services.
During the period mutual aid was offered to other hospitals, specifically endoscopic diagnostics and
orthopaedic surgery. The Trust will continue to see the mutual aid offer to other Trusts grow as we
work in partnership to deliver fair and equitable NHS care to all patients regardless of postcode.
Despite challenges in the cancer pathways all cancer services were maintained, including
chemotherapy services, and although the Trust did not meet the national standards for referral to
treatment (62 day pathway) a stable position was maintained when other Trust’s saw a dramatic
deterioration in the delivery of care. One highlight was the Trust started to see progress against the
28 day faster diagnostic standard and this will continue to be our focus during the next year. Cancer
Care Navigators have been appointed for each cancer tumour site, these new roles will provide
patients with a single point of contact for advice and guidance from their specialist team and will
support the delivery of the cancer performance standards as they progress patients through their
cancer pathways of care.
To support emergency flow the Surgical Assessment Unit (SAU) was opened, supported by
Advance Clinical Practitioners, there is clear evidence that this is supporting surgical patients who
attend as an emergency. Our plans for the coming year are to extend the opening hours to 7 day
working.
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Within the Family Health division throughout the pandemic Maternity maintained all modes of
delivery and were one of the only acute Trusts who managed to support this, this included home
birth and Bluebell Birth Centre as well as delivery suite. One birth partner was allowed to support
women at delivery and for 6 hours afterwards.
Virtual antenatal out-patient appointments were undertaken with face-to-face appointments being
undertaken as and when required. Social distancing in out-patients environments in maternity were
maintained through developing a direct entrance to the clinic from the carpark avoiding having to
walk through the hospital.
Within the early pregnancy and gynaecology assessment services partners or supporter were
allowed to attend for viability scans or where bad news was possible. Women were encouraged to
film routine scans or to be on facetime to ensure partners were able to join in the scanning for their
unborn child.
The nurses in the Paediatric Diabetes Service took blood tests in the patient’s car which was
followed by a virtual clinic appointment to reduce contact time whilst maintaining safety.
A Paediatric Assessment Unit (PAU) was set up in the out-patients rooms on the Children’s Ward
to ensure children were seen from the Emergency Department or directly from primary care.
The Children’s Community Nursing Team (CCNT) continued to deliver packages of care to their
caseload sometimes working in patient’s home for 12 hours in full PPE. The CCNT volunteers
delivered Christmas presents to all the children and their siblings.
During the first lockdown (March-June 2021) the Community Children’s Therapists were redeployed
to lead the swabbing team and work in the incident room. Health visiting teams changed to virtual
and telephone contacts only. The Children in Care team successfully moved their health
assessments to virtual using technology that engaged the young people. The Safeguarding Team
moved to remote working.
A number of innovative ways of working were introduced within the Out of Hospital Care
Collaborative division, which included Docobo telehealth which is a remote monitoring system
allowing patients or their carers to capture health metrics such as BP, pulse, SaO2 & temperature,
along with specifically designed question sets tailored to their health needs. In 2021-22 Docobo
telehealth monitoring was rolled out across a new cohort of care homes, with homes in Warwick,
Kenilworth and Rugby. In North Warwickshire, an increasing number of patients with Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) are using the system at home, along with some Heart
Failure patients. The system is monitored within Integrated Care Coordination (iCC) and is linked to
Urgent Community Response to provide an effective and timely response where needed.
MySense technology uses non-intrusive devices in the home which enable appointed carers to
monitor and respond to individual needs. It works by applying machine-learning algorithms against
the data searching for behavioural patterns, highlighting any anomalies, on a dashboard. MySense
telehealth monitoring has also moved to iCC alongside the Docobo monitoring, releasing clinical
time for the Dementia nurse and enabling a future scaling of the use of the system. The Trust is
exploring the use of the technology for patients who are frail, frequent fallers or have other conditions
which may benefit from the sensor model used in this system.
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Libre flash glucose monitoring is a wearable sensor based system for monitoring glucose levels in
patients with diabetes. For diabetes patients who are dependent on Out of Hospital services for their
insulin provision and/or blood glucose monitoring a pilot of using the Libre system to optimise
treatment has shown early success, with many patients changing their treatment plan to better
manage their condition, including a number who have stopped insulin altogether, and a reduction
seen in District Nurse visits achieved amongst participating patients. The impact of this activity on
hospital attendances for these patients is to be evaluated.
Agile working practices have continued, with Integrated Single Point of Access (iSPA) and iCC now
operating a blended home and office model as standard. This has allowed the service to expand
without the need for additional office accommodation and improves service resilience to any onsite
issues. The model also supports recruitment by broadening the geographical area staff may come
from.
Work with West Midlands Ambulance Trust (WMAS) continues to increase diversions away from the
Emergency Department (ED). Staffing is increasing to support the increased demand and better
referral pathways have been defined. In South Warwickshire close working with Warwick Frailty
team is supporting the use of alternatives to ED, with strong links between a community response
and Same Day Emergency Care (SDEC) use established.
Alongside this, Advanced Clinical Practitioners (ACPs) are supporting virtual wards where they have
been established around the County, and this is expected to be an increasing area of work in the
coming months. Recruitment of Clinical Practitioners (CPs) and ACPs to support this activity and
the Urgent Community Response remains a significant challenge.
For hospital discharge, new Discharge to Assess (D2A) services have been launched. There are
now P2 beds in Rugby, and following a successful home based therapy pilot in North Warwickshire
in partnership with social care, this model has now been rolled out to South Warwickshire, with plans
to launch in Rugby in 2022-23. The capacity of therapy services and domiciliary care providers to
support this model is the most significant risk.
For patients requiring continuing health care, the Complex Discharge Team have firmly established
a model of virtual meetings, which has saved significant time and travel and reduced length of stay
by 2.5 days.
Following the first COVID-19 wave it was clear that a substantive Swabbing Service was required
to meet National guidance for staff and patient PCR testing, providing early identification of positive
cases. The service has been running 7 days a week supporting the recovery of elective surgery and
other aerosol generating procedures, testing patients 3 days prior to the day of surgery. The service
has been flexible in managing the peaks and troughs of the infection during 2021/22, increasing and
decreasing capacity to meet demand and the changes to guidance. During the second half of the
year the availability of rapid COVID-19 tests on site reduced the turnaround times for reporting
results to 3-4 hours improving timely clinical decision making and patient flow.
Over 2021/22 diagnostic and therapy services endeavoured to recover their outpatient activity to
pre-pandemic levels, whilst being compliant with National and local COVID-19 guidelines and
experiencing high levels of staff vacancies. All therapy services embraced the opportunities
technology provided them and patients benefitted from the use of virtual clinics, telephone contacts,
access to video training and electronic patient information, supporting patients many who were
vulnerable. The benefits continue to be realised where face to face appointments are not essential
or at a patient request.
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The Trust started to roll out the COVID-19 vaccination programme at the beginning of January 2021
and has offered the first, second and booster doses throughout 2021/22. The table below details
the number of SWFT substantive and bank staff who have received the COVID-19 vaccinations, as
of 12 April 2022.
SWFT Substantive Staff
SWFT Bank Staff
Total

First and Second Dose
98.77%
96.90%
98.44&

Booster
62.11%
60.82%
61.44%

Flu vaccination compliance for all staff within the Trust for 2021/22 was 76% compared with 82% in
2020/21.
The process that has been applied in maintaining and reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control is summarised below:
• The Board oversees risk and governance assessments regularly;
• The Audit Committee ensures that systems and processes are in place;
• The Risk Management Board and assuring committees review and manage risk on a routine
basis;
• Directors/Managers lead on defined areas of risk; and
• Internal Audit provides an opinion on the system of internal control and the BAF.
Regular reports regarding clinical and non-clinical incidents, complaints, legal claims and other risks
identified were submitted to the Clinical Governance Committee and the Health and Safety
Committee (which reports to the Risk Management Board), which monitored progress and
suggested action to be taken as appropriate. Directors and senior managers of the Trust have
specific responsibilities for reviewing the risks and controls for which they are responsible and for
maintaining internal control systems.
The Trust will continue to monitor its governance processes and make any appropriate changes to
strengthen process.
Conclusion
No significant internal control issues have been identified.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive Officer

Date: 15 July 2022
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Quality Report 2021/22
Part 1: Statement on Quality from the Chief Executive of
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust
Part 1: Statement of Quality
I am delighted to introduce South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust’s (SWFT) Quality Report for 2021/22.
Our report demonstrates our commitment to continuous quality improvement and innovation.
Trusts were given the option to scale down their Quality Reports due to the impact of the Pandemic but we
decided to maintain momentum and to make further strategic improvements over the course of the year. The
most notable of which is the research collaboration with the Medical and Business Schools of Warwick
University. Having a strong and vibrant research and teaching culture ensures that we deliver the best quality
of care to our patients and service users and this is reflected heavily in the content of this year’s Report.
The second year of the pandemic posed further challenges for our clinical and managerial teams. Throughout
the year we have taken every opportunity to recover our strong performance on quality, safety and access
which has strengthened our national reputation as one of the best providers in the NHS.
I would like to thank all of our staff for their individual contributions to the many markers of high quality in this
report. Their dedication and compassion stands out in a number of ways including our continued outstanding
rating for quality and our exceptional NHS Staff Survey results.
Finally I would like to thank our corporate quality team for producing such a compelling report.
I hereby state that to the best of my knowledge the information contained within the Quality Report is accurate.

Glen Burley, Chief Executive
Date: 15 July 2022
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Part 2: Priorities for Improvement and Statements of
Assurance from the Board
2.1 Priorities for Improvement
Our Quality Priorities for 2022/23
Each year the Trust sets annual objectives and within these objectives, a selection of quality priorities are
agreed. These are detailed below, and progress will be reported against these quality priorities in next year’s
Quality Report (2022/23).
Patient Safety Quality Priorities
a. Finalise plans for an elective hub at Warwick Hospital and strengthen plans to protect elective capacity
b. Commence implementation of a replacement for legacy patient records systems
c. Create an environment to support children and young people in a mental health crisis accessing our
services
Patient Experience Quality Priorities
a. Expand use of the patient portal to cover community services and increased sharing of clinical
information, enabling our patients to own their own records
b. Wider mobilisation of monitoring technology in homes and care home settings
c. Fully implement Living Well with Cancer agenda across all cancer sites
Patient Outcomes Quality Priorities
a. Develop and implement a workforce strategy for maternity
b. Work with partners to implement the recommendations of national Autism strategy
c. Use population health data to drive planning and decision making to move resources that help keep
people well for longer and reduce inequalities
How these priorities were decided and why they are our priorities
In 2021/22 a virtual Round Table event was held between the Board of Directors and Council of Governors.
During this session the key quality priorities and objectives for the Organisation were identified and discussed.
The views of patients, public and staff are also obtained through these types of events via our Governors,
who represent their members. Other sources of information that are used to help us identify and agree our
quality priorities include feedback from external sources, such as the Care Quality Commission and through
the work of our Patient Forum.
How we measure, monitor and report quality
Our Board of Directors receives a monthly integrated performance dashboard from the Executive Directors
which contains a broad range of performance measures including progress against the annual objectives and
the quality priorities. The Council of Governors receives a Status Update report from the Chief Executive on
progress against the Trust’s objectives on a quarterly basis. The Board Assurance Framework provides
assurance to the Board of delivery of all key objectives inclusive of our quality priorities. Each objective has
a lead director who is accountable for the delivery of that objective. Our management and governance
structures provide a mechanism for measuring and reporting progress against these priorities, implementing
change and assurance on risk.
As part of strengthening quality and visibility of the board at team, ward and department level, the ‘Board to
Ward’ initiatives have continued throughout the year, although most have been held virtually. Members of the
Executive Team also visit areas across the organisation on a regular basis outside of ‘Board to Ward’
activities, however this is not formally recorded.
As part of these visits, patient safety, incidents, complaints, and issues that impact on the quality of care are
discussed. As a result of these discussions, action is taken by either the Executive Team or by the team
leaders to ensure the high quality of care. Where applicable performance against these priority indicators will
be discussed with system wide partners and commissioners.
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High Level Committees

Organisational Structure High Level Committees

Organisational Structure Divisional Risk Groups
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Maternity Structure Risk Management Reporting

Our Quality Priorities for 2021/22
Patient Safety Quality Priorities
a. Agree Place Clinical Strategy and liaise with University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire (UHCW) to
review and deliver tertiary services specification
b. Manage Clinical safety risks alongside treatment prioritisation
c. Oversee the Electronic Patient Records (EPR) mobilisation strategy
Patient Experience Quality Priorities
a. Continue to roll out Accident and Emergency (A&E) 111 First, maximising non-conveyance opportunities
b. Improve the quality and patient experience of hospital discharge processes
c. Facilitate the delivery of productivity gains through training more staff in continuous improvement and
facilitating Group-wide sharing
Patient Outcomes Quality Priorities
a. Review Trust clinical policies to ensure inclusivity and a narrowing of health inequalities
b. Reduce the incidence of delayed or missed diagnosis
c. Ensure clinical engagement and ideas generation
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2.1 Statement of Assurance from the Board
This section contains the statutory statements concerning the quality of services provided by South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust. These are common to all quality accounts and can be used to compare
us with other organisations.

Review of our Services

During 2021/22 the Trust continued to provide and/or subcontracted the services offered in 2019/20 and
2020/21
The Trust has reviewed all the data available to them on the quality of care in 100% of these relevant health
services.
Income provided to the Trust during 2021/22 was in line with the funding the Trust received in 2019/20 and
as such the services delivered will continue to account for 91% of the income generated.

Our Participation in Clinical Audits

During 2021-22, 33 national clinical audits and 2 national confidential enquiries covered services that South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust provides.
During that period South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust participated in 30 (91%) national clinical audits
and 2 (100%) national confidential enquiries of the national clinical audits and national confidential enquiries
which it was eligible to participate in.
National Clinical Audits that
South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust is eligible to
participate in 2021-22
Acute Care
Cardiac Arrest (National Cardiac
Arrest Audit)
Case Mix Programme (CMP)
Society for Acute Medicine
Benchmarking Audit (SAMBA)
National Emergency Laparotomy
Audit (NELA)
Blood Transfusion
National Comparative Audit of
Blood Transfusion programme:
2021 Audit of Patient Blood
Management against NICE
Guidelines
Cancer
Lung cancer (National Lung
cancer Audit)
National Gastro-Intestinal Cancer
Programme:
Bowel cancer
(National Bowel Cancer Audit)
Oesophago-gastric cancer
(National O-G Cancer Audit)
National Prostate Cancer audit
National Audit of Breast Cancer in
Older Patients (NABCOP)

National Clinical Audits
that South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust were
eligible for and
participated in 2021-22

National Clinical Audits that
SWFT participated in and for
which data collection completed,
% completion *



100%



100%



100%



100%

x

Although SWFT did not participate
in this audit the report has been
reviewed by the Hospital
Transfusion Committee. A local
audit using the same standards is
being planned.



100%



100%



100% (Initial diagnosis and referral
to UHCW)



100%



100%
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National Clinical Audits that
South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust is eligible to
participate in 2021-22
Cardiology
National Cardiac Audit
Programme:
Acute Myocardial Infarction and
other ACS (MINAP)
Heart Failure (Heart Failure Audit)
Cardiac Arrhythmia (Cardiac
Rhythm Management Audit)
National Audit of Cardiac
Rehabilitation

Emergency Medicine
Pain in Children (in the
Emergency Department [ED])
Infection Control (in the ED)
Fracture Neck of Femur (in the
ED)
Elective Procedures
Elective surgery (National
PROM’s Programme)
National Joint Registry
End of Life
National Audit of Care at the End
of Life (NACEL)
Learning Disabilities
LeDeR - Learning from the deaths
of people with a learning disability
Long Term Conditions
National Diabetes Audit
Programme:
National Diabetes Core Audit
Insulin Pump Therapy in Adults
National Inpatient Audit
Diabetes in Pregnancy Audit
Diabetes Foot Care Audit
National Audit of Dementia
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
(National IBD Registry Audit)
Maternity and Paediatrics
Neonatal Intensive and Special
Care (NNAP)
National Audit of Seizures and
Epilepsies in Children and Young
People
Diabetes
(RCPH
National
Paediatric Diabetes Audit)

National Clinical Audits
that South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust were
eligible for and
participated in 2021-22





National Clinical Audits that
SWFT participated in and for
which data collection completed,
% completion *

100%
100%
100%

x

Due to Covid-19 related staffing
issues SWFT was unable to
participate in this audit for 2021-22.
The Trust is planning to
recommence submission in 22-23.





100%
100%
100%



100%



100%



100%



100%







100%
100%
100%
100%
100%



100%



100%



100%



100%



100%
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National Clinical Audits that
South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust is eligible to
participate in 2021-22

National Clinical Audits
that South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust were
eligible for and
participated in 2021-22

National Clinical Audits that
SWFT participated in and for
which data collection completed,
% completion *

National Confidential
Enquiries that South
Warwickshire
Foundation Trust were
eligible for and
participated in 2021-22

National Confidential Enquiries
that SWFT participated in and for
which data collection completed,
% completion

Maternal, Newborn and Infant

Clinical Outcome Review
100%
Programme (MBRACE-UK)
National Maternity and Perinatal

100%
Audit (NMPA)
Perinatal Mortality review tool

100%
Child Mortality database

100%
Older People
Falls and Fragility Fractures
Programme:
100%
National Hip Fracture Database


National Inpatient Falls audit
100%
Sentinel Stroke National Audit

100%
Programme (SSNAP)
Rheumatology

National Early Inflammatory
100%
Arthritis Audit (NEIAA)
Respiratory
National Asthma and COPD Audit
Programme:

100%
COPD

100%
Adult Asthma

100%
Paediatric Asthma

Pulmonary Rehabilitation
100%
British Thoracic Society Audits:
National Outpatient Management

of Pulmonary Embolism
100%
National Smoking Cessation Audit

2021
100%
Serious Hazards of Transfusion (SHOT)

Serious Hazards of Transfusion
All required data submitted directly
(SHOT); UK national
haemovigilance scheme
Urology
Transurethral Resection and
x
The Trust is looking in to submitting
Single instillation mitomycin C
data in 22-23
Evaluation in bladder Cancer
Treatment
*During the COVID pandemic National Audit Organisations/bodies have requested that Trusts submit
what data they can. Where SWFT has submitted data this has been recorded as 100%.
National Confidential Enquiries
that South Warwickshire
Foundation Trust is eligible to
participate in 2021-22
Transition from child to adult
health services
Epilepsy



Data collection on going



Data collection on going

The reports of 21 National Clinical Audits were reviewed by the provider in 2021-22 and South Warwickshire
NHS Foundation Trust is taking the following key actions to improve the quality of healthcare provided.
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National Emergency Laparotomy Audit (NELA) Year 6
Discuss the referral pathway with Geriatric Medicine to increase the number of patients aged 85+ or over 65
and frail seen by a geriatrician.
National Diabetes Inpatient Audit (NaDIA) 2019
Perform insulin awareness training sessions to reduce ‘harms’ that occur due to errors of inpatient diabetes
management.
National Audit of Cardiac Rehabilitation (NACR) 2019
Refine recruitment process to Cardiac Rehab Programme to optimise recruitment of post myocardial
infarction patients.
Devise cardiac rehabilitation programme tailored to specific patient needs to improve outcomes.
National IBD Registry 2020
Record duration and drug stop dates in clinic notes to improve the management of and help reduce the risk
to patients on steroids, immunomodulators and biologics.
NACAP National Adult Asthma Audit 2020
Communicate via email, posters and screensavers the need that all patients need to be seen by a respiratory
specialist within the first 24hrs which will improve the time taken for patients to be seen by a respiratory
specialist.
Production and distribution of emails, a poster and screensaver amongst A&E and acute medical staff of the
current interventions and asthma pathways to increase awareness.
National Pulmonary Rehabilitation Audit
Increase staffing and starting a home based exercise programme to reduce waiting time from referral to start
date for patients on the pulmonary rehab programme.
Ensure that patients undertake exercise tests pre and post rehab programme to more accurately measure
their improvement in exercise capacity.
National Hip Fracture Database (NHFD) 2019 and 2020
Review and update the clerking booklet to encourage timely use of the delirium assessment tool (4AT)
assessment.
Introduce an anticoagulation flow-chart, developed by the anaesthetic team, within the clerking booklet to
assist with management of patients with a hip fracture.
Continue to work with dementia specialists to improve the use of pre-op Abbreviated Mental Test Score
(AMTS), and optimise pre-op care.
National Joint Registry (NJR) Data Quality Audit 2018-2019 and 2019-2020
Audit more frequently than the audit minimum of twice a year to ensure early detection of any issues with
data gathering.
Educate theatre staff and registrars regarding the importance of NJR submission and completion of forms to
improve data quality and completeness.
National Children and Young People Asthma Audit 2019-20
Develop a checklist in the electronic discharge summary to ensure all elements of the discharge bundle are
addressed and that following admission for an asthma attack that follow-up services are provided.
Explore current hospital smoking cessation provision so that appropriate referrals and information on the
service can be provided.
The reports of 51 local clinical audits were reviewed by the provider in 2021- 22. A selection of actions from
the local audits that will have a beneficial outcome on patient care is described below:
•
•
•

To improve patient satisfaction with ENT consultations by creating a list of cases that will be
recommended for teleconsultations in the future
Reconfiguration of theatres care pathway to make it more user friendly
Modifying Patient Handover checklist in the Anaesthetic chart to create a more structured handover
process
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introducing stickers/new anaesthetic charts for intubation with videolaryngoscopy to standardise the
scoring system used
Introducing of the Lipid Passport and information leaflet to staff and Acute Coronary syndrome (ACS)
patients to improve knowledge and empowering patient’s participation in monitoring their Lipid profiles
Integrating Lipid management topic into Induction for new doctors to the Cardiology department to
improve management of patients with ACS
Attending each general medical ward to highlight Somerset Cancer database to practicing clinicians to
help improve access to Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) outcomes
Diabetes team creating flow charts for management of diabetes mellitus in terminal illness and in last
days of life to improve guidance provided to staff
To improve pain scoring and analgesia at Triage in the Emergency Department by reminding all staff
involved in the triage of patients that pain score recording is a quality indicator and vital to ensuring
appropriate initial patient management and onward triage location
Improving care provided to children with Down’s syndrome by creating a proforma as a tool to remind
clinicians of what health screens are due
Improve the monitoring and updating of High Risk Injectable Medicines List in order to increase safety for
patients
Changing skin prep to chlorhexidine for Caesarean sections to be in line with current NICE guidelines
Producing a poster on safety netting best practice in the Paediatric Assessment Unit to improve
documentation of safety netting and help prevent re-attendances

Our Participation in Clinical Research
The number of patients receiving relevant health services provided or sub-contracted by the Trust in
2021/2022 that were recruited during that period to participate in research approved by a research ethics
committee as part of the Health Research Authority was 1781.
Participation in clinical research demonstrates the Trust’s commitment to improving the quality of care we
offer and to making our contribution to wider health improvement.
Increased investment in the Research Delivery Team by the Trust has helped to increase the participation in
clinical trials across the Trust.
The Trust was involved in conducting 96 clinical research studies during 2021/2022, 63 of the studies are
open to recruitment, 33 are closed to recruitment and are now in follow-up. Most of these studies are Cancer
studies with more than 400 participants. 82 of the studies open were supported by the National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR) through its research networks. The Trust aims to approve 100% of studies within
the 40-day benchmark set by the NIHR/Clinical Research Network West Midlands (CRN-WM).
Specialties

Cancer & Haematology
Infection & COVID 19
Reproduction
Oral, Gastroenterology &
Hepatology
Anaesthetics /Pre-Op & Pain
Management
Critical Care
Diabetes
Paediatrics
Skin
Blood
Eyes & Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Cardiology

Number of
Studies Open to
Recruitment in
2021-2022
10
7
7
5

Total Numbers
of Patients
Recruited in
2021-2022
76
740
690
28

Total Numbers of
Patients Recruited
since the start of
the Study
219
2016
2634
100

3

80

312

3
2
2
2
2
2
1

50
12
10
27
45
3
19

69
73
27
55
45
6
19
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Genetics
Neurological
Public Health
Educational (PhD, MSc
Service Evaluation etc.)

and

1
1

1
n/a

1
n/a

1
14

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

The Trust continues to partake in multi-centred studies supporting high quality research for the benefit of our
patients. Our involvement in research has resulted in over 40 publications in the past three years, helping to
improve patient outcomes and experience across the NHS.
In November 2021 a new Research Strategy was signed off by the Trust. The strategy highlights an increased
collaboration with the University of Warwick. As part of the strategy we will be working closely to provide new
opportunities for developing research in 2022 onwards and a Non-Executive Director from Warwick University
has joined our Board of Directors

Our Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUINs) performance
(Goals Agreed with Commissioners)

The operation of CQUINs was not implemented for providers in 2021/22 due to the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Providers were not required to implement CQUIN requirements, carry out audits or submit CQUIN
performance data. An allowance for CQUIN was included in the nationally set block payments.

Care Quality Commission
The Trust is required to register with the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and its current registration status
is ‘registered without conditions’.
The CQC has not taken enforcement action against the Trust during 2021/22.
The Trust has not participated in any special reviews or investigations by the CQC during the reporting period.
Registration confirms that the Trust meets all regulations and standards stipulated by the CQC. It also
confirms that the Trust is authorised to provide all registered services across all locations registered under
the Trust.
The Trust was last inspected by the CQC in August and September 2019 and we were delighted to be
awarded an overall rating of ‘Outstanding’ with no enforcement actions stipulated.
There were areas identified for minor improvement in parts of the Trust, for which the Trust has taken action
to improve. Progress is monitored internally through the Trust’s Divisional Audit and Operational Governance
Groups (AOGGs) and Clinical Governance Committee.
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Our Data Quality
The percentage of records in the published data which included the patient's valid NHS
Number was:
Trust Performance
National Average
Admitted patient care
99.9%
99.7%
Outpatient care
100%
99.8%
Accident and Emergency care
99.7%
98.9%
The percentage of records in the published data which included the patient's valid General
Practitioner Registration Code was:
Trust Performance
National Average
Admitted patient care
100%
99.7%
Outpatient care
100%
99.6%
Accident and emergency care
100%
99.5%
For NHS number and GP registered code compliance the Trust has maintained its compliance from the
previous year’s position, and therefore, remained above the national and regional average.
Clinical Coding.
The annual Clinical Coding Audit took place between 19/02/22 – 01/03/22 in support of Information
Governance requirements for the Data Security and Protection Toolkit (DSPT) Toolkit. The overall DSPT
level achieved was ‘Standards Exceeded’ which was excellent with the auditors congratulating the Team on
such a good result.
There were 200 episodes of care audited which covered five specialties: General Surgery, Trauma &
Orthopaedics, ENT, Gastroenterology and Cardiology.
Audit Findings
There were five Consultant Episodes where the Healthcare Resource Groups would have changed if the
activity was funded using the national tariff payment system and this would have been a net undercharge of
£6,070 (2.39%).
Provider episodes tested in sample
% episodes changing HRG
Pre audit commissioner payment
Post audit commissioner payment
Net change in payment – undercharge
Net change in payment %

200
2.5%
£253,586
£259, 656
£6,070
2.39%

The overall performance was excellent with the standards being exceeded for the Data Security and
Protection Toolkit (DSPT).
Key Metrics
Primary Diagnosis
Secondary Diagnosis
Primary Procedure
Secondary Procedure

% correct 2021/2022
95.00
95.14
95.56
94.20

% correct 2020/2021
91.00
95.17
91.30
97.56

Report Conclusions
The audit report was excellent considering the continued impact of the pandemic and the challenges arising
from this. The Trust was again congratulated on an excellent overall clinical coding result.
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The coding of procedures for General Surgery and Gastroenterology was excellent and achieved the
‘standards exceeded’ level. Trauma& Orthopaedics, ENT and Cardiology achieved the ‘standards met’ DSPT
level.
The accuracy of Primary diagnosis was slightly lower for Trauma & Orthopaedics (90.00%) compared to the
other audit sample categories.
Noted from the audit
Clinical coding accuracy for this audit achieved the highest overall audit result compared to the previous four
external audits (2018/19, 2019/20, 2020/21, 2021/22), with all previous audits achieving the DSPT standards
met level of attainment. Primary procedure accuracy (95.56%) was significantly higher than 2020/21
(+4.26%).
Secondary diagnosis coding accuracy (95.14%) was very similar to last year’s audit showing the department
continue to accurately capture co-morbidities and other relevant diagnostic detail from the health record.
The following recommendations were made:
• Feedback all errors to the coding department in the form of internal training sessions
• When new clinical coding standards are published, the clinical coding department should conduct data
validation checks specifically based on the new standards to ensure these are being implemented
correctly from the appropriate date.
During another challenging year the coding department have continued to produce good quality coding. In
November 2021 a further three new trainees started and again their training commenced via Microsoft Teams
which we have found to be extremely successful these past two years.
Out of Hospitals Care Collaborative (OOH)
Work continues with the OOH to ensure that their data quality standards are met. During the past year there
was a particular focus on the data quality around the reporting of the Trusts Urgent Care Response position,
and this will continue into the next financial year.
Regular data quality meetings are taking place and data quality issues continue to be identified and these
are being picked up with the appropriate teams.
Elective Division
2021/22 saw the establishment and roll out of the new divisional data quality functional groups, which will
pick up data quality issues specific to each of the Trust’s divisional areas. It covers all aspects that could
impact on income, quality of patient care and patient experience and therefore provide assurance to the Audit
Committee in relation to compliance with Costing and Data quality standards. Areas of focus have been
around the establishment of Patient Initiated Follow-Ups and virtual clinics.
Emergency Division
2021/22 saw the implementation of the new A&E EPR system – Nervecentre. This has resulted in big
improvements in the national data requirements for the A&E Department. A data quality A&E Functional
Group has been set up to monitor and progress concerns around data issues.
Family Health Division
There continues to be improvements in the quality of the data recorded within the maternity system, ‘Badger’.
With regards to Lorenzo, data quality reports continue to be provided where errors occur with further work to
be identified to support the Division.
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Data Quality and Assurance Framework
Work around the implementation of a Data Quality Assurance Programme continues. This includes:
• Further development of the engagement of data quality assurance across the Divisions and Groups
with the roll-out of the data quality functional groups
• Datix reporting; some data quality issues are now captured and reported on Datix
• Increase awareness of the importance of data quality to all staff
• Widen the scope of data quality Assurance to other clinical systems
• Formal assurance mark such as STAR covering key performance indicators (KPIs) within the Trust and
Foundation Group
As with other departments this has been another challenging year. New processes and ways of working
throughout the trust continue to develop and evolve and with this the Team strives to ensure the data is
recorded to the highest standard.

Information Governance
Information Governance is a legal accountability framework that governs the use of personal confidential
data in a health and social care setting.
Information Governance outlines the overarching approach for the management of information and data
within our organisation. This is achieved by ensuring consistent local processes and procedures are
implemented and reviewed, ensuring Trust employees understand and manage the handling of personal
information in a legal, secure and effective way to deliver organisational services.
The Information Governance framework sets out how staff who create, store, share and dispose of
information, have a clear understanding of their responsibilities; this improves and protects information
security, quality, processing, and the handling of data, and provides a consistent and common-sense
approach that brings together the guidance, standards and best practice that apply to the handling of personal
information.
The framework and use of personal confidential data are complex, it includes:
• NHS Act 2006
• Health and Social Care Act 2012
• The Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA)18
• General Data Protection Regulation 2018 (GDPR)
• The Human Rights Act
• Information Quality Assurance
• The NHS Code of Confidentiality
• Information Security Assurance and Protection
• Records Management
The standards and best practice allow organisations to implement the Department of Health and Social Care
(DHSC) and the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) advice and guidance which ensures compliance
with the legal framework.
The Data Security and Protection Standards for health and care were introduced on the 1st April 2018 by
NHS Digital under the National Data Guardians (NDG) review, clustered under three leadership obligations;
these Standards address People, Process, and Technology compliance.
To comply with the Information Governance framework the Trust must undertake a self-assessment to
identify and evidence its current compliance against the 10 NDG data security standards that sit beneath the
three leadership obligations; the outcomes provide evidence that the Trust can protect from the risk of a data
breach or cyber-attack.
Data Security and Protection Toolkit (DSPT) is the online self-assessment tool that enables the Trust to
comply with the 10 NDG security standards. The assessment tool evidence requirements are updated yearly
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by NHS Digital and are subject to ongoing development and changes; this is in line with legislation, policy,
and developments to the Digital landscape.
The 2020/2021 Toolkit contains 111 mandatory evidence items; the evidence is divided into the categories
listed below:
• Personal confidential data
• Staff responsibilities
• Training
• Managing Data Access
• Process Reviews
• Responding to Incidents
• Continuity Planning
• Unsupported Systems
• IT Protection
• Accountable Suppliers
All 111 mandatory evidence requirements for 2020/21 DSPT were completed, and submitted by the Trust in
June 2021, achieving a ‘Standard Met’ compliance statement.
As part of the evolving framework the DSPT Standards Met requirements were revised following an extensive
review. As part of the review an independent audit assessment guideline was developed to improve better
assurance of the DSPT and to highlight risk themes across the health and social care system.
Information and Computer Technology (ICT) Services have continued to meet the ever-present challenge of
protecting the ICT estate and ICT system users throughout 2021/22 and the Trust ICT infrastructure and
services have not been impacted by cyber-attacks or malicious software during the period covered by this
report.
The Trust continues to meet the 14-day timescale for the implementation of critical or high severity security
patches and are maintaining a consistent rate of 99% plus of the desktop and server estate remaining up to
date with routine security patches. The volume of malicious and spam or phishing emails received has
increased significantly over this period and we are currently blocking in excess of 25k emails each day.
Ongoing Investment in new technical solutions to further bolster our cyber defences have been made and
the introduction of an additional module to our desktop security suite, as well as multi-factor authentication
for staff using services such as Office 365, email and increasing the strength of user passwords to meet
National Cyber Security Centre guidelines.

Our Hospital Mortality Rates
Mortality rates have been described as “a smoke alarm” which should always be checked even if the trigger
is thought to be already known. A variety of mortality indicators have been developed, which take into account
patient factors such as age, gender, whether an admission was emergency or elective, diagnosis when first
admitted to hospital, important co-morbidities, whether receiving palliative care, and any socioeconomic
deprivation in the area where the patient lived.
During April 2021 – March 2022, 910 of the Trust’s in-patients died in hospital (as opposed to community
patients dying outside of hospital or deaths in the A&E Department) of which 13 were people with learning
disabilities and 6 had a severe mental illness.
During this period there were also 6 neonatal deaths and 6 still births (24 weeks gestation or later).
This comprised the following number of deaths which occurred in each quarter of that reporting period:
• 162 in the first quarter (of which 5 were of a person with learning disabilities and nil had a severe mental
illness). During this period there were 2 neonatal deaths and 2 still births.
• 214 in the second quarter (of which 1 was of a person with learning disabilities and 4 had a severe mental
illness). During this period there were 2 neonatal deaths and 2 still births.
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•
•

269 in the third quarter (of which 4 were people with learning disabilities and 1 had a severe mental
illness). During this period there were 2 neonatal deaths and 2 still births.
265 in the fourth quarter (of which 3 were of a person with learning disabilities and 1 had a severe mental
illness). During this period there was 0 neonatal death and 0 still birth.

Before issuing a death certificate, deaths in hospital have a screening mortality review by the Medical
Examiners supported by the Medical Examiner Officer. Deaths for further in depth mortality reviews
(Structured Judgement Reviews – SJRs) are selected in line with the criteria specified in the National
Guidance on Learning from Deaths:
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/nqb-national-guidance-learning-from-deaths.pdf
By 31 March 2022, 792 case record reviews (Medical Examiner/mortality reviews) and 29 investigations
(follow-up incidents, discussed at Weekly Potential Significant Event Meeting, Perinatal Mortality Reviews
(from 22 weeks) and Serious Incident reviews) had been carried out in relation to the 910 deaths* and for
deaths in A&E/ still births/ neonatal deaths.
* Not all deaths require a case record review - deaths for mortality reviews are selected in line with the criteria
specified in the National Guidance on Learning from Deaths.
The number of deaths in each quarter for which a Medical Examiner/ mortality review was carried out was:
• 124 in quarter 1
• 198 in quarter 2
• 230 in quarter 3 (so far – there is always a time lag between the date of death and date of review)
• 240 in quarter 4 (so far – there is always a time lag between the date of death and date of review)
Five, representing 0.1% of the patient deaths during the reporting period are judged to more likely than not
to have been due to problems in the care provided to the patient. In relation to each quarter, this consisted
of: two (representing 0.1%) for the first quarter; one (representing 0.1%) for the second quarter; two
(representing 0.1%) for the third quarter; and nil (representing 0%) for the fourth quarter.
These numbers have been estimated in line with the trusts Incident Management Policy including
Management of Serious Incidents (SI).
What is a Standardised Mortality Ratio?
A simple count of deaths alone does not take in to account the difference in size of hospitals. Unadjusted
mortality is a calculation created by dividing the number of deaths by the number of patients treated in a given
hospital, for a given period, which generates a percentage rate of patients who die in that hospital. This is
perhaps the simplest way to judge hospital mortality performance.
Unadjusted mortality has only a limited role in looking at deaths within hospitals. Apart from the obvious
differences in size between hospitals, it also depends on the seriousness of the conditions that patients are
admitted with, commonly referred to as case mix. This has led to the development of a number of models
which adjust for this to help understand an organisation’s comparative position. Collectively these models
produce a statistic known as a Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR). Another example of a hospital
standardised mortality ratio which is widely used is the Risk Adjusted Mortality Indicator (RAMI).
Standardised mortality ratios have been used for a long time in public health medicine, often to examine
regional variations in death for specific causes. They produce a figure by comparing the number of actual
deaths (often referred to as ‘observed deaths’) with the number of deaths that the statistical model would
predict after adjusting for the population characteristics (often referred to as ‘expected deaths’). Hospital
standardised mortality ratios adjust for a wider range of variables which take into account the patient factors
described in the first paragraph above. A trust’s standardised mortality ratios are often compared with those
of its peer group of similar trusts.
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Using a Mortality Ratio
HSMR & RAMI
The DHSC has said that, “A high HSMR is a trigger to ask hard questions. Good hospitals monitor their
HSMR data actively and seek to understand where performance may be falling short and action should not
stop until the clinical leaders and the Board at the hospital are satisfied that the issues have been effectively
dealt with.” The Trust monitors trends in mortality and discusses contributing factors at the monthly Mortality
Surveillance Committee (MSC). The MSC reports to the Trust’s Clinical Governance Committee (CGC) and
Board of Directors (BoD).
Over the 12-month period of this report, the Trust’s RAMI has remained stable and have remained below its
peer group. The Trust’s HSMR was below peer in quarter 1 and increased to a rate closer to that of the peer
group, which it broadly tracked in quarters 2-4.
HSMR: SWFT vs Peer Group
12 Monthly rolling values:

RAMI: SWFT vs Peer Group
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Summary Hospital-Level Mortality Indicator (SHMI)
SHMI is the ratio between the actual number of patients who die following a treatment at the Trust and the
number that would be expected to die on the basis of average England figures, given the characteristics of
the patients treated there.
It covers all deaths reported of patients who were admitted to acute, non-specialist trusts and either die while
in hospital or within 30 days of discharge.
The data used to produce the SHMI is generated from data the Trust submits to the Secondary Uses Services
(SUS) linked with data from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) death registrations to enable capturing of
deaths which occur outside of hospitals. Additional contextual indicators are also published alongside the
SHMI to add some context to the interpretation of the SHMI.
The latest values for SHMI for SWFT from NHS Digital Clinical Indicator Previewer are:
• April 2020 to March 2021
100
• July 2020 to June 2021
97
• November 2020 to October 2021
97
• December 2020 to November 2021
96
The latest SHMI value for SWFT may be viewed as a funnel plot on page 3 at:
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiYmMyYTE5YmYtOWM0Yy00ZTYzLTg3MjAtYjg4O
DMxY2Q0MzE2IiwidCI6IjUwZjYwNzFmLWJiZmUtNDAxYS04ODAzLTY3Mzc0OGU2MjllMi IsImMiOjh9/
These figures are banded, “As expected” and show a stable SHMI.
NHS Digital has provided the following update: “COVID-19 activity is now excluded from the SHMI. The SHMI
is not designed for this type of pandemic activity and the statistical modelling used to calculate the SHMI may
not be as robust if such activity were included.”
How to use the SHMI
The SHMI requires careful interpretation and should not be taken in isolation as a headline figure of the
Trust’s performance. The SHMI is an indication of whether individual trusts are conforming to the national
baseline of hospital-related mortality. Mortality within a trust is described as being either “as expected”, “lower
than expected” or “higher than expected”. All trusts are encouraged to explore and understand the activity
which underlies their SHMI from their own data collection sources.
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What the Trust has achieved
The Trust monitors trends in mortality and discusses contributing factors at the monthly MSC. The MSC
reports to the Trust’s Clinical Governance Committee and Board of Directors and in its latest quarterly report
in May 2022 has provided assurance that:
• Mortality rates for all deaths remain stable with Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR) and Risk
Adjusted Mortality Indicators (RAMI) falling below the Trust’s peer group, and Summary Hospital-level
Mortality Indicator (SHMI) being, “As Expected”;
• The MSC continues to monitor risk adjusted mortality at speciality and diagnosis level, and commissions
further detailed work when appropriate;
• The current Mortality Scorecard is green for all indicators with the exception of:
o All general surgery deaths – deep dive undertaken with no gap in care identified;
o AKI – deep dive undertaken with no gap in care identified
o Heart Failure – deep dive undertaken with no gap in care identified
• Resulting learning is shared - the single most common theme for learning emerging from not only local
but also regional and national mortality reviews, is that of appropriate Advanced Care Planning, and the
earlier identification of patients who are End of Life;
• The Trust complies with the National Guidance on Learning from Deaths, and has worked to further
improve the mortality review process by developing the Medical Examiner Office;
• Learning from Deaths (Focus on Medical Examiner function) has been audited by CW Audit (Internal
Audit) and the report presented to the Audit Committee in September 2020; significant progress has
been made with the Medical Examiner system and the recommendations from the audit report have been
progressed to near completion.
Mortality Reviews and Learning from Deaths
The Trust complies with the standards for mortality reviews set by the National Guidance on Learning from
Deaths and has further improved the mortality review process by developing the Medical Examiner Office.
Systems to support compliance with these standards have been introduced, as well as making participation
in mortality reviews part of Consultants’ job plans and an essential requirement for revalidation. This has
allowed Consultants the time to complete mortality reviews and participate in departmental morbidity/
mortality meetings, facilitating learning from deaths. In line with the level 4 national alert in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic specialty mortality reviews were paused, to allow a focus on clinical priorities and on
reviews relating to deaths linked to hospital acquired Covid-19 infections.
Any areas identified by these reviews where patient care may be improved are widely shared within the Trust
and actions taken. Oversight of mortality reviews through our AOGGs which report monthly to the MSC have
been strengthened, ensuring greater surveillance of deaths and the sharing of learning. The AOGGs and
MSC report to the Clinical Governance Committee on a quarterly basis, which reports to the BoD. The BoD
also receives a monthly report of mortality figures in the integrated quality dashboard, and a quarterly
mortality update.
Learning from Mortality Reviews
Root cause analyses (RCAs) of any deaths judged to be more likely than not to have been due to problems
in the care provided to the patient, identify learning.
The two such deaths during the period of this report, identified opportunities to improve discharge processes,
in particular around discharge medication and to improve how the A&E Department ensure appropriate senior
reviews take place where required prior to discharge.
The learning from mortality reviews has informed work to further improve the mortality review process by
developing the local Medical Examiner Office with the establishment of a stable team of Medical Examiners,
the appointment of a Medical Examiner Officer, and the development of remote working where possible
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The mortality review process has facilitated working with primary care to jointly review deaths and share
learning. The Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) Mortality Lead attends the MSC.
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At the most recent meeting of the Coventry and Warwickshire System Wide Mortality Oversight Group, the
second LeDeR Annual Report for Coventry and Warwickshire was circulated with learning and an action plan
which was reviewed at the Clinical Governance Committee meeting in May 2022.
The learning from mortality reviews is shared within the Trust via the AOGGs, grand rounds, multidisciplinary
mortality meetings, speciality department governance meetings, patient safety monthly reports, patient safety
newsletters and via internal communication channels.
Action plans from reviews of potentially significant events and Serious Incident Root Cause Analyses (RCAs)
are monitored by the Patient Safety team and reported to the relevant AOGG, Patient Safety Surveillance
Committee and Clinical Governance Committee.
Learning from mortality reviews is shared more widely across the West Midlands through the West Midlands
Mortality Leads Meetings, and the Coventry and Warwickshire System Wide Mortality Oversight Group with
feedback through the MSC.
Learning from the deaths of patients with a learning disability (LeDeR)
There has been a national review of the LeDeR process and database, with a transition of the reviewing role
from providers to dedicated reviewers within the CCG. Although this change is required from the start of
2022/23 in Warwickshire this was implemented by the CCG during 2021/22. SWFT continues to identify and
report appropriate cases to LeDeR and to carry out local reviews of care to feed into LeDeR reviews. SWFT
patient safety and safeguarding representatives attend a monthly system wide themed learning meeting
where focussed reviews prepared by CCG reviewers are discussed, learning is shared and progress
monitored.
Learning from LeDeR reviews includes:
• Ensuring use of the patient passport when transferring between community and acute settings
• Ensuring appropriate use of capacity assessments
• Involving families in provision of collateral histories
Actions Proposed following the Reporting Period
•
•

•

To include themes identified from mortality learning in the Executive Safety Campaign (Board to Ward)
for the coming year e.g. End of life care/ Care of the deteriorating patient/ use of ReSPECT forms;
To work closely with the Primary Care Network (PCN) and at ‘Place’ to highlight any recurring themes
from LeDeR;
To implement an overarching mortality IT database to be imported from Wye Valley NHS Trust, a member
of the Foundation Group. This will encompass the work of the Medical Examiner Office and mortality
review system.
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2.3 Reporting against core indicators
Since 2012/13 NHS foundation trusts have been required to report performance against a core set of
indicators using data made available to the trust by NHS Digital.
Indicator
Performance of current and previous National
Highest score
reporting periods
average and lowest score
(a) The value and banding October 17 – September 18 – 0.99
1.0
Not traceable on
of
the
summary October 18 – September 19 – 1.0
1.0
NHSI or NHSD
1.0
hospital-level mortality October 19 – September 20 – 0.94
1.0
indicator (‘SHMI’) for the October 20 – September 21 – 0.97
trust for the reporting
period; and
October 17 – September 18 – 16.55%
(b) The
percentage
of October 18 – September 19 – 27.79% Not traceable Not traceable on
NHSI or NHSD
patient deaths with October 19 – September 20 – 29.4%
on NHSI or
NHSD
palliative care coded at October 20 – September 21 – 29.0%
either
diagnosis or
specialty level for the
trust for the reporting *This is the most recent data
period.
The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: The Trust acknowledges that these percentages are within the
expected range.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these
percentages, and so the quality of its services by: Before issuing a
death certificate, deaths in hospital now have a screening mortality
review by the Medical Examiners supported by the Medical Examiner
Officer. Deaths for further in-depth mortality reviews are selected in line
with the criteria specified in the National Guidance on Learning from
Deaths. Any areas identified by mortality reviews where patient care
may be improved will be widely shared across the Trust. Oversight of
mortality reviews through our AOGGs which report monthly to the
Mortality Surveillance Committee (MSC) will continue and the process
will be consistently reviewed for improvement. The MSC also monitors
risk adjusted mortality at speciality and diagnosis level, and
commissions further detailed work when appropriate. The AOGGs and
the MSC will report on a quarterly basis to the Clinical Governance
Committee, which reports to the Board of Directors. Mortality figures will
continue to be reported to Board of Directors on a monthly basis in the
Integrated Quality dashboard. The improvement in access to Palliative
care services over the last three years has plateaued and the Trust is
exploring ways of improving early recognition or the dying patient to
further improve access to Palliative care.
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The Trust’s patient reported
outcome measures (PROM)
Procedure
scores for:
(i) hip replacement surgery
and
(iv) knee replacement
surgery during the reporting
period.

Year

17/18

Hip
Replaceme
nt

18/19
19/20*
20/21

Measure
EQ-5D
EQ VAS
Oxford Hip
EQ-5D
EQ VAS
Oxford Hip
EQ-5D
EQ VAS
Oxford Hip
EQ-5D
EQ VAS
Oxford Hip

Trust –
England Adjusted
Adjusted
Average Health
Average Health
Gain
Gain
0.444
0.458
13.088
13.877
21.595
22.210
0.444
0.457
13.603
14.103
20.936
22.258
0.459
0.460
13.862
14.074
21.256
22.449
0.424
0.467
13.563
14.683
21.294
22.579

EQ-5D
0.346
0.337
EQ VAS
7.618
8.153
17/18
Oxford
16.920
17.102
Knee
EQ-5D
0.341
0.337
EQ VAS
8.903
7.537
18/19
Oxford
17.124
No data
Knee
Knee
Replaceme
EQ-5D
0.324
0.341
nt
EQ VAS
8.417
7.916
19/20
Oxford
16.78
17.340
Knee
EQ-5D
0.315
0.317
EQ VAS
9.048
7.483
20/21*
Oxford
17.421
16.681
Knee
*The data for Hip Replacement and Knee Replacement 20/21 is still
provisional.
The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: Patients are asked to complete a feedback form postoperatively following a nationally agreed protocol. Patient Reported
Outcome Measures (PROMs) measure health gain in patients
undergoing hip replacement, knee replacement in England, based on
responses to questionnaires before and after surgery.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by: sharing feedback and liaising
with the relevant clinical area to ensure information about the
questionnaire is given to patients and patients are encouraged to
participate.
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The percentage of patients
aged:
(i)
0 to 15 and
(ii)
16 or over
Readmitted to a hospital
which forms part of the trust
within 28 days of being
discharged from a hospital
which forms part of the trust
during the reporting period.
Note: National average data
is not traceable on NHSI or
NHSD

2018/19:
(i)
0-15 years
(ii)
16 years and over

1.4%
3.6%

2019/20:
(i)
0-15 years
(ii)
16 years and over

2.2%
3.1%

2020/21:
(i)
0-15 years
(ii)
16 years and over

1.2%
3.6%

2021/22:
(i)
0-15 years
(ii)
16 years and over

1.4%
3.3%

The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: For the Quality Accounts we have looked at our recent data
for the overall Trust average for all ages groups which is comparable to
our peer group of similar hospitals when using data analysis from Capita
- CHKS. This is because the national published figures are not available
in time for the publication of the report.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by: The Trust overall readmission
rate has fallen over the last 12 months, and has been extending services
to support the frail and elderly, while further developing the integration
of its acute and community teams along with third sector partners as we
develop the requirements of Place and Population Health Management.
The Trust’s responsiveness
to the personal needs of its
patients during the reporting
period.

2017 – 8.1 (not directly comparable to previous years as question was
amended in 2017 was Q49 now Q43)
2018 – 8.1
2019 – 8.0
2020 – 8.6

Note: National average
data is not traceable on
NHSI or NHSD

The latest published in-patient survey CQC data relates to 2020
The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: Performance is on-par with national data published and is
within expected range.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by: The survey identified some areas
where patients were less satisfied. The trust has compiled these into an
action plan, and these will be monitored by the Trust’s Patient
Experience Group.
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The percentage of staff
employed by, or under
contract to, the trust during
the reporting period who
would recommend the trust
as a provider of care to their
family or friends.

Performance of current and
previous reporting periods
2018: 80.6%
2019: 85.8%
2020: 83.5%
2021: 77.1%

National
average
71.0%
70.5%
74.3%
66.9%

Highest
score
and
lowest score
Best 90.4%,
Worst
39.7%
Best 90.5%,
Worst
39.8%
Best 91.7%,
Worst
49.7%
Best 89.5%,
Worst
43.6%

The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: As part of the 2021 NHS Staff survey Staff are required to
respond to the questions surrounding the seven People Promises and
two themes; Staff Engagement and Morale. The Family and Friends Test
question is asked once in the survey and is utilised in a number of
measurements and subscores related to the People Promises and
Themes. The Trust acknowledges that although the overall percentage
is lower than previous years, this also follows the trend across the sector.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by: The staff survey report for 2021
contains a detailed breakdown of each of the key findings, which will
allow us to produce targeted action plans to address areas of concern;
these will be incorporated into the Trust’s Action Plan which includes a
focus on staff wellbeing and providing enhanced support to staff
networks, equality, diversity and inclusion, celebrating staff and
significant achievements and to bring together associated workstreams
in the form of a ‘People Experience Transformation Board’. Clearly the
Trust will be focusing on its lower ranking scores, but also will be
focusing on improving and maintaining the higher ranking scores to
ensure quality care.
The percentage of patients
who were admitted to
hospital and who were risk
assessed
for
venous
thromboembolism
during
the reporting period.
Note: National average
data is not traceable on
NHSI or NHSD

2018/19 - 95.6%
2019/20 – 95.9%
2020/21 – 95.2%
2021/22 – 94.8%
The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: The Trust targeted the improvement of this indicator and has
seen great improvement as a result. As such the Trust has achieved
above the 95% target for the last five months of the year and this is
expected to continue.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by:
• Continuing the educational sessions with each junior doctor intake
• Continuing with a variety of promotional activities to staff and patients
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The rate per 100,000 bed
days of cases of C. Difficile
infection reported within the
Trust amongst patients
aged 2 or over during the
reporting period.
Note: National average
data is not traceable on
NHSI or NHSD

2018/19 – 6.07
2019/20 – 12.73 (19 cases)
2020/21 – 24.01 (28 cases)
2021/22 – 24.01 (39 cases)
The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: Nationally, NHS organisations were not set targets in relation
to Clostridium Difficile (C.Diff) in 2021/22, therefore, we set an ambition,
to not exceed last year’s position of 24 cases and 2 lapses in care. At
the time of writing this report we had had 28 cases but due to the
pressures on the infection prevention and control team during the
pandemic, there has been a delay in investigating all of these so we have
not identified how many of these cases have been linked to lapses in
care. We will do this retrospectively as we come out of the most recent
wave of the COVID pandemic.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by: Continued to identify all cases of
C.Diff and continue to investigate each case collaboratively, taking a
multidisciplinary approach. These investigations were paused during the
first and second wave of the COVID pandemic but are now being
completed in retrospect, so that root causes and organisational learning
can be identified and changes in practice implemented.

The number and, where
available, rate of patient
safety incidents reported
within the Trust during the
reporting period, and the
number and percentage of
such
patient
safety
incidents that resulted in
severe harm or death.

Performance of current and
previous reporting periods
2019/20 A total of 9579 patient
safety incidents, of which 0.17%
resulted in either severe harm or
death
2020/21 - A total of 9954 patient
safety incidents, of which 0.22%
resulted in either severe harm or
death
2021/2022 A total of 10752 patient
safety incidents, of which 0.23%
resulted in either severe harm or
death

National
average

Highest
score
and
lowest score

According to
NHS
Improvement
(NHSI) recent
reporting we
have higher
reporting than
previous
years, and our
reporting
shows we are
in the highest
25%
of
reporters

Not traceable
on NHSI or
NHSD

The Trust considers that this data is as described for the following
reasons: As organisations that report more incidents usually have a
better and more effective safety culture, the Trust is pleased to note it
has higher than average reporting rates for the reporting periods
specified.
The Trust has taken the following actions to improve these scores,
and so the quality of its services by:
• Continual raising of awareness of what constitutes an incident and how
to report.
• Continual improvement of quality investigations and learning.
• Reviewing the severity coding of all incidents to ensure accuracy and
consistency of reporting. Please refer to the Patient safety section of
the Quality Report for reporting rates and the initiatives taken to
encourage reporting.
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Part 3: Other information
Patient Safety
Patient safety concerns everyone in the NHS, whether in a clinical or a non-clinical role. Every day more than
a million people are treated safely and successfully across the NHS, but the evidence tells us that in complex
healthcare systems things will and do go wrong, no matter how dedicated and professional the staff. When
things go wrong, patients are at risk of harm. The effects of harming a patient are widespread. There can be
devastating emotional and physical consequences for patients and their families. For the staff involved too,
incidents can be distressing, and members of clinical teams can become demoralised and disengaged.
Safety incidents also incur costs through litigation and extra treatment.
Patient safety incorporates broad ranges of areas from using the latest technology such as electronic
prescribing to washing hands correctly. Many of the features of patient safety do not involve financial
resources; they involve commitment from individuals to practise safely. Individual staff members can improve
patient safety by engaging with patients and their families, checking procedures, learning from errors, and
communicating effectively with the health care team.

Our Safety Culture
A safety culture is one where safety is embedded in all activities and where staff have a constant and active
awareness of the potential for failure. Staff are able to acknowledge their mistakes, learn from them and take
action to put things right.
The Trust recognises the importance of encouraging a climate of openness in which all employees and other
workers within the Trust can freely express their concerns without any fear of reprisal. This can contribute
constructively to the development and continuous improvement of the Trust’s services. As a result, if a
member of staff raises such a concern the matter will be dealt with positively, quickly, and reasonably. Staff
are supported to raise concerns through having ready access to the “Freedom to Speak Up” Guardian and
are able to raise questions anonymously through the Trust Rumour Mill bulletin board.
As part of open and transparent working, which is supported with the Being Open Policy, staff are encouraged
to report incidents on the Trust’s electronic system which permits an effective risk management mechanism.
There will be no adverse consequences for a member of staff who raises a concern in accordance with the
Being Open Policy unless the concern was raised with malicious intent. By following this Policy staff will be
eligible for the protection set out in The Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998.

Ockenden Report
The independent review of maternity services at Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust ('the Trust’),
known as the Ockenden review was published on 30 March 2022. There is an immediate call to action for
all commissioners and providers of maternity and neonatal services who need to ensure lessons are rapidly
learned and service improvements for women, babies, and their families are driven forward as quickly as
possible. SWFT maternity services are required to submit compliance to the identified safety actions within
the report and these have been presented to the Trust Board and also shared with the Integrated Care
System/ Local Maternity and Neonatal System. At the beginning of April 2022 SWFT had an assurance visit
from the regional midwifery team to assess our services and processes to ensure we are achieving and
working toward a high standard of patient safety within the service. This visit was very successful and the
team complemented us on our positive learning and safety culture within the department. Refer to SWFT’s
Annual Report 2021-22 which outlines in greater detail the actions taken by SWFT following publication of
the report.
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Freedom to Speak Up
The Trust provides various ways in which staff can speak up and raise their concerns within the Trust.
These include:
• ‘Rumour Mill’; an electronic, internal application for asking anonymous questions and queries
• Datix/ Incident reporting
• Line management and team leader channels
• Directors and Chief Executive hold open door sessions
• Trades unions
• People and Workforce Team
• Occupational health
• Chaplaincy
• Staff support
• Speak Up, Wellbeing and Inclusion Ambassadors (who offer signposting and general support)
They can also talk directly to the Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) Team:
Sue Pike who can be contacted by emailing ftsug@swft.nhs.uk or sue.pike@swft.nhs.uk
Deepa Masani who can be contacted by emailing freedomtospeakup@geh.nhs.uk
deepa.masani@geh.nhs.uk

or

When staff speak directly to the FTSU Team, the Team keep in touch with that individual to give feedback
on what is happening with the concern raised, including who the concern has been escalated to and what to
expect. If an investigation is required, this is conducted by an appropriate manager and any recommendations
and learning opportunities are shared as appropriate.
The investigating manager will feed back to the individual who raised concerns, however if the concern has
been raised anonymously or confidentially with the FTSU Team, then the FTSU Team will relay the feedback.
In more complex cases and where changes to practice may have been identified an operational oversight
group is used to ensure action plans and recommendations are put in place. This group includes a general
manager, clinical lead, matron, an Executive lead and a member of the FTSU Team. Actions from these
groups will be reported through Trust Management Board. A 6 monthly FTSU report highlights to the Board
of Directors number of cases, any trends, whether any cases involve perceived bullying and harassment,
patient safety concerns or quality of care issues and if any staff perceive a detriment. The FTSU Team report
quarterly to the National Guardians Office portal and data is available on the model systems platform.
Following speak up cases the FTSU Team send a questionnaire that asks the individual about their speak
up experience and if they feel as though they have suffered a detriment after speaking up. If individual
perceives they have suffered a detriment after speaking up, the FTSU Team raises this with a senior member
of the Board of Directors, usually with either the Chief Executive, Managing Director, Chief People Officer or
Non Exec Director for FTSU.

Rota Gaps
Work continues to ensure medical rotas are both compliant and meet the educational and training
requirements commissioned by Health Education England.
The Trust continues to seek innovative ways to minimise Rota gaps. An example of this is a second on call
‘shadow’ Rota in Medicine, which allows a team member to step into a Rota slot at short notice. This
significantly reduces the need for locum cover whilst maintaining service continuity and good governance.
Work has been underway to expand the rotas within the Elective Division to facilitate stand-alone cover and
reconfigure surgical specialty support. The current A&E rotas are also being redesigned to meet the additional
requirements outlined within the 2016 Junior Doctor Contract requiring more identified protected learning
time within the Rota template.
The Trust Junior Doctor Forum provides a platform to raise concerns and take appropriate action if needed.
The Guardian of Safe Working Quarterly and Annual Reports provide data on Rota gaps and any exception
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reporting. To further support our junior medical workforce, a health and wellbeing lead was appointed to
support them in their workplace.
The ongoing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic continue to see an increase in levels of absence (both COVID
and non-COVID) as well as demand for additional resource to support rotas across a number of specialties.
As a consequence, the number of shifts requiring cover by bank or agency locum has increased to reflect
this. As is the case nationally, the Trust continues to experience vacancies in its junior doctor allocations from
Health Education England due to training posts remaining unfilled.
The Trust has continued to locally recruit increased numbers of Clinical Fellows which has proven
instrumental in maintaining the medical on-call Rota and supporting the Trust during winter pressures. This
has been expanded to other specialties in 2021/2022 to help support surgical rotas Trust wide.
Recruitment and Selection
The Trust recognises that recruiting, selecting, and retaining the very best people makes a significant
contribution to the success of the organisation. Recruiting staff using values-based methods to identify
candidates who match the Trust values of Safety, Effectiveness, Compassion and Trust enables the
organisation to keep patients and service users safe and provide the highest possible standards of care.
The Trust ensures all candidates are given an opportunity to apply for suitable roles and that candidates are
managed and assessed in such a way that they are able to demonstrate their skills, knowledge, and abilities
in the best possible way. This will therefore ensure that all recruitment decisions are based on objective,
justifiable criteria free from bias in line with the Trust’s Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion strategy.
Education and Training
The Trust’s Statutory and Mandatory Training Policy and Training Matrix provide the guidance for all staff
within the organisation on the appropriate training to maintain patient and service safety. The policy sets out
the reporting mechanism that informs Manager, Division and Board on the compliance for CSFT and
mandatory training.
Training is provided via a blended learning approach and recorded in the Electronic Staff RECORD (ESR)
where staff competency is attached ensuring staff are aware of upcoming training requirement. Where
training is deemed essential for a departmental or job specific this is recoded at a more local level in health
roster for manager maintain and can be reported on at both local and trust level.
The Essential Skills Group membership includes Learning and Development leads, subject matter experts,
trainers, and governance to ensure training provided meets national Core Skills Training Standards and Trust
mandated essential training requirements.
The Learning and Development department ensure sufficient training is provided for staff to attend, guiding
staff to correct learning and supporting staff that may need reasonable adjustment to undertake training.
There are additional central funding streams that can be accessed to enable the commissioning of additional
essential training where this has been identified and agreed through Learning Needs Analysis.
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Infection Prevention
2021-22 has continued to deliver significant COVID-19 Pandemic related challenges for the NHS. New
variants of COVID-19 have evolved and we are now faced with individuals being re-infected with the new
strains of COVID-19, putting additional strains on the NHS. The national vaccination campaign has
significantly improved outcomes for our patients and staff, however, this has not stopped outbreaks occurring
in all Trusts and the community. To help mitigate this, the widespread use of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) by staff, and social distancing by staff and patients, has continued. In addition, the Trust has invested
significant resources into improving ventilation within wards, clinics and staff areas.
Due to these continued demands on all Trust staff, who were responding to the ever-changing pandemic
situation, we were unable to fully implement the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) processes used so robustly in
previous years. At the time of writing this report, the Infection Prevention Team is undertaking a table-top
RCA on the remaining Trust-apportioned cases of Clostridium difficile requiring review, as agreed with the
Clinical Commissioning Group.
Clostridium Difficile (C.diff)
Since 2014, the DHSC has recognised that as antibiotics and other interventions are required to treat certain
conditions, some patients may still develop or acquire C.diff infection. Therefore, we must ensure that any
care we deliver to our patients is appropriate, in line with policy, delivered in a safe and clean environment
and is evidence based. In essence, we must identify if any “lapses in care” led to, or may have led to, the
development of this episode of C.diff. Healthcare Associated Infection Objectives were set for Trusts this
year, for the first time since the onset of the Pandemic. A threshold of a maximum of 18 cases associated
with a lapse in care has been set for the Trust.
As stated above, assessing each case for a lapse in care remains in progress at the time of writing this report,
however it is worth noting that the total cases of C.diff identified as trust-apportioned has increased
significantly this year, both here and in other Trusts. To date, we have had a total of 39 Trust-apportioned
cases, of which 18 have been assessed for lapses in care, with 3 cases identified as being associated with
lapses in care.

MRSA bacteraemia
MRSA is a bacterium responsible for several difficult to treat infections in humans. The DHSC continues to
drive a Zero-tolerance approach to MRSA bacteraemia. This means that any avoidable MRSA bacteraemia
are deemed unacceptable.
We are pleased to report that there were no Trust attributed MRSA bacteraemia identified in 2021/22.
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Methicillin-Sensitive Staphylococcus Aureus (MSSA)
Surveillance and monitoring of MSSA bacteraemia shows that rates of these remain low when compared
nationally, however cases have risen this year. A total of 18 Trust attributed MSSA bacteraemias were
identified in 2021/22 compared to 3 in 2020/21 and 12 in 2019/20. N.B. we cannot compare this year’s data
with last year’s due to the very different patient population hospitalised during 202/21 with much elective work
cancelled.

Gram-Negative Bacteraemia 2021/22
For this first time, yearly thresholds for hospital-acquired Gram-negative bacteraemia were formally set in the
National Objectives for Trusts in 2021/22. Prior to this, there had been an ‘ambition’ to reduce Escherichia
coli (E.coli) bacteraemia, but no objective thresholds had been set. These new objectives included both
hospital-onset hospital acquired cases (HOHA) and community-onset hospital acquired (COHA) cases, i.e.
those associated with a hospital admission in the 28-day period before the infection occurred, as being
attributed to the Trust, and hence our objective.
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E.coli bacteraemia

Klebsiella and Pseudomonas bacteraemia

Sources of Healthcare associated bloodstream bacteraemia 2021/22
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A large national programme of work as a health-economy, targeted at reducing Gram-negative blood-stream
infections, commenced in 2019/20, but largely went on hold during the Pandemic. This is being re-launched
in Spring 2022.

Pressure Ulcers
‘A pressure ulcer (PU) is localised damage to the skin and/or underlying tissue, usually over a bony
prominence (or related to a medical or other device), resulting from sustained pressure (including pressure
associated with shear). The damage can be present as intact skin or an open ulcer and may be painful’ (NHS
Improvement 2020).
Pressure ulcers are also known as bed sores or decubitus ulcers and occur when the skin and underlying
tissue is damaged by being put under pressure, usually from lying in bed or sitting in chairs for long periods
of time without moving. They can range in severity from areas of discoloured skin to very deep open wounds
that expose underlying bones or muscle and can be very painful, foul smelling and cause long term suffering
and in some cases death. All trust acquired Category 3, 4, Suspected Deep Tissue Injury (SDTI) and
unstageable pressure ulcers are investigated using Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and any omissions in care
and lessons learned are identified. RCA’s are presented at the Pressure Ulcer Review Group (PURG)
monthly. Decisions are made jointly at PURG with commissioners following the NHSI guidance on definition
and measurement of pressure ulcers and reporting harm to patients that was published in 2019. The
guidance encompasses 30 recommendations and guidance around when to apply the SI framework
regarding PU’s; if harm is attributed to the Trust a duty of candour letter is sent to the patient.
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Out of Hospital Care Collaborative (OHCC)
The following chart shows the total number of reported pressure ulcers by category for the community division
over the last year (April 2021 - March 2022); these numbers should be considered alongside the Covid
pandemic which has seen fluctuations in caseloads over the year. Following a peak in figures in June 2020
(at the peak of the first pandemic wave) there has been a general trend downwards in reported pressure
ulcers which are now below pre pandemic levels. There have been no SI reportable pressure ulcers this year.
The graph below shows the OHCC categories of pressure ulcer with both omissions of care and nonomissions of care whereas the data below the graph only relates to omissions of care.
Total Pu’s for year April 2021-March 2022 = 698.

There are 41 SDTI’s and 59 unstageable awaiting decisions
Cat 2
Cat2 d
Cat 3
Cat 3 d
Cat 4
565
8
123
2
0

STDI
41

Unstageable
59

Category 2 with omissions=8
Category 3 with omissions=2
Category 3d with omissions =0
Category 4 with omissions=0
STDI with omissions=2
There are 6 pressure ulcers awaiting review at PURG.
Actions identified following RCAs in OOHCC:
There have been 10 RCA’s presented at PURG this year; South x4, Rugby x3, North x2, End of life x1.
• Review Waterlow and equipment as per guidelines and upgrade as patient condition changes
• All health professionals to complete risk and skin assessments at first visit and order equipment
accordingly
• If patients are transferred to residential care Place Based Teams need to ensure correct pressure
relieving equipment is ordered for the home prior to their admission to ensure continuity of care
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Acute
For year April 2021-March 2022
NOTE: The graph below shows the Acute categories of pressure ulcer with both omissions of care and nonomissions of care whereas the data below the graph only relates to omissions of care.

Category 2 with omissions= 19
Category 3 with omissions=0
Category 4 with omissions=0
Unstageable with omissions=2
SDTI with omissions=0
There are 5 pressure ulcers awaiting review at the PURG
Reporting is retrospective so figures may differ slightly.
Actions identified following RCAs in Acute:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure correct repositioning including side lying; many patients spend long periods either sitting in the
chair or in bed
Patient education regarding pressure ulcer prevention must be given and documented
Care plans must be completed
Offload heels that are at risk of pressure ulcers
If a patient declines skin checks or to be repositioned, this must be documented
Ensure Waterlow risk assessment is correct

Trends
Although there is an increase in category 2 PU’s in the acute setting there have been significantly less in the
more serious groups and an overall decrease.
The 2 unstageable PU’s with omissions in care were both very small and caused by oxygen tubing on ears.
Preventative protection was not used in either case.
There have been no acute pressure ulcer SI’s this year.
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We have seen a number of unstageable pressure ulcers caused by neck brace/collars. This highlighted a
need for improved communications and shared documentation in the referral and review process between
SWFT clinicians and the clinical satellite service at UHCW and also for training in collar care. The senior
nurse team, orthotics and tissue viability are working in collaboration with UHCW to develop and implement
this.
The months where there has been an increase in PU’s have corresponded with levels of agency and bank
staff.
Overview of achievements and initiatives by the Acute and OOHCC Tissue Viability team 2021/22
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roll out of skin tear boxes and training for 79 residential homes in Warwickshire completed; published in
Journal of Wound Care Sept 2021
Self-care wound care pathways and care plans in light of district nurse step down of nonessential wound
care
Nursing homes in the North and Rugby now have access to TV commissioned
First initiative for Nursing homes in North and Rugby developed with CCG to supply bulk wound care
dressing orders to Nursing homes
A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) developed to reduce skin and equipment checks to low/medium
risk patients
Investigations around Equipment delivery/supply and same day orders completed
Targeted training to specific areas where issues identified as Trust training has been difficult to provide/
access due to staffing levels, capacity and access to IT equipment and quite areas

Work planned for 2022/2023
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target training for staff who have had no training in past 3 years
Pressure Ulcer CQUIN for Community hospitals CCG15; assessment and documentation of pressure
ulcer risk to be commenced April 2022; develop and implement new documentation Trust wide to ensure
consistency
Leg Ulcer CQUIN CCG14; assessment, diagnosis and treatment of lower leg wounds to commence April
2022; develop and implement new documentation Trust wide to ensure consistency in collaboration with
leg ulcer team
Tissue Viability awareness week w/c 9th May 2022 and ‘Stop the Pressure’ day November 17th 2022 to
promote wound care and pressure ulcer knowledge to the public, professionals and politicians
Train up a team of tissue viability link nurses within community paediatric team
TV team members to attend sharp debridement courses to improve wound healing rates

Medicine Optimisation and Safety
The Trust Medicine Safety work plan continues to be supported by the Medication Safety Officer (MSO) and
Controlled Drugs Accountable Officer (CDAO) along with wider MDT via Medication Safety and Optimisation
Committee (MSOC) and Patient Safety Committees.
There have been further challenges faced due to the continued pandemic.
Some of the key areas to note are detailed below for 2021/22.
•

Controlled Drugs (CD) Audit. These have continued throughout the year with trends and action plans
monitored.

•

Storage of medicines and safety audits also continued through the pandemic. These have
continued throughout the year with trends and action plans monitored.

•

Electronic Prescribing and Medicines Administration (EPMA) roll out to Admission areas was
delayed in 2021/22 and unfortunately dual economy errors have continued to be a problem as patients
are transferred from the admission areas to EPMA wards. Resources have been invested into prescribers
to support the transcription onto EPMA at ward level. Work has been done to support staff on surgical
wards doing ward rounds giving training on the system and providing extra hardware to enable them to
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move easily round the wards without having to find equipment and log on as they move from ward to
ward. One of the positives of EPMA this year has been the ability to data mine and production of bespoke
reports to enable better medicine management opportunities. Reports have been generated by the EPMA
team that are now being rolled out which enable the pharmacy team to further contribute to the
antimicrobial stewardship agenda such as reports on carbopenum usage that direct the team to the
patients that require review.
•

Stock shortages have been a big challenge to the organisation this year. Many drugs have been on
allocation at various points throughout the year including treatments for Covid. Pharmacy has had to work
very proactively to chase regional procurement for an allocation of stock when our needs have fluctuated
and we have not had any allocated. Some stock shortages led to impact on clinical management of
patients. The shortage of Lidocaine with Adrenaline was challenging as the clinical effect of the
alternatives Bupivacine with Adrenaline or Lidocaine alone are not identical. Most concerning has been
the shortage of Aspirin suppositories. These have been completely unobtainable and the alternative has
been to give dispersible aspirin via an NG tube. Overall pharmacy have worked proactively to minimise
the impact on patient care and very few shortages have led to a clinical patient impact as most have been
managed well in pharmacy to prevent impact on patient care. This will continue to be challenging in the
coming years due to multiple National factors that have led to the shortages of pharmaceuticals. Over the
next year the Chief Pharmacist will review the staffing support in pharmacy procurement to ensure enough
support is in place to deal with the complexities of shortage management.

•

Medication Safety ratio of harm/no harm: After a successful year in 2020/21 obtaining under 6% in
comparison with the average of 10% reported nationally in 2021/22 the trust threshold was reset to 4%
or less. This has proved challenging to achieve. Between April 2021 and March 2022 it was achieved on
7 occasions. In October and December 2021 and March 2022 the result was higher than in the previous
year; this has been attributed to the pressure on the trust for beds and staffing.

•

The Electronic Temperature Monitoring System has been in place for a year. A number of incidents
have occurred as a result of the new visibility on our storage environments, mainly with fridges. This has
led to a number of safety improvements e.g. arranging for fridges to be serviced and new fridges installed
in some areas.

•

Self- Medication policy. A new self-medication policy has been written and approved for use by Drugs
and Therapeutics and Policy Review Group. This will be launched to the wider Trust in coming months.
This has been possible after investment and replacement of all previous medication lockers for self-admin
on all wards. Once the policy and all new lockers are in place all our patients will have ability to selfadminister their medication during their inpatient stay.

•

Pharmacy ICS cell is now well established with shared ownership of multiple projects by senior pharmacy
leads across the system. SWFT as part of this work is leading on the medication safety agenda for the
ICS. MSO is chairing the Warwickshire Wide Medication Safety Committee with the SWFT Chief
Pharmacist as the accountable lead for this work.

•

Discharge Medicine Service (DMS) pilot was completed at SWFT and a business case has been
approved in 2022-23 to make this business as usual for the Trust. This will enable increasing staffing
support to increase referrals to community pharmacies once patients are discharged from hospital.

•

SWFT has continued to grow its support for wider system initiatives and has increased its support to PCN
in the north. This enables closer working and improved medicine optimisation opportunities in the primary
care setting.
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Patient Care Indicators (PCI’s)
Monthly Patient Care Indicators remain an integral part of measuring the quality of patient care documentation
throughout all ward areas and teams within the Trust. The last 12 months have been a challenge with the
ongoing COVID pandemic and the effects this has had on sickness, isolation and staffing levels. Over the
past 12 months Trust overall performance has averaged at 93.62% for the year which sees an improvement
on 92.17% in 2020/21. This ranges from 91.9% to 95.2%. This average is from April 2021 to March 2022.
The graph below shows the levels of compliance for each of the individual divisions as well as the overall
trust compliance.

During the winter months the Trust took a risk-based approach to completing documentation in order to
release time to care; this followed a general principal proposed by NHSE to all NHS organisations from the
second wave of the pandemic which the Trust were required to adopt on occasions. The staffing levels and
skill mix were difficult to maintain at the normal desired pre COVID levels, so a level of professional judgement
was encouraged in order to prioritise care and reduce the amount of paperwork to complete. This is reflective
in most of the division’s compliance dropping in December and January.
The Compliance Team, Heads of Nursing/ Midwifery and Matrons continue to monitor performance and
discuss results regularly with the ward teams; with the development of action plans where required. Those
areas that have a sustained drop in compliance were being invited to attend the Patient Safety Surveillance
Committee to provide assurance to the committee on the actions being taken to improve. The continued
overall aim is maintaining good quality care and safe outcomes for our patients.
The matrons in some areas were required to do a deep dive whilst working in the clinical environment to
better understand the challenges; the outcome of which saw a marked improvement in compliance as
demonstrated in our frailty unit wards Nicholas and Fairfax wards as demonstrated in the below graph. This
method is being adopted in other areas to share the learning.
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Now that the levels of COVID inpatients are reducing and staffing levels are beginning to stabilise the wards
and teams have resumed their normal risk assessments and documentation; which is demonstrated in the
upward trajectory in February 2022. Moving forward into 2022/23 the aim will be to use the PCIs as part of
a more rounded overview of quality and safety alongside an integrated dashboard and ward accreditation
system. This approach has been piloted in a number of wards in 2021/22 showing good and outstanding
ratings and areas of innovation; this will be further rolled out this coming year.

Seven Day Service
Assess before admission
•

•

•
•
•

Given the effectiveness of a Frailty Assessment Area (FAA) patients can now be referred to the FAA by
Paramedics on scene via Consultant Connect. This provides an opportunity for advice and guidance on
scene, for the patient to remain in the community with support or to be conveyed to FAA for an
assessment in Hospital. 1,135 calls were responded to between 1st April 2021 and 31st March 2022. Of
those 33% were triaged to Community ACP’s, 30% were directed to A&E, 26% brought direct to FAA, 6%
were advised to self-care and 4% were triaged to their GP, helping to get the patient in the right place
first time.
Frailty Service is available 7 days a week due to the expansion of the Advanced Clinical Practitioner
(ACP) workforce.
o Expansion of the ACP workforce in Acute medicine has enabled all GP referrals to be triaged by
phone and directed to ambulatory care where appropriate – this is a 7-day service and has shown
an increase in numbers attending ambulatory pathways.
All advice and guidance Consultant Connect lines are open to paramedics to call from scene to help
stream the patient to the right place and admission avoid.
Booked slots are available in Same Day Emergency Care (SDEC) and ED via the 111 service as the
national initiative.
In the community we utilise volunteers to bring in blood samples to the lab as soon as they are taken by
the clinical practitioners in order to speed up a decision as well as using the volunteers for collection of
medications in order to bring forward the start of treatment time and avoid admission.

Early Access to Senior Clinicians
• We have A&E department consultant presence on site 7 days a week and provide on-call cover 24/7.
Ambulance arrivals have risen by 1.6% this year evidencing an increase in acuity of patients attending
A&E and out of area Ambulance attends have risen by 21.4% (Includes Ambulances arriving from
Coventry)
• We have a team of consultant acute physicians on site 7 days a week providing consultant led care for
all emergency patients.
• There is on the day access to all our specialist teams on weekdays.
• There is 7 day working in Respiratory, Cardiology and Diabetes Services for specialist reviews including
device intervention should it be required.
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•

In December 2021 the Covid Medicine Delivery Unit (CMDU) was opened for patients who are vulnerable
and positive for covid to receive infusion treatment as a day case to treat covid; this service runs seven
days a week.

Standardised care process in hospital wards
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

We run weekly joint health and social care stranded patient meetings to ensure potential delays are
identified earlier in the patient journey to improve patient experience and reduce length of stay (LOS).
This model is mirrored in the Community sites to ensure flow throughout the organisation. This process
uses the criteria to reside methodology.
We undertake Multi Agency Discharge Events throughout the year to help to understand the blocks in the
systems (2021-22 saw an increase from quarterly events to 18 in total, increased in relation to pre and
post bank holidays)
o We work with all health and social care colleagues to improve discharge. This has resulted in a
set-up of upper and lower limb pathways helping to get the patient in the right place for their care
in a non-acute setting.
We have undertaken a Perfect Week process over the Winter period, and this has shown a reduction in
LOS at 7, 14 and 21 days.
We run a yearly Point Prevalence Audit to understand what our capacity should look like.
Biannual audits are carried out to help understand alternate pathways to be explored to support admission
prevention and early discharge. This year this has been backed up by a missed opportunities audit.
Red2Green processes have now included an extra escalation for hourly Red2Green to be instigated in
heightened escalation held throughout periods of intense demand and capacity pressures to support in
the identification and escalation of flow blocks and enable flow throughout the organisation to be restored.
Using a buddy system this also provides clinical staff with managerial support to raise concerns for delays.
All discharges and delays are reported on a central board for awareness and action at patient level
information.
In some Medical wards a progress chaser role is utilised to chase the delays, escalate and implement
actions to help improve the patient journey.
Along with the Red2Green process we have embedded an agenda at site meetings held 8.00, 12.30 and
16.00 with an optional 18.00 catch up if required; this will enable complete situational awareness of both
Warwick and Stratford sites in order to help unblock delays and maintain flow in the organisation.
A ‘frequent flyers’ workstream continues for patients who are attending the organisation a multitude of
times, to explore if there is scope to provide an intervention before the patient attends the A&E department
or if an alternative patient management programme needs to be developed to address individual patient
requirements, using a multiagency approach. This now has a dedicated manager to liaise with all the
stakeholders.
Criteria Led Discharge continues to be effective.
Criteria to reside is now validated on a daily basis to ensure the number of medically fit for discharge
patients are accurate. This workstream includes an improvement group reviewing the terminology and
its application.
Close networking to out of area colleagues such as Birmingham and Solihull has developed in line with
patient discharges, some of the paperwork required has been made available to staff on the intranet to
help reduce delays.
A mental health tracker has been developed to record and identify patients requiring CWPT reviews
across the Trust on a daily basis. This list of patients is discussed at CWPT bronze twice a day and silver
once a week in order to progress this client group’s care in relation to their mental health needs.
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Patient Experience
Complaints, Patient Advice Liaison Service (PALS) and the Bereavement Service
The Patient Experience Team provides the Patient Advice Liaison Service (PALS), the Bereavement Service
and Medical Examiner Office, as well as dealing with complaints received from our service users and
gathering patient feedback through our Friends and Family Test (IWantGreatCare) and NHS Choices.
Complaints
We accept that there will be occasions when people will be dissatisfied with the service they have received,
and they will wish to raise a formal complaint. A senior member of staff is appointed to lead the investigation
into a formal complaint and a copy of the investigation report is shared with the person raising the complaint
with a covering letter from the Managing Director.
The Trust’s active intervention when concerns and complaints are raised means the number of formal
complaints are low in relation to the number of patients cared for by our services.
Complaints – 2021/22 year at a glance
141 formal
Complaints
recieved

24 Upheld &
33 Partially
Upheld by
SWFT
4 referred
to PHSO by
complainant

PHSO
Outcomes:
1 Partially
Upheld,

There were 141 formal complaints received in 2020/21, this compares to 135 received in 2020/21.
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Complaints data overview:
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Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO)
The emphasis of the NHS complaints procedure is to make every effort to resolve complaints at a local level.
Despite all intervention, there are times when a complainant remains dissatisfied with the response from the
Trust and in such cases the complainant should contact the PHSO to request a review of their complaint.
The PHSO take an initial look at the complaint and will make a decision on if they should investigate the
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complaint. When the PHSO complete an investigation into a complaint they write a final report to the Trust
advising us of the outcome and any recommendations they make.
There were 4 complaints referred to the PHSO during 2021/22. The Trust is awaiting to hear if these
complaints will be investigated by them.
A final report following an investigation by the PHSO was received regarding a complaint raised in 2018. The
complaint was partially upheld and it identified a failure to fully communicate with the patient’s family and
poor documentation around nutrition. An action plan has been developed to address these points.
Patient Advice Liaison Service (PALS)
PALS provides ‘on the spot’ advice, support and information to patients, relatives, and visitors, including
personal concerns such as benefit applications. The PALS/ Bereavement Officers liaise with staff involved in
patients’ care to ensure early intervention to resolve concerns regarding their treatment.
PALS received enquiries regarding a range of issues which are logged on the ‘Datix’ Risk Management
System in order to identify the subject, specialties and themes of enquiries received. PALS dealt with 759
recorded contacts for the year 2021/22, compared with 848 for the previous year.
PALS data overview:
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Bereavement
The Trust’s Bereavement Service co-ordinates matters following the death of an inpatient. The PALS/
Bereavement Officers provide bereaved relatives with practical support and information and arrange for the
patient’s property to be handed over to the patient’s next of kin or nominated representative. They also make
arrangements for relatives to see the patient after death in the mortuary viewing room and will accompany
the family to offer support.
During 2021/22 the PALS/Bereavement Officers dealt with 930 Bereaved families.
All hospital deaths that are not referred to the Coroner are reviewed by a Medical Examiner before the Medical
Certificate of Cause of Death is released. This review provides greater safeguards for the public by ensuring
proper scrutiny of all non-coronial deaths. Two Medical Examiner Officer’s support a team of five Medical
Examiners and they contact he patient’s next of kin to provide them with information about the cause of death
given.
iWantGreatCare (our Friends and Family Test)
iWantGreatCare (IWGC) is a feedback tool that provides the opportunity for patients and their families/ carers
to tell us ‘how we did’ and what we could do better. It is important to obtain feedback from our patients, so
we are aware of their impression of the services we deliver. The Trust’s ‘We Listen, We Care’ is our
commitment to continuously improve our patients’ experience of the care we deliver and to act on the issues
that are raised through feedback.
The summary of the survey response is received each month, and this enables the teams to see what patients
are saying about their care at that time. The data from the responses help generate the following monthly
reports:
• Trust level report: this includes a summary of feedback scores for each area by month, and helps identify
top performers and outliers.
• Ward level report: This shows comparative scores across wards. Ward reports include all free text
comments from patients.
• An alert online review: this is emailed to the co-ordinator for a response on any review that scores 2 or
less in any one question.
From 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022, 13,993 patients completed the survey and provided feedback on their
experience. 93.6% of those patients stated they had a positive experience, however, 3.95% patients indicated
they had a negative experience. Negative feedback is reviewed and shared with the team involved in the
care in order to implement changes to make things better for patients.
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Extract of comments received from patients:

RLSRH in-patient:

Community Stroke Service:

Warwick Hospital In-patient:

Integrated Health Team:
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Patient Surveys
The Trust took part in the National Surveys programme in 2021/22. Following receipt of reports these were
shared, reviewed and action plans created based on the results of the patient responses to the surveys.
2020 Urgent and Emergency Care Survey
The CQC published the results on this survey on their website in September 2021. The Trust's scores are
very positive when compared with the other Trusts surveyed by Quality Health - 32 scores are in the top 20%
of Trusts (this is almost three-quarters of all scores) and 12 scores are in the mid-range. There are no scores
in the bottom 20% range. These scores indicate that the Urgent and Emergency Care Department is
performing well, and focus should be placed on the lower scores in the mid-range. It is noted that some
scores may have been affected by the extra demands on the NHS during 2020.
2020 Inpatient Survey
The CQC published the results of the Inpatient Survey in October 2021. The Trust's scores are very positive
with scores for all questions being about the same or better that other Trust’s surveyed by Quality Health.
This indicates that our inpatients feel they are receiving a good level of care.
NHS England & NHS Improvement Learning Disabilities Improvement Standards
In addition to the CQC surveys, the Trust also took part in the NHS England & NHS Improvement Learning
Disabilities Improvement Standards Benchmarking exercise for NHS Trusts. This is the fourth year the Trust
has participated. The Trust has created an action plan from this year’s survey together with finding of
previous submissions which was shared with the Safeguarding Board and will be monitored through the
Patient Experience Group. Some of the key actions include a refresh and relaunch of the Patient Passport,
raise the profile of the Learning Disability Liaison Nurse, and review the process to ensure appropriate
flagging on systems for those with a learning disability and who are autistic.

Single Sex Accommodation (SSA) Breaches
NHS England/ Improvement updated their guidance regarding delivering same sex accommodation in
September 2019. It provides further clarity regarding definitions of what does and does not constitute a
mixed-sex accommodation breach and ensures alignment with any corresponding guidance published since
the original version in 2009.
In June 2021, The Trust’s Same Sex Accommodation Policy was amended to include updates regarding
‘gender variant people’ wording and to include the paediatric ward and assessment areas.
During 2021/2022 there were 2 incidents where a single sex accommodation breach occurred affecting 5
patients in total; both breaches occurred in the Coronary Care Unit. The first breach occurred when a patient,
who did not require level 2 care, was transferred into the unit from the Acute Decisions Unit. The rationale
for the transfer into the Coronary Care Unit was to avoid x4 twelve hour breaches in the A&E Department by
creating a female bay in the Acute Decisions Unit. The second breach occurred when a patient who was
deemed medically fit but required 1:1 nursing care, could not be found a suitable bed elsewhere in the Trust
in a timely manner. Unfortunately the patient deteriorated before a bed could be found and was then deemed
to need Coronary Care intervention and therefore the breach time ended.
The Trust carried out a full and extensive root cause analysis of the incidents and ensured actions were
taken. Details have been summarised in the table over the page.
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Date of Breach
November 2021
3 Patients
Emergency Care
Division
Coronary Care Unit

Date of Breach
November 2021
2 Patients
Emergency Care
Division
Coronary Care Unit

Recommendations / Actions
•

Raise awareness of Delayed CCU Discharges &
Single Sex Accommodation SOP with all nursing
staff.

•

The CCU team to proactively move patients within
the clinical areas to avoid same sex accommodation
breaches if a bed is available taking into account the
clinical / patient experience of all patients involved.

Recommendations / Actions
• Nil

Status
Complete

Complete

Status
N/A

(No suitable bed was found, due to the patient
requiring 1:1 nursing care, in the time period where
the patient did not require treatment in the Coronary
Care Unit to when she did require the intervention
again)
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Quality Priorities Achievements
Patient Safety
Patient Safety Quality Priority
Agree Place Clinical Strategy and liaise with University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire (UHCW) to
review and deliver tertiary services specification
Partially achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• Clinical Place Strategy written and approved
• Haematology services reviewed across system with agreed recommendations and task and finish
group to overview implementation
• Clinical working groups to review Radiology and Interventional Radiology in place
• Clinical Forum has performed a stocktake of services where there are risks and prioritised areas for
further work
What we have achieved:
A clinical strategy for South Warwickshire has been coproduced with stakeholders and represents a good
example of cooperative working. Throughout the pandemic work on service level agreements was suspended.
Discussions with regards to tertiary Services have been directed to the clinical forum where a prioritisation
process was undertaken. This meant that apart from Radiology and Haematology it has not been possible to
reach any conclusions with regards to other Tertiary service specifications. The haematology review however
was an excellent example of clinical and patient engagement and offers a model to take forward other service
reviews.
Work planned for the year ahead:
Work on a Place strategy has been commenced and this will be integrated with the clinical strategy and
strategies for individual services. Service level agreements between SWFT and UHCW to be reviewed as a
whole.
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Patient Safety Quality Priority
Manage Clinical safety risks alongside treatment prioritisation
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• All targets met in Elective recovery/ Accelerator program
• Covid risks managed with minimal cancelations
• 105 Week waiters all treated
• Emergency pressures successfully managed
What we have achieved:
With the oversight of silver command and carefully assessing and reassessing infection prevention practice
and Covid pathways the Trust has significantly reduced the elective backlog and managed Covid risks. Our
elective performance is one of the best in the region. Despite relentless emergency pressures and staff
shortages emergencies have been successfully managed with a small number of Covid outbreaks that were
all well contained.
Work planned for the year ahead:
Continue to review Covid pathways and infection prevention practice. Focus on improving Cancer
performance.
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Patient Safety Quality Priority
Oversee the Electronic Patient Records (EPR) mobilisation strategy
Partially achieved
Achievements at a glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal engagement undertaken and feedback captured to support the initiation of a new EPR solution
Procurement completed
Preferred supplier, Cerner, chosen
Clinical Vision approved
Outline business case completed and submitted to NHS Digital
Benefits agreed

What we have achieved:
The procurement began June 2020 and reached conclusion with the decision around a preferred supplier in
February 2021.
SWFT and GEH Trusts have started working closely with UHCW to support a C&W EPR Solution. UHCW are
currently embarking on implementation of the Cerner Millennium system and the intent is that our Trusts join
their instance late Spring/ Early Summer 2023
Clinicians from SWFT and GEH have worked with UHCW to form an ICS wide clinical vision to support the
mobilisation of the EPR solution. This will support the transformation required to ‘enable people across Coventry
and Warwickshire to start well, live well and age well and provide services that promote independence and give
people control over their health and care’ - ‘to be the healthiest Community in the UK’.
In line with the EPR Mobilisation Strategy, the vision also outlines that we are:
•
•
•

To provide a patient-focused and fully integrated electronic patient record (EPR) by 2023 which is
accessible to patients and staff across the 3 acute Trusts (SWFT, GEH and UHCW), whatever the setting
or context.
To empower citizens and patients to use their own clinical information, be responsible for tracking,
managing and improving their own and their families’ health and wellbeing and to enable them to make
informed choices.
To deliver world class care by enabling innovative development of services that cross traditional
boundaries and optimise clinicians' ways of working within the ICS – facilitating the ‘quadruple aim of
healthcare’

Work planned for the year ahead:
• Full business case completion and sign off by NHSD
• Contract signed with preferred supplier Cerner
• Business processes reviewed in light of the Clinical Vision, and Transformation required
• In depth Clinical Engagement in preparation for Implementation
• Implementation to begin late Spring/early Summer 2023
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Patient Experience
Patient Experience Quality Priority
Continue to roll out A&E111 First, maximising non-conveyance opportunities
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• Successful implementation of Frailty Virtual Ward, ahead of the national ask
• Instigated a number of initiatives to avoid conveyance to A&E and further admissions
• Criteria to Admit audit and promotion
What we have achieved:
• Carried out a Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) Cycle within our Frailty Service working with West Midlands
Ambulance Service (WMAS) and Community out of Hospital to consider an alternative to conveyance to
A&E. This PDSA initiated conversations between Acute Consultant Geriatrician with ambulance crew
onsite with patient. Outcomes equated to patient being conveyed directly to Our Frailty Assessment Area
(FAA) or A&E, or kept at home and visited by a Community ACP. Further monitoring of the patient is
continued via a MDT discussion and has been showcased as a great initiative and led towards our first
Virtual Ward.
• Continued to work with West Midlands Fire Service (WFRS) with their ‘Hospital to Home’ (HtH) offer and
‘Safe and Well’ checks. This is not just a taxi home but a way to ensure the patient has access to
resources to keep them safe and well. In building a strong relationship with the HtH team, we continue
to look at alternative services to support patients with their journey from, and perhaps to, hospital.
• Provided Welfare Calls with support from our Volunteer Service to those patients who are discharged
without any known further medical touchpoints. For example, those patients who have no follow-up
appointment with a surgical clinic, GP or District Nurse – these Welfare Calls allow for an opportunity to
check that the patient is okay after their recent hospital in-stay.
• Re-introduced Social prescribers on wards to discuss services available to inpatients once they are
discharged – e.g. Age UK
• Collaboratively worked with WMAS to avoid A&E, promoting Same Day Emergency Care assessment
areas thought 111 First calls or 999.
• Implemented Patient initiated follow-up (PIFU) access, which provides patients with a direct line to those
who cared for them during their in-stay – thus avoiding need to present in A&E if they feel a need to seek
urgent medical attention
• Incorporated a service for High Intensity Patients/ Frequent Attenders which is a co-ordinated approach
to patients who present in A&E frequently by creating a Care Plan, linking into other services, to support
their care needs and reduce presentation at A&E
Work planned for the year ahead:
• Continuation of initiatives to support admission avoidance.
• Same Day Emergency Care gap analysis review working towards key deliverables.
• Evaluation Paper for Frailty Service Virtual Ward (one of 10 Trusts selected to do so for learning and
knowledge sharing purposes)
• Continuation of virtual ward promotion
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Patient Experience Quality Priority
Improve the quality and patient experience of hospital discharge processes
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• Set up a Safer Discharge Group
• Identification of work streams with associated outcomes
• Implemented a Multi-agency Discharge Hub
What we have achieved:
A Safer Discharge Group was established in July 2021. The purpose of this group was to:
• Monitor and identify themes and incidents relating to discharge and using agreed outcome measures
• To develop a programme of work that ensures the Trust improves the quality, safety and patient
experience related to Safe discharge
• Formulate and monitor compliance to all policies, guidelines and protocols relating to the management of
Safe discharge
In addition the Trust has:
• Implemented a twice daily discharge meeting where patients waiting to be discharged from hospital to a
care facility or with care support are discussed. The hospital discharge team, therapists, community
teams, Warwickshire County Council, Commissioners and the Housing team participate. This currently
operates Monday to Friday.
• Initiated NHS Continuing healthcare assessments in care homes to be undertaken virtually.
A number of work streams were identified which are listed below along with their associated actions and
outcomes.
• A full service review of the pharmacy department and its associated functions with ‘To Take Out’ (TTO)
medications and processes. One concern was the large volume of phone call traffic from wards to
pharmacy to chase TTO’s; this has resulted in the launch of the TTO online tracker reducing delays and
improving the staff and patient experience.
• Revision of the Discharge checklist: the discharge checklist is a safety check carried out as part of a
patient’s discharge and at point of discharge to ensure all required actions are completed. This checklist
has been revised following staff feedback, some learning from incidents and the addition of a
multidisciplinary approach.
• Nursing Handover to Care Homes: It was identified there was a need to make the handover to care nursing
homes more robust following some concerns raised and learning from incidents. The rational being that
the implementation of a discharge handover form can be used to facilitate a verbal handover and can
travel with the patient which should reduce the risk of missing information and improve the safety and
experience for the patient.
• SAFER flow bundle launch: the SAFER patient flow bundle was re launched in order to refresh the
clinicians with the 5 elements of best practice. It is a practical tool used for inpatients to reduce delays,
length of stay which then improves safety and patient experience outcomes.
Work planned for the year ahead:
• Start engagement sessions with patients, carers and relatives to better understand their feedback in regards
to their discharge with associated themes and actions
• Start to gather feedback and intelligence from our informal complaints around discharge from our PALS
team and the use of survey monkey
• Conduct a PDSA to test the concept of pharmacy technicians supporting the nursing staff to discharge
patients, checking right drugs, right dose, right patients first time and counselling the patient on how to take
their medication and the common side effects, releasing time to care for the nurses
• Continue to monitor through the safer discharge group any themes or opportunities to improve the safety
and experience of the discharge process
• Scoping transfer of care hubs, with all referrals going to one point of contact rather than directly to the
service to streamline the process
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Patient Experience Quality Priority
Facilitate the delivery of productivity gains through training more staff in continuous improvement and
facilitating Group-wide sharing
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• We continue to train staff in QSIR and mobilise this across our Foundation Group to ensure a strong
infrastructure is in place.
What we have achieved:
• Discussed 12 different QSIR projects during 2021/22 in detail
• Further embedding QSIR training across the organisation to support the strategy that improvement is
everyone’s responsibility
• The PACE (Productivity And Clinical Efficiency) Programme has commenced to increase productivity and
efficiency across the foundation group using benchmarking data to drive and share best practice.
Work planned for the year ahead:
• Increase the QSIR practitioner attendees to ensure we have enough trainers across the Trust and Group
• Relaunch the Improvement Board to see more rapid progress on multiple projects through this forum
• Explore a Place improvement forum to connect with wider partners in education and industry
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Patient Outcomes
Patient Outcome Quality Priority
Review Trust clinical policies to ensure inclusivity and a narrowing of health inequalities
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• We have reviewed a number of our policies, standard operating procedures and staff training to
ensure they are inclusive and support a reduction in the impact of health inequalities.
What we have achieved:
• We have reviewed our staff uniform policy to ensure it is inclusive.
• Undertaken a review of our mixed sex accommodation policy to ensure it reflects gender neutral and
transgender patients
• We have amended our continuity of carer implementation plan to ensure high risk mothers and families
are prioritised
• We have amended our approach to initial patient assessments for new community patient referrals to
ensure health inequalities are assessed
• We have reviewed our cultural awareness training to ensure it is inclusive and supports staff to better
understand the impact of health inequalities.
Work planned for the year ahead:
To strengthen our assessment processes in terms of the equality impact assessments of new policies,
proposals or investment cases.
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Patient Outcomes Quality Priority
Reduce the incidence of delayed or missed diagnosis
Partially achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• Service improvement piece of work was undertaken to assess the status of results requesting,
reporting and acknowledgement process. Based on the recommendations a formal project to overhaul
the processes involved was set up.
• Project group has met regularly and a clinical steering group to inform decisions has been in place
since autumn 2021 which meets monthly, chaired by one of our Consultant Pathologists.
What we have achieved:
The focus of this quality priority is on ensuring results are appropriately requested, are returned to the
responsible person and acknowledgement of results is done in a timely manner. This would then reduce the
incidence of delayed or missed results/ diagnosis.
• Trust wide policy in relation to results requesting and acknowledgement has been drafted and is almost
ready to be ratified
• Discussions on systems to be used for requesting and acknowledging results has taken place and
decisions taken have been done based on clinical group input
Work planned for the year ahead:
• Once agreed, the trust policy will be signed off in summer 2022
• Technical needs assessments of the systems involved is in progress to allow purposeful functionality,
with the intention to enable clinicians to seamlessly request and receive tests and then act on these in a
timely manner
• Specialty related operating processes are to be drafted and signed off, which will include an internal
work flow, taking into account the overall trust policy for Results, Requesting, Reporting, and
Acknowledgment
• New IT systems to be implemented to support the clinicians
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Patient Outcomes Quality Priority:
Ensure clinical engagement and ideas generation
Fully achieved
Achievements at a glance:
• Community Gynaecology Service
• Community Diabetes program
• Community frailty service working with nursing and care home residents
• Frailty assessment virtual wards and admission avoidance
• Primary Care Haematology follow up proposal
• Primary/ Secondary Care niggles group
What we have achieved:
Working through the Strategic Innovation Board we have improved interaction and ideas generation between
primary and secondary care. Several of these have been implemented but are yet to be fully evaluated.
Work planned for the year ahead:
Structure and processes for working at Place to be further developed. To clarifying the role of Strategic
Innovation Board and the mechanisms for funding, implementing and evaluating new ideas.
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Trust wide Quality Performance Overview
Performance against the relevant indicators and performance thresholds set out below.
This section of our quality accounts provides information on our compliance with national standards and
targets and locally derived targets not covered elsewhere in the quality report.
2021/22 was another challenging year for the Trust as it was still required to respond and support the
national and local response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The continuing waves of COVID-19 infection
impacted on the Trust’s compliance with National standards, targets and locally derived targets, and even
from NHS England there was a noticeable shift of focus from the 18 week RTT standard towards reducing
the number of patients waiting over 2 years, for which SWFT finished the financial year with none. As Covid19 numbers have reduced, our capacity to recover and restore elective services has improved and so too
has our performance, which is monitored by the Board of Directors.
Please note that the Cancer figures are based on April – February data, which is the latest data available.
All other waiting time figures are based on the aggregate Apr-March position & the out-patient booking
position is based on the position as at the end of March 2022.
Indicator

Threshold

Actual 2020/21

Actual 2021/22

Maximum time of 18 weeks from point of
referral to treatment (RTT) in aggregate –
patients on an incomplete pathway

92%

72.9%

80.6%

A&E: maximum waiting time of four hours
from arrival to admission/transfer/discharge

95%

90.3%

74.7%

85%

62.8%

58.8%

90%

38.6%

60.7%

99%

87.4%

97.8%

Cancer: two-week wait from referral to date
first seen, comprising:
- all urgent referrals (cancer suspected)
- for symptomatic breast patients (cancer not
initially suspected)

93%

81.7%

89.2%

93%

40.4%

89.6%

C. difficile – meeting the C. difficile objective
– avoidable cases

6

0

3

Outpatients appointments booked 3 weeks
in advance

80%

66.2%

71.3%

All cancers: 62-day wait for first treatment
from:
- urgent GP referral for suspected cancer
- NHS Cancer Screening Service referral
Maximum 6-week
procedures

wait

for

diagnostic
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List of Abbreviations
A&E
ACP
ACS
AOGG
BoD
BOO
C.diff
CCG
CDAO
CGC
CMP
CNS
COPD
CQC
CQUINs
CRNWM
D2A
DHSC
previously
DoH
DPA
DQ
DSPT
DTC
EBH
E.Coli
ED
EMIS
ENT
EPMA
EPR
FAA
FTSUG
GEH
GP
GDPR
HCAI
HR
HSMR
IBD
ICO
ICS
IMR
ITU
KPI
MDT
MINAP
MRSA

Accident and Emergency
Advanced Clinical Practitioner
Acute Coronary Syndrome
Audit and Operational Governance Groups
Board of Directors
Bladder Outlet Obstruction
Clostridium Difficile
Clinical Commissioning Group
Controlled Drugs Accountable Officer
Clinical Governance Committee
Case Mix Programme
Clinical Nurse Specialist
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Care Quality Commission
Commissioning for Quality and Innovation
Clinical Research Network West Midlands
Discharge to Assess
Department of Health and Social Care previously; Department of
Health
Data Protection Act
Data Quality
Data Security and Protection Toolkit
Drugs and Therapeutic Committee
Ellen Badger Hospital
Escheria Coli
Emergency Department
A digital clinical system to access patient notes
Ear, Nose, Throat
Electronic Prescribing and Medicines Administration
Electronic Patient Records
Frailty Assessment Area
Freedom to Speak Up Guardian
George Eliot Hospital
General Practitioner
General Data Protection Regulation
Healthcare associated infections
Human Resources
Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Information Commissioners Office
Integrated Care System
Initial Management Review
Intensive Treatment Unit
Key Performance Indicator
Multi-Disciplinary Team
Myocardial Infarction National Audit Project
Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus
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MSc
MSC
MSCP
MSSA
MSO
NABCOP
NACEL
NAD
NASH
NCAA
NDA
NDG
NELA
NHS
NHSE
NHSI
NICE
NIHR
NIV
NDPA
NMPA
NNAP
NPSA
OHCC
PALS
PCN
PHSO
PPE
PROM
PURG
QIP
RAMI
RCA
RCPCH
RTT
SAMBA
SALT
SDTI
SHMI
SHOT
SI

Master of Science
Mortality Surveillance Committee
Multi Storey Car Park
Methicillin-Sensitive Staphylococcus Aureus
Medication Safety Officer
National Audit of Breast Cancer in Older Patients
National Audit of Care at the End of Life
National Audit of Dementia
National Audit of Seizure Management in Hospital
National Cardiac Arrest Audit
National Core Diabetes Audit
National Data Guardians
National Emergency Laparotomy Audit
National Health Service
National Health Service England
National Health Service Improvement
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
National Institute for Health Research
None invasive ventilation
National Diabetes in Pregnancy Audit
National Maternity and Perinatal Audit
National Neonatal Audit Programme
National Patient Safety Agency
Out of Hospital Care Collaborative (Community services)
Patient Advice Liaison Service
Primary Care Network
Parliamentary Healthy Service Ombudsman
Personal protective equipment
Patient Reported Outcome Measures
Pressure Ulcer Review Group
Quality Improvement Project
Risk Adjusted Mortality Indicator
Root Cause Analysis
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health
Referral to Treatment Targets
Society for Acute Medicine Benchmarking Audit
Speech and Language Therapy
Suspected Deep Tissue Injury
Summary Hospital-Level Mortality Indicator
Serious Hazards of Transfusion
Serious Incident

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

SSNAP

Sentinel Stroke National Audit Programme

STP

Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships

SWCCG

South Warwickshire Clinical Commissioning Group

SWFT
SUS

South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust
Secondary Uses Services
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TCAM
TTO
TV
UHCW
WCC

Transfer of Care Around Medicines
To Take Out
Tissue Viability
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire
Warwickshire County Council
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Annex 1: Statements from NHS England or relevant Clinical
Commissioning Groups, local Healthwatch organisations,
and Overview and Scrutiny Committees
Statement from NHS South Warwickshire
(mandatory): received 10.06.2022

Clinical

Commissioning

Group
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Statement from Healthwatch Warwickshire’s Response: received 06.06.2022
‘The Report reads well and a lot of work has clearly gone into it.
My comments are mainly around how you will quantify the progress that has been made around the priorities.
The process by which the priorities have been identified is reasonably clear, and there has been some patient
involvement which we would fully support and endorse. My questions are about how you will know when the
proposed improvements have landed with communities and individuals, and whether they are having a real
impact on the lived experiences and outcomes for patients. What measures and metrics will be used?
When I read the Report I was not clear how much progress has been made, and what the impact has been,
of the priorities that were set for last year (although that could be implied from some of the Statements in the
Report). For me this presents some challenges in tracking through priorities and improvements.
This would I think help with the clarity and relevance to patients, carers and public.
My comments notwithstanding, overall this is a really good Report and a credit to SWFT’.

Statement from Warwickshire County Council Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s
Response
A response to the 2021-2022 Quality Report was not provided.
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Annex 2. Statement of directors’ responsibilities for the
quality report
Quality reports are no longer a required part of an NHS foundation trust’s annual report as per the NHS
foundation trust annual reporting manual 2021/22.
The directors are required under the Health Act 2009 and the National Health Service (Quality Accounts)
Regulations to prepare Quality Accounts for each financial year.
NHS Improvement previously issued guidance to NHS foundation trust boards on the form and content of
annual quality reports (which incorporated the above legal requirements) and on the arrangements that NHS
foundation trust boards should put in place to support the data quality for the preparation of the quality report.
SWFT have continued with this approach for 2021-22 even though the requirement is no longer there.
In preparing the quality report, directors are required to take steps to satisfy themselves that:
• the content of the quality report meets the requirements set out in the NHS foundation trust annual
reporting manual 2019/20 and supporting guidance Detailed requirements for quality reports 2019/20 (no
annual reporting manual or supporting guidance was provided for 2021/22)
• the content of the quality report is not inconsistent with internal and external sources of information
including:
o board minutes and papers for the period April 2021 to March 2022
o papers relating to quality reported to the board over the period April 2021 to March 2022
o feedback from commissioners dated 10.06.2022
o feedback from local Healthwatch organisations dated 06.06.2022
o feedback from overview and scrutiny committee – no feedback received
o the trust’s complaints report published under Regulation 18 of the Local Authority Social Services and
NHS Complaints Regulations 2009, dated 01.06.2022
o the 2020 national patient survey
o the 2021 national staff survey
o the Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion of the trust’s control environment dated- not required for
2021/22
o CQC inspection report dated 04.12.2019
• the quality report presents a balanced picture of the NHS foundation trust’s performance over the period
covered
• the performance information reported in the quality report is reliable and accurate
• there are proper internal controls over the collection and reporting of the measures of performance
included in the quality report, and these controls are subject to review to confirm that they are working
effectively in practice
• the data underpinning the measures of performance reported in the quality report is robust and reliable,
conforms to specified data quality standards and prescribed definitions, is subject to appropriate scrutiny
and review
• the quality report has been prepared in accordance with NHS Improvement’s annual reporting manual
and supporting guidance (which incorporates the quality accounts regulations) as well as the standards
to support data quality for the preparation of the quality report.
The directors confirm to the best of their knowledge and belief they have complied with the above
requirements in preparing the quality report. By order of the board.

Russell Hardy, Chairman

Date: - 16 June 2022

Glen Burley, Chief Executive

Date: - 16 June 2022
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South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust

Annual accounts for the year ended 31 March 2022

1

Foreword to the accounts

South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust

These accounts, for the year ended 31 March 2022, have been prepared by South Warwickshire
NHS Foundation Trust in accordance with paragraphs 24 & 25 of Schedule 7 within the National
Health Service Act 2006, and are presented to Parliament pursuant to Schedule 7, paragraph 25
(4) (a) of the National Health Service Act 2006.

Signed

…………………………………………….

Name
Job title
Date

Glen Burley
Chief Executive
15 July 2022
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Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income
Group
2021/22
Note
Operating income from patient care activities

3

Other operating income

4

Operating expenses

£000
313,561

36,081

48,856
(361,124)

7,144

1,293

11

102

-

12.1

(815)

(923)

(2,954)

(2,198)

(3,667)

(3,121)
-

Operating surplus from continuing operations

Finance expenses

£000
360,297
(389,234)

6.1, 8

Finance income

2020/21

PDC dividends payable
Net finance costs
Other (losses)

13

(7,831)

Share of profit of joint venture

21

124

-

(40)

(54)

(Deficit) for the year from continuing operations

(4,270)

(1,882)

Deficit for the year

(4,270)

(1,882)

Corporation tax expense

Other comprehensive income
Will not be reclassified to income and expenditure:
Impairments

7

(560)

(245)

Revaluations
Fair value (losses) / gains on equity instruments designated at fair value
through OCI

19

1,264

347

22

(5,589)

4,427

-

(53)

(9,155)

2,594

Other reserve movements
Total comprehensive (expense) / income for the period

Adjusted financial performance (control total basis):
Deficit for the period

(4,270)

(1,882)

Remove net impairments not scoring to the Departmental expenditure limit

187

3,800

Remove I&E impact of capital grants and donations

313

(1,039)

292
(3,478)

(444)
435

Remove net impact of inventories received from DHSC group bodies for
COVID response
Adjusted financial performance (deficit) / surplus
The notes on pages 9 to 61 form part of these accounts.
All income and expenditure is derived from continuing operations.

There are no minority interests in the Group therefore the deficit for the year of £4.27m (2020/21 £1.88m deficit) and total
comprehensive expense for the year of £9.16m (2020/21 £2.59m comprehensive income) is wholly attributable to the
Group.
Note the Group is the consolidation of the Foundation Trust (Trust) and its wholly owned subsidiary, SWFT Clinical
Services Ltd (see note 1.3).
In accordance with Section 408 of the Companies Act 2006, the Trust is exempt from the requirement to present its own
income statement and statement of comprehensive income. The Trust’s deficit for the period was £5.909 million
(2020/21: £1.908 million deficit). The Trust's total comprehensive income for the period was £11.695 million (2020/21:
income £2.219 million).
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Statements of Financial Position

Group
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

Trust
31 March
31 March
2022
2021

Note

£000

£000

£000

Intangible assets

14.1, 15.1

42

5,515

-

5,458

Property, plant and equipment

16.1, 17.1

Non-current assets
140,251

133,427

113,166

110,200

Investment in subsidiaries

20

-

-

7,241

7,241

Investments in joint venture

21

8,034

-

8,034

-

Loan to subsidiary and joint venture

22

7,721

-

23,865

14,754

22

388

6,077

388

6,077

970
157,406

1,270
146,289

970
153,664

1,270
145,000

Other investments / financial assets
Receivables
Total non-current assets

25.1

Current assets
Inventories

24

6,781

5,346

5,819

4,482

Receivables

25.1

16,364

15,271

18,450

17,789

Other investments / financial assets

22.1

757

-

1,195

386

26.1

41,706
65,608

44,207
64,824

40,365
65,829

42,060
64,717

27.1

(50,191)

(44,727)

(49,200)

(43,230)

Borrowings

29

(1,526)

(1,503)

(1,706)

(1,677)

Provisions

31

(3,609)

(1,907)

(3,650)

(1,809)

28

(13,466)
(68,792)

(6,570)
(54,707)

(13,450)
(68,006)

(6,570)
(53,286)

154,222

156,406

151,487

156,431

Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Other liabilities
Total current liabilities
Total assets less current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Trade and other payables

27

(308)

(289)

(308)

(289)

Borrowings

29

(21,621)

(22,940)

(22,059)

(23,557)

Provisions

31.1

(2,217)

(2,276)

(1,752)

(1,852)

(556)
(24,702)
129,520

(970)
(26,475)
129,931

(556)
(24,675)
126,812

(970)
(26,668)
129,763

87,302

78,558

87,302

78,558

Other liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Total assets employed

28

Financed by
Public dividend capital
Revaluation reserve
Financial assets at fair value through OCI reserve
Income and expenditure reserve
Total taxpayers' equity

8,983

8,279

7,293

7,490

(6,062)

(473)

(6,062)

(473)

39,297
129,520

43,567
129,931

38,279
126,812

44,188
129,763

The notes on pages 9 to 61 form part of these accounts.

Signed

…………………………………………….

Name
Position
Date

Glen Burley
Chief Executive
15 July 2022
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2022
Public
dividend Revaluation
capital
reserve

Group

£000
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2021 - brought
forward

78,558

(Deficit) for the year

£000

Financial
assets
reserve

Income and
expenditure
reserve

Total

£000

£000

£000

8,279

(473)

43,567

129,931

-

-

-

(4,270)

(4,270)

Impairments

16

-

(560)

-

-

(560)

Revaluations

16

-

1,264

-

-

1,264

Fair value (losses) on equity instruments designated at fair
value through OCI

22

-

-

(5,589)

-

(5,589)

8,744
87,302

8,983

(6,062)

39,297

8,744
129,520

Public dividend capital received
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2022

Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2021
Public
dividend Revaluation
capital
reserve

Group

£000
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2020 - brought
forward

70,447

(Deficit) for the year

£000

Financial
assets
reserve

Income and
expenditure
reserve

Total

£000

£000

£000

8,323

(4,900)

45,355

119,225

-

-

-

(1,882)

(1,882)

Impairments

16

-

(245)

-

-

(245)

Revaluations
Fair value gain on equity instruments designated at fair value
through OCI

16

-

347

-

-

347

22

Public dividend capital received
Other reserve movements
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2021

5

-

-

4,427

-

4,427

8,112

-

-

-

8,112

(1)
78,558

(146)
8,279

(473)

94
43,567

(53)
129,931

Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2022

Public
dividend Revaluation
reserve
capital
£000
£000

Trust
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2021 - brought forward

Financial Income and
assets expenditure
reserve
reserve
£000
£000

Total
£000

78,558

7,490

(473)

44,188

129,763

-

-

-

(5,909)

(5,909)

(Deficit) for the year
Impairments

16

-

(560)

-

-

(560)

Revaluations

16

-

363
-

-

-

363

(5,589)

-

(5,589)

8,744
87,302

7,293

(6,062)

38,279

8,744
126,812

Fair value gains/(losses) on financial assets mandated at fair value through OCI
Public dividend capital received
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2022

22

Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2021
Public
dividend Revaluation
reserve
capital

Trust

£000
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2020 - brought forward

£000

Financial Income and
assets expenditure
reserve
reserve
£000

£000

Total
£000

70,446

7,699

(4,900)

46,108

119,353

(Deficit) for the year
Impairments

16

-

(557)

-

(1,908)
-

(1,908)
(557)

Revaluations

16

-

348

-

-

348

Fair value gains/(losses) on equity instruments designated at fair value through OCI

22

Public dividend capital repaid
Other reserve movements
Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2021

6

4,427

-

4,427

8,112

-

-

-

8,112

78,558

7,490

(473)

(12)
44,188

(12)
129,763

Information on reserves
Public dividend capital
Public dividend capital (PDC) is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess of assets over liabilities at the
time of establishment of the predecessor NHS organisation. Additional PDC may also be issued to trusts by the
Department of Health and Social Care. A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the trust, is payable to the
Department of Health as the public dividend capital dividend.
Revaluation reserve
Increases in asset values arising from revaluations are recognised in the revaluation reserve, except where, and to the
extent that, they reverse impairments previously recognised in operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in
operating income. Subsequent downward movements in asset valuations are charged to the revaluation reserve to the
extent that a previous gain was recognised unless the downward movement represents a clear consumption of economic
benefit or a reduction in service potential.
Financial assets at fair value through OCI reserve
This reserve comprises changes in the fair value of financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive
income. When these instruments are derecognised, cumulative gains or losses previously recognised as other
comprehensive income or expenditure are recycled to income or expenditure, unless the assets are equity instruments
measured at fair value through other comprehensive income as a result of irrevocable election at recognition.
Income and expenditure reserve
The balance of this reserve is the accumulated surpluses and deficits of the trust.
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Statements of Cash Flows
Group
Note

Trust

2021/22

2020/21

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

£000

£000

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating surplus
Non-cash income and expense:
Depreciation and amortisation

6.1

7,144

1,293

5,058

603

6,222

9,216

5,794

8,799

Net impairments

7

187

3,800

1,168

3,584

Income recognised in respect of capital donations

4

(94)

(1,404)

(94)

(1,325)

(1,391)

19,442

(500)

19,249

(Increase) in inventories

(1,435)

(1,062)

(1,337)

(926)

Increase in payables and other liabilities

16,514

2,874

14,166

5,815

1,591

1,429

3,933

1,175

(41)
28,697

(107)
35,481

(122)
28,066

972
37,946

102

19

646

553

(16,287)

-

(16,287)

-

-

(1,442)

373

(417)

(3,213)

-

(3,526)

(Increase) / decrease in receivables and other assets

Increase in provisions
Other movements in operating cash flows
Net cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Interest received
Loan Investment - Innovate Healthcare Ltd
Loan invesmtent SWFT CS Ltd
Purchase of intangible assets
Sales of PPE & intangible assets

6,190

-

6,190

(24,927)

(16,091)

(22,813)

(20,091)

(35,339)

343
(18,942)

(33,706)

264
(22,427)

Public dividend capital received

8,744

8,112

8,744

8,112

Movement on loans from DHSC

(1,428)

(1,428)

(1,428)

(1,428)

(48)

(55)

(48)

(55)

(6)

-

(180)

(169)

(764)

(810)

(764)

(810)

Purchase of PPE and investment property
Receipt of cash donations to purchase assets
Net cash flows from / (used in) investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities

Movement on other loans
Capital element of finance lease rental payments
Interest on loans
Interest paid on finance lease liabilities

(1)

-

(23)

(28)

PDC dividend (paid) / refunded
Net cash flows from / (used in) financing activities

(2,356)
4,141

(2,439)
3,380

(2,356)
3,945

(2,439)
3,183

(Decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents

(2,501)

19,919

(1,695)

18,702

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 April - brought forward
26.1
Cash and cash equivalents at 31 March

44,207
41,706

24,288
44,207

42,060
40,365

23,358
42,060
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Notes to the Accounts
Note 1 Accounting policies and other information
Note 1.1 Basis of preparation

NHS Improvement, in exercising the statutory functions conferred on Monitor, has directed that the financial
statements of the Trust shall meet the accounting requirements of the Department of Health and Social Care Group
Accounting Manual (GAM), which shall be agreed with HM Treasury. Consequently, the following financial statements
have been prepared in accordance with the GAM 2021/22 issued by the Department of Health and Social Care. The
accounting policies contained in the GAM follow International Financial Reporting Standards to the extent that they
are meaningful and appropriate to the NHS, as determined by HM Treasury, which is advised by the Financial
Reporting Advisory Board. Where the GAM permits a choice of accounting policy, the accounting policy that is judged
to be most appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Trust for the purpose of giving a true and fair view has
been selected. The particular policies adopted are described below. These have been applied consistently in dealing
with items considered material in relation to the accounts.
Accounting convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to account for the revaluation of
property and certain financial assets.
Note 1.2 Going concern
These accounts have been prepared on a going concern basis. The financial reporting framework applicable to NHS
bodies, derived from the HM Treasury Financial Reporting Manual, defines that the anticipated continued provision of
the entity’s services in the public sector is normally sufficient evidence of going concern. The directors have a
reasonable expectation that this will continue to be the case.

Note 1.3 Consolidation
The Group is made up of the Trust and its wholly owned subsidiary, SWFT Clinical Services Ltd (incorporated in the
United Kingdom under the Companies Act, 2006 and is registered in England and Wales). Subsidiary entities are
those over which the Trust is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the entity and has
the ability to affect those returns through its power over the entity. The income, expenses, assets, liabilities, equity
and reserves of subsidiaries are consolidated in full into the appropriate financial statement lines.
SWFT Clinical Services Ltd reports under the accounting framework of UK FRS 102, where the subsidiaries’
accounting policies are not aligned with those of the trust ,the amounts are adjusted during consolidation where the
differences are material. Inter-entity balances, transactions and gains/losses are eliminated in full on consolidation.

Other entities
The Trust is the corporate trustee to South Warwickshire NHS Charitable Fund. The Trust has assessed its
relationship to the charitable fund and determined it to be a subsidiary because the Trust is exposed to, or has rights
to, variable returns and other benefits for itself, patients and staff from its involvement with the charitable fund and has
the ability to affect those returns and other benefits through its power over the fund.
The Charitable Fund is not material to the Trust's accounts, and therefore have not been consolidated in the Trust's
financial statements.
Joint ventures

Joint ventures are arrangements in which the Trust has joint control with one or more other parties, and where it has
the rights to the net assets of the arrangement. Joint ventures are accounted for using the equity method. The
investment is initially recognised at cost. It is increased or decreased subsequently to reflect the Trust’s share of the
entity’s profit or loss. It is also reduced when any distribution, such as share dividends, are received by the Trust from
the joint venture.
Innovate Healthcare Services Limited is a Limited Company whose shares are 100% owned by South Warwickshire
Foundation trust. On 1 December 2021 a Control Agreement was signed which provides South Warwickshire NHS
Foundation Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust joint control over Innovate Healthcare Services Limited. South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust share of profits is 69.9% in line with the Section 7 of the Control Agreement.
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4 Note 1.4 Revenue from contracts with customers
Where income is derived from contracts with customers, it is accounted for under IFRS 15. The GAM expands the
definition of a contract to include legislation and regulations which enables an entity to receive cash or another financial
asset that is not classified as a tax by the Office of National Statistics (ONS).
Revenue in respect of goods/services provided is recognised when (or as) performance obligations are satisfied by
transferring promised goods/services to the customer and is measured at the amount of the transaction price allocated
to those performance obligations. At the year end, the Trust accrues income relating to performance obligations
satisfied in that year. Where the Trust’s entitlement to consideration for those goods or services is unconditional a
contract receivable will be recognised. Where entitlement to consideration is conditional on a further factor other than
the passage of time, a contract asset will be recognised. Where consideration received or receivable relates to a
performance obligation that is to be satisfied in a future period, the income is deferred and recognised as a contract
liability.
Revenue from NHS contracts
The main source of income for the Trust is contracts with commissioners for health care services. In 2021/22 and
2020/21, the majority of the trust’s income from NHS commissioners was in the form of block contract arrangements.
The Trust receives block funding from its commissioners, where funding envelopes are set at a Integrated Care System
level. For the first half of the 2020/21 comparative year these blocks were set for individual NHS providers directly, but
the revenue recognition principles are the same. The related performance obligation is the delivery of healthcare and
related services during the period, with the trust’s entitlement to consideration not varying based on the levels of activity
performed.
The Trust also receives additional income outside of the block payments to reimburse specific costs incurred and, in
2020/21, other income top-ups to support the delivery of services. Reimbursement and top-up income is accounted for
as variable consideration.
In 2021/22, the Elective Recovery Fund enabled systems to earn income linked to the achievement of elective activity
targets including funding any increased use of independent sector capacity. Income earned by the system is distributed
between individual entities by local agreement. Income earned from the fund is accounted for as variable consideration.

Revenue from research contracts
Where research contracts fall under IFRS 15, revenue is recognised as and when performance obligations are satisfied.
For some contracts, it is assessed that the revenue project constitutes one performance obligation over the course of
the multi-year contract. In these cases it is assessed that the Trust’s interim performance does not create an asset with
alternative use for the Trust, and the Trust has an enforceable right to payment for the performance completed to date.
It is therefore considered that the performance obligation is satisfied over time, and the Trust recognises revenue each
year over the course of the contract. Some research income alternatively falls within the provisions of IAS 20 for
government grants.
NHS injury cost recovery scheme
The Trust receives income under the NHS injury cost recovery scheme, designed to reclaim the cost of treating injured
individuals to whom personal injury compensation has subsequently been paid, for instance by an insurer. The Trust
recognises the income when performance obligations are satisfied. In practical terms this means that treatment has
been given, it receives notification from the Department of Work and Pension's Compensation Recovery Unit, has
completed the NHS2 form and confirmed there are no discrepancies with the treatment. The income is measured at the
agreed tariff for the treatments provided to the injured individual, less an allowance for unsuccessful compensation
claims and doubtful debts in line with IFRS 9 requirements of measuring expected credit losses over the lifetime of the
asset.

5 Note 1.5 Other forms of income
Grants and donations
Government grants are grants from government bodies other than income from commissioners or trusts for the
provision of services. Where a grant is used to fund revenue expenditure it is taken to the Statement of Comprehensive
Income to match that expenditure. Where the grants is used to fund capital expenditure, it is credited to the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income once conditions attached to the grant have been met. Donations are treated in the
same way as government grants.
Apprenticeship service income
The value of the benefit received when accessing funds from the Government's apprenticeship service is recognised as
income at the point of receipt of the training service. Where these funds are paid directly to an accredited training
provider from the Trust's Digital Apprenticeship Service (DAS) account held by the Department for Education, the
corresponding notional expense is also recognised at the point of recognition for the benefit.
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6 Note 1.6 Expenditure on employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments such as social security costs and the apprenticeship levy are
recognised in the period in which the service is received from employees. The cost of annual leave entitlement earned
but not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements to the extent that
employees are permitted to carry-forward leave into the following period.
Pension costs
NHS Pension Scheme
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Both schemes are
unfunded, defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, general practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of Secretary of State for Health and Social Care in England and Wales. The scheme is not designed in a way
that would enable employers to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the
scheme is accounted for as though it is a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the trust is taken as equal to the
employer's pension contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period. The contributions are charged to
operating expenses as and when they become due.
Additional pension liabilities arising from early retirements are not funded by the scheme except where the retirement is
due to ill-health. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is charged to the operating expenses at the time
the trust commits itself to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment.

7 Note 1.7 Expenditure on other goods and services
Expenditure on goods and services is recognised when, and to the extent that they have been received, and is
measured at the fair value of those goods and services. Expenditure is recognised in operating expenses except where
it results in the creation of a non-current asset such as property, plant and equipment.
8 Note 1.8 Discontinued operations
Discontinued operations occur where activities either cease without transfer to another entity, or transfer to an entity
outside of the boundary of Whole of Government Accounts, such as private or voluntary sectors. Such activities are
accounted for in accordance with IFRS 5. Activities that are transferred to other bodies within the boundary of Whole of
Government Accounts are ‘machinery of government changes’ and treated as continuing operations.
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9 Note 1.9 Property, plant and equipment
Recognition
Property, plant and equipment is capitalised where:
• it is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes
• it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the trust
• it is expected to be used for more than one financial year
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably
• the item has a cost of at least £5,000
• forms part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or unit irrespective of their individual or
collective cost, or
• collectively, a number of items have a cost of at least £5,000 and individually have a cost of more than £250, where
the assets are functionally interdependent, had broadly simultaneous purchase dates, are anticipated to have similar
disposal dates and are under single managerial control.
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with significantly different asset lives,
e.g., plant and equipment, then these components are treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own
useful lives.
Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure relating to an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an increase in the
carrying amount of the asset when it is probable that additional future economic benefits or service potential deriving
from the cost incurred to replace a component of such item will flow to the enterprise and the cost of the item can be
determined reliably. Where a component of an asset is replaced, the cost of the replacement is capitalised if it meets
the criteria for recognition above. The carrying amount of the part replaced is de-recognised. Other expenditure that
does not generate additional future economic benefits or service potential, such as repairs and maintenance, is
charged to the Statement of Comprehensive Income in the period in which it is incurred.
Measurement
Valuation
All property, plant and equipment assets are measured initially at cost, representing the costs directly attributable to
acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of
operating in the manner intended by management.
Assets are measured subsequently at valuation. Assets which are held for their service potential and are in use (ie
operational assets used to deliver either front line services or back office functions) are measured at their current value
in existing use. Assets that were most recently held for their service potential but are surplus with no plan to bring them
back into use are measured at fair value where there are no restrictions on sale at the reporting date and where they
do not meet the definitions of investment properties or assets held for sale.
Revaluations of property, plant and equipment are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure that carrying values
are not materially different from those that would be determined at the end of the reporting period. Current values in
existing use are determined as follows:
• Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use
• Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost on a modern equivalent asset basis.
For specialised assets, current value in existing use is interpreted as the present value of the asset's remaining service
potential, which is assumed to be at least equal to the cost of replacing that service potential. Specialised assets are
therefore valued at their depreciated replacement cost (DRC) on a modern equivalent asset (MEA) basis. An MEA
basis assumes that the asset will be replaced with a modern asset of equivalent capacity and meeting the location
requirements of the services being provided. Assets held at depreciated replacement cost have been valued on an
alternative site basis where this would meet the location requirements.
Valuation guidance issued by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors states that valuations are performed net of
VAT where the VAT is recoverable by the entity. This basis has been applied to the Group's Stratford healthcare facility
where SWFT Clinical Services Ltd is providing the Trust with a fully managed healthcare facility and the costs are
recoverable VAT for the Trust.
Properties in the course of construction for service or administration purposes are carried at cost, less any impairment
loss. Cost includes professional fees. Assets are revalued and depreciation commences when the assets are brought
into use.
IT equipment, furniture and fittings, and plant and machinery that are held for operational use are valued at depreciated
historic cost where these assets have short useful lives or low values or both, as this is not considered to be materially
different from current value in existing use.
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Note 1.9 Property, plant and equipment (cont.)
Depreciation

Items of property, plant and equipment are depreciated over their remaining useful lives on a straight line basis.
Freehold land is considered to have an infinite life and is not depreciated.
Property, plant and equipment which has been reclassified as ‘held for sale’ cease to be depreciated upon the
reclassification. Assets in the course of construction are not depreciated until the asset is brought into use.
Revaluation gains and losses
Revaluation gains are recognised in the revaluation reserve, except where, and to the extent that, they reverse a
revaluation decrease that has previously been recognised in operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in
operating expenditure.
Revaluation losses are charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is an available balance for the asset
concerned, and thereafter are charged to operating expenses.
Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported in the Statement of Comprehensive Income as an
item of ‘other comprehensive income’.
Impairments
In accordance with the GAM, impairments that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefits or of service
potential in the asset are charged to operating expenses. A compensating transfer is made from the revaluation
reserve to the income and expenditure reserve of an amount equal to the lower of (i) the impairment charged to
operating expenses; and (ii) the balance in the revaluation reserve attributable to that asset before the impairment.
An impairment that arises from a clear consumption of economic benefit or of service potential is reversed when, and
to the extent that, the circumstances that gave rise to the loss is reversed. Reversals are recognised in operating
expenditure to the extent that the asset is restored to the carrying amount it would have had if the impairment had
never been recognised. Any remaining reversal is recognised in the revaluation reserve. Where, at the time of the
original impairment, a transfer was made from the revaluation reserve to the income and expenditure reserve, an
amount is transferred back to the revaluation reserve when the impairment reversal is recognised.
Other impairments are treated as revaluation losses. Reversals of ‘other impairments’ are treated as revaluation gains.
De-recognition
Assets intended for disposal are reclassified as ‘held for sale’ once the criteria in IFRS 5 are met. The sale must be
highly probable and the asset available for immediate sale in its present condition.
Following reclassification, the assets are measured at the lower of their existing carrying amount and their ‘fair value
less costs to sell’. Depreciation ceases to be charged and the assets are not revalued, except where the 'fair value
less costs to sell' falls below the carrying amount. Assets are de-recognised when all material sale contract conditions
have been met.
Property, plant and equipment which is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify for recognition as ‘held for sale’
and instead is retained as an operational asset and the asset’s useful life is adjusted. The asset is de-recognised when
scrapping or demolition occurs.
Donated and grant funded assets
Donated and grant funded property, plant and equipment assets are capitalised at their fair value on receipt. The
donation/grant is credited to income at the same time, unless the donor has imposed a condition that the future
economic benefits embodied in the grant are to be consumed in a manner specified by the donor, in which case, the
donation/grant is deferred within liabilities and is carried forward to future financial years to the extent that the condition
has not yet been met.
The donated and grant funded assets are subsequently accounted for in the same manner as other items of property,
plant and equipment.
This includes assets donated to the trust by the Department of Health and Social Care as part of the response to the
coronavirus pandemic. As defined in the GAM, the trust applies the principle of donated asset accounting to assets that
the trust controls and is obtaining economic benefits from at the year end.
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Note 1.9 Property, plant and equipment (cont.)
Useful lives of property, plant and equipment
Useful lives reflect the total life of an asset and not the remaining life of an asset. The range of useful lives are shown in
the table below:
Min life
Max life
Years

Years

Buildings, excluding dwellings

24

60

Dwellings

20

24

Plant & machinery

5

15

Information technology

4

10

Furniture & fittings

5

15

Finance-leased assets (including land) are depreciated over the shorter of the useful life or the lease term, unless the
trust expects to acquire the asset at the end of the lease term in which case the assets are depreciated in the same
manner as owned assets above.
# Note 1.10 Intangible assets
Recognition
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets without physical substance which are capable of being sold separately from
the rest of the trust’s business or which arise from contractual or other legal rights. They are recognised only where it is
probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be provided to, the trust and where the cost of
the asset can be measured reliably.
Internally generated intangible assets
Internally generated goodwill, brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and similar items are not capitalised
as intangible assets.
Expenditure on research is not capitalised. Expenditure on development is capitalised where it meets the requirements
set out in IAS 38.
Software
Software which is integral to the operation of hardware, eg an operating system, is capitalised as part of the relevant
item of property, plant and equipment. Software which is not integral to the operation of hardware, eg application
software, is capitalised as an intangible asset.
Measurement
Intangible assets are recognised initially at cost, comprising all directly attributable costs needed to create, produce and
prepare the asset to the point that it is capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
Subsequently intangible assets are measured at current value in existing use. Where no active market exists, intangible
assets are valued at the lower of depreciated replacement cost and the value in use where the asset is income
generating. Revaluations gains and losses and impairments are treated in the same manner as for property, plant and
equipment. An intangible asset which is surplus with no plan to bring it back into use is valued at fair value where there
are no restrictions on sale at the reporting date and where they do not meet the definitions of investment properties or
assets held for sale.
Intangible assets held for sale are measured at the lower of their carrying amount or fair value less costs to sell.
Amortisation
Intangible assets are amortised over their expected useful lives in a manner consistent with the consumption of
economic or service delivery benefits.
Useful lives of intangible assets
Useful lives reflect the total life of an asset and not the remaining life of an asset. The range of useful lives are shown
in the table below:
Min life
Max life
Years
Software licences

2

14

Years
7

Note 1.11 Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. The cost of inventories is measured using the first
in, first out (FIFO) method.
In 2020/21 and 2021/22, the Trust received inventories including personal protective equipment from the Department of
Health and Social Care at nil cost. In line with the GAM and applying the principles of the IFRS Conceptual Framework,
the Trust has accounted for the receipt of these inventories at a deemed cost, reflecting the best available
approximation of an imputed market value for the transaction based on the cost of acquisition by the Department.
Note 1.12 Investment properties
Investment properties are measured at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognised as gains or losses in
income/expenditure.
Only those assets which are held solely to generate a commercial return are considered to be investment properties.
Where an asset is held, in part, for support service delivery objectives, then it is considered to be an item of property,
plant and equipment. Properties occupied by employees, whether or not they pay rent at market rates, are not classified
as investment properties.
Note 1.13 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24
hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in 3 months or less from the date of acquisition and that are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
In the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable on
demand and that form an integral part of the Trust’s cash management. Cash, bank and overdraft balances are
recorded at current values.
Note 1.14 Financial assets and financial liabilities
Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities arise where the Trust is party to the contractual provisions of a financial
instrument, and as a result has a legal right to receive or a legal obligation to pay cash or another financial instrument.
The GAM expands the definition of a contract to include legislation and regulations which give rise to arrangements that
in all other respects would be a financial instrument and do not give rise to transactions classified as a tax by ONS.
This includes the purchase or sale of non-financial items (such as goods or services), which are entered into in
accordance with the Trust’s normal purchase, sale or usage requirements and are recognised when, and to the extent
which, performance occurs, ie, when receipt or delivery of the goods or services is made.
Classification and measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value plus or minus directly attributable transaction
costs except where the asset or liability is not measured at fair value through income and expenditure. Fair value is
taken as the transaction price, or otherwise determined by reference to quoted market prices or valuation techniques.
Financial assets or financial liabilities in respect of assets acquired or disposed of through finance leases are
recognised and measured in accordance with the accounting policy for leases described below.
Financial assets are classified as subsequently measured at amortised cost, or in the case of the investment shares
held in Sensyne Health Plc at fair value through other comprehensive income.
Financial liabilities are classified as subsequently measured at amortised cost.
Financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost
Financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost are those held with the objective of collecting contractual cash
flows and where cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest. This includes cash equivalents, contract and
other receivables, trade and other payables, rights and obligations under lease arrangements and loans receivable and
payable. The Trust has a financial asset for a loan receivable from Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd for £8.7m over a
10 year repayment term that is held at amortised cost.
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Financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost (cont.)
After initial recognition, these financial assets and financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method less any impairment (for financial assets). The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts
estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or financial liability to the
gross carrying amount of a financial asset or to the amortised cost of a financial liability.
Interest revenue or expense is calculated by applying the effective interest rate to the gross carrying amount of a
financial asset or amortised cost of a financial liability and recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income and a
financing income or expense. In the case of loans held from the Department of Health and Social Care, the effective
interest rate is the nominal rate of interest charged on the loan.
Financial assets measured at fair value through other comprehensive income

A financial asset is measured at fair value through other comprehensive income where business model objectives are
met by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets and where the cash flows are solely payments
of principal and interest. Movements in the fair value of financial assets in this category are recognised as gains or
losses in other comprehensive income except for impairment losses. On derecognition, cumulative gains and losses
previously recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified from equity to income and expenditure, except
where the Trust elected to measure an equity instrument in this category on initial recognition.
The Trust has irrevocably elected to measure the following equity instruments at fair value through other
comprehensive income: investment shares in Sensyne Health Plc in order to reduce any SOCI impact from fluctuations
in market prices.
Impairment of financial assets
For all financial assets measured at amortised cost including contract receivables and contract assets or assets
measured at fair value through other comprehensive income, the Trust recognises an allowance for expected credit
losses.
The Trust adopts the simplified approach to impairment for contract and other receivables, contract assets and lease
receivables, measuring expected losses as at an amount equal to lifetime expected losses. For other financial assets,
the loss allowance is initially measured at an amount equal to 12-month expected credit losses (stage 1) and
subsequently at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses if the credit risk assessed for the financial asset
significantly increases (stage 2).
For financial assets that have become credit impaired since initial recognition (stage 3), expected credit losses at the
reporting date are measured as the difference between the asset’s gross carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate.
Expected losses are charged to operating expenditure within the Statement of Comprehensive Income and reduce the
net carrying value of the financial asset in the Statement of Financial Position.
Derecognition
Financial assets are de-recognised when the contractual rights to receive cash flows from the assets have expired or
the Trust has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the obligation is discharged, cancelled or expires.
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Note 1.15 Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to
the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.
The trust as a lessee
Finance leases
Where substantially all risks and rewards of ownership of a leased asset are borne by the trust, the asset is recorded
as property, plant and equipment and a corresponding liability is recorded. The value at which both are recognised is
the lower of the fair value of the asset or the present value of the minimum lease payments, discounted using the
interest rate implicit in the lease. The implicit interest rate is that which produces a constant periodic rate of interest
on the outstanding liability.
The asset and liability are recognised at the commencement of the lease. Thereafter the asset is accounted for an
item of property plant and equipment.
The annual rental charge is split between the repayment of the liability and a finance cost so as to achieve a constant
rate of finance over the life of the lease. The annual finance cost is charged to finance costs in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
Operating leases
Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Lease
incentives are recognised initially in other liabilities on the statement of financial position and subsequently as a
reduction of rentals on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Contingent rentals are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
Leases of land and buildings
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land component is separated from the building component and the
classification for each is assessed separately.
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Note 1.16 Provisions
The Trust recognises a provision where it has a present legal or constructive obligation of uncertain timing or amount;
for which it is probable that there will be a future outflow of cash or other resources; and a reliable estimate can be
made of the amount. The amount recognised in the Statement of Financial Position is the best estimate of the
resources required to settle the obligation. Where the effect of the time value of money is significant, the estimated
risk-adjusted cash flows are discounted using HM Treasury's discount rates effective from 31 March 2022:

Short-term
Medium-term
Long-term

Up to 5 years
After 5 years up to 10 years
After 10 years up to 40 years
Exceeding 40 years

Nominal rate
0.47%
0.70%
0.95%
0.66%

Prior year rate
Minus 0.02%
0.18%
1.99%
1.99%

HM Treasury provides discount rates for general provisions on a nominal rate basis. Expected future cash flows are
therefore adjusted for the impact of inflation before discounting using nominal rates. The following inflation rates are
set by HM Treasury, effective from 31 March 2022:
Inflation rate
4.00%
2.60%
2.00%

Year 1
Year 2
Into perpetuity

Prior year rate
1.20%
1.60%
2.00%

Early retirement provisions and injury benefit provisions both use the HM Treasury's pension discount rate of minus
1.30% in real terms (prior year: minus 0.95).
Clinical negligence costs
NHS Resolution operates a risk pooling scheme under which the trust pays an annual contribution to NHS
Resolution, which, in return, settles all clinical negligence claims. Although NHS Resolution is administratively
responsible for all clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with the Trust. The total value of clinical
negligence provisions carried by NHS Resolution on behalf of the trust is disclosed at note 32.3 but is not recognised
in the Trust’s accounts.
Non-clinical risk pooling
The trust participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme. Both are risk
pooling schemes under which the trust pays an annual contribution to NHS Resolution and in return receives
assistance with the costs of claims arising. The annual membership contributions, and any excesses payable in
respect of particular claims are charged to operating expenses when the liability arises.
Note 1.17 Contingencies
Contingent assets (that is, assets arising from past events whose existence will only be confirmed by one or more
future events not wholly within the entity’s control) are not recognised as assets, but are disclosed in note 33 where
an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised, but are disclosed in note 33, unless the probability of a transfer of economic
benefits is remote.
Contingent liabilities are defined as:
• possible obligations arising from past events whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence of one or
more uncertain future events not wholly within the entity’s control; or
• present obligations arising from past events but for which it is not probable that a transfer of economic benefits will
arise or for which the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.
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# Note 1.18 Public dividend capital
Public dividend capital (PDC) is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess of assets over liabilities at
the time of establishment of the predecessor NHS organisation. HM Treasury has determined that PDC is not a
financial instrument within the meaning of IAS 32.
The Secretary of State can issue new PDC to, and require repayments of PDC from, the trust. PDC is recorded at the
value received.
A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the trust, is payable as public dividend capital dividend. The charge is
calculated at the rate set by HM Treasury (currently 3.5%) on the average relevant net assets of the trust during the
financial year. Relevant net assets are calculated as the value of all assets less the value of all liabilities, with certain
additions and deductions as defined by the Department of Health and Social Care.
This policy is available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-financing-available-to-nhs-trustsand-foundation-trusts.
In accordance with the requirements laid down by the Department of Health and Social Care (as the issuer of PDC), the
dividend for the year is calculated on the actual average relevant net assets as set out in the “pre-audit” version of the
annual accounts. The dividend calculated is not revised should any adjustment to net assets occur as a result the audit
of the annual accounts.
# Note 1.19 Value added tax
Most of the activities of the trust are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output tax does not apply and input tax
on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in the
capitalised purchase cost of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are
stated net of VAT.
# Note 1.20 Corporation tax
SWFT Clinical Services Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust and is subject
to corporation tax on its profits. Tax on the profit or loss for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Tax is
recognised in the statement of comprehensive income except to the extent that it relates to items recognised directly in
equity or other comprehensive income, in which case it is recognised directly in equity or other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable or receivable on the taxable income or loss for the year, using tax rates enacted
or substantively enacted at the statement of financial position date, and any adjustment to tax payable in respect of
previous years. Deferred tax is provided on temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities, for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes. The amount of deferred tax
provided is based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities,
using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted on the statement of financial position date.
# Note 1.21 Climate change levy
Expenditure on the climate change levy is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income as incurred, based on
the prevailing chargeable rates for energy consumption.
# Note 1.22 Third party assets
Assets belonging to third parties in which the Trust has no beneficial interest (such as money held on behalf of patients)
are not recognised in the accounts. However, they are disclosed in a separate note (note 26.2) to the accounts in
accordance with the requirements of HM Treasury’s FReM .
# Note 1.23 Losses and special payments
Losses and special payments are items that Parliament would not have contemplated when it agreed funds for the
health service or passed legislation. By their nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore
subject to special control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into different
categories, which govern the way that individual cases are handled. Losses and special payments are charged to the
relevant functional headings in expenditure on an accruals basis.
The losses and special payments note (note 36) is compiled directly from the losses and compensations register which
reports on an accrual basis with the exception of provisions for future losses.
# Note 1.24 Gifts
Gifts are items that are voluntarily donated, with no preconditions and without the expectation of any return. Gifts
include all transactions economically equivalent to free and unremunerated transfers, such as the loan of an asset for
its expected useful life, and the sale or lease of assets at below market value.
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Note 1.25 Early adoption of standards, amendments and interpretations
No new accounting standards or revisions to existing standards have been early adopted in 2021/22.
Note 1.26 Standards, amendments and interpretations in issue but not yet effective or adopted
IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 16 Leases will replace IAS 17 Leases, IFRIC 4 Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease and other
interpretations and is applicable in the public sector for periods beginning 1 April 2022. The standard provides a single
accounting model for lessees, recognising a right of use asset and obligation in the statement of financial position for most
leases: some leases are exempt through application of practical expedients explained below. For those recognised in the
statement of financial position the standard also requires the remeasurement of lease liabilities in specific circumstances after the
commencement of the lease term. For lessors, the distinction between operating and finance leases will remain and the
accounting will be largely unchanged.

IFRS 16 changes the definition of a lease compared to IAS 17 and IFRIC 4. The trust will apply this definition to new leases only
and will grandfather its assessments made under the old standards of whether existing contracts contain a lease.
On transition to IFRS 16 on 1 April 2022, the trust will apply the standard retrospectively without restatement and with the
cumulative effect of initially applying the standard recognised in the income and expenditure reserve at that date. For existing
operating leases with a remaining lease term of more than 12 months and an underlying asset value of at least £5,000, a lease
liability will be recognised equal to the value of remaining lease payments discounted on transition at the trust’s incremental
borrowing rate. The trust's incremental borrowing rate will be defined by HM Treasury. For 2022, this rate is 0.95%. The related
right of use asset will be measured equal to the lease liability adjusted for any prepaid or accrued lease payments. For existing
peppercorn leases not classified as finance leases, a right of use asset will be measured at current value in existing use or fair
value. The difference between the asset value and the calculated lease liability will be recognised in the income and expenditure
reserve on transition. No adjustments will be made on 1 April 2022 for existing finance leases.

For leases commencing in 2022/23, the trust will not recognise a right of use asset or lease liability for short term leases (less
than or equal to 12 months) or for leases of low value assets (less than £5,000). Right of use assets will be subsequently
measured on a basis consistent with owned assets and depreciated over the length of the lease term.
The Trust has assessed the service contract from Innovate Healthcare Services to provide a fully managed IT and digital service
to the Trust as not containing a lease under IFRS 16.

The trust has estimated the impact of applying IFRS 16 in 2022/23 on the opening statement of financial position and the in-year
impact on the statement of comprehensive income and capital additions as follows:
£000
Estimated impact on 1 April 2022 statement of financial position
Additional right of use assets recognised for existing operating leases
Additional lease obligations recognised for existing operating leases

6,909
(6,909)

Changes to other statement of financial position line items
Net impact on net assets on 1 April 2022

-

Estimated in-year impact in 2022/23
Additional depreciation on right of use assets
Additional finance costs on lease liabilities
Lease rentals no longer charged to operating expenditure
Other impact on income / expenditure
Estimated impact on surplus / deficit in 2022/23

(1,608)
(56)
1,623
(41)

Estimated increase in capital additions for new leases commencing in 2022/23
Other standards, amendments and interpretations
The effective date for IFRS17 Insurance Contracts is now 2023/24. Work has not yet started on understanding its impact in the
NHS.
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Note 1.27 Critical judgements in applying accounting policies

The following are the judgements, apart from those involving estimations (see below) that management has made in the process
of applying the Trust’s accounting policies and that has the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements:
-the sale of IT tangible assets and software intangible assets by the Trust to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd during 2021/22
and the service contract for the provision of a fully managed IT service back to the Trust has been assessed under IAS 17 and
IFRIC4 as not containing any leases.
-Innovate Healthcare Services has been assessed as a joint venture and will be accounted for using equity accounting.
-the sale of the new Stratford hospital land and buildings in 2017/18 to SWFT Clinical Services Ltd and its lease back to the
Trust has been assessed as an operating lease under IAS 17 Leases; and
-the recognition of Section 106 income from property developers via Stratford and Warwick District Councils has been assessed
as not being within the scope of IFRS 15.

Note 1.28 Sources of estimation uncertainty
The following are assumptions about the future and other major sources of estimation uncertainty that have a significant risk of
resulting in a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year:
-Provisions include an estimate of future liabilities based on information available when the accounts are approved (see note
31.1) £5.8m, 2020/21 £4.2m.
- Provision is made for the impairment of receivables based on the information available when the accounts are approved (see
note 25.1), £3.9m, 2020/21 £6.7m, is estimated on a risk based assessment of the likelihood of non-payment which by its nature
includes an element of subjectivity.
-The valuation of the Trust's land and buildings (see note 19) is based upon an assessment undertaken by professional property
valuers on a Modern Equivalent Asset basis.
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Note 2 Operating Segments
The analysis by business segment is presented in accordance with IFRS 8 Operating segments, on the basis of those segments
whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the Board of Directors (the Chief Operating Decision Maker as defined by IFRS 8)
as follows:
Healthcare services:
NHS Healthcare is the core activity of the Trust - the 'mandatory services requirement' as set out in the Trust's Terms of
Authorisation issued by Monitor/NHS Improvement and defined by legislation, National Health Service Act. This activity is primarily
the provision of NHS healthcare, either to patients and charged to the relevant NHS commissioning body, or where healthcare
related services are provided to other organisations by contractual agreement.

Commercial Trading (SWFT Clinical Services Ltd):
SWFT Clinical Services Limited (the Company) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Trust, whose main supplies and services
comprise of i) an outpatient pharmacy dispensary service; ii) provision of a fully managed healthcare facilities in the form of the new
Stratford hospital and Acorn House to the Trust; and iii) estate management services to the Trust for the Trust's older existing
Stratford hospital. As a trading company, subject to additional legal and regulatory regime (over and above that of the Trust), these
activities are considered to be a separate business segment.
A significant proportion of the Company's revenue is inter group trading with the Trust, which is eliminated upon the consolidation of
these group accounts.

Information about retained surplus or deficit, assets and liabilities of the segments of Healthcare Services and Commerical Trading
are detailed in the tables below:

Healthcare
Services £000

Year ended 31 March 2022
Revenues from external customers

Commercial
Trading £000

Inter group
elminations
£000

Total
£000

395,846

532

-

396,378

431

18,114

(18,545)

-

Depreciation and amortisation

(5,794)

(446)

-

(6,240)

(Impairments)/Revaluation gain

(1,168)

981

-

(187)
(382,807)

Revenues from transactions inter group

Other expenditure

(384,374)

(17,003)

18,570

Interest revenue

648

22

(568)

102

Interest expense

(837)

(521)

543

(815)

PDC Dividend

(2,954)

-

-

(2,954)

Loss on disposal

(7,831)

-

-

(7,831)

124

-

(5,909)

(40)
1,639

124
(40)
(4,270)

218,935
(92,123)
126,812

31,811
(21,871)
9,940

Healthcare
Services £000

Commercial
Trading £000

362,048

369

-

319

15,092

(15,411)

-

(8,786)

(430)

-

(9,216)

Share of Innovate Healthcare Ltd profits
Taxation
Retained surplus/(deficit)

-

As at 31 March 2022
Assets
Liabilities
Net assets

Year ended 31 March 2021
Revenues from external customers
Revenues from transactions inter group
Depreciation and amortisation
Impairments
Other expenditure

(27,731)
20,499
(7,232)
Inter group
elminations
£000

223,015
(93,495)
129,520

Total £000
362,417

(3,584)

(216)

-

(3,800)

(349,406)

(14,229)

15,411

(348,224)

Interest revenue

535

28

(563)

-

Interest expense

(835)

(535)

563

(807)

PDC Dividend

(2,198)

-

-

(2,198)

Taxation

(1,907)

(54)
25

-

(54)
(1,882)

209,726
(79,955)
129,771

27,808
(20,400)
7,408

Retained surplus

-

As at 31 March 2021
Assets
Liabilities
Net assets
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(26,421)
19,173
(7,248)

211,113
(81,182)
129,931

Note 3 Operating income from patient care activities (Group)
All income from patient care activities relates to contract income recognised in line with accounting policy 1.4
Note 3.1 Income from patient care activities (by nature)
Acute services
Block contract / system envelope income

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

216,985

197,756

High cost drugs income from commissioners (excluding pass-through costs)

27,495

25,141

Other NHS clinical income

16,655

3,065

64,635

59,543

18,204

17,256

All services
Private patient income

890

888

Elective recovery fund

4,992

-

Additional pension contribution central funding*

9,527

9,012

914
360,297

900
313,561

Community services
Block contract / system envelope income
Income from other sources (e.g. local authorities)

Other clinical income
Total income from activities

*The employer contribution rate for NHS pensions increased from 14.3% to 20.6% (excluding administration charge)
from 1 April 2019. Since 2019/20, NHS providers have continued to pay over contributions at the former rate with the
additional amount being paid over by NHS England on providers' behalf. The full cost and related funding have been
recognised in these accounts.
Note 3.2 Income from patient care activities (by source)
Income from patient care activities received from:
NHS England
Clinical commissioning groups
Department of Health and Social Care
Other NHS providers
NHS other
Local authorities
Non-NHS: private patients
Non-NHS: overseas patients (chargeable to patient)

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

42,152

37,168

295,123

255,578

-

-

2,746

1,771

23

-

18,204

17,256

842

846

48

13

Injury cost recovery scheme

637

343

Non NHS: other
Total income from activities

522
360,297

586
313,561

360,297

313,561

Of which:
Related to continuing operations

The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) is regarded as the parent Department of NHS England, Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs), NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts. When combined these four areas are
regarded as a related party as outlined in note 39.
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Note 3.3 Overseas visitors (relating to patients charged directly by the provider)
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

Income recognised this year

48

13

Cash payments received in-year

25

6

Amounts written off in-year

15
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Note 4 Other operating income (Group)

2021/22

2020/21

Contract Non-contract
income
income
£000
Research and development

£000

Total
£000

Contract Non-contract
income
income
£000

£000

Total
£000

435

-

435

288

-

288

Education and training

11,804

659

12,463

11,325

305

11,630

Non-patient care services to other bodies

18,274

-

18,274

13,169

-

13,169

Reimbursement and top up funding

194

-

194

14,635

-

14,635

Income in respect of employee benefits accounted on a gross basis

151

-

151

145

-

145

-

94

94

-

1,404

1,404

-

1,492

1,492

-

5,742

5,742

1,464
32,322

1,514
3,759

2,978
36,081

843
40,405

1,000
8,451

1,843
48,856

Receipt of capital grants and donations
Charitable and other contributions to expenditure
Other income
Total other operating income
Of which:
Related to continuing operations

36,081

48,856

Reimbursement and top up funding related to support for COVID-19 expenditure in 2020/21 - this income was built into the CCG contracts in 2021/22 and therefore has been shown
in Income from Patient Care.
The other contract income total above of £1.464m (2020/21 £0.843m) consists of staff and patient car parking income £0.787m (2020/21 £0.403m), accommodation rentals £0.170m
(2020/21 £0.240m) and other smaller items.
The other non-contract income total above of £1.514m is for Section 106 incomefrom Warwick District Council and Stratford District Council (2020/21 £1.000m).
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Note 5.1 Additional information on contract revenue (IFRS 15) recognised in the period

Revenue recognised in the reporting period that was included in within contract
liabilities at the previous period end
Revenue recognised from performance obligations satisfied (or partially satisfied) in
previous periods

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

2,516

1,806

-

-

Note 5.2 Transaction price allocated to remaining performance obligations
Revenue from existing contracts allocated to remaining performance obligations is
expected to be recognised:
within one year
after one year, not later than five years
after five years
Total revenue allocated to remaining performance obligations

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

736

323

556

969

1,292

1,292

The trust has exercised the practical expedients permitted by IFRS 15 paragraph 121 in preparing this disclosure.
Revenue from (i) contracts with an expected duration of one year or less and (ii) contracts where the trust recognises
revenue directly corresponding to work done to date is not disclosed.

Note 5.3 Income from activities arising from commissioner requested services

Under the terms of its provider licence, the trust is required to analyse the level of income from activities that has arisen
from commissioner requested and non-commissioner requested services. Commissioner requested services are
defined in the provider licence and are services that commissioners believe would need to be protected in the event of
provider failure. This information is provided in the table below:

Income from services designated as commissioner requested services
Income from services not designated as commissioner requested services
Total
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2021/22

2020/21

£000
250,739

£000
218,214

109,558
360,297

95,347
313,561

Note 6.1 Operating expenses (Group)
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

Purchase of healthcare from NHS and DHSC bodies

7,686

6,822

Purchase of healthcare from non-NHS and non-DHSC bodies

3,326

2,812

246,677

228,040

177

166

Supplies and services - clinical (excluding drugs costs)

30,872

30,864

Supplies and services - general

12,591

13,577

Drug costs (drugs inventory consumed and purchase of non-inventory drugs)

36,377

30,460

53
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Staff and executive directors costs
Remuneration of non-executive directors

Inventories written down
Consultancy costs

1,696

659

Establishment

7,036

2,652

15,832

14,186

2,710

2,028

Premises
Transport (including patient travel)
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Amortisation on intangible assets*
Net impairments
Movement in credit loss allowance: contract receivables / contract assets
Increase/(decrease) in other provisions
Change in provisions discount rate(s)

7,697

8,066

(1,475)

1,150

187

3,800

2,045

1,234

(78)

(27)

40

64

146

101

Fees payable to the external auditor
audit services- statutory audit
other auditor remuneration (external auditor only)

-

11

Internal audit costs

126

109

Clinical negligence

7,383

6,123

Legal fees

596

346

Insurance

165

153

5,726

5,873

731

300

-

27

15

12

Education and training
Rentals under operating leases
Redundancy
Car parking & security
Hospitality

2

9

Losses, ex gratia & special payments

(85)
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Other services, eg external payroll

250

268

730
389,234

963
361,124

389,234

361,124

Other
Total
Of which:
Related to continuing operations

*Amortisation on intangible assets is negative for 2021/22 following the derecognition of cloud software implementation
and customisation costs and the reversal of prior year amortisation that had been charged in error following the issue of
guidance from IFRS Board on the treatment of cloud software implementation and customisation costs in April 2021.
For configuration, implementation or customisation of cloud software, the guidance is these costs should be expensed
and not capitalised where the Trust does not control the underlying cloud software being implemented/customised.
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Note 6.2 Other auditor remuneration (Group)
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

Other auditor remuneration paid to the external auditor:
1. Audit-related assurance services
Total

-

11
11

Note 6.3 Limitation on auditor's liability (Group)
The limitation on auditor's liability for external audit work is £1 million (2020/21: £1 million).

Note 7 Impairment of assets (Group)
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

74

27

Changes in market price
Total net impairments charged to operating surplus / deficit

113
187

3,773
3,800

Impairments charged to the revaluation reserve
Total net impairments

560
747

245
4,045

Net impairments charged to operating surplus / deficit resulting from:
Unforeseen obsolescence

The changes in market price impairments are as a result of changes in market price following valuations of the Group's
estate. The Trust's estate was also subject to a full quinquennial inspection valuation in 2019/20, being undertaken by
Avision Young. In 2021/22 Avison Young undertook a dektop valuation of the Trust's estate. Property owned by SWFT
Clinicial Services Ltd was valued by DVS Property Services in 2021/22 on a desktop basis, with a full quinennial
valuation undertaken by DVS Property Services in 2017/18.
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Note 8 Employee benefits (Group)
2021/22

2020/21

Total

Total

£000

£000

Salaries and wages

190,612

179,348

Social security costs

18,301

16,965

896

840

30,862

29,775

145

121

10,606
251,422

6,692
233,741

(558)
250,864

(288)
233,453

272

1,385

Apprenticeship levy
Employer's contributions to NHS pensions
Pension cost - other
Temporary staff (including agency)
Total gross staff costs
Recoveries in respect of seconded staff
Total staff costs
Of which
Costs capitalised as part of assets

Note 8.1 Retirements due to ill-health (Group)
During 2021/22 there were 6 early retirements from the trust agreed on the grounds of ill-health (5 in the year ended 31
March 2021). The estimated additional pension liabilities of these ill-health retirements is £236k (£183k in 2020/21).
These estimated costs are calculated on an average basis and will be borne by the NHS Pension Scheme.
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Note 9 Pension costs

Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the two NHS Pension Schemes. Details of the benefits
payable and rules of the Schemes can be found on the NHS Pensions website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions. Both
are unfunded defined benefit schemes that cover NHS employers, GP practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care in England and Wales. They are not designed to be run in
a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore,
each scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS body of participating in
each scheme is taken as equal to the contributions payable to that scheme for the accounting period.
In order that the defined benefit obligations recognised in the financial statements do not differ materially from those
that would be determined at the reporting date by a formal actuarial valuation, the FReM requires that “the period
between formal valuations shall be four years, with approximate assessments in intervening years”. An outline of these
follows:
a) Accounting valuation
A valuation of scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary (currently the Government Actuary’s
Department) as at the end of the reporting period. This utilises an actuarial assessment for the previous accounting
period in conjunction with updated membership and financial data for the current reporting period, and is accepted as
providing suitably robust figures for financial reporting purposes. The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March
2022, is based on valuation data as 31 March 2021, updated to 31 March 2022 with summary global member and
accounting data. In undertaking this actuarial assessment, the methodology prescribed in IAS 19, relevant FReM
interpretations, and the discount rate prescribed by HM Treasury have also been used.

The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the report of the scheme actuary, which forms part
of the annual NHS Pension Scheme Accounts. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS Pensions website and are
published annually. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.
b) Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits due under the schemes (taking
into account recent demographic experience), and to recommend contribution rates payable by employees and
employers.

The latest actuarial valuation undertaken for the NHS Pension Scheme was completed as at 31 March 2016. The
results of this valuation set the employer contribution rate payable from April 2019 to 20.6% of pensionable pay.
The 2016 funding valuation also tested the cost of the Scheme relative to the employer cost cap that was set following
the 2012 valuation. There was initially a pause to the cost control element of the 2016 valuations, due to the uncertainty
around member benefits caused by the discrimination ruling relating to the McCloud case.

HMT published valuation directions dated 7 October 2021 (see Amending Directions 2021) that set out the technical
detail of how the costs of remedy are included in the 2016 valuation process. Following these directions, the scheme
actuary has completed the cost control element of the 2016 valuation for the NHS Pension Scheme, which concludes
no changes to benefits or member contributions are required. The 2016 valuation reports can be found on the NHS
Pensions website at https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/nhs-pension-scheme-accounts-and-valuation-reports.
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Note 10 Operating leases (Group)

Note 10.1 South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee (Group)
This note discloses costs and commitments incurred in operating lease arrangements where South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust is the lessee.
2021/22
£000
Operating lease expense
Minimum lease payments
Total

2020/21
£000

731
731

300
300

Buildings

Other

Total

Buildings

Other

Total

Future minimum lease payments due:

2022
£000

2022
£000

2022
£000

2021
£000

2021
£000

2021
£000

- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
Total

181
341
34
556

479
352
831

180
270
58
508

48
33
81

228
303
58
589

-

-

Future minimum sublease payments to be received

660
693
34
1,387

Note 10.2 South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee (Trust)
This note discloses costs and commitments incurred in operating lease arrangements where South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust is the lessee.
The Trust commenced leasing the new Stratford Hospital building, car park and surrounding land from SWFT
Clinical Services in July 2017, for a 25 year lease term.
The rental charge is based on a 4.3% rental yield of the building valuation.
At the end of the 25 year lease there is a put and call option on the site whereby the Trust can purchase the site
from SWFT Clinical Services Ltd at fair value.
2021/22
£000

2020/21
£000

1,699
1,699

1,238
1,238

Buildings

Other

Total

Buildings

Other

Total

2022
£000

2022
£000

2022
£000

2021
£000

2021
£000

2021
£000

Operating lease expense
Minimum lease payments
Total

Future minimum lease payments due:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years; and
- later than five years.
Total

1,149
4,211
14,869
20,229

479
352
831

-

-

Future minimum sublease payments to be received

The Trust's lease is with SWFT Clinical Services Ltd and therefore is eliminated on consolidation.
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1,628
4,563
14,869
21,060

1,148
4,140
15,861
21,149

48
33
81

1,196
4,173
15,861
21,230

Note 11 Finance income (Group)
Finance income represents interest received on assets and investments in the period.

Interest on bank accounts
Interest on other investments / financial assets
Total finance income

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

9

-

93
102

-

Interest on other investments / financial assets is interest received from Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd
Note 12.1 Finance expenditure (Group)
Finance expenditure represents interest and other charges involved in the borrowing of money or asset financing.
2021/22
2020/21
£000

£000

Interest expense:
Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

762

807

Finance leases
Total interest expense

1
763

807

Unwinding of discount on provisions
Total finance costs

52
815

116
923

Note 13 Other losses (Group)

Losses on disposal of assets

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

(7,831)
(7,831)
(7,831)

Total losses on disposal of assets
Total other losses

-

Within the lossess on disposals of assets there is £7.6m relating to the costs associated with the derecognition of cloud
software implementation and customisation costs following the clarification guidance issued by the IFRS Board in April
2021.
Note 13.1 Corporation Tax
Corporation Tax included in these accounts relate to SWFT Clinical Services Ltd, the Trust's wholly owned subsidiary.
Any deferred tax liabilities also relate to SWFT Clinical Services Ltd. As the values are not material no detailed
Corporation Tax note is required.
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Note 14.1 Intangible assets - 2021/22

Group
Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2021 - brought forward
Additions
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2022
Amortisation at 1 April 2021 - brought forward
Provided during the year
Impairments
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Amortisation at 31 March 2022

Software
licences

Intangible
assets under
construction

Total

£000
9,163

£000
1,998

£000
11,161

107

-

107

2,329

(1,998)

331

(11,513)
86

-

(11,513)
86

5,646

-

5,646

(1,475)

-

(1,475)

74

-

74

(7)

-

(7)

(4,194)
44

-

(4,194)
44

Net book value at 31 March 2022

42

-

42

Net book value at 31 March 2021

3,517

1,998

5,515

Software disposals relate to the derecognition of cloud software customisation and configuration costs (see
note 13) and the sale of software to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd.
Reclassifiations line relates mostly to the transfer of costs from Assets Under Construction after the assets
come into use.
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Note 14.2 Intangible assets - 2020/21

Group
Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2020 - as previously
stated

Software
licences

Intangible
assets under
construction

Total

£000

£000

£000

8,465

-

8,465

1,525

1,998

3,523

(246)

-

(246)

Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2021

(581)
9,163

1,998

(581)
11,161

Amortisation at 1 April 2020 - as previously stated

5,134

-

5,134

1,150

-

1,150

13

-

13

Additions
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition

Provided during the year
Impairments
Reclassifications

(70)

-

(70)

Amortisation at 31 March 2021

(581)
5,646

-

(581)
5,646

Net book value at 31 March 2021

3,517

1,998

5,515

Net book value at 31 March 2020

3,331

-

3,331

Disposals / derecognition
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Note 15.1 Intangible assets - 2021/22

Trust

Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2021 - brought forward
Additions
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2022
Amortisation at 1 April 2021 - brought forward
Provided during the year
Impairments
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Amortisation at 31 March 2022

Software
licences

Intangible
assets under
construction

Total

£000

£000

£000

9,078

1,998

11,076

108

-

108

2,329

(1,998)

331

(11,515)
-

-

(11,515)
-

5,618

-

5,618

(1,491)

-

(1,491)

74

-

74

(7)

-

(7)

(4,194)
-

-

(4,194)
-

Net book value at 31 March 2022

-

-

-

Net book value at 31 March 2021

3,460

1,998

5,458

Software disposals relate to the derecognition of cloud software customisation and configuration costs (see
note 13) and the sale of software to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd.
Reclassifiations line relates mostly to the transfer of costs from Assets Under Construction after the assets
come into use.
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Note 15.2 Intangible assets - 2020/21

Trust
Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2020 - as previously
stated

Software
licences

Intangible
assets under
construction

Total

£000

£000

£000

8,377

-

8,377

1,528

1,998

3,526

(246)

-

(246)

Valuation / gross cost at 31 March 2021

(581)
9,078

1,998

(581)
11,076

Amortisation at 1 April 2020 - as previously stated

5,123

-

5,123

1,133

-

1,133

Additions
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition

Provided during the year
Impairments

13

-

13

(70)

-

(70)

Amortisation at 31 March 2021

(581)
5,618

-

(581)
5,618

Net book value at 31 March 2021

3,460

1,998

5,458

Net book value at 31 March 2020

3,254

-

3,254

Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
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Note 16.1 Property, plant and equipment - 2021/22

Group

Land
£000

Valuation/gross cost at 1 April 2021 - brought
forward
Additions
Reversals of impairments
Revaluations
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2022

Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2021 brought forward

Buildings
Assets
Plant &
excluding
under
dwellings Dwellings construction machinery
£000

£000

£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

10,758

92,658

2,709

5,125

33,124

11,988

1,456

157,818

218

14,670

-

2,887

2,531

331

333

20,970

-

1,040

-

-

-

-

-

1,040

527

(5,213)

101

-

-

-

-

(4,585)

-

3,667

-

(4,176)

558

(380)

-

(331)

11,503

(27)
106,795

2,810

3,836

(920)
35,293

(11,926)
13

1,789

(12,873)
162,039

-

-

-

-

19,233

4,567

591

24,391

Provided during the year

-

3,866

121

-

2,686

836

188

7,697

Impairments

-

1,816

-

-

-

-

-

1,816

Reversals of impairments

-

(103)

-

-

-

-

-

(103)

Revaluations

-

(5,728)

(121)

-

-

-

-

(5,849)

Reclassifications

-

176

-

-

7

(176)

-

7

Disposals / derecognition

-

(27)

-

-

(920)

(5,224)

-

(6,171)

-

-

-

-

21,006

3

779

21,788

Net book value at 31 March 2022

11,503

106,795

2,810

3,836

14,287

10

1,010

140,251

Net book value at 31 March 2021

10,758

92,658

2,709

5,125

13,891

7,421

865

133,427

Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2022

Information technology disposals/derecognition relate to the sale of IT assets to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd; and the derecognition of cloud software
customisation and configuration costs (see note 13) which were incorrectly capitalised as IT assets.
Reclassifiations line relates mostly to the transfer of costs from Assets Under Construction after the assets come into use.
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Note 16.2 Property, plant and equipment - 2020/21

Group

Land
£000

Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2020 - as
previously stated
Additions
Impairments

Buildings
Assets
Plant &
excluding
under
dwellings Dwellings construction machinery
£000

£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings

£000

£000

Total

£000

£000

10,034

91,288

2,497

1,058

28,775

11,181

1,287

146,120

798

8,350

-

4,606

5,640

3,658

126

23,178

(123)

(4,768)

-

-

-

-

-

(4,891)

Reversals of impairments

19

843

11

-

-

-

-

873

Revaluations

30

(3,542)

202

-

-

-

-

(3,310)

-

487

(1)

(539)

62

194

43

246

10,758

92,658

2,709

5,125

(1,353)
33,124

(3,045)
11,988

1,456

(4,398)
157,818

-

-

-

-

18,366

5,517

413

24,296

Provided during the year

-

3,551

106

-

2,181

2,058

170

8,066

Impairments

-

-

-

-

5

9

-

14

Revaluations

-

(3,551)

(106)

-

-

-

-

(3,657)

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

34

28

8

70

Disposals / derecognition

-

-

-

-

(1,353)

(3,045)

-

(4,398)

-

-

-

-

19,233

4,567

591

24,391

Net book value at 31 March 2021

10,758

92,658

2,709

5,125

13,891

7,421

865

133,427

Net book value at 31 March 2020

10,034

91,288

2,497

1,058

10,409

5,664

874

121,824

Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2021
Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2020 - as
previously stated

Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2021

All land, buildings and dwellings impairments and reversals of impairments are due to changes in property prices only.
The Trust's specialised hospital property assets are valued at depreciated replacement cost.
The Trust's non-specialised assets, such as houses, are valued at existing use market value.
In 2021/22 the valuation of the Group's estate resulted in a total net increase in value of £0.591m (2020/21 £3.671m net valuation reduction).
The valuations were undertaken by Neil Rayner BSc (Hons) MSc DIC MRICS, Principal Surveyor, DVS Property Services arm of the Valuation Agency for
SWFTCS Ltd.
For the Trust the valuations were undertaken by Rebecca Millard MRICS, RICS Registered Valuer, Principal, Avison Young.
The effective date of the revaluations undertaken by Avison Young and DVS Property Services was as at 31st March 2022.
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Note 16.3 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2021/22

Group

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

£000

£000

Assets
under
Dwellings construction
£000

£000

Plant &
machinery
£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2022
Owned - purchased
Finance leased
Owned - donated/granted
NBV total at 31 March 2022

10,631

105,569

2,528

3,836

11,676

10

930

135,180

-

-

188

10

80
1,010

4,883
140,251

-

-

-

-

188

872
11,503

1,226
106,795

282
2,810

3,836

2,423
14,287

Note 16.4 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2020/21

Group

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

£000

£000

Assets
under
Dwellings construction
£000

£000

Plant &
machinery
£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2021
Owned - purchased
Owned - donated/granted
NBV total at 31 March 2021

9,976

90,122

2,427

5,125

12,161

7,413

760

127,984

782
10,758

2,536
92,658

282
2,709

5,125

1,730
13,891

8
7,421

105
865

5,443
133,427
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Note 17.1 Property, plant and equipment - 2021/22

Trust
Valuation/gross cost at 1 April 2021 - brought
forward

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

Plant &
machinery

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings

Total

£000

£000

£000

7,093

73,146

2,709

5,125

33,047

11,979

1,456

134,555

Additions

-

14,573

-

825

2,524

327

333

18,582

Reversals of impairments

-

59

-

-

-

-

-

59

90

(5,284)

101

-

-

-

-

(5,093)

-

3,667

-

(4,176)

558

(380)

-

(331)

7,183

(27)
86,134

2,810

1,774

(920)
35,209

(11,926)
-

1,789

(12,873)
134,899

Revaluations
Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2022

Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2021 - brought
forward

-

-

-

-

19,198

4,566

591

24,355

Provided during the year

-

3,473

121

-

2,669

834

188

7,285

Impairments

-

1,816

-

-

-

-

-

1,816

Reversals of impairments

-

(103)

-

-

-

-

-

(103)

Revaluations

-

(5,335)

(121)

-

-

-

-

(5,456)

Reclassifications

-

176

-

-

7

(176)

-

7

Disposals / derecognition

-

(27)
-

-

-

(920)
20,954

(5,224)
-

779

(6,171)
21,733

Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2022
Net book value at 31 March 2022

7,183

86,134

2,810

1,774

14,255

-

1,010

113,166

Net book value at 31 March 2021

7,093

73,146

2,709

5,125

13,849

7,413

865

110,200

Information technology disposals/derecognition relate to the sale of IT assets to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd; and the derecognition of cloud software customisation
and configuration costs (see note 13) which were incorrectly capitalised as IT assets.
Reclassifiations line relates mostly to the transfer of costs from Assets Under Construction after the assets come into use.
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Note 17.2 Property, plant and equipment - 2020/21

Trust
Valuation / gross cost at 1 April 2020 - as previously
stated

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

Plant &
machinery

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

7,044

Additions
Impairments

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

72,469

2,497

966

28,596

11,178

1,287

124,037

7,588

-

4,606

5,675

3,652

126

21,647

(4,508)

-

-

-

-

-

(4,508)

Reversals of impairments

19

365

11

-

-

-

-

395

Revaluations

30

(3,163)

202

-

-

-

-

(2,931)

395

(1)

(447)

62

194

43

246

7,093

73,146

2,709

5,125

(1,286)
33,047

(3,045)
11,979

1,456

(4,331)
134,555

-

18,285

5,517

413

24,215

170

7,665

Reclassifications
Disposals / derecognition
Valuation/gross cost at 31 March 2021
Accumulated depreciation at 1 April 2020 - as
previously stated

-

-

-

Provided during the year

-

3,172

106

-

2,160

2,057

Impairments

-

-

-

-

5

9

Reversals of impairments

-

(3,172)

(106)

-

-

-

Reclassifications

-

-

-

-

34

28

8

70

Disposals / derecognition

-

-

-

-

(1,286)
19,198

(3,045)
4,566

591

(4,331)
24,355

Net book value at 31 March 2021

7,093

73,146

2,709

5,125

13,849

7,413

865

110,200

Net book value at 31 March 2020

7,044

72,469

2,497

966

10,311

5,661

874

99,822

Accumulated depreciation at 31 March 2021
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14
(3,278)

Note 17.3 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2021/22

Trust

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

Plant &
machinery

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2022
Owned - purchased

6,311

84,908

2,528

1,774

12,439

-

930

108,890

-

-

-

-

188

-

-

188

872
7,183

1,226
86,134

282
2,810

1,774

1,628
14,255

-

80
1,010

4,088
113,166

Finance leased
Owned - donated / granted
NBV total at 31 March 2022

Note 17.4 Property, plant and equipment financing - 2020/21

Trust

Land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Dwellings

Assets under
construction

Plant &
machinery

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Information Furniture &
technology
fittings
£000

£000

Total
£000

Net book value at 31 March 2021
Owned - purchased
Finance leased
Owned - donated / granted
NBV total at 31 March 2021

6,311

71,886

2,427

5,125

11,473

7,405

614

105,241

-

-

-

-

646

-

146

792

782
7,093

1,260
73,146

282
2,709

5,125

1,730
13,849

8
7,413

105
865

4,167
110,200
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Note 18 Donations of property, plant and equipment
During the year the Trust received £0.094m of donated assets (2020/21: £1.158m), £0.094m in the form of physical
assets (non cash) (2020/21:£1.061m) and nil from cash donations for the purchase of assets (2020/21: £0.097m).
These donations were made by South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust Charitable Fund £0.094m (2020/21
£0.144m); nil from DHSC as part of the coronavirus pandemic response (2020/21 £0.935m); and The Rigby
Foundation nil (2020/21 £0.079m).

Note 19 Revaluations of property, plant and equipment

All of the Group’s land and building assets have been revalued as at 31 March 2022. The SWFTCS Ltd valuations
weres undertaken by a qualified independent valuer from DVS for its Stratford hospital, and from Holt Commerical for
the Lillington land. The Trust had a full quinquennial valuation of its estate by Avison Young in March 2020. SWFTCS
Ltd had a full valuation of its Stratford hospital in March 2018. The Group undertakes quinquennial valuations, with
annual interim valuations.
For the Group's specialised properties (hospitals) the valuation is based on depreciated replacement cost and where
this is used, the Modern Equivalent Asset (MEA) principle has been applied; it being the underlying use for which the
asset is being used that determines the valuation treatment.
The Group's non specialised properties (houses) are valued at market value in existing use.
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# Note 20 Investments in subsidiary
Group
2021/22
£000
Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward

2020/21
£000

-

Carrying value at 31 March

-

Trust
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

7,241
7,241

7,241
7,241

# Note 21 Investments in associates and joint ventures
Group
2021/22
£000
Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward
Acquisitions in year
Share of profit / (loss)
Carrying value at 31 March

2020/21
£000

Trust
2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

-

-

-

-

7,910

-

7,910

-

124
8,034

-

124
8,034

-

# Note 22 Other investments / financial assets (non-current)
Group

Carrying value at 1 April - brought forward
Acquisitions in year
Movement in fair value through OCI
Current portion of loans receivable transferred to
current financial assets- Innovate Healthcare
Services Ld
Loan to Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd repayments

2021/22

2020/21

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

£000

£000

6,077

1,550

20,831

16,689

8,738

100

10,583

100

(5,589)

4,427

(5,589)

4,427

(757)

-

(757)

-

(260)

-

(260)
(100)

-

(100)

-

-

-

(403)

(373)

8,109

6,077

(52)
24,253

(12)
20,831

Transfer to joint venture
Loan to SWFT CS Ltd-repayments
Current portion of loans receivable transferred to
current financial assets- SWFT CS Ltd
Carrying value at 31 March

Trust

The movement in fair value through OCI relates to the change in value of shares that the Trust holds in Sensyne
Health Plc.
Terms and Condition for the loans included in the above:
Started
SWFT Clinical Services Loan (Main)

Ending

Jul-17

Interest Rate

Jul-42

3.50%

SWFT Clinical Services Loan (Additional equipment)

Jul-18

Jul-25

1.90%

SWFT Clinical Services Loan (Acorn House)

Oct-21

Oct-51

3.00%

Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd

Dec-21

Dec-31

3.50%

# Note 22.1 Other investments / financial assets (current)
Group
2022
£000
Other current financial assets
Total current investments / financial assets
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2021
£000

Trust
2022
£000

2021
£000

-

-

-

-

757

-

1,195

386

Note 23 Disclosure of interests in other entities

The IT functions of the Trust (SWFT) and George Eliot Hospital (GEH) were transferred into Innovate Healthcare
Services Ltd (IHCS) under a Service Transfer Agreement on 1st December 2021. IHCS provides a fully managed IT
service back to both trusts under a Managed ICT Services Agreement and ICT Service Level Agreement. A Control
Agreement between SWFT and GEH determining the rights and obligations of each Trust in relation to IHCS has been
put in place. SWFT is a 100% shareholder of IHCS, with GEH holding no shares in IHCS. The Control Agreement
gives GEH control rights and a right to a share of the net profits of IHCS (69.90% SWFT and 30.10% GEH). IHCS also
provides IT and Digital services to NHS Arden and GEM Commissioning Support Unit. IHCS has been determined by
the Trust to be a joint venture.
SWFT and GEH sold a total of £11.3m (£6.3m SWFT and 5.0m GEH) of IT assets to IHCS on 1st December. The
purchase of these assets was funded by a share issue of £3.745m from IHCS to SWFT and a loan of £8.738m from
SWFT to IHCS. The total funding of £12.483m also included an amount for the replacement of assets in quarter 4 and
for the replacement of fully depreciated assets that had transferred into IHCS.
In March 2022 SWFT made a further purchase of shares in IHCS of £4.065m to increase the scope of the IT services
provided to include a number of new IT services following the success of a number of IT bids to NHS Digital. Including
the initial £100k investment in 20/21 and the further investment in December 21 of £3.745m, makes a total share
investment of £7.910m in IHCS at the year end. This is shown within note 21 in the accounts.
The £8.738m loan from SWFT to IHCS is repayable over 10 years, with £260k repaid to 31st March 2022, the loan
receivable outstanding at yearend was £8.478m. This is shown within note 22 in the accounts.
The Trust is the Corporate Trustee for the South Warwickshire Foundation Trust Charitable Fund, registered charity
number 1056424.

Note 24 Inventories
Group

Trust

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

Drugs

4,151

2,916

3,191

2,059

Consumables

2,585

2,385

2,583

2,378

Energy
Total inventories

45
6,781

45
5,346

45
5,819

45
4,482

of which:
Inventories recognised in expenses for the year were £55,366k (2020/21: £50,902k). Write-down of inventories
recognised as expenses for the year were £53k (2020/21: £252k).

In response to the COVID 19 pandemic, the Department of Health and Social Care centrally procured personal
protective equipment and passed these to NHS providers free of charge. During 2021/22 the Trust received £1,090k of
items purchased by DHSC (2020/21: £5,427k).
These inventories were recognised as additions to inventory at deemed cost with the corresponding benefit recognised
in income. The utilisation of these items is included in the expenses disclosed above.
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Note 25.1 Receivables
Group
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

£000

Trust
31 March
2022
£000

31 March
2021
£000

Current
Contract receivables

15,807

14,569

15,784

14,714

Allowance for impaired contract receivables / assets

(3,890)

(6,695)

(3,848)

(6,682)

2,720

4,855

5,263

7,411

46

644

46

644

1,681

1,508

1,205

1,312

16,364

390
15,271

18,450

390
17,789

970
970

1,270
1,270

970
970

1,270
1,270

5,325

7,360

5,747

7,360

-

-

-

-

Prepayments (non-PFI)
PDC dividend receivable
VAT receivable
Other receivables
Total current receivables
Non-current
Contract assets
Total non-current receivables
Of which receivable from NHS and DHSC group bodies:
Current
Non-current
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# Note 25.2 Allowances for credit losses - 2021/22
Group
Contract
receivables
and contract
assets
£000
Allowances as at 1 Apr 2021 - brought forward
New allowances arising
Utilisation of allowances (write offs)
Allowances as at 31 Mar 2022

Trust

All other
receivables

Contract
receivables
and contract
assets

All other
receivables

£000

£000

£000

6,695

-

2,045
(4,850)
3,890

6,682

-

-

2,003

-

-

(4,837)
3,848

-

# Note 25.3 Allowances for credit losses - 2020/21
Group
Contract
receivables
and contract
assets
£000
Allowances as at 1 Apr 2020 - as previously stated
New allowances arising
Utilisation of allowances (write offs)
Allowances as at 31 Mar 2021
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Trust

All other
receivables

Contract
receivables
and contract
assets

All other
receivables

£000

£000

£000

5,621

-

5,583

-

1,234

-

1,259

-

(160)
6,695

-

(160)
6,682

-

# Note 26.1 Cash and cash equivalents movements
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank, in hand and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are readily
convertible investments of known value which are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.
Group

Trust

2021/22

2020/21

2021/22

2020/21

£000

£000

£000

£000

At 1 April

44,207

24,288

42,060

23,358

Net change in year
At 31 March

(2,501)
41,706

19,919
44,207

(1,695)
40,365

18,702
42,060

1,343

2,252

675

1,879

40,363

41,955

39,690

40,181

41,706
41,706

44,207
44,207

40,365
40,365

42,060
42,060

Broken down into:
Cash at commercial banks and in hand
Cash with the Government Banking Service
Total cash and cash equivalents as in SoFP
Total cash and cash equivalents as in SoCF

# Note 26.2 Third party assets held by the trust
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust held cash and cash equivalents which relate to monies held by the Trust
on behalf of patients or other parties. This has been excluded from the cash and cash equivalents figure reported in
the accounts.
Group and Trust

Bank balances
Total third party assets

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

-

47

1
1

# Note 27.1 Trade and other payables
Group

Trust

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

Current
Trade payables

7,519

Capital payables

7,034

6,203

6,193

2,124

6,673

2,124

6,637

32,481

23,273

32,847

22,694

Social security costs

2,716

2,674

2,696

2,654

Other taxes payable

2,401

2,013

2,380

1,992

2,950
50,191

3,060
44,727

2,950
49,200

3,060
43,230

308
308

289
289

308
308

289
289

7,826

5,888

5232

5888

-

-

Accruals

Other payables
Total current trade and other payables
Non-current
Other payables
Total non-current trade and other payables
Of which payables from NHS and DHSC group bodies:
Current
Non-current
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-

-

# Note 28 Other liabilities
Group
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

£000

Trust
31 March
2022
£000

31 March
2021
£000

Current
Deferred income: contract liabilities
Other deferred income
Total other current liabilities

11,331

5,055

11,315

5,055

2,135
13,466

1,515
6,570

2,135
13,450

1,515
6,570

556
556

970
970

556
556

970
970

Non-current
Deferred income: contract liabilities
Total other non-current liabilities

# Note 29 Borrowings
Group
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

£000

Trust
31 March
2022
£000

31 March
2021
£000

Current
Loans from DHSC
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
Total current borrowings

1,454

1,456

1,454

1,456

47

47

47

47

25
1,526

1,503

205
1,706

174
1,677

21,432

22,860

21,432

22,860

32

80

32

80

157
21,621

22,940

595
22,059

617
23,557

Non-current
Loans from DHSC
Other loans
Obligations under finance leases
Total non-current borrowings
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Note 29.1 Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities (Group)

Group - 2021/22

Loans
from
DHSC

Other
loans

Finance
leases

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Carrying value at 1 April 2021

24,316

127

-

24,443

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal

(1,428)

(48)

(6)

(1,482)

(764)

-

(1)

(765)

-

-

188

188

762
22,886

79

1
182

763
23,147

Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:
Additions
Application of effective interest rate
Carrying value at 31 March 2022

Group - 2020/21

Loans
from
DHSC

Other
loans

Finance
leases

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Carrying value at 1 April 2020

25,747

182

-

25,929

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal

(1,428)

(55)

-

(1,483)

(810)

-

-

(810)

807
24,316

127

-

807
24,443

Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:
Application of effective interest rate
Carrying value at 31 March 2021
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Note 29.2 Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities

Trust - 2021/22

Loans
from
DHSC

Other
loans

Finance
leases

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Carrying value at 1 April 2021

24,316

127

791

25,234

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal

(1,428)

(48)

(180)

(1,656)

(764)

-

(23)

(787)

-

-

188

188

762
22,886

79

22
798

784
23,763

Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:
Additions
Application of effective interest rate
Carrying value at 31 March 2022

Trust - 2020/21

Loans
from
DHSC

Other
loans

Finance
leases

£000

Total

£000

£000

Carrying value at 1 April 2020

25,747

182

960

26,889

Cash movements:
Financing cash flows - payments and receipts of
principal

(1,428)

(55)

(169)

(1,652)

(810)

-

(28)

(838)

807
24,316

127

28
791

835
25,234

Financing cash flows - payments of interest
Non-cash movements:
Application of effective interest rate
Carrying value at 31 March 2021
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£000

# Note 30 Finance leases

# Note 30.1 South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee
Obligations under finance leases where the trust is the lessee.
Group

Trust

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

Gross lease liabilities

£000

£000

182

-

832

846

of which liabilities are due:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.
Finance charges allocated to future periods
Net lease liabilities

25

-

221

196

157

-

611

650

-

-

-

-

182

-

(33)
799

(55)
791

of which payable:
- not later than one year;
- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

25

-

205

174

157

-

594

617

-

-

-

-

All lease payments are stated as future minimum lease payments.
The most significant lease for the Trust relates to Medical Equipment leased from SWFT Clinical Services Ltd over a 7
year period as part of the Managed Service for Stratford Hospital Building One with SWFT Clinical Services Ltd and
therefore is eliminated on consolidation.
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Note 31.1 Provisions for liabilities and charges analysis (Group)

Pensions:
early
departure
costs

Pensions:
injury
benefits

Legal
claims

Other

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

1,154

888

62

2,079

4,183

17

23

-

-

40

Arising during the year

-

-

13

2,270

2,283

Utilised during the year

(130)

(56)

(9)

-

(195)

(52)

-

(26)

(459)

(537)

43
1,032

9
864

40

3,890

52
5,826

- not later than one year;

128

56

-

3,425

3,609

- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

512

224

-

-

736

392
1,032

584
864

40
40

465
3,890

1,481
5,826

Group
At 1 April 2021
Change in the discount rate

Reversed unused
Unwinding of discount
At 31 March 2022
Expected timing of cash flows:

Total

Legal claims includes the amount informed by the NHS Resolution with respect to employer's and public liability together
with any specific provision made by the Trust for known events. Contingent liabilities relating to these legal claims are
disclosed within note 33.
Other relates to deferred corporation tax for SWFT Clinical Services Ltd £0.417m (£0.377m at 31 March 2021) (see note
13.1 Corporation Tax), HMRC provisions relating to potential VAT £0.968m (£0.283m at 31 March 2021) and staff cost
provisions £1.266m (£0.960m at 31 March 2021), EPR procurement costs £0.882m (nil 31 March 2021).
In addition to the above, the NHS Resolution holds provisions to the value of £0.722m in relation to the Employer's
Liability Scheme for Trusts at 31 March 2022 (£0.711m at 31 March 2021).
The timing of pension related provisions is based on the current level of payments made to individuals on the Trust's
behalf by NHS Business Authority. Levels of payments are not expected to change significantly between financial years.
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Note 31.2 Provisions for liabilities and charges analysis (Trust)

Pensions:
early
departure
costs

Pensions:
injury
benefits

Legal
claims

Other

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

1,154

888

62

1,557

3,661

17

23

-

-

40

Arising during the year

-

-

13

2,223

2,236

Utilised during the year

(130)

(56)

(9)

-

(195)

(52)

-

(26)

(314)

(392)

43
1,032

9
864

40

3,466

52
5,402

- not later than one year;

128

56

-

3,466

3,650

- later than one year and not later than five years;
- later than five years.

512

224

-

-

736

392
1,032

584
864

40
40

3,466

1,016
5,402

Trust
At 1 April 2021
Change in the discount rate

Reversed unused
Unwinding of discount
At 31 March 2022
Expected timing of cash flows:

Total

Legal claims includes the amount informed by the NHS Litigation Authority with respect to employer's and public liability
together with any specific provision made by the Trust for known events. Contingent liabilities relating to these legal
claims are disclosed within note 33.
In addition to the above, the NHS Litigation Authority holds provisions to the value of £0.722m in relation to the
Employer's Liability Scheme for Trusts at 31 March 2022 (£0.711m at 31 March 2021).
Other relates to HMRC provisions relating to potential VAT £0.968m (£0.283m at 31 March 2021) and staff cost
provisions £1.266m (£0.960m at 31 March 2021), EPR procurement costs £0.882m (nil 31 March 2021).
The timing of pension related provisions is based on the current level of payments made to individuals on the Trust's
behalf by NHS Business Authority. Levels of payments are not expected to change significantly between financial years.
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Note 31.3 Clinical negligence liabilities

At 31 March 2022, £89,437k was included in provisions of NHS Resolution in respect of clinical negligence liabilities of
South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust (31 March 2021: £80,085k).

Note 32 Contingent assets and liabilities
Group

Trust

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

(23)

(17)

(23)

(17)

Gross value of contingent liabilities

(23)

(17)

(23)

(17)

Amounts recoverable against liabilities
Net value of contingent liabilities

(23)

(17)

(23)

(17)

-

-

Value of contingent liabilities
NHS Resolution legal claims

Net value of contingent assets

Note 33 Contractual capital commitments
Group

Property, plant and equipment
Total

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

1,206
1,206
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Trust

3,427
3,427

1,206
1,206

3,427
3,427

# Note 34 Pathology Service

South Warwickshire General Hospitals NHS Trust (now South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust),
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust and George Eliot Hospital NHS Trust formed a
single Pathology Service at 1 April 2008. The service is hosted by University Hospitals Coventry and
Warwickshire NHS Trust and there is an agreement approved by the Trusts, with this Trust's share being
20.11%. Payments for the service are made in accordance with a service level agreement.
The Pathology Service accounts reported by University Hospital Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust
were:

Revenue from Patient Care Activities
Other Operating Revenue
Operating Expenses
Operating Surplus / (Deficit)

Total Value Reported
2020/21
2021/22
£000
£000
15,359
17,269
46,804
34,371
(62,162)
(51,640)
1
0

South Warwickshire NHS
Foundation Trust's Share
2020/21
2021/22
£000
£000
3,089
3,473
9,412
6,912
(12,501)
(10,385)
0
0

Non current assets

Total Value Reported
2020
2021
£000
£000
4,000
1,095

Foundation Trust's Share
2020
2021
£000
£000
804
220

Current assets
Stocks and work in progress
Debtors-due within 1 year

2,244
2,345

970
1,719

451
472

195
346

4,589

2,689

923

541

(11,064)

(6,260)

(2,225)

(1,259)

Net-current liabilities

(6,475)

(3,571)

(1,302)

(718)

Total assets less current liabilities

(2,475)

(2,476)

(498)

(498)

-

-

Total assets employed

(2,475)

(2,476)

(498)

(498)

Financed by:
Tax payers' equity
Public dividend capital
Retained earnings

434
(2,909)

434
(2,910)

87
(585)

87
(585)

Total tax payer's equity

(2,475)

(2,476)

(498)

(498)

Current liabilities

Non-current liabilities
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Note 35 Financial instruments
Note 35.1 Financial risk management

Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures requires disclosure of the role that
financial instruments have had during the period in creating or changing the risks a body faces in
undertaking its activities. Because of the continuing service provider relationship that the NHS Foundation
Trust has with Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and the way the CCGs are financed, the NHS
Foundation Trust is not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also financial
instruments play a much more limited role in creating or changing risk than would be typical of listed
companies, to which the financial reporting standards mainly apply. The NHS Foundation Trust has limited
powers to borrow or invest surplus funds and financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day
operational activities rather than being held to change the risks facing the NHS Foundation Trust in
undertaking its activities.

The Trust’s treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department, within parameters
defined formally within the Trust’s standing financial instructions and policies agreed by the board of
directors. Trust treasury activity is subject to annual review by the Trust’s internal auditors.
Currency risk
The Trust is principally a domestic organisation with the great majority of transactions, assets and liabilities
being in the UK and sterling based. The Trust has no overseas operations. The Trust therefore has low
exposure to currency rate fluctuations.
Interest rate risk
The Trust has borrowed from the Foundation Trust Financing Facility for the major capital projects at
Warwick and Stratford. The borrowings are for a fixed period of 25 years, in line with the life of the
associated assets, and interest is charged at the National Loans Fund rate, fixed for the life of the loan, at
3.19%. The Trust therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations.
Credit risk
Because the majority of the Trust’s income comes from contracts with other public sector bodies, the Trust
has low exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at 31 March 2022 are in receivables from
customers, as disclosed in the Trade and other receivables note. The Trust’s cash deposits are principally
held in its Government Banking Service (GBS) account, with smaller working capital balances also being
held in the Trust’s Lloyds commercial bank. The Trust’s credit risk in respect of its cash deposits is
therefore low. See note 25.1 for further information of impairments of financial assets.
Liquidity risk
The Trust’s operating costs are incurred under contracts with Clinical Commissioning Groups, Local
Authorities and NHS Area Team which are financed from resources voted annually by Parliament. The
Trust holds a large cash balance and is not currently exposed to any significant liquidity risk associated with
inability to pay creditors.
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Note 35.2 Carrying values of financial assets (Group)

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2022

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets
Other investments / financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2022

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2021

Other investments / financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total at 31 March 2021

£000

£000

12,887

-

8,478

388

8,866

41,706
63,071

388

41,706
63,459

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets

Held at fair
value
through Total book
value
OCI
12,887

Held at fair
value
through Total book
value
OCI
£000

£000

9,534

-

-

6,077

6,077

44,207
53,741

6,077

44,207
59,818

9,534

Note 35.3 Carrying values of financial assets (Trust)

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2022

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Held at fair
value
through Total book
value
OCI
£000

£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets
Other investments / financial assets

12,456

-

12,456

25,060

388

25,448

Cash and cash equivalents

40,365
77,881

388

40,365
78,269

Total at 31 March 2022

Carrying values of financial assets as at 31 March 2021

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Trade and other receivables excluding non financial assets

Held at fair
value
through Total book
value
OCI
£000

£000

9,692

-

9,692

Other investments / financial assets

15,140

5,977

21,117

Cash and cash equivalents

42,060
66,892

5,977

42,060
72,869

Total at 31 March 2021
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Note 35.4 Carrying values of financial liabilities (Group)

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2022

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

22,886

Obligations under finance leases

182

Other borrowings

79

Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities

42,124
-

Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2022

1,896
67,167

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2021

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

24,316

Other borrowings

127

Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2021

36,980
2,042
63,465

Note 35.5 Carrying values of financial liabilities (Trust)

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2022

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

22,886

Obligations under finance leases

798

Other borrowings

79

Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities

40,724
-

Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2022

1,896
66,383

Carrying values of financial liabilities as at 31 March 2021

Held at
amortised
cost
£000

Loans from the Department of Health and Social Care

24,316

Obligations under finance leases

791

Other borrowings

127

Trade and other payables excluding non financial liabilities
Provisions under contract
Total at 31 March 2021

33,862
2,042
61,138
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# Note 35.6 Maturity of financial liabilities
The following maturity profile of financial liabilities is based on the contractual undiscounted cash flows. This differs to
the amounts recognised in the statement of financial position which are discounted to present value.
Group

In one year or less
In more than one year but not more than five years
In more than five years
Total

Trust

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

31 March
2022

31 March
2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

44,530

39,409

41,086

38,127

9,051

9,152

9,441

9,769

19,586
73,167

21,665
70,226

19,586
70,113

21,665
69,561

# Note 36 Losses and special payments
2021/22
Total
Total value
number of
of cases
cases

Group and trust

Number

£000

2020/21
Total
Total value
number of
of cases
cases
Number

£000

Losses
Fruitless payments and constructive losses
Bad debts and claims abandoned
Stores losses and damage to property
Total losses

5

-

-

-

137

79

129

232

1

-

3

130

143

79

132

362

Special payments
Compensation under court order or legally binding
arbitration award
Ex-gratia payments
Total special payments
Total losses and special payments
Compensation payments received

1

1

-

-

3

38

18

4

4
147

39
118

18
150

4
366

-
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# Note 37 Related parties
During the year none of the Board Members or members of the key management staff or parties related to them has
undertaken any material transactions with South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust.
The Department of Health and Social Care is regarded as a related party. South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust
has had a significant number of material transactions with the Department of Health and Social Care, and with other
entities for which the Department is regarded as the parent Department. These entities are listed below:

Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG's)
NHS Coventry and Warwickshire CCG
NHS Trusts
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust
West Midlands Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
George Eliot NHS Trust
Wye Valley NHS Trust
Other Bodies
NHS Resolution (formerly The NHS Litigation Authority)
The NHS Pension Agency
Income
2021/22
2020/21
£000

£000

Expenditure
2021/22
2020/21
£000

£000

Other Bodies
Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd

6,771

-

4,698

-

Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency

-

-

1

-

Ministry of Defence

-

-

70

SWFT Charity

482
7,253

424
424

Receivables
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

£000

4,769

70
70

Payables
31 March
31 March
2022
2021
£000

£000

Other Bodies
Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd

1,247

21

2,800

-

Medicines & Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency

-

-

-

-

Ministry of Defence

-

-

-

-

2,800

-

SWFT Charity
Total

154
1,401

416
437

-

Transactions with the subsidiary company are not included within related party transactions as the accounts are
prepared on group basis.
All related party transactions are conducted as part of the normal Trust activities and under the Trust standard terms and
conditions. The transactions are at arms length.
In addition to the Trade Receivables reported above, the Trust also has Investments in Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd
of £8.034m (including £0.124m share of profit) at 31 March 2022 (£0.1m at 31 March 2021) and a Loan Receivable from
Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd of £8.477m at 31 March 2022 (nil at 31 March 2021). Loan repayments of £0.26m
were received from Innovate Healthcare Services Ltd during 2021/22.
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Independent auditor’s report to the board of governors and board of directors of South Warwickshire
NHS Foundation Trust
Report on the audit of the financial statements
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements of South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust (the ‘foundation
trust’) and its subsidiaries (the ‘group’):
• give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and the foundation trust’s affairs as at 31
March 2022 and of the group and foundation trust’s income and expenditure for the year
then ended;
• have been properly prepared in accordance with the accounting policies directed by NHS
Improvement – Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the National Health Service Act
2006.
We have audited the financial statements which comprise:
• the group and foundation trust statements of comprehensive income;
• the group and foundation trust statements of financial position;
• the group and foundation trust statements of changes in equity;
• the group and foundation trust statements of cash flows; and
• the related notes 1 to 37.
The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and the
accounting policies directed by NHS Improvement – Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation
Trusts.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)), the
Code of Audit Practice and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our
report.
We are independent of the group and the foundation trust in accordance with the ethical
requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the
Financial Reporting Council’s (the ‘FRC’s’) Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Conclusions relating to going concern
In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded that the accounting officer’s use of the going
concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is appropriate.
Based on the work we have performed, we have not identified any material uncertainties relating to
events or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on the group’s and
foundation trust’s ability to continue as a going concern for a period of at least twelve months from
when the financial statements are authorised for issue.
Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the directors with respect to going concern are
described in the relevant sections of this report.

The going concern basis of accounting for the group and the foundation trust is adopted in
consideration of the requirements set out in the accounting policies directed by NHS Improvement –
Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts, which require entities to adopt the going concern
basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements where it is anticipated that the
services which they provide will continue into the future.
Other information
The other information comprises the information included in the annual report, other than the
financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. The accounting officer is responsible for the
other information contained within the annual report. Our opinion on the financial statements does
not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we
do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
Our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the
course of the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material
inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether this gives
rise to a material misstatement in the financial statements themselves. If, based on the work we have
performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are
required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of accounting officer
As explained more fully in the statement of accounting officer’s responsibilities, the accounting officer
is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a
true and fair view, and for such internal control as the accounting officer determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the accounting officer is responsible for assessing the group’s
and the foundation trust’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless they have been
informed by the relevant national body of the intention to dissolve the Foundation Trust without the
transfer of the Foundation Trust’s services to another public sector entity.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor's report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the
FRC’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our auditor’s
report.

Extent to which the audit was considered capable of detecting non-compliance with laws and
regulations, including fraud
We design procedures in line with our responsibilities, outlined above, to detect material
misstatements in respect of non-compliance with laws and regulations, including fraud. The extent to
which our procedures are capable of detecting non-compliance with laws and regulations, including
fraud is detailed below.
We considered the nature of the group and foundation trust and its control environment, and
reviewed the group’s and foundation trust’s documentation of their policies and procedures relating
to fraud and compliance with laws and regulations. We also enquired of management, internal audit
and local counter fraud about their own identification and assessment of the risks of non-compliance
with laws and regulations.
We obtained an understanding of the legal and regulatory framework that the group and foundation
trust operates in, and identified the key laws and regulations that:
• had a direct effect on the determination of material amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. This included the National Health Service Act 2006.
• do not have a direct effect on the financial statements but compliance with which may be
fundamental to the group’s and foundation trust’s ability to operate or to avoid a material
penalty. These included the Data Protection Act 2018, relevant employment legislation, and
clinical standards.
We discussed among the audit engagement team, including relevant internal specialists such as IT,
valuation and industry specialists, regarding the opportunities and incentives that may exist within the
organisation for fraud and how and where fraud might occur in the financial statements.
As a result of performing the above, we identified the greatest potential for fraud in the following
areas and our specific procedures performed to address it are described below:
• the risk of revenue not being recognised at fair value due to adjustments agreed in settling
current year disputes and assessed the appropriateness of the judgements made in recognising
revenue and providing for disputes on the basis of discussion with staff involved, and reviewing
correspondence with commissioners and other relevant documentation. We have reviewed the
Trust’s position with regard to the differences highlighted in the Agreement of Balances exercise
and have obtained representations from the Trust that these accurately relfect the position with
counterparties.
In common with all audits under ISAs (UK), we are also required to perform specific procedures to
respond to the risk of management override. In addressing the risk of fraud through management
override of controls, we tested the appropriateness of journal entries and other adjustments;
assessed whether the judgements made in making accounting estimates are indicative of a potential
bias; and evaluated the business rationale of any significant transactions that are unusual or outside
the normal course of business.
In addition to the above, our procedures to respond to the risks identified included the following:
•

•
•

reviewing financial statement disclosures by testing to supporting documentation to assess
compliance with provisions of relevant laws and regulations described as having a direct
effect on the financial statements;
performing analytical procedures to identify any unusual or unexpected relationships that
may indicate risks of material misstatement due to fraud;
enquiring of management and internal audit and external legal counsel concerning actual and
potential litigation and claims, and instances of non-compliance with laws and regulations;

•
•

enquiring of the local counter fraud specialist and review of local counter fraud reports
produced; and
reading minutes of meetings of those charged with governance, and reviewing internal audit
reports.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
Opinions on other matters prescribed by the National Health Service Act 2006
In our opinion:
• the parts of the Remuneration Report and Staff Report subject to audit have been prepared
properly in accordance with the National Health Service Act 2006; and
• the information given in the Performance Report and the Accountability Report for the
financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial
statements.
Matters on which we are required to report by exception
Use of resources
Under the Code of Audit Practice and Schedule 10(1(d)) of the National Health Service Act 2006, we
are required to report to you if we have not been able to satisfy ourselves that the Foundation Trust
has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources.
We have nothing to report in respect of this matter.
Respective responsibilities of the accounting officer and auditor relating to the Foundation Trust’s
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources
The accounting officer is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of the Foundation Trust’s resources.
We are required under the Code of Audit Practice and Schedule 10(1(d)) of the National Health
Service Act 2006 to satisfy ourselves that the Foundation Trust has made proper arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether all aspects of the Foundation
Trust’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources are
operating effectively.
We undertake our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the guidance,
published by the Comptroller & Auditor General in December 2021, as to whether the Foundation
Trust has proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of
resources against the specified criteria of financial sustainability, governance, and improving
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
The Comptroller & Auditor General has determined that under the Code of Audit Practice, we
discharge this responsibility by reporting by exception if we have reported to the Foundation Trust a
significant weakness in arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources for the year ended 31 March 2022 by the time of the issue of our audit report. Other
findings from our work, including our commentary on the Foundation Trust’s arrangements, are
reported in our separate Auditor’s Annual Report.

Annual Governance Statement and compilation of financial statements
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if, in our opinion:
• the Annual Governance Statement does not meet the disclosure requirements set out in the
NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual, is misleading, or is inconsistent with
information of which we are aware from our audit; or
• proper practices have not been observed in the compilation of the financial statements.
We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether the Annual Governance Statement
addresses all risks and controls or that risks are satisfactorily addressed by internal controls.
We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.
Reports in the public interest or to the regulator
Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are also required to report to you if:
• any matters have been reported in the public interest under Schedule 10(3) of the National
Health Service Act 2006 in the course of, or at the end of the audit; or
• any reports to the regulator have been made under Schedule 10(6) of the National Health
Service Act 2006 because we have reason to believe that the Foundation Trust, or a director
or officer of the Foundation Trust, is about to make, or has made, a decision involving
unlawful expenditure, or is about to take, or has taken, unlawful action likely to cause a loss
or deficiency.
We have nothing to report in respect of these matters.
Delay in certification of completion of the audit

We cannot formally conclude the audit and issue an audit certificate until we have completed
the work necessary to issue our statement on consolidation schedules. We are satisfied that
our remaining work in this area is unlikely to have a material impact on the financial
statements or on our value for money conclusion.
Use of our report
This report is made solely to the Council of Governors and Board of Directors (“the Boards”) of South
Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust, as a body, in accordance with paragraph 4 of Schedule 10 of the
National Health Service Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the
Boards those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the Boards as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have
formed.

Ian Howse CPFA, CA (Key Audit Partner)
For and on behalf of Deloitte LLP
Appointed Auditor
Cardiff, United Kingdom
15 July 2022

Independent auditor’s certificate of completion of the audit
Issue of opinion on the audit of the financial statements
In our audit report for the year ended 31 March 2022 issued on 15 July 2022 we reported that, in our
opinion, the financial statements:
 gave a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and the foundation trust’s affairs as at 31
March 2022 and of the group’s and foundation trust’s income and expenditure for the year
then ended;
 had been properly prepared in accordance with the accounting policies directed by NHS
Improvement – Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts; and
 had been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the National Health Service Act
2006.
Foundation trust’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources
In our audit report for the year ended 31 March 2022 issued on 15 July 2022, we were required to
report to you if we had not been able to satisfy ourselves that the foundation trust had made proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources. We had
nothing to report in respect of this matter.
Certificate of completion of the audit
In our audit report for the year ended 31 March 2022 issued on 15 July 2022, we explained that we
could not formally conclude the audit on that date until we had completed the work necessary to
issue our statement on consolidation schedules. We have now completed our work in this area.
No matters have come to our attention since that date that would have a material impact on the
financial statements on which we gave our opinion or on our exception reporting on the foundation
trust’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
We certify that we have completed the audit of South Warwickshire NHS Foundation Trust in
accordance with requirements of Chapter 5 of Part 2 of the National Health Service Act 2006 and the
Code of Audit Practice.

Ian Howse CPFA, CA (Key Audit Partner)
For and on behalf of Deloitte LLP
Appointed Auditor
Cardiff, United Kingdom
19 July 2022

